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• P~roduction of artillery weaponry has been developed as the result of con- •
. stant changes and perfection of this form of combat technology, as well as the 4

increased scale of its use among the forces. History of the development of
S~artillery production testifies to the fact that our fatherland's industry has

•i• ~al,,ays• occupied one of the first places in the world in the area of artillery :
weaponry7, providing the army and navy with weapon models of original construc-
tion which not only kept abreast of foreign models in battlefield capabili- A

• ~ties, 'hat often surpassed them."i

SThb results of scientafic work on creation of artillery weaponst and the
S~perfection of technical methods in its productio)n in domestic industi7• and in "

i!:•.the armed forces have often received widespread acclaim and priority,
•,iand have been used in Western Europe.

"Russian artillery" -- these words have always reminded the enemies ofh

-According to the Golitsyn Chronicles, firarms (hand cannons) were
•i• first used in Russia in 1389, under Grand Prince Dmitriy Donskoy. Artillery
• ~production was significantly perfected and expanded during the reign of Ivan

S~Vasilyavich the Terrible. There were already outstanding artillery crafts-
" men at this time, among which Audrey Chokhov was widely known. Among many

•{ other weapons, he cast, in 1586, the "czar-cannon", which had a bore of 89
i,•centimeters and a weight of 2400 poods (close to 40 tons). The czar-cannon

Swas the largest weapon of its time, with a cannon ball weighing 800 kg. This
•,,cannon has been preserved to the present time in the Kremlin as a symbol of
• the power of Russian artillery and a momento of the past. In 1577, AudreyJ
i• Chokhov produced a harquebus with a bore of 2116 mm, barrel length of 5330 ram,
ill: and a weight of 7436 kg. The Pskov cannon maker Semyon Dabinin produced a

S~cannon with a bore of 180 mam, barrel length of of 5940 mam, an-d weight of 4750
• kg in 1590. These cannons took part in wars, and various models of them are
•, ikept at thý, present time in the Leningrad artillery museum.
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The industrial production of artillery weapons and ammunition and hand
guns began in Russia under Peter I during the period 1700-1721. During this
time, the. Sestroretsk and Tula weapons plant,, the Petersburg arsenal, the
Sestroretsk and Okhtensk powder plants and a numb•er of plants in the Urals
were built.

In 1743 at the Tula plant, 42 mm and 48 mm light field cannons were
first built with steel barrels having eight spiral grooves in the bore. Many
similar :iistorical references can be introduced, and they all testify to the
fact that in the given period, the level of development of artillery technology
in Russia was high.

in Until the middle of the 19th Century, artillery and hand guns were

smoothe-bozed and muzzle loaded. Dur.ng the Crimean War (1854-1855), weapon
models with rifled bores and breech loading, as wadJ2 ;-: '-•Jfled hand firearms,
were first used. The advantages of rifled weapons over vmuuthe-bored ones
were confirmed in the experience of the war.

It is proper to place production of the first rifled weapons in Russia in
the year 1855. There were separate batteries in the forces with rifled weavons
in 1862. It is necessary to note that rifled weapons with wedge blocks were
developed in Russia significantly earlier than in Western Europe. This is
confirmed by documents and models of such weapons which are preserved it. the
artillery museum in Leningrad. With the development of industry in Russia
(1860), especially metallurgy and machine building, the serial manufacture of
steal weappns* with wige blocks and rifled bores. The firat individual models
of steel weapons were already being manufactured at the Ural plants at the be-
ginning of the 19th Century. During the period 1820-1850 in Zlatoust, Pavel
Petroiich Anosov first scientifically based the possibility of production of
high quality steels, particularly damask steel, and got these steels in produc-.-
tion. He first used a microscope for investigation of steel structure, lead-
ing Western Europe by many years in this respect.

From the same Zlatoust came the well known Russian metallurgiat Pavel
Matveyevich Obukhov, who played a prominent role in the development of the
Russiar artillery industry. A cannon barrel of Obukhov's steel, cast in 1860
at the Prince Mikhaylovskiy factory, sustained over 400b shots. This cannon
received a high award at the 1862 wbrld exposition ix TLondon. With his move
to Petersburg,. Obukhov built the Obukhov steel cannon plant. The first steel
gun barrels often explode during firing, however, becau-e the preparation
processes for high-strength, tough steel were not sufficiently well known.

In 1866, Obukhov invited Dmitriy Konstantinovich Chernov to the plant for
permanent employment. Having completed work at a technical institute, Chernov
had already spent five years as an instructor. Working at the Obukhov plant
on metals research, he first discovered that the metal which broke up during
the firing of a gun had a large-grained structure, while that in barrels which
sustained many shots had a small-grained structure. Experimental testing of
this observation led to the conclusion, extremely important for practice, that
steel quality depends not only on the formula for its preparation, which is to
say the type of steel, but also on its consequent heat treatment (annealing,
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hardn g and tempering). In experiments and in his theoretical research,
Chernovi also -fb!rst showed that under heating to determined tesperatures,
steel undergoes special transformations, in which its structure and mechani-
cal prcperties Ane changed. Later, in metallography courses, these tempera-
ture points for steel trar•sformation were named Chernov's critical points.
D. K. Chernov created a scientific basis for the production and heat treat-
mentt bf steel, and in so dbing rendered great aid to the metallurgical plants
of Russia and Europe. A number of his works, such as: "Materials for the
Study of Steel and Steel Weapons" (MaMaterialv diva izuchenija stali i stal-
n kh orudiy) of 1868, "Research on Cast Steel Pigs" (Issledovanie litvkh
s talkh bolvanok)- of 1878, "On Manufacture of Steel Armor-Piercing Projec-
tiles" (0 pri otovlenii stalxykh broneprobivavushchikh snar adov) of 1885,
and "On Burning Out Steel Weapon Bores" (0 orani kanalov stal vkh orudiy),
of 1912 rzeiain factual up t6 the present time.

No

•€, "o " • - ,o - "

i~iThe work of the Russian scientist D. K. Chennov received. widespread

Sacclaim during his lifetime, both in Russia and in Western Darope, and was
S~noted at the 1900 world industrial exposition in Paris. From 1889 on, D. K.
!,Chernov was a professor at -the Artillery AcaderV, while still rorking at the
• plant. D. K. Chernov died January 2, 1921 at Yalta, and remained a greatpatriot of his country to the end of his life.

k During the period 1860-1890, A., V. Gadolin, a professor at the Artillery
•$1Acadeny, worked out the bases for theories of artillery design: "Resistance
•* ~of Weapon Walls to Gunpo~ider Gas Pressure" (S-oarotivleni e sten orudiy

D•porokhov kh g• )., "Theory of Strengthen Weapons"-(Teoriya iskr-nlyonnykh• orulTy), and a ntmber of other works on the theory of resilience. A large

patscientific contribution in the area of exterior and interior ballistics was
made by M. Vt hayevskiy (1850-1892), a professor at the Artillery Acadeuy, and

•~ -

Acadniy wokedout he ase fo Thorie ofartlley deign "Rsisanc



by his student, N. A. Zabudskiy, (1880-1917). These .work. were midely known
in Russia'-andi'in Europe, ad greatly further the development and produc-
tion of artill. ry equipment.

Successes and achievements in the development of artillery science and
production of- artillery weapons allowed,fIn the second half of the 19th Cent-.
ury, creation of a number of artillei; systems which were ve:r modern for 1
their time, for exanple the 1877 model 107 mm and 152.4mm liglht :nd heavy
cannons, i 'S

At the end of the 19th Century, production of smokeless pyroxylin powder
vas mastered, At -that time, artillery projectiles began to be loadel with
hi.ghly eaplosive-substanices: first pyroxylin, later melinite, and& finally
trotyl. From 1884 until 1887 the first %Maxim machine gun was successfully
tested in European countries and in Rustia. Machine gun production in Russia,
hw6ever, was held up for a long time by the bureaucratic apparatuses of the
tsarist government, and production of the first batch of this weapon did not
begin until 1900.

In 1891, the 7.62 mm (thrae-grouve) five shot rifle designed by S. N.
Mosin was accepted into the arsenal and put into serial production at the
Tula weapons plant. This rifle has not lost its combat capability even to
the present time.

In 1872, the task of designing a rapid fire field cannon on an elastic
carriage, with barrel recoil during firing, was assigned to the outstanding
Russian artillerist V. S. Baranovskiy, who -,rked at the Obukhov plant.
Baranovskiy's premature death during testing of battlefield projectiles de-
layed realization of this project and production of cannons on elastic car-
riages. The 1897 model 75 mm cannon in France, the 1902 model 76.2 mm cannon
in R-assia, the 1905 model 18 pound (84 mm) cannon in England and the 1896 mod-
el 77 mm cannon in Germany were cannons of this type. In 1909-1911, the 107
mm, 122 mm, and 152.4 mm cannons and howitzers on elastic carriages, with
barrel recoil during firing, had been created and put into serial production.

The scale of artillery production in the industry of old Russia can be
judged from the following information. At the beginning cf the First World
War, there were 6500 light and heavy artillery pieces of ten different types
in the weaponry of the Russian army, while at the end of the war, there were
21 ,000 weapons of all types. Over the entire war period, industry, with great
effort, manufactured 13,500 field pieces, and introduced into production only
one new 76.2 mm anti-aircraft cannon, model 1915.

After the establishment of SoviLet power in Russia, serious attention was
paid to the develupment of the meballurgical, mAchine construction and defense
industries. Following the orders of V. I. Lenin, the Soviet government and.
the Co-iunist Party did much for education of scientific, engineering anr
technical nerz.orinel in industry. The development ot old arti).ery plants and
construct:en of nev ones, as well as training of personnel for them p.rogressed,

-*using thie .oxporience of the First World Wiar and developmelitt of science and

1 -4-
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tecbnology durAing the post-arar years.

At that time (1925-1940), scientific work wiach vas important for the
development of artillery mas carried out and various types of artillery weap-
ons were created in the 1SSR. Among the woar, the scientific labors of Artil-
lery Acadey professor N. F. Drozdov, hero of socialist labor professor I. I.
Ivanov and others -earned widespread acclaim. The successful creative work of
young Soviet specialists allowed creation and introduction into producýtion of
new, more perfect models of field, anti-aircraft, tank and rocket artillery.

During the 1941-1945 Second World War, our fatherland's artillery was
better than that of Germary, England, or the USA in combat capability. After
the reconstruction of plrnts rnd factories for war production and their remov-
al to the East in 1941, the fatherland's industry, regardlesb of its reduced
capabl , could, by the middle of 1942, fully satisfy the army's demands
for artillery equipment. From this tLme on, our industry annually produced
up to 120,000 various artillery pieces, 30,000 tarnks, 100,000 mortars, up to
450,000 light and mountid machine guns, and many other types of war equipment.
Tactical and ti•chnical data on some field, tank and self-propelled cannons of
the Secondi World iiar period appears in Table 1.

It ghould be noted, along wilta this, that during the Second World War,
it was nieessary to modernize almost all of the models of artillery equipment
present in the aniament, as well as create new, more powerful ones. All this
equipme.it har' to be quickly put into production and immediately sent to the
army. Our fathereahd's industry also successfully handled this difficult task.

Tanks and sel-f-propelled artillery were especially greatly developed dur-
ing the Second World War. Tactical and technical data on some of the tanks of
that time appear in Table 2.

Production of various types of artillery equipment involves complicated
and labor-consuming technological processes, the successful accomplishment
of which is possible only through the powerful development of various branches
of machine construction, and also through a sufficient number of scientific,
engineering and technical personnel.

-5-
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CHAPTEL I

General Information on Construction and Basic Technical Characteristics of
Artillery Systems. k

Artillexy systens are divided According to their use into field cannons
and howitzers, tank cannons, self-propelled, anti-tank, anti-airmraft and
others.

Differences in the intended use of artillery systems stipulate their dif-
ferences in construction. 1

Regardless of construction differences, the major portion of cannon parts
and mechanisms have similar forms of construction and common technological
qualities. This eases and speeds the development of production technical pro-
cesses for various artillery systems.

For a better understanding in the future of artillery production techno-
logical peculiarities, we will briefly become acquainted with the construction
and basic technical characteristics of artillery systems.

Figure I shows a 76.2 mm field cannon, model 1942, whose construction
consists of the following basic parts: barrel 1, muzzle brake 2, block 3,
cradle 4, recoil brake 5, recoil return 6, sight 7, upper stand 8, aiming
mechanism 9, lower stand 10 (trails), trail spades 11, wheeled carriage 12,
and protectivw covering.

Other types of artillery systems: self-propelled and tank cannons, are
shown in Figures 2 and 3.

The self-propulled artillery mounting has the following basic parts:
barrel I, for-ward moveAble armor 2, moveable armored turret 3, stationary arm-
ored turret 4, fuel tanks 5 and 6, drive wheel 7, bogies 8, track 9, idler 10,
and, armored hull 11 (see Fig. 2).

- 9-



• I Besides the weapon barrel and block, the self-propel-led.and tank cannons
"have mary elements of construction in common rith the field cannon, namely:
ruzile brake, recoil return, cradle, aiming mechanism, and others.

The barrel of any cannon is tha rin part of an artillery system, and is
j intended to throw a projectile in a forward direction with a set initial velo-.

city. I. consists of a steel tube which is assembled from several parts.

I7

Fig. 1. 76.2 mm cannon, model 1942

1__ barrel, 2 - muzzle brake, 3 - block, 4 - cradle, 5 - recoil
brake, 6 - recoil return, 7 - sight, 8 - upper stand, 9 - aiming
mechanism, 10 - lower stand trails, 11 - trail spades, 12 -
wheeled carriage.

The bore of this tube has-a grooved cylindrical part and a charge cham-
ber, in which the powder charge burns during firing. The breech part of the
bore is closed with a block.

At the initial moment of firing, gas pressure in the barrel bore reaches
3000-3500 kg/cm2 , and from then to the moment that the projectile leaves,
drops to 1000-1500 kg/cm

Pressure of the powder gases, acting on the walls of the barrel, the
block (Bottom of the bore) and the bottom of the projectile, moves the prcjea.'
tile along the bore. The entire firing process, ending with the flight of the
projectile from the bore, takes place in the very short time period of 0.005
to 0.02 second.

., - 10-
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11, Fig. 2 Self-propelled Artillery Mounting

1 - barrel, 2 - forward moveable armor, 3 - armored command turret,
4 - stationary armored turret, 5 and 6 fuel tanks, 7 - drive wheel,
8 - bogies, 9 - track, 10 - idler, 11 - armored hull.

( -, .

I,..,. ,

Fig. 3 Overall View of Medium Tank

The basic technical characteristic of a gun is tb~e muzzle energy of the
projectile, whose numerical meaning is equal to the active IX;rce of the pro-
jectilets progressive movement at the~ moment it leaves the bore, and is de-
termined by the formula

2g

where E0 -muzzle energy of the projectile in kg m
q -weight of the projectile in kg
v .initial velocity of the projectile in •,sec

g -acceleration of gravitational force (g-9.81 miec2)

During the Second World War (1939-1945), improvements in combat capabil-

termine by thefor1ul

ILo__
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ities of artillery weapons took place, for the most part, due to increases inprojectile initial velocity, rapidity of fire, and accuracy of fire. In-creases in projectile initial velocity (up to 900-1100 r/ssc for normal weightprojectiles and 1100-1300 for subcaliber projectiles) were reached as the re-sult of increased powder gas pressure anid inicreased gun barrel length, as isevident from the data in Table 1. In order to- increase gas pressure, however,it was necessary to increase the weight of the powder charge and, consequentlyincrease its load ratio, which is determined from the following relationship:

(2)
where E.- load ratio of the powder charge

S- weight of the powder charge in kg.
q-- weight of the projectile in kg.

The load ratio of weapon powder charges during the Second World War in-creased from 0.2-0.35 to 0.4-0.65 for projectiles of normal weight and up to0.95 for subcaliber projectiles. This can be seen from the data (q and w) in
Table 1.

During firing, the projectile moves fo, ward along the barrel's bore underpressure of the gases, and the barrel moves in the opposite direction (gun
recoil).

Gas pressurePe, acting on the bottrm of the projectile and giving it itsinitial velocity and the moment of exit from the bore, is determined by the
formula

F, =pF. (3)
where p -gas pr ssure in the barrel bore, which is taken along the pres-
sure curve in kg/cm

F-area of bore section, taking into account the grooves, in cm2
(F is usually 0.82d , where d is the bore diameter in cm.)

The force P, *,, acting on the bottom (breechblock) of the bore during fir-ing and directed opposite to the movement of the projectile (see Fig. 2), isequal to the gas pressure force and the reaction of the projectile ring. It
can be determined by the expression

P,=pF-- 1. (4)
Here, f--projectile carrying ring reaction force, acting on the barrel

during projectile movement through its bore (usually fl=0,02pF ).

Du6 to action of the force P., the gun barrel recoils backward duringfiring, during which all the recoiling parts of the gun acouire the kinetic
energy of the recoil, which is determined by the formula

2g (5)

-12-
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where Q6 ;-weight of the recoiling parts of the -gun (see Fig. 2) in kg;
Sv.-!va'ocity 'of the braked rec6il in m/sec;
g -_-acceleration 'of gavitatidnal force.

S-The kinetic energy acquired by the recoiling parts of the gun in the
process of recoil is absorbed by the work of the resistant force created by
the counterrecoil mechanism over the barrel's entire path of movement, and
therefore can be written

2...(6)

where R- equally acting force of resistance to recoil (see Fig. 2)
in kg;

S-length of the recoil path in m;
k - coefficient calculating peculiarities in counterrecoil mechanism

construction and conditions of the recoil process. It is smallerthanm one in size (usually, k_0,85--0,9 ).

If, in equation (6), we replace recoil velocity VT •with its corresponding
expression, which is known in internal ballistics from solution of the prob-
lem on free recoil, and solve for the relative force , we get an expres-
sion of the following form:

R (q + g•)2 TPO, (7) '
2gQoAk ~ 7

Here, p . coefficlont taking into account the consequences of powder gases
"0.57 is usually used for calculations);

(a-weight of the powder charge in kg;
q--weight of the projectile in kg.
'o--initial velocity of the projectile in m/sec.

The path of recoil I for many field cannons does not exceed 800-1100 mm,
and for tank and anti-aircraft guns 350-500 imn. For the majority of wsapons,
maximum velocity of recoil-vT= 10-12 m/sec, and the elapsed time for the recoil
process is approximately 7-9 times greater than the time of the projectile's
movement in the barrel bore during firing. Taking into account data on time
of recoil process and the condition of equality of impulses of the forces P,•,
and k? we see that the magnitude of the equally acting force of resistance to
recoil will comprise 1/ 8 .-- / 1 2 of the force P.,,,. e. g. R-O, IP,,.

If the barrel of the gun were securely fastened to the carriage or to the
turra-t of a tank, the force P,. would act directly on the gun carriage (or
tank hull) and the gun (tank) would not have sufficient stability during
firing,

Stability of the weapon during firing is provided by the fact that the
gun barrel, installed in the cradle, is fastened to it with a flexible con-
nection -- the counterrecoil mechanism, which allows the barrel to recoil
backward auring firing to the length of recoil. Due to this mechanism, the

-13-



force Rear (see Fig. 2), equal in magnitude to the. force resisting recoil, but
opposite to it in direction, acts on the carriage-of the cannon or on the hull
of the tank during firing, and being concentrated ,at the center of gravity of
the recoiling parts, this force is immediately transferred to the trunnions
and to the elevating mechanism of the cannon.

Thereforo, with the barrel and cradle flexibly connected to the gun car-
riage (or to the tank hull), the force Rcar, significantly smaller in magni-
tude than force P•,(Rcar ,-R:O,IPmw) acts during firing, and the gun has suf-
ficient stability.

Modern powerful weapons, for' increased stability during firing, have,
in addition to counterrecoil mechanisms, a muzzle brake, which decreases the
Uinetic energy of the gun's recoiling parts by 20-50 percent, and consequent-
ly decreases the recoil resistant force R:.

The use of muzzle brakes allows a decrease in the dimensions of counter-
recoil mechanisms, particularly in the length of recoil A., which can be seeil
from formula (6).
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Basic Organization And Planning Of The Technological Process

I.General Information on Organization of Artillery Production

The production technology of machines and any other products which is
realized in a concrete plant situation, depends on the type of equipment and
the technical level of development of the plant-perform,.er, the construction

Sof the product produced, and the scale of its production. One or several
machines which differ in complexity of construction may be in produ:ction Sim-
ultaneously. Simple machine parts may be manufactured in one of the plant
shops, while treatment of more complex parts may go on in several shops. Sep-
arate procurements, assemblies, or parts of the object under pr'oduction are-
sbmetimes manufactured at specialized plants on the principle of cooperation,

L and arrive at the base plant according to an established plan.

Coordination of various production processes between plant shops, tne
base -plant's exterior contacts with cooperating plants, and production plan-
ning are the task of the production organization.

S~Any machine or object of prodilction which has independent usage is com-
monly called a "product". In construction, the product may be complicated
(a tractor, artillery sy•stem, etc.) or simple. The degree of complexity of a
product is determined by the number of parts and separate mechanisms which go
into it, the physical properties of materials used, the geometric form of the
product, and the requirements for exactness in treatment of its parts.

The complexity of construction, weight and dimensions of a product have
essential influence on the production organization and technical processes of
its manufacture.

Artillery systems are complex prodults, consisting of many mechanisms and .
a large number of'parts which are differant in size, geometric form, and Diech-
anical properties of the materials from which they are manufactured.

-15
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Field artilleky systems have from 750 to 3500 separate parts end from 8
to 15 separate groups or independent assemblies, which are separate mechan-
isms. Among these, over half of all artillery system parts Are specialized,
which is to-say that they are parts which are applicable only to a certain
(one or two) concrete system. Standardized (common to machine construction)
and normalized parts, or parts which are used in many artillery systems
(bolts, nuts, screws, knobs, pressure gauges, pumps, etc.), usually comprise
about 30 percent of all parts. These parts do not play a large role in the
development of production technology and determination of the product's cost
price.

The weight and dimensions of artillery systems, as well as the number of
parts going into- them, depend on the purpose and construction of the system.
Light, rapid-fire cannons, for example, weigh from 1000 to 1600 kg, ard have
a barrel length of 3000 to 4000 mm, while combat ready heavy field cannons
and howitzers weigh from 3000 to 15000 kg, with a cannon barrel length of 5000
to 8000 =m, and that of howitzers from 3500 to 6000 m. Recoilless weapons
have a weight no greater than 300-4L00 kg, tmd a relatively small number of
parts.

Self-propelled artillery pieces are more complicated in production, be-
cause they include both the gun and the moveable platform (armored hull,
engine, transmission, running gear, etc.).

Artillery production, by its organizational forms and technological sing-
ularities, as well as by the weight, dimensions and quantity of artillery sys-
tems manufactured, can be broken do~m into unit (individual), serial, and
mass production.

Unit production is used for manufacture of a small number of non-repeat-
ed groups of experimantal or useable heavy, large-dimensioned artillery sys-
tems.

This type of production is characterized by:

advantageous use of universal metal-cutting equipment;

limited use of special adaptations and tools;

a small number of interchangeable parts and wide useage of various
aIjusting hand labor in assembly;

incomplete technological process development. Finalizing is usually done
odily on separate parts, and a large portion of the parts are manufactures
according to simplified draft technical documentation;

highly qualified workers;

insignificant mechanization of technological procosses and;

low productivity of labor.

- 16 -
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Serial production is used for production of various artillery systems
which are used in the armaments, and is similar to serial production in mach-
ine construction.

This-type of production is characterized by the following singularities:

manufacture of artillery systems is repeated in lots over the course of a
'.ong time period, with no essential construction changes in the object of con-
struction;

manufactu:d parts are interchangeable, and hand fitting in parts asem-
bly is done only in certain instances;

technological processes are mechanized in large part, and a few of themare automated;|
a large portion of the equipment consists of universal metal cutting

machine tools, but special machine tools are also used;

universal and special attachments and tools are widely used;.

centrallized preliminary adjusting of equipment is used in production;

technological processes are worked out for all y arts, and include their
route of treatment;

distribution of equipment among the shops corresponds to the technologi-
cal flow of mechanical parts treatment and their assembly;

productivity of labor is high.

Depending on the size of the series (lot), serial production can be
small-series or large-series, with the latter approaching mass production in
essence.

Mass production is organized for manu'acture of light and medium (by
dimensions) artillery systems in large numbers. It is conducted over an
extknded time period.

With twhis type of production:

artill'ry system construction does not change, and parts and assemblies
ave full Interchangeable, so that only on separate parts is a method of choos-
ing allowed in their assembly;

technological processes are mechanized and automated. Automatic lines
may be organized for Leveral parts;

kigh-prodivtion, specialized and special metal-cutting machine tools,
fitted with adaptations and multiple cutting head appliances, are videly used
in production. Automatie and semiautomatic machines are used in large quan-
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tities";, -

ui•rversil machine tools which are equipped with adaptations are used in
smaller quantities than in serial production;

technological processes are worked out in detail, and gain high stabil-
'ity in tiaufacturekof supplies, schedule of treatfuint and movement icuting of

technical control is organized on the basis of use of mechanized means
and -aut6mztic instruments;

various transport shop operations connected with movement of supplies
and parts are largely mechanized;

productivity of labor is higher than in serial production.

In large-series or mass production, the technological processes are
more highly perfected than in serial of small-series production. Conse-
quently, they are also more productive and economically piafitable.

JaM.dupexmop. Z=Me rny

D~1 D14T PPD PDTM

".puXaHfqemOu mcmop enpouzbotvcmxe
Ku demaneu .e n uem'o.

Fig. 4 Organization Chart of Basic Shops and Departments
of the Plant.

a. Plant Director e. Metallurgical Production Shtps
b. Chief Engineer, Asst. Director
c. Chief Metallurgist - direct responsibility
d. Mechanical Treatment and Parts - functional one-way contact

Assembly Shops - mutual functidnal contact

Some plants in medium and heavy machine construction have a closed pro-
duction cycle, in which all stages of production of whatever product, begin-
ning with acquisition of cpen hearth ingots and rollings, Production oft I - 18-
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supplies, mechanical treatment of parts, and assembly of the machines from
them is accomplished at one and the same plant. With this type of orgaiý-
zation for production, the bas a.•tillery plant depends less on cooperating
plants, which supply standardized parts and some final products (wheels,
rubber items, optical.and electrical instruxents).

Figure 4 shows the part of the plantts-principie organization chart
which relates to production. According to this chart:

The Plant Director accomplishes guidance of production through his
assistants (Chief Engineer and Chief Metallurgist) and indirectly through
the management departments: production and planning (PPD), prodvction and
shipping (PSD), ar.d technical control (DTC).

The Chief Engineer of the plant is the first as';istant of the Director,
organizes production and directs the production shops; the construction dep-
artment (CD), which develops construction and working drawings for the produc-
tion object, and the department of major technology (DMT), which works out the
technological. processes of productidh, plans the equipment around the shops
and directs the scientific and research work of.. the eiineering and technical
staff oft the plant.

The Qlant's Chibf Metallurgist organizes metallurgical processes *of pro-.
duction and directs the special metallurgical shops. He is indirectly respon-
sible to the Plant Director, and in special problems in production, to the
Chief Engineer; In large plants, the technological department of metallur-
gical production (TDM), which works out the technological processes of this
production, is responsible to the Chief Metallurgist.

The department of technical control (DTC) affects technical control on
quality of products manufactured by the plant, and has a group of controlling
foremen and engineers in each shop.

Experience in some domestic and foreign plants points to the necessity
for ccncentration of technical control in only the basic leading operations
of the technological processes, in some parts assembly sections , and on com-
pletion of the product. In this case, the DTC apparatus might by signifi-
cantly cut back, and , together with this, quality control activity on the
product produced by the plant increased,

The plant shops, according to their purpose and type of equipment, are
divided into the three following groups:

1) metallurgical production shop group, to dhich the open hearth, founj-
dry and form rolling, steel and non-ferrous foundry, forging and pressing,
heat treatment, and spring shops and the metals test laboratory belong,

2) the mechanical treatment and parts assembly shop group,

3) the support shop group, to which the transport, chief mechanic's,
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tool,. and other sh6ps belong. -

IP Each sho .hAas:

-a teeOY&cal bureau, consisting of a group of tec6Mici-*zis, -which effects
Smanageienit of the existing technological processes and introduction of r.aw

Sproqe3ses.. In -technical relationships, the bui'eau is subordinato to the
g,1ant's Chief Technician;

plann•in and distribution bureau, which is occupied with plannrhTg the
shop's work, giving- out work orders to different performers, and with the
accounting for the shopt o work,

production foreman,

,mecbanic'

The various shops for mechanical treatment and assembly of product parts
are vsually orginized on the basis of technological processes of treatment
and assembly, and the route and movement of partsý

in artillevy production, the mecharacal treatment shop group usually has:

1) a shop for preliminary- mechanical treatment of large parts;

2) a barrel shop for treatment of tubes and assembly of barrels from
them;

3) a shop for mechanical treatment of cradles and anti-recoil device
parts;

4) a shop for production of breech blocks and type parts for elevating
and traversing aiming mechanisms;

7 5) a shop for mechanical treatment of parts which are large or complexin form, with the exception of barrels, for example: breech rings, sleeves,
toothed sectors, upper and lower mounts, and the like;

6) a shop for mechanical treatment of normalized parts which are used

in many mechanisms;

7) a shop for stamped and pressed parts;

8) a shop for general assembly and trials.

The mechanical shop for preliminary treatment, which performs the rough
turning, boring and cutting on tubes before their heat treatment, makes up one Z
complex with the forging and pressing and the heat treatment shops. All the
other shops must be spread out according to the technological ronte of parts
movement flow and assembly in the general assembly shop.
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With rationhal, placement of mechanical shops, less time is masted in
inter-shp parts movements. In choice of mechanical shop equipment, it is
necessary to consider the specialization of the given plant,' construction and
difaensions o, the product manufactured by it, and its organizational form of
production_ (serial or mass).

In artillery production plants, machine shop equipment can be divided
into the following groups:

i) Universal general-purpose machine tools for peiThrmance of several
operations in manufacture of, many types of parts. Universal and -speciat
attachments can be used on these machines, allowing them to be effectively
used ini small- series, serial, and large-series production. Screw lathes,
turning lathes, turret lathes, semiautomatic and automatic general purpose
lathes, mortising machines, universal milling machines, horizontal and vert-
ical milling machines, drill presses, cress planers and circular grinders all
go into the universal machine tool category.

2) Specialized machine tools for treatment of one type of parts in
strictly limited-quantity operation. These machine tools are fitted with
manifold cutting heads which allow them to work on several surfaces of the
part simultaneously, and provide a .igh productivity of labor.

3) Special general purpose machine tools for treatment of strictly de-
termined parts. Among these are: backing machines, reamers, copiers, center-
ing machines, cutter milling machines, tooth finishers, and special semiauto-
matic and automatic machines. Special general purpose machines are used the
same in artillery m-ifacture as in any medium machine construction.

4) Special machine tools for artillery production, for performing spec-
ial operations in treatment of parts. Machines in this cat~gory include:
machine tools for drilling and turning deep cylindrical openings, for turning
deep conical openings, and for treatment of exterior conical surfaces of gun
barrels; machine tools for grooving gun barrel bores and for polishing and
honing doep cylindrical and conical openings; ma hine tools for treatment of
cradln trunnions, turning lathes for turning exterior surfaces of gun barrels
and cutting bores; and machine tools for treatment of various cylinders, rods,
and spindles of anti-recoil mechanisms, These are large machines, and require
a large working area.

Organizational forms and technological processes are closely tied togeth-
er and have considerable influence on the entire pace of production. The
practice of more modern technological processes with the use of wise adapta-
tions in them, and inculcation of more modern methods of parts treatment and
various automatic processes will increase productivity of labor, a-'kplify,
and in turn, influence the organization and planning of production.

2. Technological Processes df Production

The productive activity of a plant is included in the accompliohmenur of a
large number of different processes which convert materials or ready made
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parts into a finished product. These processes include: preparation of pro-
duction for manufactature -of 'the ordered -product aril supply with materials,
mahuracturte of iStock items and their-machining on various machine tools, ass-
embly ýof ogmponents. ofromAhe part, and Uthefl of the wh6le 'product, technical
controlo6f technologicai processes 'and the, quaity ,of their' performance, in-
terp Ant t rans ora tion and- sto ge -of prts, tmaterials and hijished produc-
tion .n warehouses, power and housekeeping service for equipment and work
areas, etc.^ This entire complex of processes is called the production pro-
cess, as the result of which a finished product is acquired.

Technological processes are separate parts of the production process.
-ac.h technological process includes all activity of a person and the equip-
ment he uses, resulting in a change in the form of parts, changes in the phys-
ical and chewical properties of metals and other materialsý from which parts
are maiufactured,ý combinition of parts into separate assemblies, and assembly
of the product. The following types- of technological processes differ in
machine construction:t-

1) technological processes of metallurgical production, through which
the physical properties of the metal are changed, and parts stock is gotten.
These include: foundry production, forging, heat treatment, aging and other
processes;

2) technological machining processes, wid.ch change the form of the parts
stock;

3) technological assembly processes, in which separate parts are com-
bined into components, assemblies, and finally into the finished product,

The production process, therefore, encompasses all activity and processes
-which take place in the shops, as well as external contact 'witb other perform-
er plants which provide for manufacture of the product, while the technologi-
cal process is only that activity connected with changing the form and physi-
cal and mechanical properties of stock and parts. This is the basic differ-
ence in concept between production and technological processes.

'The technological machining process occupies the central place in prcduc-
tion. The problem of manufacture of a part is solved by a technician, who,
considering the modern level of development of the machines, assigns the type
of machine tool for treatment of the part, aa well as attachments, the tool,
sequence of operations and schedule of treatment. Examination of the parts
machining processes, technical control and product assembly are also parts of
this task.

Composite Parts of the Technological Process

--'• Included in the technological process are not only activities which dir-
ectly change the form of the treated part, but also activities which do not
produce changes in the part's form, but are organically tied to the treatment
process. Examples are installation and removal of parts from the machine tool
or attachment, checking part dimensions after machining, and others.
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The technological process of parts machining is made up of the foilowing
parts:

Th echndlogical o ~ekation is~a. part of the technological process, and
consists ~of .a numb• of actions, •perfoimed during treatment of a single part

o9r cobpp6qi e part (assembly), by' a sifigle woileir orsvrlwrer iutneously . unbrbkon. in time, anoat one •orking .place (•chine tool). The oper-

atioins dharacterizid *the -fact that n6ither tfie object of treatment, the

,place-Oq4pmt), ,or the performers'ar'e-chafiea during its entire
course. Uýderithese 6 oniditions, it 'is possible to draw up a p'rimary tech-

locument, an operaticnal technologiical chart, for each operation.
This 6hart.'s1ows the sequence of t-,eaaemk, the necessary equipment, cutting.
a mas�ing tool, , schedule and tii of rork, and the number and qualifica-
tions of the workers.

Complicated operations, besides Zhis, are illustrated with drawings
which show theosequ~ntial changes in the part's form and installation of the
tool. This eases the worker's mastering of the -nole document.

The technological operation is the basic unit of technological and pro-
duction planning. It allows determination of the needed equipment and its
load, cutting and-measuring tools, auxiliary materials and work force.

Step•s and passes are parts of the technological operation. A step is a
part of the operation which is performed on any one part of the item's sur-
face by one tcl "or several simultaneously working tools.

The character of work in changing the form of the treated part is pre-
served In a step. In a step, the situation of the part on the machine does
ntt change, which is to say that installation and tightening of the part does
not change, but work on the one surface of the part can be accomplished with
several passes of the tool. The pass is the elementary part of the techno-
logical operation adn consists of one move of the tool in relation to the
treated surface of the part in the direction of its feed. In a step, the
worker might perform related activity, such as removing and applying the cut-
ting tool, stopping and starting the machine, or turning on the automatic feed,
out in a pass, only one working action takes place -- movement of the tool in
relation to the treated surface in the direction of the part's feed.

The pass, a technological element of the step, is not considered separ-
ately on the technological chart.

Installation is a part of the technological operation accomplished with
fa4tening one part or a number of parts to bU simultaneously treated on the
nidhine in one single position.

Position is the name for each of the si tuations of the part relative to
the machine which are required for treatment. O0: milling machines, planers,
and other machines, universal and special attachments are used to help in in-
stalling and fastening the treated part on the machine in the required posi-
tidn. An attachment allows the position of the part to be changed relative to.
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thel' 6rking t6ol, aind the iiachine.

The following component parts of the technological operation appear on
the "operational, technological hhart: installation of the part on the mach-
inei i-icludifig one or more positions, removal of the part from the machine,
Sani e•'a step, consisting of one or more passes. All remaining movr-
mefits 'and activities connected with treatment of the part are not reflected
on the operational technological chart, but are calculated in total as aux-
iliary time of the operation. The technological process of machining cuapli-
cated parts consists of several operations. Thus, for instance, the techno-
logi-al process of machining a cannon breech consists of 20-35 operations,
depending on the complexity of its construction. The machining of a shaft,
Swh6se drawing appears in Figure 5, might serve as an example of a technologi-
Cal process which is simple in the amount of work it takes.

Shaft stock is a roller 0 55 X 415 mm, made of number 30 construction
steel.

The technological process of machining the shaft consists of the follow-
ing operations:

centering, to locate the centers of both butts of the stock;

lathe work, including turning the exterior surface of the stock to theif required dimensions and trimming both its ends;

milling the keyvrays, and;

work to clean off burrs and sharp edges.

Each of these operations includes several installations, steps, and
passes.

Section across AA Section across BB

•44,

Fig. 5 Shaft (stock -- roller • 55mm, KZO steel).

Lathe operations for treatment of the shaft, for example, will have five
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steps and three installations, which are accomplished. in the following se-
quence, or by the following plan of treatment:

1) installation and fastening the stock on the machine -- installation;

2) trimming on. end of the stock clean - step;

3) turning the stock with two passes (coarse and fine) to the dimension

X3 -- step;

4i•) turning the end of the stock in two passes (coarse and finzA) at the
6 C7 length section to dimensions of 0 45X4 -- step;

5) removal of the stock from the machine for treatment of its other end,
and re-installing it on the machine - installation;

6) trimming the other end of the stock to a length of 410 _ 0+ 5 mm --
step;

7) turning the other end of the stock in two passes (coarse and fine) on
the 110A7 length sector, to a size of 4OX4 -- step

8) removal of the part from the machine.

For clarification of differences in technological processes with regard
to scale and composition of work, we 'jII look at the machining of two parts,
a recoil brake spindle of XM steel, and a regulating ring of construction
steel, .which are shown in Figure 6. The regulating ring B fits on the spin-
dle and is fastened to a rod by threads in the- piston. During firing, the
ring, together with the rod, move, while the spindle remains stationary,
Clearance of changing size is formed between the ring and the Bpindle, and
the braking fluid flows through this clearance. The basic dimensions of the
spindle A are given in Figure 6, and their numerical values appear in Table 3.

The spindle has a changing section over a length of 625 mm, and in this
section it is machined to closer tolerances, approaching third class toler-
ance. After being machined, the spindle cannot have a curvature greater than
0.1 mm.

Machining of the spindle includes three operations:

-es lathe wark , including cutting of threads, to bring all exterior surfa-
_•-"ces to required dimensions;

grinding the external surface of the changing section;

work for treatment of wrench marks and removal of burrs.

The technological process of machining the regulating ring consists of
one lathe operation, accomplished on a threadi.ng and turning lathe. Stock

Sfor the ring is a roller • 80 mm, the length of two rings. The plan for
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lathe operations on the ring include the following installations and steps:

1) mounting and fastening the stock on the machine;

2) tri •"ingtie end. to a smootheness of V5

3) turning the external surface to 0 75X4 on the 54 mm long section;

4) turning thj external surface to 0 72 0. 2mm on the 25mm long section
for threads 3M72 X 2f;

V5 remainder

I.-7
33Q t

25A7  A

Fig. 6 Spindle and regulating ring.
A - spindle (XM steel), B - regulating

Jj _ring (KZO steel)

5) turning grooves 4mm in width and 69ýmm in diameter for the threads;

6) boring a passageway 0 35mm;

7) reaming the opening to a cone at the 22mm long section (cone anglea4O2O
largest diameter 0 54 mm);

8) roaming the opening from a size of 0 35 mm to one of 0 38A3 ;

9) cutting the threads 3M72 X 2f;

10) polishing the interhnal surface of the cone toV7 and cleaning the
4 burrs;

11) removing the stoi k from the machine for treatment of its other face
and fastening it on the machine in the new position;

12) trimming the face to size, keeping overall stock length to 76 mm;
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13-16) repeat of steps 4, 5, 7, and 9;

17) cutting the stock into two rings, with a cut width of 5 mm;

18) trimming the face of the mounted ring to a size of 35 mm;

19) reaming the opening 0 38A3 into.a cone with an angle of 450, keep-
ing the • 38A3 s12e for a length of 5 Imm;

20) polishing the interior surgace of the cone and cleaning off bruTs;

21) removing the ring from the machine, and mounting and fastening on
the second (cut off) ring;

"22-24) repeat steps 18, 19, and 20;

25) removing the second ring from the machine.

Most of the steps described have several passes, which are not reflected
in the plan of operation

S TAME 3

DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES FOR THE SPINELE WHOSE DRAWING APPEARS IN FIG. 6
Pa3mIepm aua~sepos no ceqernio a- A1.11HU yqaCmKOB

YCAOBabie C- nealiJl1 n,~aj i1flYCKe- YCJIO'"BHLef~ IH AonycK
o6o3.aqewuR paaHepa Ia pa3ep 0u03"tei"l pa3mepa Ha pamiep ,
pa3MePOB .0 MM MAI 'paepoe Ha_ ._VM

p eqeiewte ._,. _ ____,____ qepe_ e ______ ______,

f 36.4 ±0.1 - 30 -

#4 33 ±0,05 I, 96 ±0.5
12 32 ±I0,05 12 10\ +0.5

43 33,7 ±10,05 13 358 ±:0,5
""4 35,3 :o0,05 4 480 ±0.5
4s 35,9 ±0,05 is 540 ±0.5

46 36,7 :0,05 16 570
d738 -0,15 IT 595 ±:0.5

-0,20
do 24 X3 is 140 AT
d9 16 X4  19 118 A7

a. Diameters by station e. Size tolerance, mm
b. Section length f. Size station on drawing
c. Size station on drawing g. Size, mm
d. Size, mm h. Size tolerance, mm

In the technological processes of parts machining, the following types of
operations differ in amount of work done in them and number of various steps:
large or concentrated, and simple or differential, wiich consists of two or
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three steps.

In large operations, the working places (machines, tools, and work pro-
cess) are complicated, and therefore higher qualifications are required for
the workers. In this case, however, some types of work can be automated,
especially if they can be done on automatic machines, It is also commbn to
work on a part with several tools simultaneously. As a result of the use of
similar measures, concentrated operations become more economically profitable
than simple ones. With concentrated operations, production planning is sim-
plified and the number of planning and accounting documents is decreased.
It is more advisable to use concentrated operations for treatment of large
heavy parts, because their treatment is shortened with this cycle.

Differential operations are profitable only for treatment of a large lot
of parts which are small in dimensions and simple in form.

Sequence of Operations in the Technological Process

The necessity for strict observance of operational sequence in the mach-
ining of mary parts is often brought about by production conditions in which
manuircturing exactness and consideration of economic expediencies are re-
quired. Under production conditions, for example, of such large artillery
system parts as tubes, sleeves, breeches, cylinders, rods and wedges, whose
stocks are forgings and must be heat treated, it is necessary prior to heat
treatment to shape a closer form, remove the layer of metal with scale and
uneveness from their surfaces, and for barrels, to additionally bore the pass.
ages.

This entire preliminary work is ca led coarse, and in it, a large amount
of metal is taken off. In coarse machining, primary significance is attached
to high rates of cutting, the use of manifold cutting heads, or simultaneous
treatment of several parts (breeches, wedges), in which the work will corres-
pond to 7th class precision. It is expedient to conduct all coarse treat-
ment in a separate shop, located near the forging and pressing and the heat
treatment shops, and equipped with powerful machines, to allow treatment to
be done at high rates. Coarse treatment demands great cutting efforts and
brings about much elastic deformation in the treated parts, the machines and
tools.

The basic factor in fine machining is attainment of the required preci-
sion and smootheness of the treated surface, and the treatment rates must be
economically profitable, that is they must be as intensive as possible.
Maohines and attachments for fine machining are more exact than similar
equ.pment for coarse treatment of parts.

In production, therefore, it is necessary to conduct machning of parts
on the various machines, observing a determined sequence of operations, name-
ly coarse operations at first, then fine, and finishing (polishing and grind-
ing).

For a number of parts, however, which are not large in dimensions and are
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comparatively simple in form, it is advisable to conduct both coarse and fine
treatment on the same machine, if such combination of work in the same place

does not hinder attainment of the required precision. Treatment of the parts
appebring in-Figures 5 and 6 can serve as examples of combination of coarse
and fine- treatment operations on the same-macbine. Lathe work of the shaft's
external surface (see Fig. 5) is accomplished, as is pointed out, in two pas-
ses: coarse and fine. Cutting depth in coarse turning will be significantly
greater than in fine turning, while cutting speeds for both passes may be
identical and the highest possible. Full mechanization of shaft treatment
provides The required precision and will be economically more profitable than
its coarse and fine treatment on separate machines.

3. General Propositiola on Planning of Technological Processes

In a technical sense, artillery production has the following peculiari.-,
ties:

the basic gun parts, manufactured from high quality alloyed steel, have
high strength and resulting toughness;

some parte, for example, tubes, having a weight of 500 to 15,000 kg and
length of, 2500 to 15,000 mm, are manufactured from one large forging;

in manufacture of a number of parts, such labor consuming and technolo-
gical operations as deep boring, cylindrical and conical reaming of long tubes,
lathe work, polishing, honing, bore grooving, milling of grooves with a
changing section over gveat length, and others are used.

Such technological operations require special equipment, large forges,
presses, and horizontal and vertical ovens, special machine tools for mechani-
cal treatment, and lifting and transporV.ng meants.

The greatest number of parts in artillery systems, however, are similar
to parts of machines (metal cutting machine tools and tractors) in medium and
heavy machine construction in their consturction and technology of production.

The development (planning) of technological processes is accomplished by
the department of major technology (DMT) of the plant. In plants with large-
scale metallurgical production, it is advisable to have two technical depart-
ments: one to head the machining and assembly processes, and the other for
the processes of metallurgical production (see Fig. 4). The following tasks
belong in the functions of the DMT for machining and assembly:

1) classification and sorting of all product parts into homogeneous
groups according to technological and construction qualities of the parts;

2) development of the technological processes of machining all parts,
with the widest 1:-4 of mechanized and automated equipment;

3) selection of type of required equipment, conside-'.ng use of machines
present at the plant, and modernization of some machines. The department of
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thed-hief mechanic is the-basic performer in mchine-modernization;

) cposition of the technological route for parts and separate assem-
bliesi inwfhich parts movement through the plant shops and production-cycles
of 'their treatment are shown;

5) planning of equipment, showing its location in the plant shops;

6) development of working drawings for attachments and instructions for
their manufacture and installation;

7) planning of special cutting tools, as well as testing them on the job

and introducing them into production;

8) planning special control tools and instruments;

9) development of technological processes for artillery system assembly
and a number of technical instructions for assembly of its separate components
(asseibly of antirecoil mechanisms, checking interchangeability, etc.);

10) development of machine cutting rates and norms for expenditure of

,rimary and auxiliary materials;

11) operational guidance of the technological process in the plant shops
and solution of various problems which arise in the process of production;

12) development of measures for raising qualifications of engineering
and technical personnel of the plant, for providing all departments of the
plant with technical information on achievements in the field of machines and
production technology for exchange of work experience with other related
plants and to take advantage of experience of plants of foreign firms.

This short list of the technical department's basic tasks shows that it
must contain a large number of engineering and technical workers with va*Aous
specialties. In production practice, the entire technical department engineer-
ing staff is divided into separate groups according to the following special-
ties: technician group for development of' technological processes of machin-
ing and assembly, construction group for designing attachments and tools, a
group to work out technological norms, and operationa4 technological groups in
the shops (shop technical bureaus), which are subordinated to the chief tech-
nician in a technical relationship, and to the shop foreman in an administra-
tive one. In some instances, it is expedient that groups of engineers spec-
ialize according to separate artillery system assemblies, for example, barrels,
breechblocks, antirecoil mechanisms, etc.

For every artillery system in production, it is necessary to pick out the
leading technician, who must coordinate all technological problems in the
shops with metallurgical production technicians and with the system designers.

The initial documents for technological process planning are working
drawings and technical conditions for manufacture of the product (gun), which
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are worked out by the construction department (CD), headed by the plant'schi.. designer (see Fig.-4ý.

- Ariillery system desig.1, as a -iiho1e~or-,by :its separate:parts, has to be-
tse-hnicil. An achievement ýn construction technicality is a complex task,
which can be fulfilled with constant contact between the technician and the

•- designerý.

The -basic measures which further -increases in construction tediricality: of ar• .artillyry stem are includedithfolin:

I.). widest usage in construction- of .standardized and universal parts of
existing artillery systems. These parts are usually -common to several sys:-
tems and are well proven in operation. It is proper to use this system de-
sign principle not only for secondary parts which are small in size and sim-
ple in form. but also for many complicated parts, and assemblies (elevating
mechanism boxes, cr'-dlee, recoil brake cylinders, breechblock wedges, etc.).

Use of standardized and uniform parts in system design allows use in produc-
ticn of standard tools, and significantly decreases the numbers of special
tool and attachment types, as well as types of parts. All this eases produc-
tion. conditions for the'system

2) limited use of expensive, high-alaloy steels and non-ferrous metals
(bronze and brass) for parts;

3) widest use of cast parts, and use of rollings, steel and centrifugal-
castings, hot and cold stampings for stock; '1

4) designing parts so that they can be used in construction without
treatment of all their coarse surfaces, would have the lowest possible number
of complicated steps fran one surface to another, and would have convenient
technological bases. All this simplifies planning of attachments, mounting
of parts on machines, and assembly of the system as a whole;

5) sound determination of degrees of machining accuracy and surface
smootheness. Unwarranted higher classes of accuracy, placement of surface
smootheness complicate parts manufacturing processes and increase system pro-
duction expenses. It is necessary, in planning the system, to conduct an
analysis of tolerahces by calculations, so as to eliminate mist;akes in the
determined degree of accuracy in treatment and sizes. Dimensions and toler-
ances on drawings must provide wide usage of maximum sizes and standards;

6) provisions for interchangeability of parts, considering operating
conditions an=4 repair of the system in the armed forces.

All the measures enumerated can be successfully realized if design dev-
elopment of an experimental system model and manufacture of its first lots are
conducted with close contact b'ýLieen the designer, the metallurgical techni-
cians , and the technicians ior machirnig and assembly.
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MExqerience.in.seriai production of certain artillery systems durng the
Sec6nd:World War -confirmed that adoption of the measures described can pro-
duce--.higblyv effective results in 'decreasing labor -consumption and cost ofprodutio~n.

The first design variant, for example, of the 76.2 m= division cannon,
model-1942, had 1306 parts, and after design review of its parts and separate
assemblies, it hada total of only 720 parts. The number of alloyed steel
parts in this cannon decreased from 270- to 163 after design review, and the
non-ferrous metal parts decreased in number from 134 to 92. The cannon's
cradle body was first-built from several riveted and worked parts, whose stock
vas.made'.up of sheet steel stampings. After technical review, its stock was
made up .of a thin-willed steel casting.

Ail. this simplified technology of the cannon's machining and assembly,
and the total time for production fo the system was markedly reduced.

With a transfer from normal turning and thread-turning lathes to turret
lathes and semiautomatic and automatic machines, machining time for a number
of parts decreases by 40-65 percent. -It should be noted, hobaver, that a
transfer to automatic machines is justified only with machim-ng of large lots
of parts.

In. the process of production of an artillery system's firot serial lot,
the design of some parts and assemblies is made more precise, and in neces-
sary cases, changed, during which the total number of parts may be decreased
and the type of material and form for stock may be changed for many parts.

- In this instance, it is advisable to develop technological processes only for
some major parts which cannot be assentially changed, while all other parts
are limited to preliminary work, meaning rough draft development of the tech-
nological processe" and adjustment of any sipecial high-production attachments
used for development.

After production of the first lot of the system is mastered and working,
corresponding changes are made in the working drawings -of parts and assembly,
the latter becoming the primary technical documents for development of the
technological processes for the artillery system serial produc•tion.

Classification of Parts

The first stage in planning of technological processes is classification
of parts and their separation into groups according to their commonalities .n
construction form and uniformity in technologi.cal qualities. This measure
makes it possible to concentrate manufacture of a group of parts which are
technically the same in one shop or one section, and to develop a single tech-
nological process for them, choose equipment and tools which are more suitable
for productivity, improve planning of machines and organize production flow
of parts. Technical commonalities of such parts are determined with the fol-
lowing qualities:

construction form;
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dimension, sizes;
prebisip4 of rchiing and quai of machined surface;
type' of aterial And its mechanical properties;
f6rm of stock a'nd meaý of its forxation.

According to these technolog-tcal qualities, all parts can be divided into
the following groups:

A. Parts which are bodies of rotation

These parts. include:

1) shafts and tubes of large dimensions, including gun barrel tubes;
2) hollow cylinders of medium dimensions, having a length of 10-15

diameters. These are cylinders and rods of antirecoil mechanisms, ylinders
of counterweight mechanisms, and axles of some field guns;

3) shafts, axles, pins, pawls, stops, and other items having an uninter-
rupted section, relatively small dimensions (by length and diameter), and
characterized by precision machining, turning and grinding of external sur-
faces. These are shafts of elevating and traversing mechanisms (Fig. 7),
parts of the counterweight and stopping mechanisms and parts of the breech-
block (Fig. 8, nos 1, 6, and 7).

2 4 5 1'
.-... •-r x

Fig. 7 El -ing Mechanism Parts Fig. 8 Firing Mechanism
I - retainin, .ang, 2 - case, 3 - case cover, Parts
4 - worm gear, 5 - nut, 6 - gear shaft, I - striker, 2 - striker

-' 7 - assembled worm shaft. spring, 3 - cap, 4 - hammer,
5 - hammer shaft, 6 - stop,
7 - stop pin, 8 - stop

spring.

4) bushings, rings, bases, inserts, special pins and other parts which
are simple in form, small in dimensions and have openings through them with
concentric external and internal surfaces (see Fig. 7).

5) screw, worm, cylindrical, and conical gears for various purposes.

B. Parts having large flat surfaces

These parts include breeches, breechblock wedges and barrel sleeves.
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Some of these parts (breeches) have circular internal openings with concen-
tric surfaces, tut the extrtnal surfaces are pianei. These parts most often
have a complex form and large dimensions, and stoAk forý"them is manufactured
out of special alloyed steel and machined on certain surfaces with high
Accu-acy.

C. Polyaxial Parts of Complex Forms

7These are the cases for elevating and traversing mechanisms and the cov-

ers for them (see Fig. 7), brackets, upper and lower mounts, racks, cradle
collars and caps, and trail spades. Stock for these parts are usually steel
castings, on which certain surfaces remain coarse, and are not machined.

The practice of classificationf and separation of parts into groups by
technological qualities is an example, and' does not exhaust all the possible
modes of classification. 'It is advisable, for example, to divide certain
groups of parts into smaller sub-groups according to dimensions and less tech-
nological qualities. Some of the parts undergo machining on. several (two or
three) machines. 'Breeches, mifechanism cases and various gears, for example,
are machined on universal screw cutting lathes, and them on special tooth-
forming machines. It is necessary toWconsider these peculiarities of tech-
nology when developing the technological process and routes of parts mo ement
through the shops.

ClAssification of parts by design and technological qualities is a com-
plex task, whose fulfillment calls for qualified engineers with production
work experience.

The wise choice of parts into groups by general quality type allows ful-
fillment of technological processes on a higher technical level.

4. Development of Technological Processes for Parts Machining

For development of machining technological processes, the technicAan must
have working drawings of the finished parts and their stocks, classification
of the parts by technological and design qualities, and must know the number
of machined parts, which is to say the number of parts in a lot put out in pro-
duction, and the required number of parts per month and per year. Besides
this, the technician receives instructions relative to the use of existing
equipment in the shops, and of the possibility of acquiring newer, more modern
equipment.

All these materials and information are primary for development of the
folloding basic documents of the technologcal process:

The Routing Chart, made up for most parts other than standard fastening
parts. Stock types and routing of their movement through the shops, number of
simultaneously machined parts, lot size, equipment, and machine and total time
are indicated on this chart. The routing chart makes it possible to correctly
plan production and technological processes, determine shop cmployment, and
follow accomplishment of these processes.
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The- Technoloi.Ical Chart, made.up f6r -each -part and including enumeration"
of all: mci ning pemtions;:for the-given part, with indications for the type
of-machine, attachments, and cutting and -control tools for each of them, as
well as treatment rate, and machine, auxiliary, additional, and piece (total)Stie -norms. ;'

Heat treatment :of- the part- and: special aoprations for its technical con-
trolt which are- accomplished in the, intervals between separate machining treat-

ments,, appear-on. the'-technological chart only by designation, with an indica-
tion;mof,;the shop' in -which it will be -produced and treated separately. Steps
of operations are indicated on the technological chart in the form of abbrev-
iated -orders, for example, "ream opening to 0 105 mm and depth of 75 mam",
"trim 'butt ends", etc.

All steps of each operation are numbered in the order of their fulfill-
ment sequence, and the treated surface is designated with the step number on
operational sketches, The technological chart takes the place of working
drawings, and is more convenient to use.

The Operational Chart is a full description of the given- operation and
includes a1lL information about it according to the routing and technological
charts. The operational chart has, besides this, mid-operation and operation-
al sketches, the- first of which depicts the stock (partly finished product),
and the second shows the finished view of the part after the given operation.
In a complicated (concentrated) operation, several views of the part stock
should be worked up for three or four steps of the given operation. In some
instances, brief indications should be set forth on machine adjustment, the
attachment, and the tool. Besides this, sketches of installation of the part
on the machine or on the attachment should be worked up for some complicated
operations.

Operational Sketches, which must show the sequence of changes in form of
the manufactured part, from stock to its finished appearance, adjusting sur-
faces, position of the part on the machine, and position of the cutting tool
relative to the part. Sketches are worked up for each operation, and one
sketch might include two or three steps, or in some instances, one step. We
will look at the composition of operational sketches on an example of the
manufacture of a mortar breech, whose sketch appears in Figure 9.

Technological treatment of the breech consists of the following opera-
tions: centering, turret lathe, milling to mill the ball pivot planes, dril-
ling for treatment of the ball pivot opening, and woer-ing.

The turret lathe operation is basic, because almost all external and in-
ternal surfaces of the breech are machined during its fulfillment. Figure 10
shows the first four sketches of the turret lathe operation.

Tho first one (a) shows installation of the stock in the machine chuck
and on the rear center. In this position, the stock is machined with the aid
of the front and rear supports in the following manner: the external surface
is turned to a size of 1 122-0.4 on a 140 mm length with tool 1, the external
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Attachments and tools are worked out at the same time as development of
the technological process. The technician working out the technological pro,.
cess mist 1Therefore have information on .construction of special attachments
and tool dsigi,, and the designer, Rlahninrg attachments aid tools; must know
the. form of the part, the type ofk .ichine', and the machiiiing rate of the gi'ien
part on it, All these conditions require constant contact with the technical
department, which is working out the various technological documents.

I4 U-45*
s 2 C

A

" ~D

Fig. 10 Operational Sketches of Mortar Breech
Yachining

a - trimming butt end, machining cylindrical and
formed exterior surfaces, b - trimming other butt
end and machining exterior conic surface and
drilling and reaming opening, c - turning opening
d - machining circular ledges of the opening

Development of the technological process is completed with the develop-
ment of the entire collection of technical doduments which make it up. It is
wrong to consider development of the technological process unchangeable, as
certain of its operations may be changed in the course of production if neces-
sary changes or additions enter the picture. The developed technological pro-
cess is proven and refined in the process of manufacture of the first lot of
products.

After this proving, all documents and drawings are finalized, and all
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attachikhnt,. staýps and special cutting tools axre manufactured in the quan-
tities n�6ded for the entire production program-

V• all around

-. -

Tig. 11 Special. cut-
;er for machining
:ircular ledges in a
.ortar breech open-

ing.

3
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CHAPTER ITT

Precision in Machining Major Parts of Gun Barrels

5. Technical Requirements and Tolerances for Major Parts and Assemblies

In planning the various parts and assemblies of artillery system mechan-
isms, the designer takes into consideration their normalized (calculated)
dimensions, the mechanical properties of the materials used, and the required
smootheness of machined surfaces. This information determines the strength,
weight, and general form of the planned parts and mechanism assemblies. Manu-
factured parts and mechanism asse~mblies will differ from those planned in size,
shape, mechanical properties of the metal, sirootheness of surface, and weight.

The degree of difference (deviation) in these parameters between the
manufactured parts 'and mechanism assemblies and the planned ones, which are
shcwn on drawings, is the characteristic of accuracy for artilleryJ system parts
manufacture. This general description oil the idea of parts manufacturing pre-
cision relates uniformly to any machine.

The technology of metallurgical production, machining and assembly can-
not assure full'accordance with plans in parts manufacture, but this is not
required under the working conditions of any machine. After machining, parts
will have imperfections, or various deviations from the sizes on the drawings
or other parameters.

One of the designer's tasks consists of determining the amount of allow-
able deviation of actual sizes from their normalized values, and to show these
deviations on working drawings or formulate them in technical conditions, or
in othner words, to determine tolerances for size in machined parts and fit for
composite ones.

Class of porecision according to tolerance, and character of fit are deter-
mined according to standards or special requirements which take into account
the real working conditions for parts and mechan-ism assemblies, as well as
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conditions of technical capability and economic expediency in.-production tech-
nolo'gy

Tolerances for linear and angular dimensions of parts and for assembly
dimensi6hs are 'determined during workup of the drawings, and must be agreed
-upon .by the designer and technicians in heat and machine treatment. Only un-
der these conditions will the required parts manufactured accuracy correspond
"to the technical capabilities and economic expediency of production. Examples
of tolerance assignments and development of technical requirements for some
major artillery system parts are discussed belo•-,

1. Gun Barrels

Gun barrels can be designed as momoblocs, built up, with a removeable
tube, and lined. A monobloc barrel consists of a gun tube which is manufac-
tured from one piece of stock, a breech, sleeve, and fastening parts. A built
up barrel may consist of two, three or four gun tubes which are pulled one
onto the other. In the remaining gun barrel designs, the tebes are assembled
together freely, with some clearance between the assembled surfaces.

A draw..ng of a monobloc tube appears in Figure 12, and its basic dimen-
sions and tolerances are given in table 4.

, •~35024--

via

view alon:.: arrow X.4

Figure 12. Monobloc tube

Tolerances for cdmensions A, B, C, H, and the collar are determined by
conditions of fit between the corresponding surfaces of the tube, breech,
sleoeve, and wedge breechblock. Tolerances for dimensions C and H corresponid
to 3rd class sliding fit, and for dimension B corresponds to 2nd class moving
fit. The surface which fits against the surface of the aligning cradie has a
tolerance on dimension F, and corresponds to 4th class moving fit, while the
surface which provides alignment and centering of the muzzle brake relative to
the tube has a tolerance according to dimensions E and G, which correspond to
3rd class moving fit. Tolerances on the remaining external dimensions of the
tube correspond to 4th class accuracy. Smootheness of treatment of the exter-
nal surfaces of the tube which ara connected with the breech, or with the
jacket or casing in other barrel constructions, is very important, and there-
fore belongs to the 6th class (V 6) group of semi-smoothe surfaces, while the
free surfaces of the tube (not having contact) are in the 4th class (7 4)
group of semi-smoothe surfaces. The external surface of the tube must be
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strictly concentric relative to the longtitudinal axis of the barrel bore.

Tolerances for barrel bore diameter dimensions along the lands (dimen-
sion d) and the grooves (dimension df) and tolerances on dimensions of the
charge chamber diameters are set by conditions of loading and centering the
projectile in the bore for its movement along the bore during firing. The
sizes of these tolerances for weapons with rifled bores are accepted at lim-
its of 0.1 to 0.2 mm in diameter, for which the smaller limit is for 45-85 mm
weapons, and the larger limit is for weapons 203.2 to 210 mm. Smootheness of
the internal barrel bore surface, which is finish-worked by honing or polish-
ing, must correspond to the 8th or 9th class (V8 orV9) surface smootheness
group.

TABLE 4

Basic Dimensions and Tolerances for Monobloc Gun Tubes

____ _ (see Figure 12)

Dimension -C EDesignation I

Is 0
Dinensions and. 8-01 20 285_-Oo 12_0-:

Tolerances, in mm 8 -- ,2 262:_ 168-"o. 5 18-1:•

continuation
Diinensibon IG I dDesignation

D.imensions and 06 19D-,. 2 '%+0.2 28+0.05 121,92+0.15
Tolerances, in mm -

Figure 13 shows the jacket (casing), the free tube and the stock forging
for the German 105 mm cannon tube. The jacket and tube are manufactured of
weapon steel (C' - 60 kg/mm2 for the jacket and d = 70 kg/mm2 for the tube).
The maximum powder gas pressure of this tube p 2800 kg/cm2. As is sb)wn
on the drawing, the tube, over a length of 310rmm, fits in the jacket along
a conic surface, with a conic rate of i : 400. In assembly, a clearance of
minimum size 0.06-0.08 rm and maximum size 0.16-0.18 mm is created between the
tube and the jacket. Machined smootheness of these surfaces must corresponu
to the 7th class surface smootheness group. The collar prevents the tube from
moving along its axis in the jacket, and two keys, 24 mm wide and 15 mm high,
prevent its rotation. Construction, other dimensions, and tolerances of the
jacket, tube, and tube stock are sufficiently clear in Figure 13.

In recent years, the use of composite inner tubes which are assembled
lengthwise has become common in planning practice for monobloc, built up, and
free tubes of weapon barrels. These barrels were used in some weapons of the
World War II period (especially 1942-1945), as well as during the postwar years.
Figure 14 shows a composite inner barrel tube for a German 88 mm cannon. Pro-
duction of this cannon has the followimg peculiarities: stock for the tube is
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almost tlde as §h6rt as usual, easing processes of their forging and machin-
ing, for Ahich equipment of smaller dimensions and capabilities is required,
but mord 'time is spent in-,production of composite tubes.

H is

S__j- ,__ ___ •

S 5)

a -bareljake, b- barlfe tue c I-tub
Thebarr lofItheGerman 88m c n csit, o6, f n-e

p, -- . . .,-: ------ -- - - ---- - ;1 !,0

tue ccstn f-th rer 1..a.d forward.. 2 tubes--, pa -intrng3, onecin

1 •) (,w,) 5,70 :

Fig ure 13. German 105 mm cannon
a - barrel jacket, b - barrel free tube, c - tube
stock (stock dimensions in parentheses).

ComTosite tubes are no poorer than whole ones in operational qualities.
The barrel of the German 88 mm cannon consists of the jacket 6, free inner
tube, consisting of the rear s and forward 2 tubes, packing ring 3, connecting
s'heeve 4, and ring 5, which protects the threaded connection from dirt and
misture. The composite turbe1has an alignment section which is 560 . in
length and 158 mm in diameter, assuring alignment of the forward tube -with the
rapr one. The given alignment is fixed with a continued key in section E.
This alignment section of the tube is machined to great precision, with a rear
teamcesorther tubes an06 rcm, and a forward one of 158g0.ts di m, which corres-
ponds approximately to 2nd class sliding fit. The packing hing 3 is shown
shown separately in Figure 14, B, and the ring turnings in the forward and rear
tubes are'shown in Figure 14, C.

Ring 3, manufactured from a special soft steel, is placed in the ring
turning of the rear tube, seated during installation of the forward tube with
a press, and finally fastened by the conniecting sleeve 4. Sleeve 4 has two
smoothe alignment surf'ace sections, having dimensions of 184 and 198 mm. Tol-
erances for the tubes and connecting sleeve along these dimensions are assign-
ed according to a sliding fit, and are between 3rd and 4th class precision in

value.

The forward and rear tubes are connected with the aid of the supporting
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thread (see -Fig. 16) and the alignment section of the sleeve, preventing
their longtitudinal Uisplacement and helping their centering. The forward
tube has a small conic section, 20 mm in length, with a large diameter of 88.4mm (see Fig. 14, C), which provides the best conditions for projectile move-ment in the barrel bore, Rifling such a bore is best accomplished after fin-

al tube assembly.

SJ-3D-

c)1. Ch ) 4

4 - con ect ng l ee e , -protective ri ng,br e j c et" 6

Figure 15. The barrel consists of the breech 1, free tube 2, jacket 3, con-~~~~8 mm Barreulle.ar t

one of which extends from the breech and has a length of y = 205 imu, with a
I -ra e n tas, oa th jacket and tube are machined into
4 cone, and have a free clearance of 1.5 mm along dimension T. Overall length

oFie 8, t he awit h o 5cn smm and athcke s alength t, he •uba e l acofl 3, com -

diaetigseer E 4, lanth StpC , pre elt ws he 6,lonlotitudinal di7acmn and th ubandi 8
tkeysleeve f reventub 2displceented in the jacket 3n the two e a nrecla setivtons, ;

brength.Rtio of 200mm tube d iame t her ofe 196 7 p.1ene bymem and jcedimtr of te
atcoe, and hacktrltve to fh reeclanc f 1.5 mmse i 5,ve along diesonTovral engt

Key 8, with a width of 55 mm and thickness along the barrel axis of 45 ram, •
firmly fixes the position of the tube and jacket relative to the breech. It
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can move no more than -0.05 mm relative to the barrel axis and the vertical
diametertof the breech section. Te -tolerance- for the 55 mm dimension of the
key is .given-in,Fig. 15 for 'slots in -the brieech, jacket, and, tube.

t'- -' . a.

"-I
i 

Ai

t !

vie, alon- arrow A

Figure 15. Installation Schematic for 105 mm CannonSrr~el With Free Tube
1-breech, 2-free inner tube, 3-jacket, 4 -connecting
sleeve, 5-lath stop, 6-felt ring washer.

For strong assembly of the breech, tube, and jacket in axial alignment
and maintenance of the required clearance between the bottom of the bushing
and the front face of the breechblock wedge when the block is closed, it is
necessary that, after tube assembly, the butt surface of the collar is tightly
contiguous with the cheeks of the breech and with the jacket along dimension
C, so that clearance is always maintained between the butt surfaces 6f the
jacket and breech along dimension P, as shown in Fig. 15.

Dimensions ) and B of the breech also have essential importance, in that
they determine the position of the breech opening for the breechblock wedge
relative to the barrel axis, and consequently center the striker pin relative
to the capsule plug of the bushing. These dimensions involve precise marking
on the stock for machining of the breech opening on free equipment, or else
special attachments are developed during planning for machining this opening
for the breechblock wedge. The breechblock wedge moves into the breech along
guiding surfaces, which are positioned at an angle of 10301 to the barrel axis,
and distance H apart from each other. Guiding surface deflection angle is us-
ually kept within the limits of 1030' to 2010' with a tolerance of 0051, which
assures reliable locking of the bore and eliminates possibility of spontaneous
breechblock wedge opening during fi-ring. In weapon assembly, breechblock
wedges are selected according to opening, or are adjusted by grinding the guid-
ing surfaces. All dimensions and tolerances eor the barrel appear in Table 5,
whose information relates to the technical requirements for manufacture and
assembly of the barrel parts.
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Figure 16 shois the connecting sleeve of the 105 mm cannon, a simply
formed "part in iwhose machi.ning it is necessary to keep machinqd surface con-
ceptric positioring within, the limits of the assigned tolerances. Accuracy
in cutting the stop threads and treatment of their races are also very import-
ant in.manufacture of the .•leeves. These threads come under great load during
firing and must not warp, a condition which is possib3le only if all the turns
take the load simultaneously. The latter requires maintenance of the deter-
mined tolerance on thread step length (deviation in thread step over fiveturns mast -not exceed:*,O.05'rm) and accurate formation of the thread face ac-

cording to the dimensions given on the drawing, These requirements also apply
to breech threads.

STkrmE 5

Dimensions and Tolerances for Parts of a 105 mm Cainnon
Barrel with a Free Tube, in rm.f
Ka3e.,m - Kocyx c., TpY6a O4 Coexiun'e.•-SYcjo "Me f.....

Pa3MePOS d. pa3mcp .onycK Pa3S4ep P33- J10-no 4mr. 15 asCK eep nYCK ao3My

A 1190 ±0I- -

B 68,1 +0, - 3.
F 6 -0,1 - -o- ,1

--I-0,.+L0,17

S 320 300 -01+0,6 30LI -0.3
E - - 25S,2 +~0,31 -, - I

1K- 2 -0 1 - "g---.1

-215,55 1 215.51 -0.1

-7z -!.0I2
F 142,1 +0,1

. Jcket 340Tolerane17
0 -L005 - 5 - - 340-

C - - 59,5 40rf.3 601 -0,1 - K-
T- - 215 +0.5 213,51 -0.5 - -

a. Dimension designation in d. Tube
Figure 15 e. Connecting sleeve

b. Breech f. Dimension
I.c. Jacket g. Tolerance

The design, dimensions, and tolerances of barrel parts shown in Figures
12-16 graphically show the technological peculiarities of their production.
In the monobloc-tube gun barrel shown in Figure 17, all machined surfaces are
surfaces of a rotating body and have the same axis, and only slots for keys
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and e#ractor claws are. flat surfaces. Tubes and connecting sleeves for gun

barrels aresipe in design and convenient for machining. Breeches are more

complictLed parts, with a large number of slots, openings, and various faced
surfaces, idhose machining requires special marking, attachments, and tools.

•V4gazp V5A•ow.

2-525 71AREAD f*iwiag_

Figure 16. Connecting Sleeve (steel %0.g=55 kg/mm2 )

Exterior and interior tube surfaces must be concentric relative to the

barrel bore axis, and for the bore, must be cylindrical and straight. In
treatment of tubes, instances can arise in which, while keeping to assigned

tolerances, such deviations in dimensions and openings and surface formation
are gotten that the tube becomes unuseable.

2 3. 5

I "

/ 6 " '

Figure 17. Monobloc Tube

1-extractor slot, 2-pressure vents, 3-keyway, 4.-
collar, 5-cylindrical shoulder, 6-butt step.

It is possible, for instance, to get waves on the interior surface of a
tube during machining (Fig. 18, a). Such defects on barrel bore interior sur-

faces and various cylinders of artillery systems are not allowable. Indica-
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"tions of the appearknce of the mentioned defects in, technical conditions in
tube mamfacture can be gained. by. the fact ,thait:if for a bore diamdeter d, An
overall Atlernace of" 40.1 $Mu is givefi on the' drawing for the entire length df
the tube,. then-difference in tube diameters on sections 100 mm apart, and
overall coicnes-s of the. cylindrcal bores cannot exceed half of that toler-

ance,, Cr -0;075 m..

a) I /cylinder-

I

Figure 18, Possible Form Changes in Barrel Bores
Within the Limits of Assigned Tolerances.

a-surface waviness, b-curvature, c-amount of ellip-
soid shape and well variation in a section.

In production practice -during tube machining, defects are encountered in
the form of curvatures (see Fig. 18, b) and variations in bore wall thickness.
Causes of these defects are usually residual internal stresses in the tube
material which arise after its heat treatment, or in some instances, straying
of the tool during turning of the barrel bore. Research and technological
checking of tube bores over 45 calibres in length shows that after machining,
the axes of the majority of these tubes have curvatures which are determined
by the angle T =0o5', and in some cases up to 4 thousindths (00 14.5'). Bore
curvature destroys the normal movement of the projectile along the bore, and
it-will deviate from the intended direction as it leaves the bore. Barrel
bore curvature is easily determined with a smoothe cylinder of diameter d
nad length 1 =5d (see Fig. 18, b). or with the use of optical instruments.

With a smoothe cylinder, bore curvature is determined accor ing to the
formula

(8)
where /IK- chord length acceptable for the arc length, according to the sizeS~of the angle

- central angle determining tube curvature
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Weapon t'ube *i variations whi6h are smaller than I mm do not signifi-
cantly tell on tube. strength: and have rno practical ahing. This is easily
checked 'with a corresp6nding calculation. Wall variations increase, however,
with increased bore 'curv atula'.e thstances are known where barrel explosions
have occurred with wall variation Of' up to 3-6& =m Bore curvature excelding
1.5 thousandths (0051) and wall variations exceeding I mm are not usually al-
lowed. Oftlness in the opening, determined by differences in horizontal and
vertical diameters of ary section of the tube, must not exceed half the toler-
nace on diameter, or 0.05-0.08 mm.

2. Barrel Bore, Shell Casing, and Projectile

A gun barrel bore is divided into three parts along its length: the rif-
led portion, charge chamber, and breechblock seat. The charge chamber may be
designed for fixed charges (see Figures 19 and 20), cased separate charges,
and separate loading (see Fig. 108, k)., Charge chamber machining takes place
after smoothe machining of the bore, but before cutting the rifling grooves.

Charge chamber construction is determined by its volume W, in which the
powder charge is placed. The charge chamber for fixed charges consists of
several connected cone sections (see Fig. 19). The first cone, of length 1l
is the base one, because over 90 percent of the entire powder charge is placed
in it. It has a usual conic rate of k,=1/70 to 1/90. With an increased angle
of inclination a of the first cone, cartridge extraction is improved, but with
this, it is necessary to increase the chamber diameter dcand the external diam.
eter of the barrel, and both machining of the chamber and manufacture of the
cartridge are made more complicated.

Figure 19. Profile of a Fixed Charge Chamber

1-cartridge base, 2-projectile, dl-largest charge cham-
ber internal diameter, di.r-largest cartridge base cone

external diameter

It is necessary to assure a clearance between the cartridge casing and,
the chamber wall in the section of the first cone. Clearance size depends on
the calibre of the weapon and the size of the cone. For example, for 50 mm
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and- 76 mm, gun~s, the clearance- must b~e. 0.2-0.5 mm on the diameter, and forl152'
mm guns,* it must be 0.5-1.0 mm. These: clearances are. determined.by the -sites
of tolerances on diameters of charge chambers and cartridge casings, whose
Svalues, are shoTnin.Figure 20 ar4 22j, and appear-in Table 6.

----- -- --

Figure 20. Profile of Charge Chamber, Cartridge Case
and Rifling Grooves (36 Grooves, 40301'-6 in steepness

The second chamber cone,, connected with the first and with the cone for
the cartridge neck, has a conic rate k=i/4 to 1/10 (see Fig. 19). Its dimen-
sions are determined by diameters dJ and d4, because it is the connecting link
between the base cone and the cartridge neck. For the majority of modern weap-
ons, the second section conic rate is equal to 1/5.

The third section of the chamber, or its third cone, often called the
"cylindrical" section, has a small conic rate k3 =1/80 to 1/120, allowing eas-
ier placement of the cartridge neck and the banded part of the projectile. In
machining this section of the chamber, diameters shown on the drawing must be
strictly adhered to, so that free seating of the cartridge is possible during
loading, while at the same time the smallest possible clearance is attained
between the exterior surface of the cartridge neck and the wall of the chamber.
Length of the "cylindrical" section must not be more than one calibre, so that

it is possible to seat cartridge necks with the projectile base and rear rotat-
"ing bands in it. To assure free seating of the cartridge during loading, the
difference between the chamber diameter d and the external diameter of 'he
projectile rotating band d must be within the limits of 0.3-0.8 to 0.41.2 mm.

For good powder gas obturation and functioning of the cartridge during firing,
clearance B on the diameter between the chamber wall and the external surface
of the cartridge neck (see Fig. 22) must not exceed 0.5-1.0 mm, and must not
be smaller than 0.2-0.5 mm. The smaller limits of these clearances are used
for 50 mm and 76 mm weapons, and the largir for 130 mm and 150: mm weapons.

The last cone, connecting the charge chamber with the rifled portion ofthe bore, must have a conic rate of k,=I/I0. The rifling shoulder (beginning

of rifling grooves) and the forward rotating band of the projectile are locat-
ed in this cone. It should be noted here that with a fixed charge, the for-
ward rotating band of the projectile need not come into contact with che sur-
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face of this cone aiter loading in order to pyrovide normal seating of the
cartridg• tightness of. the cartridge base against thehbreech of the tube,
a.i4 norm • cl,.€osure,.of the'breechblock- wedge; "

After loading, however, clebaance-A (see Fig. 22) must be as small as
-togsibls, approaching- zero. All clearances cited above are determined on the
basis Of theoretical calculations and experience data from artillery system
-service. Tolerances for machining of base chambers and cartridges are assigned
-according to these clearances.

The basic dimensions for machining of charge chambers are the conic rate
of their sections and the-diameters of the chamber, which must be strictly
kept within the iiiits, of the assigned tolerances. It is proper to assign
tolerances for charde',chamber diýameters with a plus sign, taking into account
the calibre of the gun, namely:

for 50 mm and 76 i .guns a.. . . . . +...0.I mm
for 85 mm and 120 mm guns . . . . . .. .. . . +. .0.15 mm
for guns over 130 mm in calibre . . . . .. . . . . 4+0.2 mm

'It is proper to assign external cartridge diameter dimensions taking into
account attainment of minimum clearances. The nominal dimensions for external
cartridge diameters must be at 0.2 mm smaller than the charge chamber diam-
eters for smMll calibre weapons, and at 0.5 mm for large calibre weapons. It
is proper to assign tolerances for external cartridge diameters with a minus
sign, within the limits of 0.2 to 0.3 mm, which corresponds to 4th class slid-
ing fit.

144

Figure 21. Fixed Charge Cartridge

d4 -external base diameter, d,..-greatest external
diameter of the base cone, ds-smallest external
diameter of the base cone d. and ds-external diam-
eter of the cartridge neck, a-thickness of cart-
ridge base, e-thickness of cartridge bottom, C
ana Ci-cartridge wall thickness, t-cartridge length

Tolerances for length dimensions of each separate charge chamber section
are determined on the basis of the assigned tolerances for their diameters and
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TAHEU 6

Basic Dimensi:.-.. and To1er'ances for Barrel Bores, Cartridges, and Projectile
Rotating-Bands, in mm

Dimensions[45 nm 50 mm 57 mm 75 m u 6 6mm 85 mm 88 mm
on.Figso jcannon, cannon, cannon German erman cannon erman
19 and 22 Imod 1942 od. 1941 mod 1943 cannon cannon mod 1943 cannonI194 . _194j

____ I ___ 19412; _ _ _

534ý0,270.73 83.J7--o.2304*1! I92-r 530o•.7t_," 8,_.3 113-0.4 83.7_0.3 102_o0,23 131;5-0.,4

d2, 53,2+0-15 71,0+0"' 84,2+0.15 113,9+0'2 84 ,2+°,15 102,4+0'15 132,4+0.2

d3. I50,2+0°15 C,664+°"1 785+0 ".15 108,0+°" 79,6+ °"1 95,5+ °"15 123,9+ °"2

_ _ _ _ _ I._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
d4 - 46,8+0.15 52,9+o1" 60,1+01, 79,0+0.2 78,8+3.15 87,3+0.15 93,5÷o-2

d.5  46,8+0-15 ~52,3+0.1I59,44-E-1j 78,0+0.2 78,3+0.15 87,1+0-15 f 92,5+0.2

d 45+0-1 50+0°1 57+0.1 75÷+°0,2 76,2+0,1 85+o.15 88+0.2

_______ 16+0-1 51,4+0-1 58,8+0.1 J76,8+0-2 77,72+0-' 86,7+0' 15 f 90.4 +0.2

du 0,.225 .19 0.225 o-0.2 -0.225 85.0:22s 19-8.2
du 46,5_0,2 51,8_0,2 59,3_0.2 77 ,2 _o.. 78,13-_0,2 87, 1_.,23 I90,7_0

265 3411 400 524 325 560 680

_ _ _ _ 14231 500] 6 392 6 K3
334144552660 i _ _6 415 66 883

2660 2880 3421 I43-i 2587 3490 5150
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TPAELE 6 (cont.)TEL7

Dimension 8 8mm 105 mm 122 m Dimensions and Tolerances foro n-on • .i. -German - German cannon,-n: nnln, Cartridges
1919 and 22 cannon cannon mod.

191_44 1944 . 1943
d76,0, 124,2_04 ,34.6-o,. Dimen- 56 mm__ _ j •-ons ; 57 mm 85mm

_________ on Figs cannon, cannon, i~ersanS 1 ° "19 & 21 mod 1943 mod 1945 :cannon

d2 178,2+0.2 -124.6+0.2 135+0.2 'I1941

-d 90 112 78,5
43 162,2+0.2 118,2+0.2 126,5"i0°2 d2 83,7-o,2 102-o023 70,7-o,3""d3 78 95.24 66,2

ds 57,5 85,8 51,6
d4  97,6+0,2 109,5+P.2 126,5+0.2 e 2,2 2.7 1,85I 9 6C 1,03-0.14 1,28-0,1 1 I-0, 2

"7 7,5 6,5
eS 96,0+0,2 169,3+o0 123+0,1 4 3,46 4 3,6Is400 530 341•"l 477 626 416
d 88+0.2 105+0.2 121,92+0°,2

, 90,4+0.2 107,7+02 123,95+0-2

du 387,9-0.2 104,75 _o.1 121,92••.,
00.2 Dimen.,

sions 122 mm 75 mm 105 mm124,7-0n26 cannon 3erman GermanI I019 
& 21 omod 1943 cannon cannon

877 630 780 .. 1943 1944

, d 1037 698 7 143,6 123 136,4
I I.d

2  134,6-0o,26 113-.o,4 124,2..o,4
S1070 • 894 d 3  124 107,2 117,9""'3__, 

- 77 106,6
1 9 3,88 3,85 2.211110 843 5 1,4-.4- 1,65.o,3

I;" 14 10 99797 5530 4285 a 5,04 5,1 6,.
4 - f523 630

53 780 635 763
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rI
conic rate, and are accepted within the limits of 1.0-1.5 mm. Nominal length
dimensidns of cartridges must be smaller than the corresponding charge cham-
ber length W 1;0-4.5 amm, especially in the sections of length 11 aInd 11 (see
Fig. 19).. These data assu-e normal functioning of the cartridge during load-
ing and for th.eir extraction after firing.

Concentricity of the charge chamber sections relative to the axis of the
barrel bore, especially in the section of the rifling groove shoulder and the
"cylindrical" section for the cartridge neck, has just as much importance as
their diameters and conic rate. Eccentricity or ovaloid formation of charge
chamber sections will hamper loading and initial movement of the projectile in
the bore in firing, and therefore, their size must not exceed half the toler-
ance on the calibre of the weapon.

SThe outline of the fixed charge cartridge must correspond to the profile
tof he chamber. The purpose of the cartridge is:

obturation of powder gases during firing;

frmplacement of the powder charge and the primer cup; protection of them

from the action of moisture and mechanical damage during storage and handling;

combination of all elements of an artillery roung into one body.

Cartridge construction is shcwn in Figure 21.

During l5ading, the cartridge must easily move into the charge chamber
and provide the necessary tightness of barrel bore closure with the breech-
block. After firing, the cartridge must be easily extracted from the chamber,
and must not have ruptures, stretches, or other local damage. Besides this,
the cartridge must allow multiple (up to 10-12 rounds) loading.

The most widely used cartridges are made of brass, composed of 68 to 72
percent copper, 28 to 32 percent zinc, up to I percent iron, uo to 0.05 per-
cent lead, and other traces (phosphorus, arsenic, sulphur) totalling not more
than 0.02 percent. Brass cartridges must have high strength and maintain
their plasticity. Strength limit must be db -=35-50 kg/mm2, stretch limit 0o,- =
25-.35 kg/mwA, and relative elongationS =40-60 percent.

Cartridge wall thickness changes: it is smallest c, at the neck, and
gradually increases toward the cartridge base to dimension c at the section of
length 14=0.5d,

Basic dimensions and tolerances for several domestic and foreign cartridge
models appear in Table 7, and average values for some of their dimensions on
the basis of generalized data from many models appear in Table 8.

Many cartridge models have dimension h, which is determined by the primer
cup size, which are identical in value. Displacement of the primer cup fuze
hole relative to the longtitudinal axis of the cartridge must not exceed 0.1 mm.
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Iiiriing the• Second World War, composite iron cartridges were used, and

were particularly widely used by the Germans. Iron cartridges proved unsat-
isfactory, °howver, because they did not provide -good pomder gas obturation
durizng firing and could not be used for more than two or three shots. Dimen-
sions and tolerances for projectile centering shoulders and rotating bands,
and for projectile fit with. the cartridge and barrel bores are given in Fig-
ures 22-24.

"TAMHE 8

Average Values for Some Basic Cartridge Dimensions

SOc pa3mept (yc.IOBHue O003haqeHHu

Ka.1116PH OPYA11 IHOBHU no Our. 21) s Bx

___ ___ ___ _ l I C t j j h

1 45-76 1,0 2,0 7,0 3,5 14

2 85--105 1.6 3 12 5,0 15
23 12-152 1,8 4 14 6 15

a. Weapon Calibre, mm. b. Basic Dimensicns (relative
designations according to
Figure 21), mm.

9TA AT 87

•• Fig. 22. Schematic of Projectile Rotating Band Position
S~Relative to Charge Chamber in a Fixed Charge

1-chamber wall, 2-forward rotating band, 3-rear rotating
•: band, li-cartridge wall, A-clearance between rifling
}.•, groove shoulder surface and forward rotating band, B-
i• clearance between chamber surface and external cartridge

S~neck surface after loading.
The projectile has two centering shoulders, forward and rear (near the

S-- -4
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rotating band):, which;ýprovide alignment and center-ing of the projectile during,
its movement in the barrel bore. The projectile must move freely along the
bore in a 16ngtitudinal direction on its centering shoulders. If the projec-
tile nass is unevenly distributed relative to its longtitudinal axis, even by
a minute 'amount, and the clearance between its centering shoulders and the
bore s-uaface is larger than required, the projectile will oscillate in a radial
direction during its movement in the barrel bore. With this oscillation, the• lateral surfaces of the projettile will strike the rifling land surfaces,

which will.-cut impressions up to a depth of 0.3 mm, and will themselves be
seriously flattened out. Accuracy in machining the barrel bore and the cen-
tering shoulders of the projectile must be high in order to prevent radial

Fig. 23 Junction Schematic of the Cartridge
Neck and the Projectile Rotating Band in
Assembly of the Cartridge with the Projectile

oscillation of the projectile. Clearance on the diameter between the centering
shoulder of the projectile and the surface of the bore along the lands, which
is determined by the relationship (see Fig. 22)

A=d- (9)

must have a minimum size within the limits of 0.1-0.15 mm, and a maximum size
of 0.35-0.5 mm, in which the smaller limit is for 50-85 mm weapons, and the
larger is for 152 mm weapons.

-~ ~ f85

30 3# 0 -t 8~

FiE. 24. Profile of One of the Projectile Rotating Band
Variations. 105 mm cannon (weapon calibre d=105*0-2mm,
diameter along the grooves d,ý10?.6~MrM).

The difference between the rotating band diameter dy. and the diraieter of
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the bore along the grooves do, called the amount of forcing, must be such,
that powder- gases do not breech through to the nose portion of the projectile,
even if. the .barrel bore is worn. With an excessively large diameter di.:fer-
ence d -d , however, bore wear increases, projectile movement along the bore
is hampered, and the band may be-cut and the rifling lands broken off. Nor-
mal amount of forcing is 0.1-0.4 mm, as can be seen from the data in Table 9,
and only on the forward section of the band, on a length of 3-5 amm, can the
amount of forcing be greater than the assigned limit, and its construction in
this section resembles a circular comb (projection), as is shown in Figures 23
amd 24.

TABLE 9

Clearances for Diameters Between the Cartridge and the Cham-
ber Wall, Projectile and Gun Bore, and Amount of Forcing.
Degree of Chamber Bottle Shape (Dimension Designations fromi

Figures 19 and 22)

3a3op B UM 6. ... . .. ..
Ha.melonaa.e d2--d2-r d-a - Hopcxpoaa. BenqH.-dF-HHO 8 AMg ayz

MUM a a d -d AOqHOCTIIc~zMax- Fmn nir1m inIax rai~n x=d'2ldI • [ max j min

1 45-mm nymxa o6p. 0.55 0.2 0,325 0,1 0,5 0.2 1.19
1942 r.

2 So.i•excewcasnym. 0 ,7 0.3 0,4 0,15 0,4 0,1 1,42
xa 1941 r.

3 57-vmw nymica o6p. 0 ,88 0,5 0.325 0,1 0,5 0,2 1,49
1943 r.

4 75-m ,nesien~aR nym- 1.5 0,9 0.7 0,3 0,4 0,1 1,52
Ka 1942 r.

5 76-.v.* nymxa o6p. 0.93 A.5 0,325 0,1 0,41 0,11 1,11
1942 r.

6 8 5-mit nymxa o6p. 0,78 0,4 0,375 0,1 0,4 0,02 1,21
1943 r.

i 88.-m lea.eluag ny-. 1,5 0,9 0,5 0,1 0,3 0 1,54
Ka 1943 r.

8.1 8 8-m.m exetticaq nyi. 0,9 0,2 0,5 0,1 0,3 0 2.0
xa o6p. 1944 r.

9 15..u,. Hemewtcax 1,0 0,4 0,5 0,25 0.8 0,3 1,19
i'ywtca 1944 r.

10 122-mm nywua o6p. 0.86 0,4 0,55 0,1 0,75 0,29 1,11
1943 r.

a. System Designation 4. 75 mm German cannon, 1942
b. Clearance, m. 5. 76 mm cannon, mod. 1942
c. Amount of Forcing, mm. 6. 85 mm cannon, mod. 1943
d. Degree of Bottle Shape 7. 88 mm German cannon, 1943
1. 45 mm cannon, mod. 1942 8. 88 mm German cannon, 1944
2. 50 mm German canncn, 1941 9. 105 mm German cannon, 1944
3. 57 mm cannon, mod. 1943 10. 122 mm cannon, mod. 1943
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Tolerances for machining centering shoulders and rotating bands should be
assiaged-with a minus sign, and their numerical values must lie within the fol-
loving limits:

for centering shoulders . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.10 -'0.15 mm

for rotating.bands ........ , ...... 0.2 -0.3 mm

Rotating bands for projectiles are usually manufactured of red copper,
but during the Second World War., they were also manufactured of special plas-
tics or ferro-ceramic materials, although these bands were not widely used.
Rotating band profiles and dimensions are shown in Figures 22-24.

Figure 25 shows the distribution of clearances and the range of toleran-
ces for projectile centering shoulder dimensions and barrel bore diameters
along the lands. This chart graphically shows that machining of weapon bores
and projectile centering shoulders in German systems is done with less preci-
sion than in domestic onies, and the degree of machining accuracy was signifi-
cantly improved oray for the model 1943 88 mm cannon. Due to this, accuracy
and grouping of shots from thiz cannon were improved.

WJAPOAf A C RIBFXS I50

122 152, 7 889, 884 Iff

75.2 "V

Its.

I °

Figure 25. Distribution of Tolerance Ranges and
Clearances on Dimensions.

c-oarrel bore diameter along the lands, dc-diam-
eter of 'he projectile centering shoulder, 8A-
tolerance range on bore machining, 85 -tolerance
range on machining of projectile centering shoul-
der, Amax and Amin-clearances for some domestoic
and foreign weapons.

3. Breechblocks

A breechblock is a mechanism which provides strong and, together with the
cartridge, tight blocking of the bore during firing, produces firing, and pro-
vides extraction of the cartridge after firing. These functions of the breech-
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j block must be realized reliably and with sufficiently simple movements by the
crew serving the system. Breechblocks must be interchangeable among barrels,
both as assembled units and all of their separate parts, and this must be
asrertained in proddction. Disassembly and assembly of the breechblock must
be accomplished with a normal tool. Both of these basic requirements must be
considered during manufacture of the breechblockcs. Sliding wedge breechblocks
are simpler assemblies than screw type breechblocks. The breechblock wedge
shown in ftigure 26 is a steel prism made of alloyed steel (66=60-70 kg/mir).
Wedge stocks, gotten from a forging for manufacture of two parts, or with
smaller ones, from stampings, undergo heat treatment. Tolerances on dimen-
sions of the basic worked surfaces of the wedge are assigned according to 3rd
class accuracy of sliding and moving fit. Surfaces B and C must be strictly
parallel with each other and have 77 smootheness. Worked surface A, which
comes into contact with the. bottom of the projectile and is called the mirror,
is the base. The strengthening surface D which is opposed to it, and situated
at an angle of 2011 relative to the base, must fit closely with the surface of
the breech, and this requirement is checked for each breechblock. Tolerance
for the angle of inclination of surface D is determined from tolerances for
linear dimensions (8=0.08 mm), and is apprcximately equal to t00°51.

137
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Figure 26. Breechblock Wedge

A-wedge mirror, D-inclined supporting
surface which adjoins the breech, B
and C-lateral. surfaces (basic dimen-
sions of the wedge).

4. Cradles and Antirecoil Mechanisms

The cradle serves as the base for assembly and installation on a carriage

mount (or in a tank turret) of the tipping parts of a gun: the barrel, recoil
brake, counterrecoil mechanism, block, and others.

Ring type (Fig 27) and box type cradles differ in construction. The ring

type cradle consists of the front 1 and rear 2 rings, the front and rear lugs 3
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for assembly of the recoil brake and counterrecoil mechanism, the.,front collar
4, bronze AiEimsnt guides 5. rear clamp-6, rear lug 7, toothed rack 8 of the
elevating mechanism, and the alignment key 9 (see Figure 27). The front and
rear rings, wihich form the boiV of the cradle, are joined together by welding.
They are-mahufactured from steel castings, and must not have casting flaws,
especially in the places where the trunnion reinforcing ribs are located.
Sections of the ring, iith casting flaws must be removed and then refinished.
During firing, the barrel moves along the bronze alignment guides 5, and there-
fore the surface of these guides must have V6 smootheness and must be strict-
ly concentric with the longtitudinal axis of the cradle.

The alignment key 9, which fixes the position of the barrel in the cradle
and prevents it from turning at the initial moment of recoil, must be suffi-
ciently strong and have strictly determined dimensions. The recoil brake and
counterrecoil mechanism are each fastened in the front lug 3 with a dry seal,
and in the rear one with a clamp 6, the first keihg located in openings E, and
the second in openings M of each lug.

ii
VIEW A1.WG

2J

Figure 27. Ring Type Cradle

1-front ring, 2-rear ring, 3-lugs, li-front collar, 5-
bronze guides, 6-clamp, 7-rear lug, 8-toothed rack, ;
9-key, D-diameter of openings for trunnions,.

•,iza longtitudinal axDs of the recoil brake and the counterrecoil mechan-
ism must be parallel to the axi~s of the cradle• and their position in each
(front and rear) lug 3 is determined by dimensions H, i(, and J. Besides this,
openings E and M4 must be concentric and precis&ly machined according to assign-
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ed tolerances.

Th&position of the centers of openings D are essential for assembly of
the tipping parts ofthe an. Vertical displacement of the centers of these
openings relative to each other must not exceed 0.1 mm, and displacement rela-
tive to the cradle axis (dimiension B) must not. be greater than 0.15-0.3 mm.

The cradle dimenisions presented in Figure 27 and in Table 10 are funda-
mental, in that they determine the accuracy of the cradla's machining.

TABLE 10

Basic Dimensions and Tolerances for Ring Type Cradles

Pa3uept fit I" Yc.o1nBe.c6o3Haqernga pa3mepom no $Hr. 27 d.
"AoM B HMI A,

Pa3mepuj )5 1'~ 981 1 145J 70 15jM 2 135 DI 2601 275

Rlonyc~xH ±0 I+0tO+1261"-,25 -+-00251+0.26±0,25 +0.31 +0,5

a. Dimensions and Tolerances d. Dimension desig-
b. Dimensions nations from Fig-
c. Tolerances ure 27

Cradles of box construction are usually riveted or welded together from
parts stamped out of steel sheet. in some cases, the stock for a box type
cradle body is a steel casting.

5. Recoil Mechanisms

Recoil mechanisms consist of a recoil brake and a counterrecoil mechanism.The cylinders and rods of the recoil brake and counterrecoil mechanism come

under great loads during firing. In a modern cannon, for instance, the force
resisting recoil, and acting along the axes of the rods, comprises from 10 to
15 percent of the force of the powder gas pressure on the bottom of the barrel
bore at the moment of firing, and the pressure of the working liquid in the
brake reaches 500 kg/mm2 , and in the counterrecoil mechanism, it reaches 150
kg/mm2 . All these loads act for a very short time (recoil time is no more
than 0.1 second, and counterrecoil time is no more than 0.5 second), are borne
by the parts of the recoil brake and the counterrecoil mechanism, and are then
transferred to the cradle trunnions.

Consequently, the parts of the recoil brake and the counterrecoil mechan-
ism must above all else have the rer-ired strength and reliability under vari-
ous working conditions according t lie time of year and rate of fire. These

demands are fulfilled by hign mecha, .cal properties of the materials used, and

increased precision in machining the recoil brake and counterrecoil mechanism

parts. In particular, the cylinders and rods of 'he counterrecoil mechanism
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are manufactured of high strength alloyed construction steel with a tensile
strength of -50-60 kg/mm2. Counterrecoil mechanisms usually have small-dimen-sioned- cyli~nders ' relatively thin walls. The intei~ior working surfaces .of

the cylinders of these.mechanisins cannot be oval shaped after machining, and
the variation between diameter dimensions in the same section must not exceed
0.05-0.06 nm on these surfaces, or 0.1 mm on the section. where the piston does

not iraveli,.

The interior surface of the cylinder, in the section of its contact (fit)
with the brake piston skirt, is machined to third class precision (A3 ), and
must have V7 smootheness. The external surface of the bronze brake piston
skirt is machined to third class movifig fit. precision. The resulting clear-
ance between the piston skirt and the interior surface of the cylinder is a
minimum of 0.05-0.10 mm, and a maximum of no more than 0.2-0.35 mm. The exter-
nal and -internal surfaces of the buffer piston rod are the same as the internal
working surface of the cylinder, and must have V7 smootheness.

Besides this, the external surface of the rods must have an anticorrosion
covering in the places where they fit into stuffing boxes. Curvature along

the external surfaces of recoil buffer piston rod and spindle must not exceed
0 *15-0.20 mm over its whole length. Curvature of the counterrecoil buffer rod
itself may be slightly more, but no greater than 0.4 mm over its whole length.

An important factor in assembly of the recoil brake is the fit of the rod
with the spindle moderator. In this assembly, the rod opening is machined ac-
cording to third class precisions (A3 ), and the external surface of the moder-
ator is machined to third class moving fit accuracy (X3 ). Clearance of the
assembly is regulated by parts choice so as not to exceed 0.12-0.16 mm. Circ-
ular clearance between the variable section spindle and the regulating ring
(see Fig. 6) is determined with a calculation according to the outflow of brak-
ing fluid. Requirements for machining of the counterrecoil working cylinder
are the same as those for the recoil brake cylinder, Hydraulic braking of the
recoiling parts of the gun is achieved with regulation of the flow of braking
fluid over the entire length of recoil, and this is possible only with strict
observance of the assigned dimensions and tolerances during machining of all
parts of the brake and counterrecoil mechanism, and observance of counterre-

coil mechanism assembly conditions.

#I6. Analysis of Assembly Dimension Chains

On assembly drawings for products, the dimensions of parts which are tied
to and dependent on each other, form an assembly dimension chain.

The simplest assembly dimension chain is one of dimensions which define
assembly of a bushing with a shaft. This chain consists of three dimensions:
the diameter of the bushing opening, the diameter of the shaft, and the clear-
ance between the bushing and the shaft. The clearance is the final dimensional
link in this dimensional chain, and characterizes the quality of assembly.

In complicated products, the assembly dimension chain consists of a large
number of separate dimensions, each of which influences the quality of assembly
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S and °consequent1f,• the: •q• ii of the part as a whole. The dimension whichSdet ser e'he 4mjiV-tf t4hE product's assembly -is usually the final link
-. - in ..bi assmbly d.mension chain.

- Such-a- diension might be, for instance, the total play (or free move-ment) in all moving joints of tlie parts of the elavating mechanism of a can-
non, the vertical tilt-of the barrel, etc.

The.* Xiwz value of each dimension of the dimension chain influences the
size of'its final link.

'Analysis of the-dimension chain allows checking of the correctness oftolerances and fit shown on the drawing, both of separate assemblies, and of
the product-as a whole.

Besides this, analysis of the assembly dimension chain also allows deter-mination of the -aximuit dimeasion value of its final link, and brings in thenecessary changes in tolerances and fit for separate intermediate dimensions.Dimensions of such closing links of the dimension chain, as total play or
clearance, do not appear on the drawings, inasmuch as they are gotten facul-

* tatively as the result of the combination of the dimensions of other links
of the chain which are designated on the drawing. These closing links, how-sver, play an important role in the process of product assembly and, in thefinal accounting, determine its quality.

All calculations associated with analysis of dimension chains are directedtoward'the solution of geometrical problems which vary in complexity and to thedetermination of the size of the closing link of the chain.

Simple dimension chains are charts in which the dimensions of parts andassembly are interchangeable and are contiguous to each other, so that thefinal dimension clcses the whole chain and is the value sought.

The dimensions in a dimension chain may all be located on the same surface(consecutive one after the other or parallel to each other), or may be partial-
3y on varioue surfaces.

In solution of complex dimension chains, it is sometimes necessary tomake intermediate calculations for determination of an unknown value in orderto build the dimension chain. Instances occur, where the total dimension
chain is indossible to build, and its solution falls into a number of inter-mediate problems, one of which is solved through compilation of a number ofsimple dimension chains, another with a system of right angle coordinates, and
the third with analytical means.

In determination of maximum and minimum values of the closing link of adimension chain, it is necessary to conduct preliminary research on the movingjoints of the product, the construction of parts and their relative locationduring movement or in stationary assembly. After accomplishment of such inves-tigations, they go into the compilation of dimensions which comprises the dim-ension chain or the calculation formula. Finding the size and sequence of
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arrangement of all dimensions which determine any unknown clearance is the
fund entaltask:fr9 -composition of the dimension chain, especially. for -
-comples pducts. The essence of composition of the .dimensibn chai--nincludes
the fact that all dimensions which determine the unknown clearance must fo:'m
the linking contour. Given below are some exampled explain4ig the-methodology
in calculation of assembly dimensions and clearances vith the help of dimen-
sion chains.

Determination of the Clearance Between the Breech Face of the Tube and the
Breechblock Wedge Mirror in the Rarrel Bore Locking Mechanism.

According to the schematic of the. ,breechblock wedge barrel bore locking

mechanism given in Figure 28, determination of the size of clearanceA betwean
the breech face of the tube and the wedge mirror is required.

The .following parts fit together with the assembly: Tube, sleeve
breech, and breechblock wedge.

From the working drawing of parts, we find the values of dimensions and
tolerances influencing the size of the clearance A, and enter them into Table• 11.

TA .E• 11

Dimensions and Tolerances for Parts of the Barrel Bore
Locking Mechanism with a Wedge Breechblock Which Deter-

mine ClearanceA in mm. (see Figure 28)

INITIAL DII"IENSIOUAS U NITING tINESIONS

OJMCNk- IMMAI/wIl FI qNf aM

lum C 60 -0,05 60 59,95
SAME B 8 -0,.15 8,0 7,85

SLEEVE A 60 +0,05 60,05 60
BREoC F 164,46 +0,08 164,54 164,46
SAME : 210 :O,1 210,1 20919

,N 152 [ +0."!8 152,08 152
J" 420 -!,L5 420 418,45

BOECULOCK klfba E 185 j0,I 185,1 184,9
SAqN* H 139,34 -0,08 139,34 139,26

K 148,22 -0,08 148,22 148,14
A .l 300 -0,3 300 299,7

C.ALCOLATED AS- -h - -- +0,907 -0,977
66,'•s Ly 51ZO 'l!

According to these dimensions, we build the dimension chain, whole clos-
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Sing link is the unknown-clearance (see Fig. 28). From the dimension chain we
see that, two complex dimensions go into it, namely

breech-dimension.- (D__ ) tg a;

wedge dimension Etga.

K--H F-."
Here, tga a-

Accordinc to tlhis -chain, -e---arite the equation of relationship for the
dimension chain. which his the following appearance:

A -F--( -h)-A' --- H--E '--H -B-- C+A. .(10)S~M

bxpanding this equation relative to the limiting values df the dimensions
going into it, we get the following expression for determination of maximum
and minimum values for clearance d:

k.Ikx -Foal (b*mim + h...) _m31aims

AMn=FIU-(MXh.n Mn- Mii
JTM a

--Hm,--Etmna m- Hn " B n+ (Am,:- Cfl,).
Amina

Figure28. mS.'emati "miBrre Boe ocig itz

'
1

ma E.... zmx....B +(A 1

(FtjL FDIMENSION CAVAld iAE7WfllN6

Ftamc A t

(LD-) tg
(K-H)S

Fig-ure 28. Schematic of Barrel. Bore Locking with a
Wed-e Breechblock

In compilation of the dimension chain schematic and equation of its rela-
tionship, the correct determination of signs for the separate dimensions is
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o ver ý.-oqtsznt. The signs of the intermediate dimensions on the dimension

chain.4schematic coincide with the direction of the arrows on them. Solving
the -following two equations using the iimiting values of the dimensions shown
in Table 11, and rounding off tg a with an error of up to 0.0003, we get

Ama-- 5,6S mm,

in loading after the cartridge is seated and locking thf breechblock,
the cartridge base .will be located between the tube breech face and the wedge
mirror. The resulting clearance will be decreased by the thickness of the
cartridge base (see Fig. 28). It is necessary that clearance be maintained
between the wedge mirror and the cartridge base, so as to provide free move-
ment, of the wedge during locking of the breechblock. With the maximum value
of this clearance, it is also necessary to guarantee effective movement of the
firing pin on the primer cap, which is achieved with corresponding dimensions
of firing pin protrusion relative to the wedge mirror, and depth of the primer
cap relative to the cartridge base. For determination of the clearance between
the wedge mirror and the cartridge base, we use the following additional dimen-
sions from the drawings:

thickness of the cartridge bse, equal to 5.1 C . Its limiting values
will be 5.1 and 4.94 mm;

depth of the primer cap relative to the base, which must not exceed 0.5
mm;

protiusion of the firing pin relative to the wedge mirror, which is
equal to 2.0-2.38 mm.

We then determine the limiting values of the clearance between the wedge
mirror and the cartridge base A from the following expressions:

Ma'=l---A=.--4,94=0,74 .4(x;

in --- A.,i.--5,1 =f0,2 .um.

These clearances assure free locking of the breechblock wedge. Knowing
the limiting values of clearance S', it is- possible to determine the depth of
the firing pin dent in the primer cap from the following relationships:

i,.n=,. 2,0(-S +0,5)=0,76 m:

imA%=2,38--A•.n=2,18 ux.

The reliable striking of the primer cap by the breechblock firing pin is
assured with these indentation depths. 3

The dimensions and tolerances shown on the parts drawings and entered in-
to the dimension chain, therefore, assure free breechblock wedge locking after
cartridge seating and reliable action of the firing mechanism.
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Regardless of this, these conditions are checked practically during
breechblobk asgdmbly- with the loading of ti~o cartrides having base widths of
5.1 zmiahd 4.94 m3Qand br indentati6i:s on a cartridge primer cap of firing
pins which protrud6 2.0 aid 2.38 mm relative to the -dge mirror.

Determination of the Clearance Between the Front Face of the Internal Cylinder
and the Nipple Rim face of the Rear Bottom in the Recoil Mechanism

"Figure 29 shows a schematic of the recoil mechanism arrangement. The ex-
terior cylinder 1, front zover 2, and rear bottom 3 are welded together in as-
semblj.y of 'the recoil mechanism, and the combination of these parts is insepa-
ra-ble. The internal cylinder 4 is threaded on one end to the front cover, and

j the other end fit• on- the hipple of the rear bottom, -which also centers it
relative tothe •axis of the recoil mechanism. During assembly of the -internal
cylinder, it is necessary to insure a hermetically sealed connection between
it and the front cover, so that air and fluid cannot leak between the internal
cylinder and the front cover. This is achieved by squeezing the packing ring
5 to ' rmi which is possible if the clearance between the front face of the
internal cylinder and the face of the rear bottom nipple rim is positive, or
in other words, A>O. -First of all, we determine the largest and smallest
values of this clearance. Just as in the previous example, we take from the
working drawing all dimensions which affect the compression of the packing
ring 5, and consequently the value of the clearance 6. We enter these dimen-
sions into Table 12.

Then follows compilation of the dimension chain schematic (see Fig. 29)
and the equation of the relationship of its dimensions, which will have the
following appearance:

A==M-8-F+O-E+D l- + rC+T+•--K. (11)

Expanding this equation with the limiting values of the dimensions going into
it, we get

+ Tm., + ,.•. -- K....

~Anhift= Af.%Bgn- In mia + Dmax-Em11n+ W1,481 Cgmj
+- T, + X... - K...

Substituting the limiting values of dimensions from Table 12 in the last equa-

tion, we get:

a.,i- 10,43 mm;

Aainý=2,2 2 .itt4.

Considering the necessity to compress the packing -ring to 1 mm, a clearance
within the limits of 1.22 to 9.43 mm will satisfy the technical requirements
for assembly of the recoil mechanism.

-'• Determination of Total Vertical Tilt of the Barrel and Slack in the Elevating
Mechanism
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•i t•a a tin- idth the eevating mechanism, the-required angle is giyen to
the- gnbarel in a vertical plane. The basic parts' of the elevating. nechan-
ism are slowh in Figure 30.

.IYAJQNiM__E__j•g~ a4~~

E M

Fig. 29 Assembly Schematic of K6coil Mechanism
Internal Cylinder

1-external cylinder, 2-front cover, 3- rear bottom
4-internal cylinder, 5-copper packing ring.

TAME 12

Dimensions and Tolerances for Recoil Me ,h-
anism Parts, in mm (see Figure 29)

PART ' DAI•;TI•L i ,NSj W'"T"NAi ONIMIIHONS"

j~Ni jSIOI A4.Des/4'/~~~ LES1au-rA1. LVfem- POLEi.- /AMCA INJA
DC14"rONW~mrJSIONV AICC- DIMj(ASIAI jOW1_WI~JSO#

fRoNtwove. D 0 8 +0.36 8,36 8
!Sqft I E 90 -0,87 90 89,13

PACKIANG I P 3 -0.25 3 2,75

X6•EAo7TOA . 60 4-0,74 60,74 60
SMF- K 18 -0,43 18,43 18

TN 25 +0,52 25,52 25

, C 750 1i1 751 749

-'/NIA./r&WL T 20 -J4,52 20,52 20l~rJ LM 761 ±- 766 76,4

B4W 5 -0,52 25 24,48
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'When the handwheel on the worm shaft is turned, movement is miwnediately
tr-ansferred to the -worm shaft and worm gear, which is fastened to the bylin-
drical gear shaft with keys. The gear C turns, rolling against the toothed
rack 8 of the cradle (see Fig. 27 and Fig. 30). As the result of turning the
handwheel, the rack, together with the cradle and the barrel will be moved in
a vertical plane. The cradle is mounted in strong bearings by its trunnions,
and the barrel is situated in the cradle on bronze guiding inserts.

Due to clearance (play) in the assembled parts of the entire moving chain
of the elevating mechanism, vertical play in the barrel and free movement in
the elevating mechanism are created. The amount of barrel play and elevating
mechanism slaek depends on the machining tolerances used and the tjpe of fit
of parts going into the kinematic layout of the elevating mechanism. The term
vertical barrel play should be understood to mean movement of the gun barrel
in a vertical plane as the result of a selection of clearances in all links of
the elevating mechanism kinematic chain without any movement of its handwheel.
Free slack of the traversing mechanism is determined by rotation of the hand-
wheel without changing the position of the barrel, said rotation being the re-
sult of clearance choice in all links of its kinematic chaina

It should be noted that with increased vertical barrel play and slack in
the laying mechanisms, time for laying the gun increases and accuracy worsens.
Upper limits to the amount of barrel play and laying mechanism slack are es-
tablished, therfore, in the technical conditions of artillery system manufac-
ture.

sFuec'30. ae.vg ecn CC
975

is -- -- 8

5 4

Figure 30. Elevating Mechanism Schematic

I-ease body, 2-worm shaft, 3-worm. gear, 4-bearing,
5- Insert body, 6-shaft with cylindrical gear C,
7- bearing, 8-toothed cradle rack, mechanism

bracket.
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Determination of the total vertical barrel play and elevating mechanism
slack is a complex problem, vhose solution requires determination of the lim-
iting výaues of clearances in all moving parts junctions. It is impossible
to find these clearances through solution of a dimension chain, and therfore

we, uste, eaalytcazethod.
For determination of the total barrel play, we use the elevating mechan-

ism diagram shown in Fig. 30 and the dimensions and tolerances from the work-
ing drawing which are presented in Table 13.

We will determine the numerical values of the following clearances of the
elevating mechanism:

1) clearance between the worm shaft 2 and the races of the bearings 4

.from the relationship CmaZ l(maEnin)=0.075

,1,--L (W mE-ax)0,016 .Mm;

2) clearance between shaft 6 and bushing 7 from the relationship
I

0 2ma 7 z~minO,09MM,

2n:,::_ T (Fp.i- ;.)=o0 ,o2 MOM;

3) clearance between the teeth of the worm gear 3 and the worm shaft
2 from the relationship

•=,.=t- (K'a,, + J•,,)= 0,055 .,•

4) clearance between the axes of the worm shaft and the worm gear
from the relationship

-N.R

~2minotBmin-ýo2nhn+a4rn1u+ 5=0,136 MM,

Here, #4-is the clearance on dimension B=9':.25 mm of the elevating mechanism
body (•4mO, 2 MM, o4minO),

8ý -total skew of shafts and other parts which changes the neiters of
tooth engagement (we take as constant and equal to 0.1 mm);

5) lateral clearance in engagement of the worm couple from the rela-
tionship Amax'- 2 12ma9 g 2 + 3max 2A2max tg l5 +Z3.•m,- 0,506 NM,

AnIn = 2 Amln tg 4 + 83min = 2A1mZ tg 15" + B•,,= 0,128 MM.

Further, knowing clearance , we determine the vertical play of the bar-
rel dhich is created due to clearances in the elevating mechanism by the
following formulae:

pm, 360 .60Anmx z,, 360.69.0,506.13. 2,03,; , (12)
9A zc 3,14.130,5.171
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r M36O -60oAm.. z. 3W-60-0,128-13 0 , (3
=-A ZC 3,14.130,5'171 (13)

Vertical barrel play 5, which arises as the result of clearance A, in
engagement of cylindrical gear C with the toothed rack, whose teeth numberZc-
171,' is determined by the fact that accorzding to technical requirements, this
clearance must be no greater than 0.3 mam.

The required amount of clearance A, is provided during assembly with ad-
justment of engagement with eccentric bushings.

TAHBE 13

Dimensions and Tolerances for Elevating Mechanism
Parts (see Figure 30)

OFS4Ci, flClJ OIFS"a" .Li . E •JfOI D,$1E4 In

13EARWA/& N 42 +0,05 42,05 42

woA AI7( 8 {)B 4 --0,03,2
-0:03 41,968 41.9

•,WOA W€/SAW7'/ (z,--1) E 42 -- 0,100 4198 1,

,wog./k 5Mr" (zs=l) f 14,13 - 14,13 14,13

-WORH sjr7" (z 8=l) X" 7,045 -0,1 7,045 6,945
"" laeh sýmP (z.=1) a 150 - 150 15"

;44Fr 4I,7/ CY•LIAI- j -0,04 67,96 67,88
CN.4. £664p (z-=13) 0 68 -0,12

CF 68 +0,06 68,06 68
C 44. B 95,25 +0.2 95,45 95,25

-q &Oke A 130,5 - 130,5 130,5• (zq=29)

t 'K 7,03 -0,1 7,03 6,93
(z,= 2 9)

""4••, C. /e/p 1 14,13 -14 ,13 14 ,13
(zq=29)
WOR 6,o R- 150 15° 150

•, •(z.',,291

T•horo RACK-

(zc=171)

Considering that diameter A of the initial circumference of gear C is
equal to 78 mm andZw=13 teeth, we see that

360-60AIniax zw - 360-60013. 13- 3 7 .. =2,01'. (14)P*a "=AI zC 3,14.78.171

For determination of the vertical barrel play in the cradle, whose dia-
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'gram of installation is given in Fig. 31, the dimensions and tolerances taken
fro,, the draving are presented in Table 14.

TA~EU 14

Dimensions and Tolerances for Cradle Parts
in mm (see Fig. 31)

PI~~t? -t joj/cEa0l hitEAJ7RI

l'191M�H H 68 :1:1 69 67INSERTS

fi 34 :0,5 34.5 33,5
,fgo~•rr.•t�T 275 ---1,35 276,35 275

al 900 :E20  92 88V
" Y 2S0,1 +0,34 260,44 260,1
*10 10 :O,5 10,5 9,5

UjPk RIAI•. y 260,1 4-0,34 260,44 260,1

5•/4C 10 10 ±0,5 10.5 9,5
CRADLE H 822 -2 822 820

L( 260 -0,2 259,8 259,5
-0,5

On the basis of data from Table 14 and the diagram in Fig. 31, it is pos-
sible to determing the following amounts:

sin a 11mn - _ ým- x =2 2 -- __ 0,2352,
1 7MIX Tmax 276.35

., %amx-2 72min 220-2513035
XX=---- 2 ma sin - 260,44 sin-

2 2 2

- 260,44 sin 32°25' = 139,6 m.J;

Y... os (ICO aimax-2•i,,, (259;5 -/25952 139.62)

260,44(1 cs92-2-133351
2 2. 2

am=, Yz-- L -+ K= 260,44- 259,5 + 0,1 = 1,04 .xx.
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Knowing the size 8= 3m- -we determine the angular movement of the gun bar-
rel in the cradle in a vertical plane S from the relationship

g = A±4 ==o0013,.
M.,mn-2Am,ax M-2-104.5 799

and consequently, the angle -_,=_o4,.

Ceqeoue '70 RA

1 ' X

Fig. 31. Diagram of Barrel Installation
in the Cradle

I -barrel, 2-cradle ring wall, 3- bronze
aligning inserts

In reality, the vertical play of the gun barrel in the cradle in one di-
rection will be half the value received, or two minutes.

It shoO d be noted that play (clearance) of the barrel in the cradle
which arises as the -esult of clearances between its exterior surface and the
bronze guides of the cradle, is a constant amount whica cannot be uncovered
with sighting devices. This clearance is most often not included in the total
barrel play. During firing of the gun from its place, it has no meaning, in
that before the shot the barrel has no inclination, and during firing on the
move this clearance has affects shot groupings.

Therefore, the largest total vertical barrel play , is the sum of ele-
vating mechanism slack P", engagement of the cylindrical gear with the toothed
rack , and in the cradle a"' , or

P�-t�in�,1 Pnla -+ ,1 = 2,03' +'2,01' + 2,0' 6,04', (15)

which comprises 1.7 divisions of the coniometer, and consequently,
•, pm.=-0-01,7,

which does not exceed norms of acceptance.
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For deternination of the largest amount of elevating mechanism handwheel
slack which arises due to clearances in the connection of the handwheel hub
with the worm shaft, and further, in the whole mechanism, we use the data pre-
sented in Tables 15.aand 13.

TAME 15

Dimensions and Tolerances of Parts Connected to
the Elevating IMIechanism Handwheel

(see Figure 32)

'AWS64YT/ SIONF MIgCE

W..- J? IIT" I-/ 16,43 --0,44 16,43 15.99
WLOdM V4i4 P 6 +0,08 6.08 6
WOPM . A- .4= :20 -- 0,07 19,93 19.79

-0,21
S6 -0,025 6,025. 6

KEY LU 6 +0,025 6,025 6
Key H12 6 +0,08 6,08 6 *

Note: The number of turns on the worm gear
shaft , the number of teeth on the worm
gear , the number of teeth on the cylin-
drical gear , the number of teeth on the
rack

Rotation of the handwheel in clearances of the keyed join-, shown in Fig.

32, is determined from the following expression:

.m.x-- . *', .360V (6,08-6) 360=0,460,

rAmin 3,14.19,79

(Mmax -W LI[min)'360 (6.025-,3).360 0,12.
-,2( Hlmin+Hftin- ) 3,14.2 (15,99.6 _199)

Knowing the angles of rotation of the handwheel %ma, and =4mt,, we get
the largest angle of handiwheel rotation in the keyed joint

P[a3,,,=m==+%4ll=O' 4 6 +0O',1 2o=0,58o=34 ,8'.

We find the -ear ratio between the elevating mechanism handwheel and the
barrel from the relationship .

Z,, Ze 29.171 381,5
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Iiiformati6h gained on the total vertical barrel play Polm and the largest
angle of handwheel rotation I,,, allows determination of the largest amount of
handwheel slack Tw from the expression

==P=2,•I+ •- =6,04'.381,5 f 34,8'=2338'=39. (16)

This value for the largest amo'nt of slack in the handwheel is less than
450, or less than Y8 of a full turn, which satisfies the technical require-

ments. set forth for the barrel elevating mechanism.

-Slack in the elevating and traversing mechanisms of artillery systems
has essential meaning, especially in firing on moving targets or firing on the
move, when the gun itself is moving. Ktperiential data from multitudinous
shots show that improvements against norms
of slack (clearances) in laying mechanisms p
and in the cradle result in improvements L.

in time of gun laying, amplitude of weap-
on barrel devlation (in vertical and hori-
zontal planes) and dynamic loads on the >',.

parts of the mechanism, resulting in turn - --

in improved wear of parts. Slack is es-/
pecially important in firing on the move
(tank, self-propelled and antitank field - ./ "
cannons), because with an increase, for \/P
instance, in slack in the links of the kin-
ematic chain of aiming the- tipping parts of
the gun from 2.5 to 7.5 thousandths, mis- . .

takes in aiming increase by 50 to 100 per-
cent, lowering the percent of hits and de-
creasing effectiveness of fire by 1.5 to Fig. 32. Diagram of the
3.5 times, keyed connection of the

elevating mechanism
This information makes necessary the shaft and handwheel.

improvement of precision in parts manufac-
ture and creation of mechanism with slack
eliminated. These mechanisms include links with cutaway gears, hydraulic
drives, and others.

#7. Accuracy of Parts Machining and Econoriy of Production

Machining accuracy in machine construction depends on many factors, of
which the following have the most importance:

shape and dimensions of the parts;

physical and mechanical properties of the materials for parts;
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tolerances and technical requirements for manufacture of parts;

itypes of 'stock and their dimensions;

-construction of the machining tool, attachmenb, and machines;

cutting schedule in machining and hardness of the parts, machines and
tools in thersystem;

possible mistakes in measuring dimensions, and

qualifications of the workers and their working conditions.

The designer who establishes the dimensions of the parts must calculate
the technical requirements for their manufacture. It is highly desirable that
the construction and assembly bases, the axes of symmetry of the surfaces

along which the dimensions are determined, are also the technological bases,
by which the parts are mounted on the machine or on the attachment. The com-
bination of construction and assembly bases with the technological ones eases
planning of the technological process and attachments, eliminates the necessity
for recalculation of dimensions and tolerances, and lowers expenses for manu-
facture of the parts with the assigned machining precision,

Tolerances and technical requirements determine the accuracy with which
parts must be manufactured, or the deviation of their actual dimensions from
their nominal values. In assignment of classes of accuracy or fit, the type
of parts assembly should be considered, as wen as the expenses of production
or manufacture of these parts. It is well known that cost of parts production j
progressively grows with increased machining precision, and this is undesirable
under conditions of economic production.

The weight, dimensions and type of parts stock directly determine labor

'consumption and possible errors in machining. Thus, for instance, the stock
for a breechblock wedge might be a free forging, or a hot stamping. Machining
the stock from a stamping requires half the time of machining the onfl from a
forging, and the parts in both cases are identical. In some cases, it iL- wise
to leave a steel casting coarse and not machine it. Wise
choice of the type of stock decreases production expenses without, in the pro-
cess, decreasing the reqaired accuracy of parts production.

The cutting schedule for metals (depth, feed, and speed of cutting) de-
pends on the material, construction, geometry and stability of the cutter,
the capacity of the machine, properties of the machined material, and a number
of other factors. Speeding up the cutting schedule increases vibration in the
system of machine, tool, and part, especially with insufficient hardness or
with uneveness in its turning parts. Such phenomena are characteristic for
large forgings in coarse and peeling operations. The cutting tool becomes worn
out in the process of work, and machined cylindrical surfaces become conical,
the smootheness of the surface is poorer with a faster cutting schedule, and
precision of machining decreases, especially during machining o" large parts.
Together with this, machining time for the part also slows donm.
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The technician must consider all these factors and capably combine machining
accuracy, time expenditure, and cost of tools.

Tolerances on the corresponding dimensions of the attachments, on which
accuracy of mounting and machining of the parts depend, must be closer than
the corresponding dimensions of the machined parts. Usually, in machining
parts to 2nd or 3rd class precision, tolerances on the corresponding dimen-
sions, of the attachment. must be respectively equal to - or '13 cf the amount
of tolerance on the part dimension. In deeper machining, for instance 4th or
5th class precision, tolerances on attachment dimensions must be respectively
equal to * or 15Aof the amount of tolerance on the dimensions of the machined
part. Generally, the accuracy of manufacture of the attachments (in basic
dimensions) must be one class higher than the accuracy of the parts treated on
them. Only in machining parts to 2nd class precision can tolerances for at-
tachments be accepted in mean value between Ist and 2nd class precision, and
in certain cases closer to 2nd class precision. Rigidity of the attachment
has essential significance in increasing machining accuracy. If the attach-
ment is sufficiently stable, the accuracy of all lots of parts machined on it
w1ilU be stable and correspond to the established requirements.

After machining, parts are checked by limiting calibres, or in certain
cases by universal measuring instruments.

The technical composition of the control instrument and its correct usage
in measuring dimensions determine, to a lirge degree, the accuracy of parts
machining.

Transferred technological factors can be reasons for parts machining er-
Srors,,and some of them will be systematic and be repeated regularly, while

others- iEll be incidental and without regularity.

Machining accuracy is closely tied to economy of production. Parts costs
increase with increased machining accuracy to the point where the production
process might become economically unprofitable.

Various indices of technological process evaluation are used in produc-
tion practice which reflect their economic expedience. Such indices include:

labor consumption, determined by the dimensions, weight and construction
of the parts;

coefficient of material use in parts manufacture, determined by the rela-
tion between the weight of the stock and the weight of the finished part. This

coefficient gives a representation of the rationality of stock selection and
establishment of margins 10etween operations;

coefficient of equipment load, which in serial production oscillates be-
tween the limits 0.85-0.95;

time norm relationship, determined by the coefficient
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where " 0-. •basic machine time;
T.-piece time, which includes all time spent in manufacture of the part;

percent of waste caused by deviations from assigned tolerances in machin-
ing or allowable norms.

7he transferred indices only partially characterize production economy,
because they do not express its direct tie with treatment accuracy.

Precision in machining accuracy is economically expedient when, in normal
working conditions, the production process corresponds to the modern level of
technological development, the machined parts fully meet data on drawings and
the established technical requirements, and all time and material expenses do
not exceed those planned.

%i
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CHAPTER IV

Stock for Tubes

#8. Materials Used in Weapon Production

A large number of artillery systein parts are manufactured from various
types of steel, and only a small part of them (piston skirts, spindle modera-
tors, guiding inserts or runners, packing rings, and some bushings) are manu-
factured out of bronze or r(.1 copper.

All the steels used in artillery production divide into four groups:

1) gun barrel steel;

2) construction steel f•;r various parts of artillery systems, mortars,
and rifles;

3) steel for small arms barrels;

4) special steel for armor-piercing projectiles;

We will look at characteristic steels of the first two grcups.

Gun barrel steel must have the following basic physical and mechanical
propei ties:

high strength, in combination with high elasticity and toughness, so that
there will be no deformations, splits or ruptures under powder ggs pressure;

sufficier.t hardness and high resistance to shock load and mechanical fric-
tion;

un:form structure over the entire length of the stock and in all of its
section:s, without the presence of nonmetallic inclusions;
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high resistance 'to the -action -.of chemical products of powder decoinposi-
tion° and the action of the atmosphere.

The' production of these.-steels must be based on domestic raw mate•Aals
and must be-economical.

:Artillery and small arms barreIs work in high rates of fire, and conse-
quently,, with 'high strain and in a vide temperature range of their surround-
ings (from,- 450'to + :40o C.). Steel for barrels must therefore have suffi-
cient toughness to prevent destruction of the barrels under loads .(stresses)
which do not exceed its tensile limits. Two types of steel failure are known;
stretch, and brittle4, Stretch failure is preceded by plAstic deformation of
the ýsteeli -and, brittle failure -occurs without any sign of plastic deformation.
Steel which does not have a sufficient margin of toughness in low temperatures,
ranging from - 150 to - hA3o C, may enter the critical interval of brittleness,
and in temperatures below - 400 C, it is characterized by massive failure.

The composition of the required strength and toughness with good temper-

ing and preservation of uniformity in structare is aahieved in special alloyed
steels.

Nickel is a good alloying element, and provides steel with high strength,
the required margin of toughness and good tempering with thick tube walls.

Molybdenum also promotes improvement of steel' s mechanical properties and
improves its tempering. Steals alloyed with nickel and molybdenum, besides the
properties pointed out above, also do not have a tendency toward initial brit-
tleness, which has an especially important meaning for artillery steel,

Considering the scarcity of such additives as nickel and molybdenum, it
is necessary in the development of artillery weapons production in large quan-
tities, especially during wartime, to use less scarce types of steel and, where
possible, to decrease the composition of nickel and molybdenum in artillery
steels. To this end, alloyed steels are replaced with chromates and carbides
in manufacture of gun barrel jackets and other less stressed parts, and also
in manufacture of small arms barrels with lower rates of fire.

Construction steel is widely used for manufacture of various artillery
system parts, these steels vary in their mechanical properties, and the major-

rity of them are usual carbon steel types. Only such crucial parts as rods,
A' spindles, antirecoil cylinders, shafts, gears and racks of the aiming mechan-

isms, trunnions, pintle centers and others are manufactured of nickel-chrome
steel, with a decreased composition of nickel.

Steels are produced with the open hearth process and by electric smelting.
* The open hearth process is more produ.tive than electric smelting, and is vide-

used in steel production. In character of smelting, the open hearth process
can be oxygen, basic, or duplex process.

The oxygen process is accomplished with a clean charge which does not
A contain any harmful mixtures (phosphorus and sulphur). This is a low-produc-
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tion-process, in that small volume furnaces, frow 50 to 125 tons, are uned in
itut it provideas*pigs -of-higher quality barrel arK special construction

The basic process is used to get pigs of construction steel for various
purposes. It is more productive than the oxygen process, and more profitable
economically, in that the volume of its furnaces can be increased to 150-200
tons. The m~or deficiency in the basic process is the increased composition

in thd' steelýof gases and ferrous oxides. Barrel steel which is smelted in
basic open heaith furnaces has pcorer characteristics of elasticity, tough-
ness, and's more sensitive to flaking.

Barrel steei smelting in'basic furnaces is a complicated process, demand-
ing Selection of charge and exacting control. Such smelting is conducted with
-intensive boiling -of the steel for maximm. riddance of gases and barning out
the carbon to the required level.

The duplex process is used for smelting special steels. Smelting in this
process is first conducted in basic furnaces, and then liquid steel or steel
stocks are loaded into an oxygen furnace.

I

, .12- 1 •0- -

445

Fig. 33. Mold for steel in-
got, 32,000-39,000 kg in wt,
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Steel is poured from the open hearth finrnace along a trough into a ladle,
and from it into molds- (Fig. 33). The trough and ladle must be carefully pre-
pared foi the steel pouring, for which they are well cleaned, equipped with a
strong lining, and dried. -The ladle, besides this, must be h6ated to reO heat.
These same-ineasures ara used in preparation of the mold, whose inner suriaces
are covered with graphite, and then the mold is heated to 2000 C.

The, mold can be six sided or eight sided in form, and has some expansion
toward- the bottom. The upper part of the mold has a removeable heated exten-
sion which enables conclusion of a shrinkage cavity at the head part of the in-
got. With large dimensions, the mold sub-floor is sectioned. The weight of
the mold with its sub-floor is greater than the weight of the ingot without
its head portion, usu4lly by 60 to 130 percent with small ingots weigning 1000-
3000 kg, and by 0 to 30 percent in large ingots weighing 20,000-50,000 ks.
The weight of the head portion of the ingot does not exceed 14 to 24 percent of
its total weight, and the larger tho weight of the ingot, the smaller the rela-
tive weight of its head portion.

The steel poured into the ladle is retained in it for some time to de-
crease its boiling. The time the steel is kept in the ladle and the schedule
of its pouring into the molds depend on the method of smelting and the type of
steel. Quiet (non-boiling) steel in the process of hardening makes a shrinkage

icavity above in the heated head extension of the mold. Boiling steel makes
a significantly smaller shrinkaga shell than quiet steel, and shrinking is
distributed around the entire volume of the ingot in the form of bubbles and
small shells. The steel is tested before it is poured off to check its bend-
ing and breaking, and to ascertain its structure and the chemical composition
of the metal. Each ingot is controlled by external observation. The head of
the ingot is partially separated on cutting machines, and the number of the
casting is stamped on the face of the ingot.

#9. Methods of Stock Formation

Steel ingots, shaped and sheet rollings, and non-ferrous castings, from
which parts are manufactured, are called materials. The stock from which a
determined part is manufactured in the process of heat and mechanical treat-
ment, is a semi-fabricate, or an only partially treated material.

In artillery production, as in a.y production of medium and heavy machine
construction, parts stocks consist of forgings, stampings, special rollings,
centrifugal steel castings, formed steel and non-ferrous castings, and welded
semi-fabricates.

ticnStocks gotten by free forging have widespread usage in artillery priduc-
tion, because it is chought that heat treatment of metal with pressure (forg-
in-) best provides its required structure and mechanical properties. Stocks
Lur the following parts are gotten from free forgings: Mortar breeches and
barrels, jackets for all artillery systems, trail spades, cylinders, rods and
spindles of antirecoil mechanisms, racks, shafts and some gears of the aiming
mechanisms. Stocks for ring type cradle bodies, which are large, hollow, and
relatively thin-walled parts, are also gotten from free forgings in some cases.
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As :the resultofi having such a wide selection of parts vhose .stcks are gotten
from'- froLf6oginfgs, the forgiig- and pressing sh6ps get 6berlbaded and Often
hold-up• dutput of ýrtillery systems. Significant changes in the methods of
getti. -sh6bk- thok-1Udce durinfg the Second World War and in the pqstiar era.
Full capability for 6manufacturing 'the parts listed above from rollings, shaped
steel or centrifugal castings has been installed into production. Mortar bar-
relsý-of allJ halibres and antikecoil mechanism cylinders for some pieces are
manufactured -lrom steel seamless tubes. A number of parts (spades, cra-
dlets, and ot-hers) were changed over to steel formed castings or hot stampings.
Barrel jackets and varioui cylinders can be made from centrifugal casting
stock. In some instances, half-cylinders are stamped, and then welded toge-
the'r. In all these methods, material properties correspond to the technical
requirements, and- metal and time expenditures for making the stock are mach
smallrer than 'for a free forging.

Table 16 shows comparative data, based on treatment of experiential pro-
duction data, on the relative weight of metal in finished parts, for various
methods of stock production.

TABtE 16

Metal Expenditure on Parts Manufacture for Various Methods
of Stock Formation

* ~, .~- Bec mmeaaia H

Cnoco6ta iO.lVIlCliIR 3aroroBox rOToBue 3aroros- HCXOf-I Ilbil• ba-
.-jeTa.1H NilI Tepitan

i Hlo,3on•t no. OZ .1o0TO4 100 376 560

2 WTa,%InOBKI o 110.t N1oiOTOM 100 230 280

3 IiTa.NmIIOBKII noA npccCoM 100 310 365

4 WTUaIoRn,, ,0o.A ipecco.i .1,,cToooro %IaTe- 100 110 120
p~a.la

5 JiUie cua.buoe 100 135 275

6 fpOIaT 100 220 320

a. method of stock formation 1. hammer forging
b. metal weight in percent 2. hammer stamping
c. finished part 3. press stamping
d. stock 4. sheet material press
e. initial material stamping

5. steel casting
6. rolling

In forging, the amount of smooth metal going into the finished part com-
prises 14 to 22 percent of the weight of the casting for gun barrels aid 8 to 12
percent for thin-walled antirecoil mechanism cylinders. The weight of a bailt-
up, two-layered gun barrel, consisting of four parts (withot-t the breechblock),
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is 5030 kg, and the weight of the ingot from which it is manufactured is
31,200 kg (620 percent), with the weight of the forging at 16,400 kg (326 per-
cent).. The-clean weight of a large gun barrel tube is 9105 kg, the weight of
the ingot for it is 49,000 kg (538 percent), and the weight of the forging is
25,100 kg (275 percent).

Problems concerning the wise choice of stock type and amount of margin
for all operations of its machining and heat treatment are still not solved
to the present and are pressing for resolution. Their timely solution largely
depends on the technical knowledge and experience of the technicians.

The forging, regardless of the deficiencies described, maintains its im-
portance as a meaas of getting stocks from special steels. This importance
stems from the following considerations. A cast steel ingot has a number of
deficiencies which are posited by its cooling and hardening in the molds;
namely, large localized crystals are formed in the ingot which are nonuniform
in their structure and configuration, and empty spaces are formed as a result
of shrinkage. These deficiencies are the reasons for .-nnuniformity in the
mechanical properties of the steel across the section of an ingot. The forg-
ing, combining heat and mechanical processes, affords increased uniformity of
the metal and deforms the crystals giving them a fibrous strutture and in-
creasing intercrystalline cohesive strengtn.

#10. Forged Stocks for Large Parts

In artillery production, forgings for large stocks have an exterior di-
ameter of from 150 'to 2500 mm, a length of from 1.5 to 25 meters, and a weig.t
of from 0.5 to 50 tons. The weicht of forgings for the majority of gun barrel
tubes does not usually exceed 5.5 to 12.5 tons, with a length of from 5.5 to
"10 meters. Only certain forgings for large gun barrel tubes and for-ings for
special shafts and cylinders for industrial purposes might have a length of up
to 25 meters and a weight greater than 30 tons. Among these large indust-ial-
purpose forgings are all-forged drums for high pressure boilers, shafts .'f,'
turbines and ships, cylinders and columns for forging hammers and presses,
etc. There are, therefore, quite a few large stocks which are formed by forg-
ing and are similar to gun tubes in form and size. The forgings can be either
solid section or hollow. For manufacture of breeches, breechblock wedges, and
similar parts, forgings are divided according to sizes into several parts of
right angle or square section.

.The process of forming a stock for large parts consists of heating steel
ingot, its forging, and consequential cooling of the stock formed from the
ingot.,

Steel Ingot Heating

The rate of heating of the ingot and the process of its forging have an
exclusively important meaning and depend on the type of steel, the size and
weight of the ingot, and the forging formed from it. The ingot first undergoes
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preliminary heating to a temperature of 650° C, and during winter the ingot is
kept in the 4 temerature conditions of the shod for 12 hours before heatin-.
Preliminary heating of the ingot is conducted in vertical or horizontal far-
naces with stagins, temperatures of 250 to 44000 C. The furnace is loaded with
ingots of approximatizg the same size, and they are kept at the staging ten-
perature for 1 to 3 hours so that the entire mass of the ingot metal is evenly
heated and is at the staging temperature. After this, the ingots are "heated
to a temperature of 650 to 7000 C over a period of 1.5 to 4 hours and kept at
that temperature for I to 3.5 hours.

The final heating of the ingots to forginr temperature is conducted in
horizontal flaming furnaces eith a sliding fettling. ingots in these furnaces
are distributed on special linings so that the heating of the entire mass of
metal of the ingots is even. During heating; of srmall-sized ingots it is nec-
essary to periodically turn them. Heating of the ingots to forging tempera-
ture (1100 to 11500 C for alloyed steel and 12200 C for some carbon construc-
tion steels) takes place over a period of from 2.5 to 4.5 hours, and they are
kept at this temperature for 1.5 to 4 hours. These time ran'ges of heating and
holding are average for ingots corresponding to the molds shown in Fig. 33.
It is very important that forg;ing of the ingot takes place dith its single
heating. in forging large ingots, they must be additionally heated to forging
temperature, and there must be no more than two of these additional heatings
of the ingot, either in whole or in its separate parts. The number of heat-
ings (passes) of the ingot is indicated on the technological chart for each
model of stock and type of steel. Ingot heating should be done under condi-
tions for the least possible formation of scale, uirth temperature being ad-
justed every 40 minutes.

Forging must be completed at a termerature which is close to--but sone-

uhat higher than--the critical point Ac. For the majority of special steel
weapon forgings, for,;ing begins with teiperatures of 830 to 8500 C.

Stock Forging. It is necessary to be 7uided by the forging drawing and
the technological chart in forging the ing;ot. We will look at the forging
process in an example of manufacture of a barrel forgin• for a 76 mm cannon
(Fig. 34). The technological chart for the forgin;: and pressing operations to
get the forging is shown in Fi-. 35. Initially the ingot must be lightly
pressed along its entire length so that it becomes approximately cylindrical
in form (knock down edges). Scale should be removed during pressing. A tail
is then drawn from the head end of the ingot and extra metal of the head por-
tion cut away. The size of the tail portion of the forging depends on the
dimensions of the ingot, and is established at each plant according to its
nor.ns and determined by the convenience for grasping the forgi., with the
chuck and sequential operations of its settling and drawrin. Settling of
forgings takes place after the ingot is initially pressed alon' its ed-es and
receives its initial round form. Durin, settlin- of the forging of round see-

tion, the stocks turn out with a ri:.ht angle section,. or in certain cases they
may remain round. It is highly desirable that the forgin; is worked alon." its
entire length after settling without additional hr.ating. Settling is am im-
portant operation, and if it is improperly done, lonr-itudinal cracks may
appear in the for cing.
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Fig. 34. Forging for 76.2 mm
cannon oarrel

Key: a. ingot for to forgings
b. forging

During drawing the forging is lengthened at the expense of decreases in
its diameters. Drawing is used more often as a method in forging operations.
Deep stretches of the forging in one pass, forming sharp steps with large
iecreases in section and deformation of section, should not be allowed during
drawing. An example of consecutive drawing of a forging of comparatively
small dimensions is shown in Fig. 35.

Forging must be completed at a temperature 20 to 300 higher than the
critical point Ac3, which is strictly determined for each forging and the type
of its steel. -

Pr.xduction of a forging when the stock is cold or with uneven ingot heat-
ing is forbidden. The heat rates for forging each large stock (gun tube) are
registered in a special journal.

The head portion of an ingot for large hollow stocks is cut off and the
openin1 ; is drilled through its entire length before forging operations. The
heart of the ingot, which has more casting defects than the external layer, is
removed with a circular cuttinr head. The size of the diameter of the opening
drilled through the ingot is determined in dependence on the size of the ingot

and the size of the mandrel with which forging of the hollow forging is done.
lo ,,et a representation of the changes in dimensions during forging, Figures 36through 40O present sizes of forgin•;s, stocks for heat treatment, and the vari-

ous artillery systems received from them. Fig. 36, in particular, shows the
stock for a tube w1hich prepared for heat treatment and obtained as the result
of a peeling operation and drilling of the forgin- depicted in Fig. 34. In
Figures 36 through 40 it is also possible to get a representation of sizes of
hte mar -ns which should be considered in planning of forging operations.
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No. Operational Sketch Composition of Work Equipment

' I 1 Heat ingot from 670 to .1600 C Horizontal
furnace

Press the ingot from one side Forging
2 along dimensions 0360 and press

0310 mm. Cut off excegs side.

Press other side of ingot a- Same
3 long dimension 0360 mm and

then press entire stock to
dimension 0300 mm

Press middle part of stock to
4- dimension $200 mm,,-keeping

dimensions 240 and 400 mm

SDraw midd1l portion of the
•; 5 lIH -ock to dimension 0186 mm,

Skeeping diameter 200 mm on
_ __length of 560 mm

Press breech portion of stock

6 1 to dimension $220 mm. Cut off
excess, keeping dimension

i _ • _ _300 mm.
Press muzzle portion of stock

7 on all its length to a dimen-
sion of 0186 mm

SDraw muzzle portion of stock to
e ~ a cone with dimension 0160 to

8 size 0146 mm, keeping dimension
8 1400 mm. Cut off excess, keep-

ing dimension 3500 mm. Forge
300 ..-- ends with a temperature of

- ~ 8300 C

Fig. 35. Technological chart of forging and pressing operations for a 76.2 mm
cannon barrel forging (See Fig. 34)
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Cooling the Stocks After Their Forging

After forging, all forgi gs of special steel must cool slowly and evenly
to a temperature of 1500 C. If these conditions in the metal of an especially
large forging are not observed, large inner stresses will arise causing
cracks, distortion of the forging, and other flaws. To prevent these de-
fects, all forgings are cooled under a layer of heated earth in special boxes
which are heated with covers and hot plates. Cooling rate of forgings does
not usually exceed 15 to 200 per hour. Forgings of nickel chrome steels are
sometimes cooled -in furnaces. The majority of forgings of carbon steels and
small forgings of special steels are cooled in the temperature conditions of
the shop by stacking them in piles in places which are not subject to drafts.
The forgings must not be allowed to coo3 under the press or haimuer longer than
15 minutes during which time the temperature must not be less than 6500 C.

It should be additionally noted that the operations of the heating, "forg-
ing, and cooling processes ef large forgings have essential importance; for.
instance, maintenance of the ingot in forging temperature has the aim of
equalizing temperatures throughout the mass of its metal, increasing the elas-
ticity of the metal, and eliminating hydrogen from it which was formed during
production of the ingot.

In large-stock forging requiring extended time periods, in that part of
the stock which is forged first and with high temperatures significantly ex-
ceeding the temperature of the critical point Ac of the metal, a large-
grained structure will be formed in which the gr in of the metal in it will
grow until the stock temperature reaches the temperature of tix' critical point
of the metal.

In the part of the stock which will be forged second, with a temperature
close to the critical point of the metal, small-grained structure will be
formed.

Forging of a stock under temperatures somewhat less than those required
for the operation may produce a striped structure in the metal; and with tem-
peratures lower than the critical point Ac , cold hardening will result. Unz-
even cooling of the forging leads, not only to large inner stresses but also,
to partial hardening of separate surfaces of the stock,

To even the structure of the metal (steel), to relieve inner stresses in
the metal which were formed during its cooling in the process of forging, and
to eliminate hydrogen from it, the forging is subjected to the annealing op-
eration.

Gas saturation of the ingot metal during forging leads to the formation
of flakes in it, the most dangerous defects of gun barrels. Flakes are micro-
cracks which are formed as the result of compressing the hydrogen inclusions

(bubbles) in the steel during forging and as the result of the steel's cooling.

The time length of annealing of the stock in the furnace is determined by
the dimensions of the stock and the type of i ts steel. The structure cf thc
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steel changes during annealing, and it can be made sorbitic and hydrogen
saturation of the steel is eliminated.

Stodks obtained by for6ing must undergo annealing, and, with this, are
prepared for the sequential heat treatments, hardening, and tempering.

Ull. Heat Treatment of Large Stocks

The following operations are understood by the term heat treatment in
the broad sense: Annealing, normalization, hardening, tempering, and cementa-
tion. In this section, only the operations of hardening and tempering thick-
wualled tubes, specifically for artillery production, are reviewed.

Stocks which are obtained from forgings undergo coarse machining before
heat treatment so that they have a more convenient form for heat treatment.

For solid forgings, the exterior surface is turned, the faces are trimmed,
and the bore is drilled (See Fig. 36). In these operations the uneven exterior
layer of metal formed during forging is cut away from the forging, the fringe
and unevennesses-of-forging marks are out off the faces, and the core is re-
moved. During this the defects formed during production of the ingot and its
forging are removed, and a margin, necessary for later machining and removal
of discs for metal testing, remains on the inner and outer surfaces. The
described coarse machining of the forging has an important meaning for the
stock obtained from it in that during the machining the thickness of the wall
and the length of the tube (stock) are decreased, providing more even temper-
ing. The sharpe t transitionsi in contour line are rounded off, the coarse-
forging unevennesses on the surface are smoothed, and, finally, the sharp
changes in the section area of the forging are reduced which decreases the re-
maining internal stresses during annealing and consequently eliminates the pos-
sibilitty of formation of cracks.

During preparation of lartge stocks for heat treatment the fact should be
considered that special alloyed steel allows gocd tempering and attainment
during annealing of uniform structure to a depth of 65 mm, and, therefore, it
is desirable that wmll thickness in large tube stocks does not exceed 110 to
130 mm.

Figures 37, 38, and 39 show models of large forgings for a liner, an inner
tube, and a jacket. Each figure gives the data on the basic dimensions of the
solid forging, the stock for heat treatment with margins for machining and re-
moval of discs for metal testing, and the finished parts. It can be seen from
a comparison of the dimensions of the forging and the stock for heat treatment
that during coarse machining of the forging, a layer of metal 12 to 18 nm on a
side is removed from its external surface, a forging fringe 120 to 170 mm in
length is removed from each side, and a layer of metal 11 to 15 mm thick remains
on the ints ior surface which is a margin with a diameter of 22 to 33 mm.

The stock for a relatively thin-walled tube is shown in Fig. 40.
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Fig. 36. Stock for 76.2 mm cannon monobloc tube,
prepared for heat treatment

A" ab C
JtliV O W70K d~l a

Cui AMC o

ti Fig. '37. Forgirig and stock for heat treatment and
•,••'finished tube (liner)

•i+Key: a. test
S~b. forging
•; c. stock for boat treatment
•: d. finished part

•i Heat operations of annealing and tempering of stock have as their aim the
-•,"attainment of the necessary structure (for the majority of larg~e stocks this
•: is sorbitic structure) and high mechanical qualities of the steel.

SThe following factors have essential meaning during annealing and temper-
:•".'ing of large stocks: The construction of the furnace for heating the stocks,

rate of heating and cooling for each stock, and the cooling means and methods
• of technical control for the operation.

SVortical furnaces are used for heating and tempering, tubes. Stocks of
• large diameter and length over 6000 mm are most often heated in Ithe furnace
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ri-g. 38. Forging and stock for heat treatment and
finished inner tube of 'ouilt-uo-k barrel

Key:- a. test
b. for-in,,
c. stock for heat treatment
d. finished tart
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Fig. 39. Forzing and stock for heat treatment and

finished blailt-up barrel jacket

Key-. a. test
b. forging
C. stock for heat treatment
d. finished fart
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Fig. 40. Forging and stock for heat treatment and
finished recoil mechanism cylinder

Key: a. forging
b. stock for heat treatment
c. finished part
d. test

singly while medium-sized stocks are loaded into the furnace in lots of three
to five. Seven to nine stocks of diameter not greater than 250 mm and leng h
up to 4500 mn are loaded into the furnace simultaneously. The stocks are
fastened into a special star and hung in the furnace iii a strictly vertic4~
position at a distance from each other not less than 0.6 times the largest ex-
terior diameter of the stock and at a distance of 400 to 600 Irim from the inte-
rior walls of the furnace. Even heating of the surfaces of all stocks is
provided under these conditions, and localized overheating is prevented. The
furnace can be loaded only with stocks of identical dimensions and one type of
steel at the same time.

Fuel is conducted into the furnace through special nozzle,3 in the form of
a stream directed tangentially to its interior surfaces. The furnace tempera-
ture is controlled with thermocouples or other special instruments located in
its various sections.

Durinn insertion of the stocks the furnace must have a temperature close
to 5000 C, and the stocks must have a temperature of not less than 150 C (air
temperature in the shop). The annealing temperature of the stocks, which must
be higher than the temperaturo of the critical point Ace 1 by 30 to 450 C, is
determined by the type of steel. For several alloyed sieels, for instance, It
is in the limits of 810 to 8600 C. The speed of heating the stock largely de-"
pends on its dimensions and the overall mass of metal in it. For a stock of
medium dimensions, 0330 x 6000 mm, heating speed does not exceed 80 degrees
per hour, and for stocks o:f smaller dimensions it increases to 100 degrees per
hour.
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Ini the process of henting, even heating should be provided through
temperathre regulation for all surfaces of the stock and the entire mass of
its metal. After the stock is heated to aiinealing tenperature, it is held at
this tempLzature for 1.5 to 10 hours. The holding time, rdependent on the di-
mensions of the stock and the type of steel, allows even heating of the entire
mass of the metal of the stock (along its length and in section) and provides
its normal annealing. Nonannealed parts of the stock decrease the reserve of
elastic qualities of the steel.

After heating and holding the stock in annealing temperature comes the

annealing process itself, the cooling. After the application of heat to the
stocks is ceased, the stotks,together with the furnace, cool somewhat so that
their temperature drops but remains above the critical point Ac 3 by 20 to 300 C.

The stocks are then rc-move." from the furnace and cooled in a corresponding
medium; for instance, the majority of stocks made of alloyed steel are cooled
in oil and stocks of chrome molybdenum steel, in water. The selection of the
cooling medium and the method of cooling the stocks depend or' the dimensions of
the stocks and the type of their steel. The cooling medium is very important
for the annealing of the stocks. In practice, the stocks are tempered only in
oil or in water, or at first in water and then in oil, dipping them in a cooling
irmedium. b, thing in it, and using various other methods of cooling.

W!-"en the tempered stocks are dipped in it, the cooling liquid must have a
temperature of 30 to 400 C. During tempering the cooling liquid must be inten-
sively circulated around the stocks to prevent the formation of a "as skirt
around them.

The breech portion of the stock is usually more massive than the other
parts, and therefore the time of its holding in the cooling medium must be
somewhat longer.

After completion of the annealing operation, the stock undergoes the tem-
pering operation. This operation is also realized through heating the stocks,
usually in horizontal furnaces, except for long stocks.

acLoading of the stocks in the furnace for temper.ing takes place with a fur-
nace temperature df 3000 C. The stock is held at this temperature for 1.5 to
4 hours and then heated to the tempering temperature of 590 to 6200 0, which
must be lower than the critical point Ac• by 120 to 1400 C. In practice the
stock is heated to the temperature of teipering at a rate of 60 to 800 per
hour. After the furnace is heated to the maximum tempering temperature, the
evening of the stock temperature takes place. For this the stock is kept at
the established temperature for a period of 3 to 8 hours, depending on its di-
mensions, type of steel, and purpose of the part.

The cooling of the stock, the tempering operation itself, takes place in
various media. At first, for a short time, in air, then for 10 to 15 minutes
in oil, and then again in air under the temperature conditions of the shop. In
some instances cooling of the stock may take place at first in water for a
period of 4 mirutes, and then in air. Sometimes slow cooling of the stocks in
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the furnace is used for tep.ering. It should be noted that in annealing and
tempering, the most effective means for combating possible defects in the
stocks, i.e., arping, internal stresses, and cracking, is the correct selec-
tion of the rates for their heating and cooling. Observation of these condi-
tions is especially important with alloyed steels. For these compositions
the sneed of heatinc and cooling in tempering must be slower than for anneal-
ing. Annealing and tempering also have great influence on the mechanical
properties of the steel, its structure, and on the amount of internal stresses
Sremainin in it.

Hollow and solld stocks of relatively large length most often warp and
bend in heat treatment as the result of formation of inrer stresses in the
metal. These defects should be elin-inated by correction of the stock, while
hot, under a press. The press for correction is most expediently established

on the technological route of movement for the large stocks between the shop
for coarse turning of the exterior surface and bore drilling, and the heat
sh-.o. For correction the stock must be heated to no higher than 500 to 5300 C,
which is 70 to 80( lower than the tempering temperature. The time for heating
the stock to this temperature averages no greater than 2.5 to 4.5 hours, and
then the stock is held at that temperature for 1.5 to 2.5 hours to even its
temperature and partially eliminate interior stresses in the metal, Correction
of the stock should tako place with gradual increases in pressure of the press
on various surfaces so that the stock is corrected evenly and gradually and the
correction operation mu-st be completed with a stock temperature no less than
4000 C. After correction the stock should be slowly (over 2 to 2.5 hours)
heated to a temperature of 470 to 4900 C and held at that temperature for 1.5
to 2 hours, and then slowly cooled in air under the temperature conditions of
the shop in a dry place without drafts,

The characteristics of the rates of heating and cooling for large stocks
in the process of their heat treatment cited above are average in their values,
In practice these characteristics should be determined in accordance with the
"actual working conditions of the shop, the dimensions of the stock, and the
ttype of its steel.

There are examples known of attainment of good results with heating and
cooling of large stocks in the process of their heat treatment at faster rates
than are cited above. In this instance, however, tfe demands for stricter
control on fulfilment of the established technology and more careful fulfilment
of the operation are ever increasing. It is always necessary to consider that
the high qualities of strength, elastici-ty, and tensility, and the required
structure of alloyed steel are basically assured by their correct heat treat.
ment. if the first heat treatment of a stock does not give satisfactory re-
sults in mechanical qualities and structure in testing, then it is possible to
allow a second heat treatment. In practice, examples are knoim of threefhld
stock annealing and tempering operations; however, such a situation cannot be
considered normal and shoild not be allowed.
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;#12. 'Mechanical Testing of Stock Metal

Criteria determining the mechanical properties of stock metal are the fol-
lowing-:

1) the limits of elasticity (relative) c -- stress in kg/mm2 with which
the test sample is permanently lengthened by 0.002 percent of its initial
length;

2) the limit of proportionality (relative) up -- stress in kg/mm2 w.th
which the deviation from linear denendence, according to Hooke t s law, between
the stresses and deformation reaches a size such that the tangent of the angle
formed by bend deformation and the axis of stress up is increased by 50 percent
of its initial value;

3) the limit of a field (physical) as -- the least stress in kg/mm2 vith
which the test sample is deformed without noticeable increase in load applied
to it;

L4) limit of yield (relative) 00 2 in k-/mm2 corresponds to the stress
with which the test section is permanently lengthened 0.2 percent of its
initial design length;

5) limit of tensile strength (temporary resistance 'x breakage) ab --
tension in kg/mm2 corresponding to the maximum load preceding breakage of the
test sample;

6) relative lengthening 6 in percents -- relation of the increased
length of the test sample (after breakage) to its initial length;

7) relative narrowing b in percents, which is the relationship between
the area of the cross section of the test sample after breakage with its
initial t-"',ss section area;

8) shock strength ak in kg m/cm- -- work expended on breaking the test

sample related to the area of its section in the place of breaking. This is
the mechanical characteristic of toughness of the metal.

In testing the stock metal in production practice, all the described
characteristics are determiied except the limits of elasticity. The hasic
characteri stics of mechanic l qualities of stock metal f3r thick-walled tubes
made of alloyed steel are: The limit of proportionality uo, the relative nar-
S rowin-• and the shoci stren-th ak, and the remainino characteristics are
facultative and reces:ary only for general evaluation of the quality of the
metal.

Construction steca. is basically characterized bj the limit of yield
(relative) 00.2, the relative lengthening 6, the relative narrowing p, and the
shock strength ak, and construction steel used for nonstressed parts is evalu-
ated only by Brinnell hardness.
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The limit of proportionality is determined with accuracy to 0.5 kg/mm2

according to the formula

PF 0 '

where P = effort (load corresponding to the limits of proportionality in k-
and F0 = initial area of the cross section of the test sample in mm2 .

The limit of yield a, 2 is calculated according to a similar formula, out
load PO.2 is used. This ioad corresponds to the stre:3. Fin. 41 shows t.-
diagram of load (P) and the lengthening (Ak) under stress which ip bvilt ( the
basis of results of testing and serves for determination of the charactezi: Lic
Up and 00.2 of the stock metal.

Mechanical pooperties and microstructure of the netal stock are che ;cod
after their heat treatment. The number of these tests (of a batch of sýjcks or
of each separate stock) is established with consideration for the type -f steel
and the pur--ose and dimensions of the part. All stocks of thick-walled Labes
of medium" and large dimensions under-o individual control, and the test ;;amples
for teszinim are extracted from discs vfrilh are cut off the muzzle and breech
parts.

A

SFig. 41. Diagram for determination
•. of the limit of propor-

• ~tionality oa. and the limit
' of fluctuation (relative)

•'; 00.2

^iThe schematic for cutting discs (test sections) from the tube stocks and

,•=othe extraction of samples from them for mechanical testing, is shown in Fig. 42.
•, The first disc, 410 mm (0.25d) thick, is thrown away, and the second disc is
I• tested. Cutting of samples from the discs takes place as shown in the sche-
;'• matic of Fig. 42 so that the sample cut from the disc must be located as close
•'L, as possible to the tube exterior surface, which undergoes fine machining.
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Of each test section, anry two oppositely positioned samples are tested for
breaskage, and the other two are tested for shock strength. The dimensions of

samples must correspond to the requirements of All Union State Standard
1497-42 and All Union State Standard 1524-42, or be shoim in the technical
conditions for the product. Samples are cut from only the cold (unheated)
stock.

Fi•3. 43 shows the schematin for cutting discs and samples from the breech
for nechanical testinC. For the majority of breeches, breechblock wedges and
pistons, the test samole for mechanical testing is taken fron one stock out of
which several parts are manufactured.

For small diameter tubes, pinties, and similar parts when it is impossible
to cut samoles from the stock discs which touch the circumference, samples are
taken in the direction of the linear axis.

Mechanical characteristics of the stock material are given with calcula-
tion of the type of steel, construction and puroose of the part manufactured from
it, and. they are shown on drawin.ns and in the technical conditions for manu-
facture of the part. Special alloyed steel from which stocks for thick-walled
tubes are manufactured, for instance, may have the following mechanical char-
acteristics: Limit of proporticnalit from 50 to 100 kg/mm2, limit of
l-iuctuation O0 - from 60 to 115 knImmm relative narrowing i from 25 to 30

percent, and sock strength ak frcm 3 to 4 kg,/m/cm2

ilonobloc gun barrels, liners, and inner tubes of built-up barrels which
a7,j subjected to a maximum gas powder pressure of 3000 to 4000 k!/cn 2 , must
. 'e a limit of proportionality o,• no less than 80 to 90 k,/mm2 and a shock

st;2ength no less than 3.5 to 11 kg) n/cm2 .

For :-un barrel tubes which are subjected to a maximum powder gas pressure
)f 2400 to 2900 kj/cm2 , the limit of proportionality ap must not be less than
50 to 7'0 kgf/mm2 and the shock flexibility ak within the limits of 3 to 4 k-,m/•.1 2 .

The allowable size of difference between the characteristics a * of two
-samples of the same disc in testin: for breaka-e depends on the typb of steel

and the dimensions and purmose of the -un tube. For the ,un tubes shown in
Figures 12, 13, 14• and 45, and havin. a limit of oroportionality
o= 65 - 75 k,/mm-, for instance, the variance in characteristics of two

samples frco- the same disc must not exceed 3 to 4.5 k';,/ran2 .

Characteristics ap of samples cut from different discs of the same tube,
for instance, from the muzzle part and the bteech, which is for the gun tubes
shown in the previous ex-ample, may rael by 5 to 8 kg/-m2 . Under all circum-
stances of deviation from the descý-ibed values (norms) of the characteris-
"tics oa, they are allowed only on the large side and under conditions so that
the characteristics of flexibility of the metal (relative narrowing j and
shock flexibility ak) will not be lowered. Variance of the characteristic op
from the norm on the small side is allowed for only one of the tested samples
and with a size less than one kg/Ym 2 . The norms for characteristics of
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Fig. 42. Schematic of extraction of samples from
- tube stock for mechanical metal testing

Key: a. breech
b. muzzle part

c. 3rd test
d. discarded disc
e. 2nd test
f. 1st test (disc)
1 & 3. samples for breakage testing
2 & 4. samples for shock strength testing

flexibility of the metal are established for each of two tested samples sepa-
rately Lnd for their sums. Deviation from the norm of the characteristics of
flexibility of both samples in this will not be less than the norm established
for it. Deviations of the characteristics of flexibility from the established
norms to the lar;e side are not restricted. Testing of the metal under low
temperatures (-450 C) is essential for the characteristics of flexibility, and
therefore such testing should be recomaended.

If the stocks undergo a second heat treatment (annealing and tempering),
then all mechanical testing of its metal should be repeated in full or in the
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same scale as in the first testing. Such a possibility is foreseen in the
amount of margin for removal of the Qscs (See Fig. 42--Ist, 2nd, and 3rd sam-
ples or discs).

It has already been stated above that the characteristics of flexibility
of uteel, especially that used for manufacture of gun tubes, working under
pressures Pmax > 3000 kg/cm2 , has a highly importart meaning. The character-
istics of the metal which are ootained by mechanicaa testing of the samples on
breakage and for shock flexibility do not allow sufficiently full evaluation
of t'e quality of the metal for the stock under dynamic loads which correspond
to the working conditions of the barrel. At some domestic and foreign plants,
for fuller evaluatiorn of the properties of the stock metal material, and in
add-ition to the regular mechanical testing, they undergo -special breakage test-
ing for whivoh samples in the form of hollow cylinders h30 x 15 mam, 65 mm in
length, and machined to a smoothness of V6 are manufactured.

;a

SFig. 43. Schematic of removal of samples fron 'the
breech for techanical mietal testingZ

/Key: a. discarded disc

Sb. Ist -test (disc)
Sc. 2nd test
• •d. 3r,' test1 & 3. samples for breakage testingc4. samples for shock strength testing

The interior of such a sample is packed with a TNTT cartridg-e 2 to 5 gin

Sweight. The weig-ht of the charge of such a cartridgre can be reg-ulated in:increments of 0.5 g and depends on the dimensions of the tested sample and the
type of its steel. Breakage testing usually takes place in three samples,
but in some instances up to six samples are required for each testing. Thefceenibiits of 0,e steel ad jde ged accordins to the characteristics of the

flexibility of the steel is judge accdir to. h hrcersiso h
explosion of the sample during the tests (explosion into separate splinters,
localized deep holes and cracks, or only residual deformations and cracks
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which are insignificant in dimension and do not reach the face of the saimle.

The explosion method of metal testing is not widely used, however, because it
is still insufficiently mastered.

#13. Margins for Stock Dimens"ons
SIn the process of machining. parts, a stock may sequentially be treated on

various machine tools so that the same stock surface often undergoes se reral
operations (coarse, fine, and finishing). The thickness of the layer of metal
removed furing all these operations makes up the overall margin of the stock.S~For each separate machining operation a layer of metal remains on the stock

corresponding to the thickness which is to be removed in the process of per-f orming that operation. As a result. of this, between-operation di mensions and

tolerances with which hel, the size of the required margin is calculated, ap-
pear on the technological charts. Between-operatior dimensions and tolefances
are the technolog-ical requirements for the operation, and they are assigned by
the technicians during urorkup of the technological process.

The thickness of the layer of metal removed from the stock in the process
4 of manufacture of the part is called the margin. Thickness of the mar-in pro-

5 vides receipt of the part which corresponds to the drawings for the stock.

Margins are assigned on those dimensions of 'he stock (diameters, lengths,
and wall thicknesses) which are changed in the process of its machining. For
determination of the total amount of margin, the dimensions of possible defects
in the stock which are eliminated in the process o2 its machining and the mini-
mum thickness of the layer of metal removed during each planned operation
should be calculated.

Defects in the stock may be various changes in its form which arise as the
result of action of inner stresses remaining in the-7metal after the stock's
heat treatment.

These defects include: Distortions of the stock alon; its exterior sur-
face or interior bore; variances in wall thickness and ovality in section in
hollow, round stocks; unevenness and steps in the surfaces wLich ar- formed
after forginr and castin-,; a layer of scale; and others.

Besides this, the dimensions of the layer of metal removed during removal
of the discs and extraction of the samples for mechanical testin; of the metal,
as well as all types of machining to obtain the required precision and surface
smoothness, should be considered during determination of the total margin. The
margin assigned for each operation must be of such size so that the operation
can be successfully completed and defects of previous operations can be elimi-
nated. After each machining operation, the dimensions of the stock uill have
some variance from the between-operation dimensions. The tolerances on dimen-
sions for each operation must therefore be considered in assi_nment of the mar-
gins. As a result, the overall total amount of the nargins for a shaft, for
example, is determined as shown in the schematic in Fi,. 44, with the following
data:
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Fig. 41P. Schematic of location of margins and
tolerances of the stock

Key: DRj. nominal dimensiun of the part
Dz. nominal dimension of the stock
Nmax and Min. limiting values of

the margin
MO. nominal dimension of the margin
6 and 61i. margins for the otock

lNominal size of the finished part DH; nominal size of the
stock Dz; operational margin on coarse, fine, and finishing op-
erations A, B, and C; nominal amount of overall margin No;
smallest and largest amounts of overall margin Mmin and Mmax;
tolerances for the stock 81 and 6.

With this in mind, the overall amount of margin is the least thickness of
the layer of metal in which are totalled the layers of metal removed in all
machining operations, between-operational tolerances, and tolerances on stock
dimensions (minus sign for the shaft and plus sign for the opening).

The choice for total and operational margins is closely tied to the re-
quirements for production, econony, and precision of parts machining. In
determining the amount of margins the technician must strive to obtain the
least possible number of machining operations and the highest productivity in
equipment and machining rates. An excess amount of mar.in makes production
more expoensive because changing the extra layer of metal into shavings requires
additional expenses in time and irrationally increases capacity of the equip-
ment, the wear of the tool, and the expense in auxiliary materials.

"With assignment of irrationally small amounts of margins, accuracy of
machining increases, and this in some cases is the reason for appearance of
rejects.

The correct determination of operational margins has an important meaning
in the machining of gun tube stocks and stocks for similar parts' tubes. As
already asserted, the peeling operations on the exterior surface and the
drilling tube bore have the aim of removing extra layers of metal from the
stock and giving the stock a more correct form prior to its heat treatment.
A sufficiently large margin must remain after these operations for the
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Fig. 45. Monobloc tube of 75 re. German cannon

barrel, model 1942

Key: a. forging and stock for heat treatment
b. finished tube
c. forgingp d. stock for heat treatment

sequential. treatment of the exterior surface of the stock, for coarse and fine
turning, and for the finishing operations of its bore. The amounts of these
margins for certain types of stocks are represented in Figures 13 and 36
through 40. In addition to these examples, Fig. 45 shows the forging and

6 stock for heat treatment and the finished monobloc tube of a 75 mm German
cannon barrel, Model 1942.

In the last example a layer of metal 10 to 15 mm in thickness is removed
from each side and the forging is shortened on each end by 40 to 35 mm beforet heat treatment of the stock. DurinZ solid drilling of the stocK it receives
a bore, 50 mm in diameter. For the final machining of the stock after anneal-
ing and tempering, the following margins remain:

J For coarse and fine operations on the exterior surface, 8 to
10 mm--and on the interior surface, 7.5 mm on a side; on the length,
ifor removal of discs for mechanical metal testin, and trimming of
the surface faces, 205 mm on each end.

-- The operational margins on dimensicns and margins fir removal of the dis;s
for metal testing for the stocks shown in Figures 38 and 45 are cxcessive.
Superflaous increases in margins are ha.'mful- but are often- caused by the
special conditions of stock production. The stock and monoLloc tube obtained
from it, shown in Figures 46 and I' respectively, may serve as a more ratiomal

:;'..gnment of margins. Comparin., the dimensions shown in FigureS 12 and 46,
it c~n be seen that the margin for ~mchining the exterior surface does not
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Fig. 46. Monobloc tube stock for heat treatment
(See R-1. 12)

exceed 7 to 10 mm and that of the interior surface does not exceed 11 mm on
a side. On length of the stock, with calcu"ation for removal of discs for
metal testing, the marain is 170 mm on each end. iarl-ins may be assi'ned on
a side or on the diameter, but they .hould al.ways be clarified, making corre-
_ sponding explanations on the drawir-s. 

-

SDurinn workcup of the techno2A,c73 zal processes the size of operational and
overall mar-ins should be assi .iied %ith consideration for production experience
Sand recommended norms for var .ous stocks. in some cases for determination of
marjins it is possible to :,ake use of 'mpirical formulae, which are usually
worked out on the basis of rroductý.on experience. Such formulae, however, do
not, as a rule, consider changes Ln oroducti-on processes, and in practice they
may be used only for approximat(, calculations.

Summarizing the data on margins for large solid forgings of great length
in which dimensions and form correspond to the stocks reviewed, it is possible
to obtain average values for the mar,;ins and tolerances on the diameter. The
values of these margins and tolerances are shown in Table 17.

-TA LE 17

Average Values of Margins and Tolerances
on Diameters of Large Forgin ;s in nm

I .fRitMa~CIp 3arOToMnIJ (Tpy6u) a mm~i

A--iiiI 3aroTOnKH
.120-180 260-360 360--500

-U".. i "c AK _____ •ojm ____ . \____
fpflCK fl~~yHA0C PjflYCX OIC

1000-1500 14 ±2 16 ±3 • ±4

2000-3000 18 ±3" 20 ±-4 26 +5
4000--00O 20 :4 26 ±4 30 ±5
6000-8000 24 ±5 30 ±5 34 :5 .

Key: See the fol owin; p age
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Key: a. length of stock, mm
/ b. diameter of stock (tube), mm

S/ c. margin
d. tolerance

i -The margins shown in Table 17 are somewhat smaller in size than the mar-
:ins presented in Figures 13, 36 through 40, and 45 through 46, but they are
sufficient for manufacture of tubes with consideration for the peculiarities

• / of artillery production. These margins and tolerances are larger than those

recommended for general machine construction, but they take into account the
large length of the stock and the peculiarities of machining these special

; / tubes.

For tubes subjected to heat treatment the following rargins on each side
"•;"I Ican be recommended:

k • On exterior surfaces, 8 to 12 mm; on interior surfaces, 6 to
12 mm--with the least amount for tubes 75 to 100 mm in diameter
and the largest amount for tubes with an inner tube diameter of
200 to 240 mm.

'I' During; manufacture of tubes, for dimension and form corresponding to those
reviewed, the amount of smooth met.l in the finished oroduct in relation to
the wei-ht of the forging comprises 26 to 36 percent, and in rela ion to the

weisht of the ingot, 15 to 24 percent. The weight of the large forgings rela-
tive to the weight of the ingot usually comprises 52 to 65 percent, and the
weight of smooth metal in the finished product relative to the weight of the
stock manufactured for heat treatment comprIses 50 to 70 percent.

From all the considerations presented in this chapter, it can be seen that
the choice of the type of stock, the method of its treatment, and the amount

j of mar,:ins on the dimensions have essential meaning for the planning of thetechnological processes and the econow.' of production.
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CHAPTER V

Bases of the Technolof, of Production of Gun Tubes

4#14. Plan of Operation for Machining Gun Tubes

Dimensions. The weight of gun tube stocks and the required precision for
manufacture of tubes are factors which should be considered in plannin'- machin..
ing nperations. Residual inner stresses remain in the stock material after its
heat treatment under which action it is deformed (bent and warped) during re-
moval of shavings from the stock. As the result of this, after machining, the
tube may have a curvature, with consequent variations in wall thickness. Such

;• defects may be reasons for rejection of all tubes, For elimination of curva-

Sture and variations in wall thickness of the tube, it is necessary to monitor
the determined sequence of performance of lathe operati.ons in machininw; the ex-
terior surface and turning the bore of the tube.

The residual inner stresses in the stock metal ar•- most effectively mani-
fested during removal of the layer of metal from the exterior surface of the
tube because the exterior layer of metal, due to sharper deviations in tempora-
ture during heating and cooling of the stock durinrý theat treatment, retains
larger residual stresses.

Besides this, with identical thickness the mass of metal cut from the ex-
terior surface of the tube is 1.5 to 2 cimes larirer than the mass of metal in-

cluded in the interior layer of the tube as the resUt of differences in the
sizes of their dimensions.

If a layer of metal is cut from the exterior of one tube, therefore, and
a layer of metal of identical thickness is removed from the inner surface of
another tube, the first of these will be more deforned or have .1reater bending
and warpin: due to action of large inner stresses and removal of larger masses
of metal.
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polishin . technical

or control of
honin-, the tube

Fi-. 47. Flow chart of the technolo-ical operation in gun
tube operation

These elementary physical phenrmena are sufficiently proven by production
experience and nust be considered basic in plannin-: machinin- operations of the
exterior and interior surfaces of tubes.

After turninr' of the exterior surface, the tube usually has a small curva-
ture and, at the same time, its walls will bc less stressed. Durinn final
turninw; of the tube's bore and removal of the layer of' metal from its interior
surface, residual stresses will not have essential influence and the forn of
the tube will not be si-nificantly changed. Consequently, the bore, after turn-
in,-,, will maintain strai--htness, or will have insi 'nificant curvature which can
be eliminated in the next senismooth turnin;, operation.

Takinr these considerationis into account, it is expedient that the coarse
operations of ream-In- the stock precede the coarse operations of lathin.! work
on its exterior surface. in t is case the fine l1thinr treatment of the ex-
terior surface of the tube must be the last complstin,; operation for which the
interior surface of the strai:ht, finally-treated ire of the barrel will serve
as the technological reference base. in the pro(e s of treatment the :un tube
stock under'-oes several different operations, and parts of these operations are
basic (fundamental); which is to say they are determined by the technolouical1/ routin:. of the stock and the qualitative composition of the technolo ical
process.

Fi;. 47 shows the chart of such major operations durin," manufacture of jn
barrel tubes. The chart visual).", denicts the routc of movement of the stock
Sthrou.h the various shops and the composition of work throu "h the various tech-

2/ nolo ical operations.



In the examples reviewed, coarse and fine machininr operations on the ex-
terior and interior surfaces of the tube stocks will compose the follow.ng
types of work which are perfonrixd in the sequence below:

-- Trimmi:ng of the stock faces
-- Lathe treatment (peeling) of the exterior surface and turning

of the base cheeks of the stock
-- Solid or ring drillin7 of the bore
-- Heat treatment (annealing and tempering) of the stock
-- Correction of the tubo while hot

Trimming; the faces and removal of the discs for checkin- the
quality of the metal from the muzzle and breech parts of the stock

-- Testinr, of the samples to determine the mechanical properties
and structure of the metal

-- Coarse lathe turnin:; of the exterior surface and tulrning, of
the base cheeks of the stock

-- Coarse turning of the bore
.. Semilathe turnin.; of the exterior surface and turning of the

base cheeks for mountin,, of the stock on the machine for final
turning of its bore

-- Semifine turnin; of the bore
--- ine turnin, of the bore. This operation may be conducted on

the same machine and with ihe same mounting of the stock on the
E machine as se._ifine turning, but with different turning tool and

with a different turnin: rate
a-- Trning -%f the charge chamber

-- Smooth-lathe turning of the exterior surface of the tube and
trim-nlm of its faces to size

-- Teclmical checkin-ý and measuring of the tube on its exterior
surfaces and bore

-- Polishing or honin.y the bore
-- Polishin- the char-e chamber
-- Technical checking and measuring of the bore of the tube
SCuttin. of the bore grooves
-- Polishin,; of t1e bor6 after riffin-
-- Technical checking and measuring of the bore
-- Treatment of the face surfaces, millin; of the keyways and

i.ays for the extractor claws, and other metal workinZ ooerations.

The above sequence of machinin:7 operations of the exterior surface of the
tube and the interior surface of its bore eliminate defects created during
drillin'" of the bore, remove the stresses remaining after heat treatment of
the stock, and assure attainment of a straight bore. The plan of completion
for machiniw- operations of built-up barre2 tubes is somewhat different from
that described because the semismooth and smooth treatment of the exterior sur-
face of the jacket and the interior surface of the tube take place after as-
sembly.
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#15, Lathe '.:eatment of Large Stocks

Lathes are used in artillery production for various peeling and finIe opera-
tions, cutting of registration and s-ecial ;grooves, and treatment of various
formed surfaces.

Gun tubes and large stocks which are similar to them are treated on lathes
which are different from the usual universal screw lathes in dimensions and in
capacity.

Such machines for treatment of tubes and other stocks of 3000 to 14,000 mm
in length, with a maximum exterior diameter o0 500 to 2000 m, have a length of
5 to 25 meters with a usual relation of machine lenfth to length of treated
stock of 1.4 to 1.8. The treatment of exterior surfaces of the tubes and shafts
of -reat length by one moving cutter is highly impractical, and therefore the
tool- have two, and in some cases three, tool holders. On such machines two or
three cutters can work simultaneously on the exterior surface at one or more
diameters, which significantly increases the productivity of labor.

One end of the stock is installed in the chuck, faceplate, or special at-
tachment of the spindle mandrel of the machine, and the other end is installed
on the turnin- center of the rear mandrel. Long stocks, besides this, have a
bearing in the center portion in the form of a nonmovinc lunette on which they
are positioned on a previously turned cheek.

In recent years production has been equipped with more modern lathes, and
furthermore, the basic types of old lathes have been modernized. In the new,f and especially in the modernized machines, the range of the number of revolu-
tions of the spindles and the feed of the tool holders have been increased.
Single-lever and push-button controls are being used in chan7in: spindle speed
and settinv of feed, processes of parts installation, tool holder feed, and fec
and fastening of the rear mandrel are being automated. Similar achievements
are based on the use of various hydraulic mechanisms and drives.

Ma•bina tools of large dimensions allow machining of large stocks to 4th
and 3rd classes of precision, and in some cases to 2nd class precision with a
surface smoothness corresponding to 6th to 8th classes of smoothness.

The technical characteristics of some types of large-dimension screw lathes
are given in Table 18.

The heaviest lathes, weighing over 100 tons, allow machining of products
having an exteAor diameter of 4000 mm. Lathe models 1660, 1670, and 1680 have,
besides the characteristics shovn in Table 18, the characteristic of infinitely
adjustable spindle speed, allowing the setting of any required speed of turnin;.

The following basic operations can be performed on lathes:

1) TurninZ of exterior cylindrical and conical surfaces of tubes and
solid stocks;
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TAME 18

Tecibical Characteristics of Screw Lathes

Ocnowibe Texiixqecmie b - C__ __

a XapaaTepHc'm)J2 1A64" 1658 1660 1670 1680

c Haji6o.miwitft Hapywitui nha.
MeTp o6pa6atbmaemion 3arO-
TOB3Kol B X.MA 450 650 860 1120 15&20

d Pacc-onne .•eacay tteHTpa3•i- npit xpar~em noalow~etam

Maauert 6auti a .At.. 2800 8000 6300 8300 10000

e Kom.qecrao ycraHaamnTaestx
micea o6opoToB WnRIaeas 24 24 3 3 3

f Jbianaou.; -,icea o6OpOTOO
wnimaeaa a o6iminta 7,1-750 5-500 3,1-200 2,5--160 2-128

g KommecTao ycTanaB.iIaembix
aPOaO.po1ob1X 1o1aq 32 :32 48 16 14

h Aflana30n1 npoao.ibi:ux notaq
B vtW.1o6 mWniTmeia 0,2-3,05 0,2-3,05 0.19--11,4 0,2-38 0.2-38

J J111ana3o'i 1aFC3ae.M!ix IeTp11-
÷qecxjix pe3b6 no wary B MMt. 1--120 1-120 1-160 1-48 1-48

_ Miunnnra• B o KM 28 28 60 100 100

k ra6apHTu crania a .xi:

1 ONCOTa 1660 1760 2060 2600 2750
2 wmplia 12000 2000 2340 4020 4060

AA Hlla 57E0 11380 13200 16600 18260
I Bec craIu•a C 3.1eXTpoo6opy.o-

nariem n m 11,7 21 44,87 126 136

:Key: a. 'ýasic technical characteristics
b. Lathe model
c. I:aximum exterior diameter of machine stock in mm
d. Distance between centers with the extreme position

of the rear mandrel in mm
e. iiumber of spindle revolution settins
f. 4,,n "e of spindle revolutions in revolutions/min
;. ::umber of feed settings
h. :ýan ;e of feed in mm per spindle revolution
i. Ran, -e of spacin, of cut metric grooves in mm
j. Power of the main electric motor in kWd
"k. A•i.ensions of the machine in mm:

1. hei :ht
2. width
3. len th

1. vei -ht of the machine with electrical eouipment in tons
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W 2) drillin:" and reanin': of shall,.w openiný-s;

3) turnin-, of axles and shafts which have cylindrical and formed surfaces
and stens;

and 4) cutting-, in netric and inch measurements, of norma.l profile :,rooves,

and also supoort and ri-Lu an;le special -rooves which are wildely spaced;

t 5) turnin- of thin rods and shafts of either constant or chan--in- section
which have little touwhness and require hi-:h accuracy in machinin.'s;

6) treatment of b:utt bearin; surfaces, flat breech surfaces, and sleeves
and other parts ýavino, !ar-e flat surfaces.

Boring lathes are used it. scme instances and can be employed for norrial lathe
machinin, and borin: of deep openin-s in tubes. The construction of these
lathes will be described in detail in Chapter IX.

A lathe peelin-: operation before heat treatment has the aim of removin:; un-
evennesses and defects in the for:in; and •ivin, this stock a more correct
and convenient form. Durin:" this operation a layer of metal from 5 to 15 mm
thick is removed from each side, and this comprises up to 40 to 50,1 of the total
iaar-in.

After heat treatment, laroe stocks (tubes) underg;o coarse, serifine, and
fine lathin- operations. Durinn the coarse lathin: operation, a layer of metal
fro:" 3 to • •.- (50 to 60;: of the remainin-r mar-:in) is removed.

-i -After the semnifine lathin- operation, durin7 which the margin of from 1.5
to 3 i•n.. is removed from each side, the form of the stock is not significantly
chan--ed, and it does not affect future cutting operations.

..The fine turnin- operation has the aim of makin; the exterior surface of
the tube strictly concentric relative to the final treated surface of the bore
throu-hout its len -th and attainin- Lhe dinensions assigned on the workinm•

-' drain-s. A mar,'in of' up to 1.5 mm on a side is removed durin'- fine turning.

Lin some instances with a stock len.th less than 4000 mm, a semifine turnin-
operation may not be done, and after coarse turnin: of the exterio:" surfaces,
coarse reanin- follows. Then, after checkin-; the concentricity of the techno-
lo "i-al cheeks of the stock, semifine and fine turnin: of a bore are continued.
The last machinin" operation must be a fine turnin7 of the exterior surface of
the tube durin- which concentricity of the exterior surface relative to the•i'. smooth treated surface of the bore is assured.

f16. iasicc of ;:etal Cuttin" Theory in Tube !achinin.,

Lathe imachinir'" o' thc exterior surface and drillin, and reaming of the
dtep openin" of the tube stock is accomplished with a rotary motion, which is
the primraýv -otion determinin-,cuttin; speed, and the cutting tool accomplishes
the progressive linear motion of the feed s (Fig, 48).
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HlniaOiaemue

Fig. 48. Cutting. elements for lathe machining

Key: 1. surface being machined
2. cutting surface
3. machined surface
t. depth of cut in mm
s. feed in mm/rev
a. thickness of shaving
b. width of shavingc. direction of feed

Basic Characteristics of the Cutting Process

The followin•- surfaces differ durin- cuttin, treatment: The surface being
imachined (1) of diameter D, the cutting surface (2) formed by the major
cutting edge of the tool, and the machined surface (3) of diameter d which isattained after removal of the shavin-s (Sec F-6 . 4c).

The basic characteristics which determine the cuttin; speed i- Trie process
of macl'inin7 are: Cuttin- speed v, cuttin- dentI" t, and feed s.

Cuttinj speed v is the path of movement in a unit of time of the stock sur-
£fce bein; machined in the priva, direction relative to the cuttin- e -e of
the tool. Durin- the rotary primary movement, the culttin seed is thc linear
(circular) speed, and is deternined accordir, to the formula

1000

where D = the diameter of the surface bein- machined in r'., and n = the number
of stock revolutions per mmn.

Feed s is the amount of travel the cuttin- ed'e of the cuttin- too] in one
revolution of the stock, in the direction narallclin , its surface bein- machined.
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in dri)1in-T, hlen the drill accomplishes the rotary and .progressive movement,
feed is the amount of linear novenent of the drill in the axis of its directicn
in one revolution. The feed for one revolution of the stock So, measured in
mmIrev, and the feed per nin stin, .easured in mm/mmn, differ. These feeds are
tied with tbe folloiinZ dependence:

P so= S - [mm/rev]. (20)

Cuttin" depth t is theý thickness of the metal layer removed and is seena as
the distance between the surface bein', machined and the tachined surface, riea-
sured perpendicular to the latter. During lathe machining, cutting depth is
Qeternined as half the difference between the stock diameters accordin"; to the

lowin,ý formula:

t -d (21)

The section area f of the shaving removed depends on the trimin- depth
and the amount of feed, and its 'onr depends on tihese oaramcters and on the
size of the measured anl f cu n .. The parameters deter-inin- the section
of the shavin.- will be: Thickness of shavin; a, measured in the direction Der-
Spendiz'llar to the nmain cuttinu ed,'-e of the cutter; and the width of the shav-
in- b ,lon- the cutt ir. cd-e of the cutter.

it can be seen fron2 111;. 43 that the thickness of the shavin- (cut) haL a

•:, a = 0ssin ,
its ",idth has the formula

b t/sin €,

and the cross section area of shaving removed has the formula

f = tso = ab [mm2].

'.¶'th the same cuttin- depth t and feed s, the cross section of the shavin-;(!',er cut a•w.y) has a va•rin,- forn and denends on the form of the cuttin, edge
(strai'ht or formed) and the major cuttin: an-le in the plane *.

Eleuents and An-les of Cuttin

TI tne rocessofcutti,, the cutter wears out and its -eomctric parame-
tors are chan-ed. A worn cutter riust be ncriodic•alY resharpened. The lon-,er
tir,,e a cutter can work vithout resharpeniw-, the -,reater its durabili',:y and
productivity. -•Arabilitu of the cutter depends on its construction, ýhe -eome-
try of its noint, and the nropcrtics of the material from which it is manufac-
tured, as well as the oropertics of the "ateri.l of the part bein machined and
the cutt•inr rate.
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SFig. 49. Elements of cutting and basic planes

K: Key: 1. surface beingr machined
S2. cutting surface

S•3. machined part surface
S4. plane of cutting

5. base plane
•.6. cutter body

7. cutter head8. rear cutting surface. 9. auxiliaof rear surface

10. auxiliary c tting edge
2l. main cutting edge12. machird surface

• The cutter consists of the head, or working part, and the body which

• serves to lasten the cutter to the machine on the fastening device. The cutting
i head (7), which forms the point, has a front surface (12), along which the

separated shavings fall away; a rear surface (8) which is in contact with the
i cutting surfac9 (2); an auxiliarry surface (9), a main cutting edge (blade) (11),
idl1h performs the cutting, an auxiliary cutting edge (10), and the cutter top,
on which the main and aux1liary cutting edges are installed (Fig. 49).

The cutting angle is determined by the following coordinated planest The
hdcutting plane (4)which touches the cutting surface (2) and moves along the
cumain cuttinr edge (21), and the base surface (5), parallel to the lonaitudinal
and sectional feeds. The base surface in lathe cutting coincides ()ath the bear-
oing surface below it (see Fig. 49).

The main cutting angles are located in the main secant plane ff, perpen-dicular to the projection of the main cutting edge on the baa se plane, and the

auxiliary cutting angles are located on the auxiliary secant plane bb, perpen-
dicular to the projection of the auxiliary cutting head on the same plane
(Fig. 50).

We will determine the angles of cutting on the example of moving lathe
cutting shown in Figs. 49 and 50).
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•! Fig. 50. Cutting angles

SKey: UN. track of the cutting •. angle of pointplane •. angle of incidence or

FF. base secant plane the main cutting ed-e

_e B. auxiliary secant plane el auxiliary rear angle
•: . main angle in the plan g. cutting p).ane path

*1" auxilia.y angle in the h, base plane path

- plan i. direction of f•.ed
• . •n~le on the cutter j. view a1long arr'w A

top
a. rear angle
y. front angle
6. cutting angle

The main front angle y is the angle between the front surface of cutting (12)
and a plane pependicular to she plane of cuttint (4) and coving through the main
cutting edge 0.1)� If the fiast of the surfaces is located lrar than the second,
the main front angle is positive; and if it is higher, that angle is negativh;
and finally, it is equalu to zero if both planes ar e same height. The front

panale has immediate inf~uence o• the process of shaving formation; namely, with
u• an increase in the fru t angle, "•r with its positive value, the cutter can moreeasily cut into the metal, easinP run off of che shavines along its front sur-

-face and decreasin. bou friction of the shavings along the frcnt surface and
Splastic deformation of the shavings. As aresul t of deraigctibeffort

ythe cutting process also . oes along more favorably. With a larLe front angle,
however, the angle of point 8 decreases and the cutting blade becomes insuffi-
n cieatly steady. Thereiore, durin machip n ing har ands mong aterials (special

steels and gray pit iron), when the cutter experiences large cutting Teffort,
fand ano during machining ufreven f hrain:e surfaces, the anale n should be
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decreased, and in sone cases it should he r-4ven a ne-'attioe value (-)Durin-

m~ach"Ani of soft ma lerials, the front anp'le should be made as laree as possi-

In prctce the nain front an-.31e Y is naintained with.L"in the limi-Da'ts of -5
to +250,"and for cuttin'- with hard steel blades, due to their brittleness, it
must, be snaller than for cuttin' with fast-cuttin- steels.

The main rear an--le a is the atv-:e between the back cuttinc: surface and
the plane of cuttin-. With an increase in this an'le, friction between the
cutter and the cuttin'- sui-face and alon- the machine surface decreases, and as
a result of this, its iwer decreases. 1.15ith an exiessively lar~e increase in the
rear an-le, however, the an :le oil point a decreases, and this leads to weakcenin-
of the stabilit-; of-. the cuttin~ blade. B~esides thi:3, the size of the rear an -le
depends on the amount of feed; nam~ely, with an increase in feed, the rear an,:le

decreasen inpractice, the rear an.7le is maintained wfithin. the linits of 6 to
120.

The auxiliary rc--r an le al is the an.-,le between the auxiliary rear surface
(9) and the plane, passing through t~he auxi~liary cutting edge (10), perpendicular
to the base plane (5),.

Teauxiliary an -le al is usually- equal in sinc to the invin rear an-le a,
'.lth the excention of special cutters; for' instan~ce, extrarctin', cutters and

cutters for -1oo0in1 >ores for wihich angle 2 to 30.

of The P~oint an-le 0 is 'thc an-le betlicen 'he front (12) and back (8) surf'aces
ofthe cutter. This angle Is tied to the angles a a~id y with the relationship
S+ 900 (+y)

'Ille an -!a of cut 6 is the an-le between the front surface of a cutter (12)
and tV-, an o ci-~ (4i). This an 1le is tied writh the main front an-le s

the relationshir 6 = 900 - Y.

The an-:le of incidence of the main cuttin,- ed-c X is t~he an-,le between the
mai n cuttinc- ed- ,e (11) and a plane Passing through the cutter top, parallel to

tebase plane (ý). This an::lc has influence or the form and direction of fall
th savns, and besides this, tho sailt of the cutter top. depends on

~ait. n-c X iscnice nositive 1ithe cutter topeis the lowecst ton of Aits
mai ctjo -ed -e (11) and negative if the cutter top is the highest point of

th~mcu~ershavn- e -ti~e a~le X.in racicethe size of an -le A. is
raintained uithin thne linit.s from. -5 to +2.03.

The miain an-le in the plan * is the an-le between the Cisection of the
rain cuttin- edte (U1) on the basic plane (5) and. the I~irection of feed. With a
dccrease of an -le * , thickness of shavin -s a decreascs, and width of them b
increases co that. the cutter ton beconcs riore stable, and h~tb:tup in tU.,e
-orocess of cu ttin;: is distribu-Ited on a lar -e lon -th oi thc cuttin -ed -e (See
ii -. 4-0) All this A-i-proves heat dissination and increas'os otz~bilit', of the
cutter. 'iogetlner with this, with an 'unchan-ed cuttin-, deyntn ),id feed and a
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decrease in an•.le 6, the radial composite cuttin:; force increases, wh.ich
presses the cutter away from the cutting surface, and gith an insufficient sys-teri stability, the head, cutter, and nachine begin to vibrate, which destroys

the continuity of the cuttin, process. For elinination of .uch vibrations, it
is reco,,mended that an,;le 4 be maintained v.ithin the limits of 55 to 750 and
with nonral cutting conditions, the averaze value of this angle is equal to
40 to 500.

rThe auxiliary. angle in the plan 0l is the ancle between the projection of
tthe au:xiliary cutting ed-e 10 on the basic plane 5 and the direction of feed.
With an increase in this angle, the au:xliairy cutting edge is broug, ht closer to
the machined surface, the cutter top is steadied, and a smoother machine surface
is attained. The size of anFle ýl depends on the type of machine; for instance,
for movinr coarse nachinin,, the angle 4l = 12 to 300 and for cutters used in
fine machinin-, *l = 4 to 120.

SThe angle along the cutter topo is the an.le between the projections of
the main 11 and auxiliar;y 10 cutting ed-es on the base plane 5. This an:.le is
tied -ith the main and auxiliar'y anmles in the plan 'y the relationship

S= 1800 - (• = *l) The apex of this ax:le is rounded off to increase sta-
b lity of the cutter and smoothness of the raachined surface so that for movin-
cuttin:: in coarse machining, the radius of roundin- off r = 1.0 to 1.5 mm, and
"for fine machinin- cutters, r = 1.5 to 3.0 mn.

The described angles of moving lathe cutting may also be used for cbarac-
teristics of other models of cuttin- tools, with ansle size bein', deternined by
machining conditions.

The cutting tool is installed relative to the machined stock in such a i-a'y
that the cutter top lies on the center line of the nachine, or on the axis of
rotation of the machined stock. If the cutter top is hi her than the manhine's
centers, the main front cutting an-,le y is increased, the main rear anvle a is
decreased, and conditions of cuttin; are worsened. With installation of the
catter top lower than the machine's centers, the front angle is conversely de-
creased, the rear an-le is increased, and the cuttin. process is worsened even
more si:"nificantly. It is acceptable to have the cutter to- higher than tae
machine's centers by a distance of h I 0.!d where d is the diameter of the
machine surface.

Process of Shasvin:; Forma-tion

Metal cutting is a comple:x phy.sical process, accopanied by deformation
and shavin- rernoval. Three types of deformation are observed in the orocegs of
metal cutting: M-astic, plastic, and destrMction. The character and scope of
deformation depend on the physical and m.echanical properties of the treated
material, the cuttin, rate, and the -eoy.etry of the cuttin- tool. Plastic de-
"formaution is the most ,,ridespread type of deformation in the orocess of cuttin-
metals (steels).
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The essence of plastic meta. deformation is the fact that in the process
of cutting-through action of the exterior load, its separate" grains may change
their reometric formt move relative to each other, and, "finally, be partially
destroyed. As a result ef these phenomena the structure of the metal and its
physical and mechanical properties are changed.

During cuttin- of metal, shavings are formed in the followi.ng manner. The
cutter, under action of force P, cuts into the stock and separates a layer of
metal from it (Fig. 51, h). During this action, first elastic and then plas-
tic deformation occurs in the cut-away layer of metal. At the moment iihen
stress in the metal created by the exterior force P exceeds the force of co-
hesion between the particles of the metal, destruction deformation occurs.

Fl-. 51. Schematic of the process of shaving
formation durin, metal attin.7

Key: a. plastic deformation of the metal
b. separated metal layer nm--phase of

splittin-

This is the splittin-.off of a separate elemenz of a shavin; in the plane mn.
5darther pro-ress of the cutter leads to the splittinq-off of another element,
etc. &-merience has establi shed that the nlane of splitting mn is located at
Th the an'le 0. relative to "', direction of feed or the formed machine surface.
The size o an'le el, the angle of splitting, depends on the type of material
treated and size of the front cutter an!;le Y. For steels, the anrle of split-
tin- 0 = 25 to 400. Plastic deformation of the shavin; elements separated
brin-s about displa-cemcnt of the -rains of metal relative to each other and
extracts them into olanes which are inclined at an.le 0 2- 01 + 200 to the
direction of feed.

Plastic deformation durin- removal of sha-rin7s is also accompanied by the
follouin,, physical phenomena:

-- Shrinka-e of shavings
-- Appearance of cracks in front of the cutter and formation

of "rovth on the top of the front surface of the cutter (see
ii. 51, a)

-- Appearance of bindin,, or stren-thenin- of the cut-aw•ay
layer of shavin s and the surface layer of the machined surface
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-- Friction between the shavings and the front surface of the
cutter, and between the rear surface of the cutter and the stock

-- Heating of the cutting tool and decreasing of its stabili i.

In exterior app. arance the separated shavin7 may be flow, shear, and frac-
ture. Flow shavings are formed during cutting of soft and medium-hard metals,
'which maintain elasticity during various cutting speeds. Such a shaving re-
sembles a smooth, unbroken tape or small separate curls. Shear shavin-s have
a swooth surface on the side lyin-ý next to the cutter and a nonsmooth surface
With sharply exoressed shear elements on the side opposed to the cutter. Such
shavin2gs are formed durinn machining of medium and very hard steels with slow

•-•and medium cuttin.,• ýýeeds.

Fracture shavings, consisting of separate nonconnected elements, are formed
during cutting of metals with little elasticity (hard cast iron, hard bronze).

During turnin: of exterior surfaces, metal cuttin-7 is accoumlished 1yi the
main cutting edge of the cutter, its pcint, and partially by its auxiliary
cutting edge, which cleans off the flaws formed in the process of cuttin;. In
this case, the conditions of cutting are more favorable and approach conditions
of free cutting, which is accomolished with only one main cutting edge.

In drilling and reaming of openings, the process is complicatod and takes
place in less favorable conditions.

A drill is a more complicated tool than a cutter in that, together with
the basic two cutting edges, a cross-section edge (crosspiece) and two band
edges participate in cutting, The drill works in more difficult conditions than
a cutter because during drilUin-, exhaust of shavin-.s and application of a cool-
ing and lubricating liquid to the drill to decrease friction betx.een the seoa-
rated shavin-s and the drill surface and between the drill and the cutting end,
machined surfaces of the stock are made more difficult. Besides this, cutting
speeds on the cuttinj edges of a drill vary, r'eaching their maximum values at
the exterior edges and a value equal to zero at the center of tVe driLl on its
ax-is.

As a result, elements of shaving suffer var-ing plastic deformation, witb-
the greatest deformation arising in the zone of least drilling speed, namely at
the drill crosspiece and at the junction between its basic edge and the band
edge. The drill cuttinoc edges also have greater wear in these areas. The most
important requirement for a drill is its maintenance of stability throughout the
denth of drilling, especially durini drilling of deep openinrs. In this in-
stance, the shavings must have the appearance of separate length coils and
Le washed away by an intensive stream of the cooling liquid.

Io get such small shaving elements, cutting depths are sometimes divided
into two or three part by changing the construction of the cutting part of the

etool as showm in Fig. 52. In some instances both the cuttin- depth and the
feed are divided. This is allou.ed by specially constructed cutting tools.
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Fig. 52. Schematic of a cutting, process during
reaming of an opening with division of

cutting depth t into several layers

Key: a. cuttinZ to constant depth
b. cutting with division of depth into

three layers (smooth-blade .eatin,)
c. cuttin- with division of depth into

two layce's t 2 and t 3 [sic.]
d. direction of cutter feed.

The described peculiarities of the metal cuttiWg process are characteris-
tic not cnly for lathe machininc, and drilling of stcck, but naso for reamin;,
of openin-s. The cuttir, process and eometry of the cuttin2 tool uIll be re-
viewed in ýreater detail durin: drilling and reaminr of deep openings in
Chaptars VI and VII.

Forces Arisin,, in the Process of Cutting

The total equivalent force, acting on the cutter from the side of the ma-
chine's stock, is called the force of resistance to cutting. Durinn; length
turning, the cutting resistance force may be di.vided into the followin, com-
ponents: Cuttin- force P,, directed tangentially to the cutting surface in the
direction of measure movement; radial force Ps,, directed alon, the radius;

¶ and axial force P., or force of feed, acting parallel to the axis of the ma-
S -hined part in a direccion or.posite to the direction of f.eed (Figs. 48 and 53).

Mhe force of cuttin resistance is determined accordin' to the fornula

Y~ p 2 + p 2+ (22)
- llj -
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The composite forces of cutting are deterrined with the help of experi-
mental formulae attained on the basis of many experiments, or e:oerientially
on the machine. The force of cutting P. for exterior cutting can 'e approxi-
rnw'tely determined according to the following formula:

Pz = CtXpsYpkp, (23)

where cp = coefficient calculatina the mechanical properties of the stock
material;

t = depth of cutting in mm;
s = feed in mm/rev;

xp, yp = exponent (usually xo = 0.95 - 1.0 and Yo = 0.7 - 0.8); and
k = correction factor calculating the conditions for cutting.

For steel (ob 75 wrfmm2 ), the coefficient calculating mechanical proper-
ties of the material, co = 215 to 225.

The values of the other coefficients and exponents voina into formula (23)
for various cutting conditions are taken as standards according to the cuttingii rates.

On the basis of experience, the amounts of cutting resistance forces can
be approximately expressed for normal conditions of the cutting process by the
foIlowinv relationship:

P71 PY = o10 : 0.25 : 0.4.

Fig. 53. Schematic of Forces Arising in the Cutting
Process Darin- Turning

Key: a. direction of feed

Cutting force P., the largest component cutting resistance force. has
fundamental influence on the major movement mechanisms on the machine and
determines the power Neut which is required for cutting according to the
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formula

Ncut = kW, (24)

i.where v = cutting speed.

Knowing the amount of cutting force Pz, it is possible to also determine
the required poiter of the electric motor for the machine NM, using the formula

VPzV

N1 =- 60 - 10021n (25)

here n = coefficient of efficiency of the machine drive (usually n = 0.7 to 0.8).

Cutting Speed

Cutting sneed during parts machininr_ is one of the most characteristics of
the cutting i'ate, and determines the productivity of the machining process.
Selection of cutting speed depends on a r.,mber of factors of which the basic
ones are the mechanical properties of the machined material and the material
of the cuttinj part of. the cutter, the durability of the cutting tool, the am
amount of feed and depth of cut, the reometric form of the cutter, the condi-
tions of cooling, and the type of nachinin: (turnincy, drillin,, millin7,, etc.).

For cutters made of fast-cuttinc- steel, the allowable cutting speed for
len.'thin• turning may be determined according to the followinr- formula:

V - , kv m/min, (26)

where c = c efficient calculating the mechanical properties of the machined
411stock of material and conditions of machinin':;

T = endurance of the cutter in min;
t = denth of cut in mm;
s = feed in mr;

m, xv, Yv = exoonents;
= ovrrall correctin- coefficient, determined by the expression

kv = I Mvl;.' k< ko
'I.V V V

Here kmv = coefficient calculatin: the chan-es in the mechanical properties
of the machine stock material;

kmv = coefficient calculatirng the Piechanical properties of the mate-
rial of the cutting part of the tool;

. PV coefficient calculating the major an.;le in the plan 0; and
kov = coefficient calculating the cooling intensity.

Duriný. machinin', of steels of fast-cooling intensity, m = 0.125, and with
cutters of hard alloys, m = 0.18 to 0.25. From formula (26), it follows that.
with an increase in cuttin, speed v, durability of the cutter T decreases.
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Giving cutter durability a set value, for instance T = 60 min, and ac-ceptin-c the other factors as constant values, formula (26) may be sim1lified
and written in the follovin, form:

_ c .m/,an. (27)

The values of c , xV, and yv~ in the formula (27) during turning of exterior
Surfaces of stocks made of carbon construction steels (ab = 75 k:-/mm2) are
sho.,m in Table 19.

Cutting specd during machining of chrome-nickel and chrome-nickel-molybde-
num steels should be decreased by thd coefficient of machinability, equal to
0.85 to 0.8. Durin- reaming and drilling of deep openings, the process will
stretch into more difficult conditions and the correcting coefficient .ill beequal to 0.8. For mac.hiningr of steels wth cutters havin• hard alloy blades,
cuttin- speeds should oe increased, using data according to standards of cutting
rates.

TAMLE 19

Values for cv, xv, and yv in Formula (27) During Turnin., of
Carbon Steel Stocks (Cb = 75 kg,/mm2 )

al 1 e.vI -
b .. % Yc.ionui oxaawaemis 1a no.1a- A y

c < 0,25 30,5 0,25 0,50

S.U> 0,25 24,5 0,25 0,66

< 0,.25 50 0,25 0,33fC oxaawetneide > 0,25 32 J0,2ý5 0,66

Key: a. amount of feed s mm/rev
b. coolin-, conditions
c. without coolin-:
d. writh coolin;

Coolin•

In the cuttin- process, the a lari'e amount of heat is generated, under
whose action the cutting too± heats up and loses its hardness. Heat is -'en-
erated as a result of plastic defo.mation of the layer cut away, friction of
shavin-s and the front surface of the cutter, and friction between the rear
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surface of the cutter and the surface of the stock0 W-1ith the correct choice of
cutting rate, close to 73% of the generated heat leaves with the shavings,
about 20% is absorbed by the cutter, approximately 5% goes to heating the .a-
chined part, and up to 2% is radiated into the surrounding medium.

Cooling liquids are used to assure the intensive exhaust of heat from the
cuttin-g edges of the cutter, to decrease friction bet-een the shaving, the
machined part, and the surface of the cutter, and therefore create normal con-
dition for extension of the cutting process. The cooling liquid, for-ing a
thin film on the surface of the metal, decreases friction between the front
surface of the cutter and the falling shavings.. as well as between the cutter
and the machined part. At the same time, the liquid, penetrating into the
micropores of the sheared layer, eases separation of the shaving elements in the
cutting process. In this way, the lubricating and cooling liquid decreases
metal cutting resistance, decre. ses cutter wear, increases its durability, as-
"sures attainment of a more smoo h surface after machining, and makes possible
an increase in cutting speed. S-ulfofrezols and emulsions are the best cooling
and lubricating liquids.

Materials Used for Manufacture of Cutting Tools

Cutting tools are manufactured from the following materials:

Carbon tool steels;
alloy tool steels;
fast-cutting steels;
hard alloys;
mineral-ceramic materials.

These materials have the following characteristics:

Carbon tool steel contains carbon in the quantity of 0.7 to 1.4%. The
types of this steel: US, U9, UlO, and U12 are of usual composition, and U8A,
U9A, U10A, and U12A are of high quality xdith a composition of sulfur and phos-
phorus no greater than 0.03%. Carbon tool steels have little heat durability an
in temperatures of 200 to 2500 C partially lose their hardness. For this reason
they can only be used for cutting tools which work at slow cutting speeds.

STypes of alloy tool steels are: 9KhS, 9KhGS, KhV5, KhG, and KhVG. These
steels have a higher resistance to wear and heat durability (300 to 4000 C),

_= which allows an increase in cutting rate with their use by comparison with rates
for cutters of carbon steel. Types Kh5 and KhVU are used for cutting tools,
during which heat treatment there might be deformations, decreasin- the quality
of the tool (stretches, elongations, etc.).

Fast-cutting steel has an increased comoosition of alloy elements (tungsten
9 to 18%, chromium 3 to 5%, vanadium up to 1.5 to 2.5%), due to which it main-
tains it cutting properties in temperatures up to 350 to 6000 C. This makes
possible a cutting speed two to three times larger than the cutting speed al-
lowed for carbon steels. The basic types of fast-cutting steels, R-l8 (RFM) and
R-9 (K1-262), have a smaller composition of scarcer tungsten (8 to 10%).
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Hard steels are widely used in cutters in the fori of blades, formation of
cutting esdes, and working surfaces. They are obtained by means of sintering
the powder, consisting of a carbide of tungsten and cobalt. To get such blades,
the carbide of tungsten is first formed by mixing the tungsten powder with coal
and roasting it in an electric oven at a temtperature of 15000 C in an atmosphere
of hydrogen. A tungsten carbide poo.der is then mixed with cobalt, and special
blades are pressed out of the mixture in forms. The blades are later sintered
in electric ovens at temperatures of 1100 to 14000 C. During sintering of the
blades, the easily melted cobalt cements (bonas) the grain of the carbide
into a strong alloy.

Modern bard alloys may be divided ir o two groups: The group of tungsten• (VIK), and a group of titano-tun!-sten (1Y) alloys vf•th a decreased' conposi ;!on of

tungsten carbide. Both of these groups of alloys have a high resistance to wear
and maintain their cuttin: properties at 850 to 10000 C. Besides this, the
titano-tungsten alloys have a lesser tendency to fuse Tuth the shurvins and form
holes on the fron' surface of the cutter. The basic t-pes of th-;se alloys are:
SVK3, VK6, 1(8, VKIO, with a cobalt composition of fron 3 to 10%, T5KIO, T15K6,
and T130K4,ifith a comipoosition of titanium carbide of fro";! 5 to 30Qc and of cobalt
fron 10 to 4-. !one of these allors are suf ficiently flextble and ..ay chip off
tunder h.-.h loads, espccially those of chanr-in- size, for instance during coarse
opeelin? onerations while na-chininc- 'or-ings and steel castin :. Therefore, for
stren-theninr the cutting- blade made of ha-rd alloys, the main front an:le y of
the cutter nust be equal to zero or nust be ne-ative. In some cases, the bard
alloy blade is fastened in the holder in a way so that the ma. n front anCle of
the cutter is negative.

Alloys '1(8 and T51'10 are stron-er and nore flexible, and are used more
often than any for cutters durin- coarse i.achining.

Mineral-ceramic materials aw'e used for cuttiný- tools in the form of blades,
manufactured by pressing and special heat treatment out of clay (AW2 0->) and
thermo-corundum. These materials are available -nd inexpensive.

At the present time, mineral-eeramic blades are wickly used for various
cutting tools. These blades have a high-r degree of hardness and heat dura-
bility (,- 12000 C), than blades of hard alloys, and are therefore used for
machining metals (steels) with high cutting rates (v .: 500 m/min). l1neral-
ceramic blades, however, are not flexible. They are brittle and weak to bending
and co-pression, i"hich limits their use to orly semifine and fine operations.
In recent tines, mineral-ceranic blades have been manufactured wi-th increased
flc'"bility and strength under bending, which affords the possibility of their
use in coarse peelin- onerations also.
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Drilling of Deed Ooenincs

Drilling is one of the most widely used technological processes to obtain
cylindrical openings in solid stocks. This process is realized with two com-
bined m~ovcrients:

a) A rotating notion of the drill or stock (main motion), and

b) a continuous movement of the drill through the longitudinal
Saxis of the stock (movement of feed).

If the depth of the hole drilled does not exceed five diameters of the
drill (L s 5d), then normal s-lral drills, corresponding to the standards in
All-Union State Standard 2891-445, All-Union State Standard 885-41, and All-
Union State Standard 888-41, are used to drill the openinCs.

Deep openings are considered those whose demth exceeds five diameters of
the drill (L > 5d). in actual reproduction, de.th of the hole drilled in the
stock usually exceeds ten drill diameters and often reaches 60 to 80 diameters.

For drilling deep holes, special drills and attachments (shafts) on which
they are fastened, are required. Depending on their construction and method of
drilling, cuttin-: tools for drillin- deen holes can be divided into the follow-
ini, three groups:

Drills for solid drilling;
drills for exoansion of holes; and
heads for ring drillin2.
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Drilling deep holes is a labor-consuming and lengthy technological opera-
tion. During the drilling of deep holes, a drill can deviate from its intended
direction, or wander, when the axis of the drill opening is colocated relative
to the axis of the stock. The amount of drill deviation a depends on the fol-
loting factors: The diameter of the hole d, depth of the hole L, construction
of the drill and the geometry of its cutting part, the mechanical properties of
the machined stock material, the cutting rate, and the method of drilling
(Fig. 54).

@F
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Fig. 54. Schematic of deep-hole drilling methods

Key: a. solid drilling
b. ring drilling
c. direction of drill movement
1. one-sided drilling

2 & 3. two-sided drilling

For elimination of defects caused by drill deviation, in the last operations
after drilling, sufficient margin must remain on the wall thickness of the tube
and on the length of the stock. The amount of labor and the time length
of successive machininig operations largely depend on the quality of performance
of the deep hole drilling cperationo

#17. Methods of Drilling

Depending en construction of the cutting tool, deep hole drilling may be
conducted with one of the following methods:
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1) Solid drilling with an exterior or interior shaving
exhaust (see Fig. 54, a) and

2) ring drilling (see Fig. 54, b).

In solid drilling, all the metal filling the hole drilled in the stock is
converted into shavings, and in ring drilling -he heart of hole drilled in the
stock remains whole and a solid core of diameter c is removed.

Solid drillinf is used for holes of diameter from 5 to 80 mm, with holes
of 60 to 80 mm being expediently drilled in two operations, first drilling, to
a diameter of 50 to 55 mm, and then expanding the hole to the required dimen-
sion.

Solid drillin- may be one sided (see Fig. 54, a, position 1), when drilling
takes place from only one face of the stock in one direction throughout its
length, or two sided (see Fig. 54, b, positions 2 and 3), when drilling is
simultaneously done from two faces -)f the stock. Durinn two-sided drilling,

j one cf the drills is turned off soriewhat earlier than the other, at an approxi-
mate distance of 2 to 3 diameters from the plane of their possible collision.

Rino drilling, as a rule, is used for drillinr openings of diameters
greater than 100 mm a.nd only in some instances for diameters 80 to 90 rm. With
hole diameters 80 to 90 mm, however, great difficulties ari.;e in the construe-
tion of the cutting tool head and in the exhaust of shavings from the hole, and
the exterior diameter of the solid core received is rot greater than 40 mm.
The hole and ridig drilling at the begrinning, looks like a ring Yroove, which also
served as the basis for the naming of the process. In drillin-; holes of diame-
ter -reater than 100 mm, the diameter of the solid core is equal to (0.5 to
0.75)d. RinT drilling also may be one sided or two sided (see Fig. 54, b,
positions 1 and 2).

Solid drillinc- is more widely used in production than ring drillin-, in
that up to 65 4 of all stocks prepared for heat treatment have a hole diameter
of up to 100 mm, or arc tubes whose bores can initially be drilled only with
solid drilling. The final dimension of the inner diameter of such tubes re-
ceives smooth reamin.' and does not.exceed 115 mm.

When drillin- deep holes of diameter greater than 100 rnm, and especially
of diameters greater than 150 mm, or for drilling holes in tubes of large di-

mensions, it is economically more profitable to use rin'; drilling because in
this case it is possible to use a manifold cuttin, tool for elevation of
productivity of labor; there will be less deviation of the instrument in the
process of drilling, and consequently, the amount of martin and time on the
consequent machinin:- of the stock can be creased; then the heart of the stock
is not converted into shavin-;s, but comes out a solid 'ore.

"In one-sided drillin-', both solid and rin;, deviation of the cuttin' tool
a is -reater in size than with two-sided drillin-, In two-sided drillin_-, how-
ever, as a result of deviation of the drill or the cuttin,! head of the cuttin-
tool, steps are formed (see Fi2;. 54, a, position 3) in the metal which durinn
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heat treatment of the stock cause larze inner stresses, and there may be crack-
ing. For this reason, tubes with steps should be drilled or reamed out after
drilling. T:o-sided drilling is most often used for ring drilling; and the
deviation of the cutting tool head is smaller in this case,"and consequently,
the steps are smaller.

The following types of stock and tool movement are possible during solid
and rin7 drilling of deep openings:

1. Tr.e machine stock rotates in one direction, and the cutting tool ac-
imolishes only the movement of feed, w.th the straight progressive movement in
the direction of its axis. This type of drilling is the most widely used.

2. The stock and the cutting tool both rotate, but in opposite directions,
and besides this, the tool, rotating, accomplishes a linear progressive movement
in its axial direction. These types of movement of a stock and tool are used
principally for drilling of cores of small diameters from 6 to 20 mn, with a
stock length of up to 1500 mm, and in some instances for stocks of large dimen-
si ons.

3. The stock remains stationary, and the u- utti•g tool accomplishes two
movements: Rotation and linear progrogression in the a-is of its "irection.
This type of drilling is used comparatively -carely for large stocks.

f18. Drill Shaft. Methods of Supplying Cooling .Liquid to the Cutting Edges
of the Drill and Exhausting Shavings from it

The drill shaft is an attachment for fastening the drill and dire-ting it
during drilling. It is a steel tube, on one end of uhich is fastened the drill.
The other end of the tube is fastened to the driving support of the machine.
The drill shaft must be sufficiently strong, straight, and not bend under the
action of drilling effort. Its design must provide supply of a cooling liquid
to the cutting edges of the drill and exhaust of shavings under the stream of
pressure of this liquid during drilling of openings (Fig. 55). The shaft is
manufactured of medium-hard steel and its exterior surface and the surfaces
;,here the drill is fastened and centered in it to length I are machined to high
precision, as is seen in Fig. 55, position 6. The interior hole in the shaft,
through which the coolin- liquid is conducted to the cutting edges of the drill
or shavings are exmausted from them by the pressure stream of this liquid, is
machined to fifth clas- precision. A secticn of the shaft of length qi serves
to direct and center the drill. Fastening of the drill to the shaft is accom-
plished with a two.. or three-course band thread which provides convenient and
swift installation, fastening, and unscrewing of the drill. The length t of
the shaft section, in which the drill is centered and fastened, is usually equal
to (1.4 to 1.8)d, where d is the diameter of the hole. The design of the end
of the shaft, where it is fastened to the machine support, depends on the method
of this fastening.

The shape of shaft section is determined by conditions of the supply of
cooling liquid to the cuttin7 edges of the drill and exhaust of shavings and
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liquid from them. For shaft sections forms 1, 2, and 3, the area of the open-
ing, through which the cooling liquid is conducted, is approximately equal to
10 to 15% of the area of the hole drilled, and for the section form a. it is
close to 25 to 30% (see Fig. 55). The area of the opening which exhausts
shavings and the cooling liquid for all shaft section shapes in Fig. 55 usually
comprises 26 to 32% of the area of the drilled hole, and the live section of
the shift comprises 40 to 50% of this area. Exhaust of shavings through an
inner canal in the drill and shaft is possible anly with drilling of a hole
whose diameter is greater than 30 mm. (see Fig. 55, position 4).

For ring dril>ing, only hollow shafts of circular section are used, and
shavings are exhausted along the exterior.
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Fig. 55. Drill shaft section snapes

K~ey: a. three-course band thread~
b. movement of the co~oling liquid with

shavings
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. shaft sections

6. shaft end, on which drill is fastened

S#19. The Cuttinc Tool for Solid Drilling

The cutting process for deep hole drillinZ; by comparison with the cutting
process for turning, has the following peculiarities:

The conditions of formation and exhaust of shavings from the front surface
of the drill, as well as their future exhaust from the hole, is significantly
more complex than with turning;
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fthIne supplying of cooling and lubricatinc liquid to the cutting edges of
the drill is made more difficult. Besides its primary fvnctions, the cooling
and lubricating liau!d is used to carry away (wash away) shavings from the
hole; therefore its intensive supply to the cutting edges of the drill under
pressure greater than that for turning is required;

Cutting speed on the cutting edges is varied and depends on their re-
moval from the center of the drill. As a result of this, the character of
plastic deformation of shavings is changed and the process of their formation
is complicated;

Darability of the cutting edges of the drill must reliably provide drilling
of the hole to an established depth in that any stoppage in the drilling process
to exchange a new drill for a worn-out one is highly undesirable;

During -'rnling the drill must strictly maintain its assigned direction of

movement.

Together with this, the drilling process also has several phenomena in
common with the turniný process. For instance, during cooling of plastic
metals (steels), a flow of shavings is formed, just as in turning, and shaving
shrinkage, binding and heat generation are observed.

These peculiarities of the deep-hole drilling process must be considered
during planning of cutting tools and assignment of cutting rates. Standard
type spiral d-iLlls, widely used in general machine construction, are not ef-
ficient for drilling deep holes (more than five diameters) because the shavings
in them are not car-ied away and bind on the spiral grooves, which makes the
cutting process more difficult. It is therefore necessary to extract the drill
from the hole and clean the shavings froma it after every 4 to 5 mm of depth.

The following types of cutting tools are used for deep-hole solid drilling:

1) Single and composite pointed drills;
2) one-sided cutting drills with interior or exterior shaving exhaust;
3) special drills with several cutting edges (two-sided cutting);
4) special spiral drills with interior shaving exhaust;
5) one-sided cutting drills for expansion of holes.

Drills are manufactured of carbon tool steels or fa& cutting steels. The
drill edges are often blades made of hard alloys.

We will briefly review the design and areas of use of each of the types of
cutting tools introduced.

The Pointed Drill

The pointed drill, introduced in Fig. 56, is made up of the front and tail
sections, which are welded together. The front portion of the drill, the work-
ing cutting part of length ki, is manufactured of fast-cutting steel R9, and
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the tail part of length 12 is manufactured of carbon steel. The drill has two
cutting edges K located at an angle 24 to its axis and two auxiliary edgas of
length Z4 = 0.4d to smooth the surface and direct the drill. Experience has
established that the size of the angle 2, must be -ithin the limits of 90 to
1400, the louer limit for drilling soft materials and the upper limit for drill-
ing hard and high-strength steels. The cutting edges K have grooves for crush-
ing shavings and improving their exhaust. The auxiliary edges on length are
pointed so that their dimension on the diameter is equal to the diameter of the
opening d. The working part of the drill has a back taper up to 0.15 to 0.25 mm
on t1he diameter. The rear angle of cutting and auxiliary edges is usually
equal to 8 to 100, and the front angle is most often zero. The drill (1) is
fastened to the shaft (2) by its tail. The shaft and drill have longitudinal
canals through whnich the cooling liquid is conducted (the direction of liquid
movement is shown by arrow A), and the drill, in addition, has two passages in-
clined at an angle of 400 to its axis for directing the fluid to ',he cutting
edges. Pointed drills of this design are used for drilling holes 12 to 30 DnI
in diameter. In practice, drilling with pointed drills is used comparatively
rarely because of its low productivity.

tO 8u0 no cmpeIxe -

I ! Fig. 56. Pointed drill

Key: a. rear taper
,- b. welding

i• c. view along arrow B
!• 1. drill

2. shaft
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The Plyusin Point Drill

The pointed Plyusin drill is an assembly and consists of the point (1),
drill body (2), aligning keys (3), and fastening screw (4) (Fig. 57).

The drill point (1), manufactured of blades of F.Z fast-cutting steel,
has two cutting edges K located at an angle of 1300 and two auxiliary blades,

pointed along the dimension of the hole diameter d. The point is fitted in a
slot in the body (2) and fastened in it by screw (4). The drill head body (2)
has four aligning keys (3). The drill is connected to the shaft (5) by its
tail on which there is a smooth portion for centering the drill in the shaft
and three-course band thread for fastening it. The cooling liquid flows
through the inner canal in the shaft and the drill body to its cutting edges,
the blades, and is discharged together with shavings along the exterior grooves
between the keys of the drill head body. The drill can successfully be used
for drilling deep holes 25 to 80 mm in diameter, and maintains a sufficiently
accurate direction during drilling.

During hole drilling in stock steels (Cb = 65 to 76 kg/rm2), a cutting
speed of 16 to 20 m/min and a feed of 0.15 mm/rev are allowable.

1 !

ji.g.Dil ihPyui on

Key: Pexu4B n.ttingbade

Fig. 57. Drill with Plyusin point

SKey: a. cutting blade

- Point with Extended Guide Elades

This point, a blade of R9 fast-cutting steel, has two main cutting edges
K with a usual point and two auxiliarj edgea 1.5 times as long as the usual,
or length t = (1.4 to 1.5)d (Fig. 58). The tail section of the point is shaped
like a fork, which eases its installation and fastening. The tail portion of
the point is fastened to the head body or shaft with four screws. The cooling
liquid is conducted to the cutting edges along two passages, and are exhaustea
with shavings through an internal canal in the shaft, as shown by arrows A in
Fig. 58.
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Fig. 58. P ,int with extended auxiliaxy guide blades

Key: K. major cutting edges

Points vith extended guides allow drilling of holes in stock steels
(Gb = 75 kg/mm2) with a cutting speed up to 14 m/rm and a feed of 0.2 mm/rev.
Such points have limited use in production.

The Geometry of aade Points

Blades, although more rare than other types of drills, are used for drill-
ing deep holes. They are advantaecusly manufactured of types P18 or R9 fast-
cutting steels. The majority of blades have a length Z = (1.2 to 1.6)d and a
thickness of a = (0.12 to 0.15)d (Fig. 59). For accurate fitting of the blades
in tne slots in the head body, they are ground ': that the clearance between
the blade and the slot walls is no greater than 0.05 ru-,. The blade has two
cu ting edges and two guiding calibrated edges (flats). Me cutting edges ofthe blaae are sharpened at an angle 1200 to each other and must be strictly

S • •:•C~eue no O.,a
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SKey: a. section across AB
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symmetrical. The main front edge cf the blade y 10 to 120, and its rear
angle a = 8 to 100. During drilling of materials -ith higi" strength and hard-
ness, angle 2ý, determined by the relationship of the wnain cutting edges, is
usually equal to 130 to 1350.

F.or breaking up shavings and providing the best conditions of their removal
(cleaning out) from the hole, several gutters (shaving breakers) of width and
depth 0.6 mm are milled from the cutting edges of the blades. The distance
between the gutters c = 4 to 6 min. The gutters are located nonsymmetrically on
the edge3. Flats (bands) of width 0.2 to 0.3 mm are formed on the auxiliary
(guiding) ed-;es of the blade. On length 9. (0.3 to 0.4)d, the flat is
shar)ened to the dimension of the diame er of the hole d, and the remaining
part of the blade has a reverse cone so that its diameter is 0.1 to 0.15 mm
smaller than the diameter of the hole d. After annealing and tempering, the
blade must have a hardness Rc = 61 to 64. The height of' the fork step £2 and
width n of the fork slot are the designed dimensions.

These geometric parameters of the blade were established in practice and
5 are recommended for drill planning. In some special drills these d>ta should

ue made more precise to be applicable to the actual conditions of t• eir work.

The Spoon

The spoon as a tool for drilling holes has been used in production for a
long time. In technical documentation relating to production of the nineteenth
century, a description is encountered of a tool for drilling bores, which is
reminiscent of a spoon. The naping of the spoon tool is apparently purely one
of production, and -apparently also appeared in the last century. This tool was
widely used until 1940, and only recently has become rarely used.

The spoon consists of a shaft (4) with a beveled slot into which the cut-
ter (2) is fastened with bolt (3) (Fig. 60). A cooling liquid is supplied to
the cutter along pipe (5), whc oh lies in a longitudinal 5lot on the exterior
surface of the shaft, and is cz.rricd aiay along with the shavings along its
external bevel. Daring drilling, the sha~ings often clump together, and
they are then removed manually with a Xong metal hook. The keys (6) guide the
spoon shaft and assure the steady position of the tool during the cutting
process.

The cutter is a blade with one cutting ed,;e p whose length is somewhat
larger than the radius of the hole (see FiZ. 60). The width of the cutter
blade, c = 20 to 30 mm, must correspond to the dimension of the shaft passage,
of vidth 1' = 5 to 8 rmm and step b = 2 to 3 mm. The radius of curvature on the
top r = 1,5 to 2.5 mm, and the hole length is a designed dimension. The spoon
is used for drilling holes of diameter d = 40 to 100 mm with a cutting speed of
12 to 13 n/rmn and a feed of 0.1 to 0.25 mm/rev.

Fi-. 61 shows a spoon of modified construction, knomn in production as
-e1 drill." The cutter (8) of this drill is not fastened, as is the spoon,
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Fig 60. One-sided drilling- "spoon"

Key: 1. machined stock
2. cutting blade

S3. blade fastening bolt
4. shaft
5. pipe for cooling feed
6. key

°"a. direction of feed
!•:b. cutter

:•p. main cutting edge of the cutter
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$-Fig. 61. Schematic of spoon drillin5 (GU small drill)

Key: See the f llowing page
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Key: 1. machined stock
2. -l and

3_ pipe for coolIng liquid supply
4. cooling liquid supply sleeve
5. shaft

6 and 7. shaft fastening: sleeve and key
8. cutter
9. shaft head (spoon)

10. drill guiding keys
-l. sleeve tensioner

a. direction of feed
b. cuttino across AE
E. arrows for direction of cooling liquid flow

and has an angle at its top. Besides this, it has two cutting edges and is set
at an angle which composes its front angle. For more accurate cutter direction
and stability during drilling, three metal guiding keys (10) are used. The
drill shaft (5) is fastened to the machine support with a slecve (6) and
Skey (7).

2 The cooling liquid arrives at the cutting edges under pressure through pipe
(3) and further along the circular clearance between the exterior surface of

- the shaft and the interior surface of the hole, and is carried a•ay together
with shavings along the internal canal of the shaft, as shown by arrows EF.
To prevent leakage of the cooling liquid to the outside, a special attachment
consisting of a sleeve (4) and tensioner (11) with connections, springs, and
a gland, is mounted on the shaft. DuWring drilling, the attachment slides alon,
the exterior surface of the shaft while pressing against the face of the tube (1).
The attachment is complicated in design and requires special installation for
use. During drilling small holez, diameters less than 60 mm, the attachment
does not always assure the exhaust of shavings. The spoon of new construction
allows drilling of holes iewth a cutting speed of 14 to 18 m/mrin and feed of
0.16 to 0.20 mm/rev, but it has not received wide usage in production. In de-
sign and cutting process characteiistics, the spoon and "13 drIll" should be
classified with the group of one-sided cuttin- tools with interior shaving ex-

Shaust.

One-Sided Cutting Drills with Interior Exhaust

One-sided cutting drills are those with a main cutting edge located on
only one side of its axis. Such drills are used for deep hole drilling of di-
ameters from 25 to 75 mm.

A onc-sided cutting drill with internal shavings exhaut has a cutting
part of length £2, a receiver part of length £I, and a fastening part ofa~~~~ ~ reevroatoffn

length £4 (Fig. 62). The cutting part of the drill, of diameter up to 40 mm,
is manufactured of fast-cutting steel, and the receiver and fastening parts of
the drill are manufactured of carbon tool steel, and both parts are welded
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Fig. 62. One-sided cutting drill with internal
shaving exhaust

Key: 1. machined stock
"2. drill
3. drill shaft

K and Kj. main cutting edges
Z. cut across AA

together. In the cutting parts of drills whose diameter is Yreater than 35 mm,
blades made of fast-cutting steels or hard alloys are most often used. The
blade is fastened to the section of length kl (see Fig. 64). If blades are
used, the body of the drill is manufactured of carbon tool steel. After heat
treatment, the blade or ctttinl part of the drill made of fast-cutting steel,
must have a hardness of R. = 62 to 64, and the receiver and fastening parts
must have a hardness of R. = 35 to 40.

Durin, drilling, the drill metal deforms and removes a layer of metal, and
overcomes the force of friction. The total composite forces of cutting during

drilling are: Feed force PS, directed parallel to the d&ill axis, vertical
force P., composing the twisting moment, and radial force Py (Fig. 63). These
forces in the process of cutting arise simultaneously, both on the cuttino
edges K and K1 of the drill and on the auxiliary cutting edge f. The radial
component P 1 will be directed in the opposite direction to the component Py,
and therefore the resulting force in the radial direction will be N =Py Pyl

The feed force Ps acts on the drill, shaft, and machine. The supporting
--guidin- flat e is necessary to assure a stable drilling position with action
of the twisting moment of force Pz.
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The radial composite N affects the direction of the drill and makes neces-
sary the guiding support flat E.j. The sizes of forces Pz and Ps may be deter-
mined by experience on the machine with the help of instruments.

Determination of the amount of radial composite N, which has great effect
on the drilling process, is very difficult.

-Formation of two cutting edges K and K1 has the following purpose:

1 I) Dividing radial composite cutting forces into two forces P and Pyl
!and decreasing the amounts of their equally acting N = P, -P y As a result,
drill deviation will decrease and the drill will work in more favorable condi-
tions;

2) Decreasing, the amount of total axial feed force PSI which reaches a
point where the cutting edge K1 is continued behind the axial line by amount a
and displaced below the center by amount v, and the drill top is displaced fron
the center to point B. Due to this, the crosspiece and zero cutting speed are
absent in this drill;

3) Decreasing the radial and axial composite cutting forces as the result
of drill top displacement by amount 6 assures the best conditions for work of
the drill (see Figs. 62 and 63). During this displacement of the drill top, the
shavings formed during cutting are removed, drill deviation from intended direc..
tion is decreased, and shaving exhaust is eased.

The size of the angles of the drill's cutting parts should be assigned with
consideration for the conditions and time length of the drill's work. Accord-
ing to production experience, the front angle y for the cutting edges K and K1
must be equal to zero, which simplifies sharpening of the drill anc improves its
stability. The rear angle a of the cutting edge K and the same angle a1 of the
cutting edge K1 must vary in size. In assigning the sizes of these angles, it
is necessary to consider that in the cutting process they will be decreased as
the cutting edge approaches the drill center and with increasps in feed so.
During the cutting, process, each point of the cutting edge of the drill wrill
describe a spiral line whose angle of inclination w is determined by the condi-
tion

tgw = SO,
ldK

where dK is the diameter of the circumference described by any point of the
drill cutting edges K and K1 in mm; and so is the feed in mm/rev.

According to this formula, with so = 0.2 mm and dK = 30 mm, the angle of
inclination of the spiral line w o 1035', and with dK = 10 mm at the same feed,
w * 40. The decrease in rear angles a and aI in the cutting process will also

correspond to these values of angle w.

In practice, the rear angle a is in the limits of 7 to 90, and the rear
angle a1 is within the limits of 12 to 150. Besides this, the cuttin,; edge X1
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should be lowEred relative to the drill center by ariount y = 0.02d. The rear
angle of the auxiliary calibrating edge f is usually equal to 4 to 50, and the
angle a2 along the surface b of this edge is 12 to 160.

.An-les on the drill top usually have the following values: c = 640;
= 720; and c2 Z 54°. These angles afford the best supply of cooling liquid

and increased ability of the drill during the cutting process (see Figs. 62
and 63).

The cutting edge K1 must be of such a size that the overall width of the

cutting part of the drill satisfies the condit• on c + 61 > . Usually, the size

of a = 0.04d and c > 6 (c z0.28d and 6 i,0.22d) -in the drill.

Displacenent of the cutting edge of the drill relative to its center by
sizes y and a makes possible formation of the zero spindle 4, which precludes
zero cutting speed, decreases actual cutting force Ps, and maintains a more
stable amount of rear angle a, of the cutting edge K1 . In summation, the work-4' of

_ of the drill is improved and its deviation is decreased.

remshue off ARct- a
Cevraue no f;fff*1

Fig 6 . semoothi paaeters of the drill srand

eig 62), P

Fig. 63. semoothi saaetion of the drear srace

• •a. section across I-I
b. section fcross II-II

•i The one-sided cutting drill has only one calibrated edge f of which 0.4 to
0.9 m5 on the side of the cutting edge K, and a supporting suiding flat eI on

the side opposite 4t. The calibratin ed:'e f creates the necessar, cleanness
of surface and naintains a constant hole diameter throu-hout its depth. In
cleanin7 the surface durin- dril]in-, it does not have to cut into the metal,
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and therefore does not move the drill way from its assigned direction. This
is possible if the radial force satisfies the following conditions:

and if force N, equal to the difference between these radial forces, acts on
the support ;uidin; flat el. For observation of the previous condition, it is
necessarj that the inequality

c > 6l, 6 < 0.25d and el > e

be fulfilled by. the desi'n.

in practice, one-sided cutting drills of diameter from 30 to 75 mm with
interior shavin'-s exhaust usually have the follovin: 7eometric parameters (see
Fi-s. 62 and 63):

wi•dth of calibratin'; edge f . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.4 to 0.9 mX,
.idth of smooth section b . . * * . . . . . . . . .0.15d
an.-les on top c and c1 respectively . . . . . . . . 64 to 720
rear anc~le a of ed--e K . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 to 90
rear an-le a1 of ede K1 ...... . . . . . . . .12 to 150
rear an--le a2 of smooth section . 0 . ... . 14 to 160
wi-•dth 6 of ed-e K1 alon- the radius . . . . . . . . 0.2d
diameter (position 2) at the zero soindle . . . . (0.04 to 0.03)d
rear conic rate of the drill on sections £2 and U3

on the diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from 0.15 to0.25 mm

it should be noted that the rear conic rate for standard soiral drills
does not exceed 0.1 mm on the diameter. The si-nificantly lar.'er conic rate
in special drills for deep borin- decreases friction and heatin- of the drill,

j •and adherence of the metal particles to the drill surface. All these factors
are very important for extended work of the drill during deep hole drilling.

Shavin's must be crushed to decrease their size and attain a form which is
convenient for later e:ftraction (cleaning) alon- the exterior canal of the drill
and the shaft. The drill must have shaving breakers to crush the shavings.
There are from two to four shavin, breakers on the cutting ed-e, having a width
n = 3 to 5 rmm, denth h = 1 nmm, and width of the shaving breakers on the cali-
bratin- ed-e must be somewhat lar-er than that of the remaining sections of the
Cuttin- ed-e, or n, > n (see Fii;. 63).

* The direction of movement of The drill is assured by the guidin- flat:
e of width 8 to 12 -,.n; el of .,idth 6 to 8 mm; and a of width 2 to 3 =m. The
latter, besides this, provides direction for movement of the coolin.; liquid
durin- its suoplv to the cuttin" ed es and its exhaust to-ether vith shavin-s
(see Fi's. 62 and 64). The central an-le * of the main extractor of the drill
should' br kept rithin the limits of 110 to 1150, and the radius R equal to 0.7d.
For drills of diameters .0 to 60 nn, the coolin- liquid arrives under a pressure
of close to 3 to o atm. Opposin° streams, turbulent liquid, sta:nant areas,
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and sharo chanies in liquid stream areas should be avoided in that they hinder
proper shaving exhaust.

A3rJ"9Z3X~aR f- h

tt
4 e

Fi-. 64. One-sided cuttin," drill (scrapin.) with
hard alloy blade

Key: a. section across BB (inserted ::uidin:: keys)
h. ri:'ht anjle two-course thread
i. section across EB
j. rear conic rate 0.15 mm on 100 mm lenr-th

A reasonable liquid supply and proper shavin- exhaust create
favorable conditions for work of the drill, and therefore determination of the
dimensions of the drill and shaft with consideration of these conditions is very
important.

The exterior diameter of the shaft is determined from conditions assuring,
its necessary strength and circular clearance between the shaft and stock
for supply of cooling liquid. In practice, the exterior diameter of the shaft
is determined from the relationship

D = (0.76 to 0.85)d,

and its internal diameter is determined with consideration for the conditions
of normal exhaust of shavinris by the relationship

S D1 = (O.L2 to 0.5)d.

The internal diameter of the fasteninw part of the drill d 3 must be 0.3 to 0.5 in
smaller than the internal diameter of the shaft D1 (see Fi ;s. 62 and 64).
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The section area of the internal canals of the drill and shaft nust each
comorise 26 to 30.' of the section area of the hole being- drilled, and the live
section of the shaft, which assures its required strength and stability, -must
be equal to 459, of the section area of the hole being drilled.

in the receiver section of the drill, -!hich serves to direct the liouid
- ith shavin-s dunn- their outflow froi tine -main extractor of the drill into thi

shaft canal, all surfaces must be smooth, and sharp ed-es must be rounded. The
leng:th of the receiver portion of the drill is

93 (1.4 to 1.0)i.

° .1

11 I.

-, Fir'. 65. One-sided c,.tt.Ln:- drill w•ith interior
i,'/ shavin-, exhaust

i-I

i~o,,

S'•~Tere are twro sm.ooth sections of diamleter dl and d4 on the exterior surface
of the fastenin6 portion of the drill to center the drill relative to the shaft

and a two- or three-course band thread to fasten the r All i- the shaft. The
lencth of the fastenin- nortion of the dr'll is usually

z 4 = (1.3 to 0.9)d,

an3 -'s overal length

Z= (.8 to 2.5)d.

' - One-sided cuttin- d,'lls with a cuttin- oart (or blades• maue of fast-cuttin-.
steel may successfull.' be used to drill steel (Ob = 75 k'Jmm ) with a cuttin,
Sspeed of 20 to 30 m/rin and feed of 0.14 to 0,20 mn/rev. The construction and
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over-all. view of the one-sided cutting drill with blades made of hard alloy is
presented in Fis. 64 and 65.

One-Sided Guttinm Drill with Exterior Shavin" Exhaust

The one-sided cuttinr drill with exterior shaving exhaust consists of a
workin:- part (spike) of length z and a shaft (Fit. 66). These drills are used
for drillin- holes 6 to 20 mm in diameter in weapon barrel stocks with a drill-
in- deoth of up to 1500 rLn. Spike len-th depends on the diameter of the drill,
for instance, for a drill 06 ra, it is equal to 60 mm, and for a drill 015 mm,
it is approximately 85 mn. The spikes and shaft are hot stamped to get the
required form of groove for shavings exhaust. The spike is manufactured out of
fast-cutting tool steel and the shaft out of high quality carbon construction
steel or alloy steel for ;un barrels havin; high elasticity. A shaft and spike-
let are batt-welded tocrether.

Thickness of the drill wall, determined alon3 its diameter d, is ujually

equal to 0.15d. The-exterior diameter of Lhe shaft dl must be 0.3 to 0.6 mm
* smaller than the diameter of the drill d, and its interior diameter d2 , like

the interior dianeter of the spike, "Past be equal to (0.65 to 0.7)d.

.=.-•30°

y8

Fi-. 66. One-sided cuttin- drill with exterior
shavin- exhaust

KeV. a. section across AA
o. section across 23

The .. eo.etr! of the drll point, is shoim in Fi:. 66. The rear an. le of the
2 drill is maintained within the lihits of 12 to 150, and the rear conic rate of

its snike is created b- a decrease in diameter of the soike 'by 0.10 to 0.20 mm
on its entire len-th. .idth of the calibratinr ed~e f is usually; 0.4 to 0.5 mm.
.Lhe drill tco is displaced relative to its axis b, an anount of a = 0.2d
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For the drill types under consideration (small diameter), dimensions and
form of the shavings received durint drilling are especially ir.mortant. They
depend on the diameter of the drill, the amount of feed, and the number of
shaving breakers on the cutting edrze. Such drills usually have two or three
shaving breakers.

A nominal exterior diameter of drill d is determined by a calculation
with consideration for the fact that, after drilling, zun barrels are addition-
ally machined to contain a smooth and straight bore. This machining includes

"4 sp-Veial reaming and roaching operations, ",,nich are fulfilled by special broaches.

Small diameter deep holes are drilled with a feed of 0.02 to 0.026 Mn/rev
or 140 to 60 mm/min. The possible drill deviation depends largely on the amount
of feed so* The cooling liquid is supplied along the shaft canal in a quantity
of 6 to 10 liters/min, and is exhausted together with shavingýs along the exterior
groove in the shaft and drill.

Two-Sided Cutting Drills with Internal Shavings Exhaust

Two-sided cutting drills have two cutting edges which are located opposite
each other (Fig. 67). Each cutting edge removes the thickness of shaving equal
to half the feed of the drill for one of its revolutions. With such positioning

•'" • 061'umffaa XOHIJC/lOCmb •
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- FiR. 67. Tvo-sided cutting drill with two cuttirs
edges and internal shavings exhaust

Key: g. rear conicity diamneter decrease by
0.2 mm on 100 mm length

'h. heat on length, 1.5d, RC = 62 to 64
i. section across BB
j. conic deepening during sharpenin7 of

type 1M
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of the cattin,' edzes, the cormosite cattinr forces are sm.wetrical relative to
the axis of the drill, which si.nificantly decreases the action of radial force
and possible deviation of -he drill. The intended direction of movement of the
drill is maintained by the flats f and a..

!>acking of the drill is accomplished by sharpening its rear surface alon;
a radius, equal to 0._d, and sharpenin: its rear an-le to 100, with a control
band of dimension e = 0.8 to 1.3 mm remaining on its rear surface.

"ro decrease the size of the drill crosspiece, a special slot b, of size so
that the width of the crosspiece is ms 1.6 to 2,5 mm, is removed. The cooling
liauid arrives at the cuttin- ed'es alonT- the exterior surface of the shaft and
the exterior grooves of the drill, and shavin!zs, attracted b, the liquid stream,
are first moved into the drill 7roove D, and then into the interior cavity in
the gr:ooved portion of the drill and shaft, as showm by arrow C in Fi7. 67.
The cuttin; part of the drill is manufactured of fast-cuttin7 steel or, in the
case of chan;eable blades, of hard alloy. The remainder of the construction of
the drill is clear from Fig. 67 and does not require special explanation. Basic
geometric parameters of the drill are presented in Table 20,

Fi-. 68 shows a two-sided cuttin.? drill wisth a cuttin- portion length
shown greater than 2.5d. Durin-: wearin;, this drill may be resharpened several

- " ,.W- 6-

A.

Fi. 68. 'rill with two cuttin- ed es and inter.al
•_•'.shavin-s exhaust

Key: e. least allowable dimension
•,•"f. heat on len,-th 2d nin

g. rear conicity, diameter decrease by
0.2 mm on 100 mm l.en-,,hh. two-course thread

i. section across AA
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TA ME 20

Basic Geo.netric Parameters of the Two-sided Cutting
Drill with Internal Shavings Exhaust

Respective
designation Nanufac-

No. Title of parameters and their of parameters Nomhinal turing Allowable
dimensions in mm according to dimension tolerance deviation

_-__i . 67

1 Crosspiece thickness m 2.0 -0.2 0.5

2. An-le at the top 2ý 1200 20 49

3. Front angle y 80 +20 +30

4. Width of front -roove a 4 0.5 +2

5. Distance from center to
cutting edge n 1.5 0.2 +1.0

6. Difference in position of not over
the cutting edges 6 0 0.02 0.4

7. Flat width f 4 0.3 +1.0

8. Flat width a 3 0°3 0.5

9. Rear ang7le a 100 10 20

10. Control band width e a.4 0.2 0.2

11. Non-parallelness of cutting
ed-es 0 0.10 0.15

12, Rear conicity -- diameter 0.2 0.1
decrease

times if it is nonufactured of fast-cutting or alloyed tool steel. The great
len-th of the drill affords its best maintenance of assigned movement direction,
but friction duriný- drill turnin.: increases, and therefore its fastening part
must be stronger than that of a normal drill. Structure of the drill is suf-
ficiently craphically shown in Fi. 68.

In solid deep hole drilling, the most difficult factor is attainment of a
constant process, or stability of the drill throughout the depth (f drilling.
This is especially important in drilling bores qreater than 5000 mm lonC;. The
two-sided cutting, drill, whose cuttinr edýe crosspiece dimension is kept to the
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possible minimum, or whose crosspiece is comjp!-i-;y eliminated, is most produc-
tive with presence of back-pointing of ariunt type M. Back-pointin- of the
type M drill top consists of the Yact that, in cutting edges up to j mm wide,
the groove b is removed to such a dimension that the crosspiece ccmpletely
disappears, and in the drill ceh.cer a conic depression is fo.med, as shown in
the sketch in Fig. 67.

With the same cutting speed, feed for a two-sided cutting drill may be
increased to twice that of a one-sided cutting drill, in that each of the
cutting edges removes a shaving of thickness equal to 0.5 of the feed.

For the above two-sided cutting, during drilling of holes in steels
(Ob = 75 to ýo i:-/mm2 ) of stocks, the following cuttiný rates are u.sed:
feed 0.3 to 0.4 mm/rev, and cuttie- speed 20 to 30 m/min.

Spiral Drills with Internal Shavings Exhaust

Spiral drills with internal shavings exhaust are more productive than
points for drillin; deep holes. The construction and -,eometric parameters of
these drills are showr in Figs. 69 and 70.

.. __• • 5 --

d. ss.Peeaxe~movqe.

1Ce0ee no, Aote A Oqeprracmu •vr

0: 2 0°

Fig. 69. Spiral drill with .wc cuttin; ed;•es and
internal shavings exhaust

Key: 4. heat, R0 = 62 to 64
e. two-course band thread
f. section across AA

. spiral drill right 200

working sur-faces ?V7W
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This tkrpe of spiral drill is used for ':-illiný holes 25 to 75 mm i n dian..e-
ter, and the satisfactory, exhaust of shavin~j is assured only with drilling:
holes over 35 nmm in diameter. The essential defi cienc:, in spiral drills is the
oresence of a sectional cross~iece beti-een the cuttincg edres, which has a zero
cuttiný speed. Attempts xo eliminate crosspieces and thereby drillin:- a holeinthe center of the drill to attain a zero crclsto2mhaent c-ve

-cros i t i v e in h a e n o t ýi eDosiiveresults.

Deep hole drillin!- with spirald-111 s results in son'ewhat :-reater drill
deviation and a more coarse surface than with one-sided or twio-sided cuttin;
drills. Such drills are profitably? used for coarse (preliminary) drilli;n- of
holes 35 to 60 nn in diameter, w..i th their later expansion, by a one-sided cuttingdrill to a diameter of 80 to 100 Pin. The dimeso nom o h fateng ar
of the drill are identical in spiral drills.

The coolinT liquid is supplied to the cuttin- edoes along, exterior *;rooves
in the drill, and exhaust to-ether with shavin,7s ~t first in the main rroove,
and then alon,: the interior canal of the drill and shaft, as shown in Fi.70.
For supply of the coolin: liquid to the drill, a special attachment, consistin-
of the fluid receiver (4) * stuffin'T box struacture (5), nipple (6), rland (7),
movin'- lunette (8), and flexible bearin~s (9). The attach-ment is installed on
lunette (8) and on the shaft (3) of the machine and is presseO ?ainst the butt
surface of the ri-achine stock (1) by the flexible bearin'rs (9) to eli'i4_- te pos-
s~ble lev!:aý-e of coolin-j liquid. The coolin-, liquid arrives under pressure
throu-h a spDecial nozzle into nipole (6) anO f -rther into the circular clearance
between the drill shaft (2) and the stock (1) to the cut tiniý ed~es of the drill.
The follouwin, cuttin- rates are recommended for soiral drills with internal
shavinr~s exhaust for -drilliný stock steels (ab =75 k:/!rn2): Feed 0.16' to 0.30
mm/rev, cuttin'j speed 18 to 2C mm/nan, w-ith the smaller feed limits for smaller
diameter drills (25 to 35 m)

3 _.. 1A-17I/a/7p8ieyLue dAuyceyaR ~ - -- ~lOJCte b

Ui Cq7j7UVMIKU

Fi, 70. Schematic of sniral drill drillinr (see Fi, . (9)

Ile-,: 1. machined stoc!' 7 seal
2. drill shaft 8. movin--, lunette
3. machine shaft 9. elastic bearin,

4.fluid receiver a. mzovenrent direction of coolinr
5. -,land liquid and shavin-,s

C..ninple b. direction of drill feed
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Expansion of Deep Holes

In tube production practice the operation of expanding deep holes to the
required tube dimension takes place before their heat treatment.
The necessity of this operation is ex-plained by the fact that the drilling of
deep holes cf 60 to 100 mm in diameter with a solid stock length greater than
14000 mm meets significant technological difficulties in that with the increase
in drill diameter and stock lenrth, defects arising durinn" drilling increase,
especially drill deviation from its assi;ned direction. In such stoc::s, it is
more expedient to first drill deep holes of up to 60 mm in diameter, and then
expard them to the rqtcir.)d dimension (70 to I00 x'm).

For expanding deep holes, a one-sided cutting drill with hard alloy blades,
the scraping drill shown in Fig. 71, is used. The body (1) of such a drill is
manufactured ou carbon tool steel, and its guiding flats (keys)(2) are subjected
to surface heat treatment. The cooling liquid, supplied from the canal of the
fasteninw portion of the drill, moves along the lateral canals to the main
channel of the drill and arrives then to its cutting and calibrating edges,
spreading further alon; the exterior channels of the drill. The shavings are
carried away by the coolin.; liquid through the previously-bored deep hole in the
stock.

The main cutting edce of the blade (3), made of hard alloy, forms an angle
of 700 at the drill top, and the edr:e opposite it on the drill body, not taking
part in cutting, forms an anule si.gnificantly smaller in size (about 600) so that
between this edge and the stock cutting surface (4) a clearance E is a-Thained.
The coolin- liquid is supplied to the back side of the cutting edge through this
clearance so as t,- imp.rove exhaust of shavin~s and eliminate friction between the
face portion of the drill body and the cutting surface.

a- Ceqemeu no•A68

",' ,700

.,,-. tanpoa~J7HuC O8U,•CeHUR
ox~a,~aOUeUz ,cu~ocmu

Fi-. 71. One-sided cuttinc, scraoin,- drill wit', a hard
alloy blade for expansion of deep holes

_-e: a. section across AC, 2
b. direction of movement of the coolin,

liquid
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The cutting process during expansion of holes takes place under more
favorable conditions than during solid drilling because the drill top and sur-
faces close to it, havin: zero or lcw cutting speeds, do not participate in
cutting; the drill more accurately maintains its assi-ned direction, and the---- •;shaving exhaut h -

-xust through its cleaning by the liquid streamn in the direction of
feed is eased. As a result, cutting rate can be si-nificantly increased durinc-
expansion. In production practice for hole expansion, cuttin7 speeds of 40 to
60 m/nin and feed of 0.18 to 0.3 mm/rev are used, which are si-nificantly
9greater than the cutting speeds and feed for solid stock drilling.

The use of hard alloy blades in deep drills is a more difficult problem
than their use in normal cutters because of the peculiarities of the techno-
logical process of drill manufacture, the presence in them of crosspieces which
-"ork with zero cutting speed, and the necessity to have shavinO breakers to
crush shavings. Re:'ardless of this, hard alloy blades are bein' more widely
used in all drill constructions. ¶ades of hard alloys VK8 and T15K6 are most
widely used in drills. The use of blades without shaving breakers creates
difficulties in shavings exhaust because the shavings attain t;reat widths. In
their remaining structure and point reometry, drills with hard alloy blades are
analogous to those with fast-cutting steel blades.

""20. Cutting Rates for Solid Drilling

As already noted in the previous para--raphs of this chapter, solid drillin,
of deeD holes is a special operation in which the followin- requirements are
produced:

I) Possibilit, for uninterrupted drillin: throuwhouz the assi-ned len "th
of hole;

2) attainment of a straight hole or least possible drill deviation from
its assigned movement direction;

3) normal shavings exhaust in bhe process of fulfillment of all drillin
operations;

' 4) climination of vibration of the cuttin; tool, which might arise during
drilling as a result of insufficient stability;

5) capability of drilling stock made of materials with high mechanical
properties (for instance, out of alloyed steels);

6) maintenance of satisfactory cutting tool stability throuý,hout the
entire operation.

optimAll these requirements should be considerea durin- ie,- _.nation of the

optimal cuttin7 rate, or the rate assurin- fulfillment of the operation with
the least machine time.
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The reoUirenent for uninterrutoed drillin'- throur-hout the assi-ned len-:th
is conditioned by the fact that, iuith a stoooa-e of the machine and extraction
of the shaft and cuttin;- tool from the hole, the cuttin- ed-e can be broken,
especiall.- if hard allo;' blades which are sensitive to breaka-e are used in the
cuttin-: tool. "Yesides this, exchanr.-e of a dana-red tool causes machine stonoa'-e
and destroys the nomal flow of shavin-s fro. the hole. iith these considera-
tions, continuity of drillin:, is one of the basic requirements in production
practice.

W<ith an increase in drillin: feed, axial cuttin; effort sharply increases,
especially with partial wear and bluntin7 of the cuttin- ed.qes of the drill so
that the normal conditions for shavin s exhaust are destroyed and drill devia-
tion increases. Therefore, for selection of the amount of feed for each type
of drillin3 and type of machine material, it is necessary to strive not only
for ninirixn machine time in the drillin/ oneration, but also for the least
amount of drill deviation.

Conditions for shavin-s exhaust in drillin- depend on their form: and the
oressure of the coolin- llouid stream which attracts shavin7s behind it. For
creation of normal shavin-s exhaust conditions, it is necessary that the shav-
in-s are li-ht and. in the fo. of flakes so that the coolin-f liquid circulates
at the pressure of 4 to 10 atm (the small limit for lorfe diameter drillin'-s)
and a volume of from 40 to 70 liters/!,in.

Clttin- soeed is deter-iined by- the mechanical oronerties of the stock
mrearial, the de-ree of stability of the cuttir:,- tool, the diameter of the drill,
and the amount of drill feed. ,)urin-- drillin- of alloyed steels which are
stron- and have a hi-h flexibility, cuttinc speed must be slower than cuttin -
speed for -mediuan-hardncss carbon steels. In this instance, the coefficient of
rmachine's abilities should be taken equal to approximately' 0.8. At the ce'in-
nin" of drillin-, on a section two to three drill diameters in len:th, and at
the end on a section up to 50 mm in len tb, the cuttin- rates should be de-
creased so as to assure a smooth entry and exit of the drill.

Avera-'e data on cuttin, rates for deep-hole solid drillin ,fathered on t}he
basis of work ecperience are oresented in Table 21.

Deep, hole drillin' is a coarse machinin" operation for which the basic
labor productivity index is the! volume of metal removed in a tin.e unit. For
a deep drillin-' oneration, however, this index does not reflect the actual
situation in that the basic requirements, constancy and drilling depth, are not
considered in it. These requirements nay be satisfied vi th assurance of neces-
sary qualitative indicators, namely the '-reatest drillin- deoth in a time unit,
and absence of drill deviation.

¾ A more proper evaluation of labor productivity in deep drillin" would be
depth of drilling over the course of one hour. Comparative data on the oroduc-
tivity of labor accordin- to volume of shavinr:s removed and accordin,; to drill-
in, depth over one hour are shown in Table 22.
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TA Mr, 21

Average Data on Cuttinr rates for Teep-hole Solid Drillin!
(Drill of Fast-catitin- Steel, 30 to 60 rm in Diameter)

. Iiachine material Machine material
1.0. Drill type stren:th limit streng-th limit

50 to 60 k-/rn 2  b 70 to 80 k';/mm2

Feed speed Feed speed

in mm/rev *n m/ in mm/rev in srpi/

1. Plyusin point 0.15 - 0.20 16 - 20 0.12 - 0.15 16 - 18

2. Point with elongated
Suides 0.18 - 0.25 15 - 20 0.12 - 0.18 14 - 16

3. Spoon and GG drill 0.15 - 0.26 16 - 20 0.10 - 0.16 14 - 16

4. One-sided cutting drill
with internal exhaust 0.15 - 0.26 25 - 35 O.1o - 0.16 18 - 25

5. One-sided cuttin, drill
with external shavings
exhaust and hard alloy
.blade 0.15 - 0o26 40 - 60 0.15 - 0.20 30 - 50

6. No-sided cuttin-, drill 0.24 - 0.36 25 - 35 0.18 - 0.30 18 - 25

7. Spiral drill 0.18 - 0.28 18 - 25 0.12 - 0.16 16 - 18
Note: Sr~allest feeds are for drills 30 im in diameter.

It can be seen from the data of this table [Table 221, that with identical
cuttin- rates, the 30 inm diameter drill has tuice the drilling depth Sr and
half the shavinc-s volume Wr as the 16 mm diameter drill. Therefore, drilliný,
deniths in one hour is a more objective index of labor productivity in deen-hole
drillin ,.

The amount of feed and cuttin" speed in deep-holing drill are very impor-
tant, namely: '.,ith an increase in the amount of speed, shavin; widths and
Shrdness increase, and the shavin- exhaust is made more difficult, especially
durin- drillin small-diameter holes (under 35 rmn) Cuttin; speed for a one-
sided cuttin, drill shoald be vaintained somewhat hi-her than for a two-sided

uci'ttin drill with a crosspiece. Durin, determination of feed and cutting
speeds for deep-hole drilling, the correction factor, equal to 0.65 to 0.70,
should be introduced into the cuttin, rate recommended for normal spiral drills
with a drillin, depth no :reater than 5d.
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TAMLE 22

Drilling Depth (S and Vome of Shavin-s Removed *'Wr

in Solid Deep-hole Drillin; Over One Hour

a riy6HHa cBep- CBep.Io AijameTpjr e Csepno uasmeTpou
CxopocTm zeHHg Sr -.a 30 .x, 60 .vn o6•e-

peaaHH. c.nMaeSof d flo.aqa cBepna f So B sJ(10o

wa 0.15 CPYKK
• Wr B cv3 0,15 0,25 0,15 0.25

1425 2375 715 [190

Wr 1005 1670 2010 3350

S, 2400 3990 1200 2000
W, 1680 2785 3380 1660

Key: a. cuttinv; speed in m/in/
b. cuttin,; depth Sr mm and

volume of shavings removed Wr in cm3

c. 30 .m diameter drill
d. drill feed
e. 60 mm diameter drillf. O5. in n/rev

#21. Rin- Drillin-

.Ring drilling is used to attain deep holes over 100 mn ir. P4 -eter. The
schematic of this drilling was shown in F"'.. 54.

In ring drillin2, the heart of the stock emer-:es as a solid core 0.5d ½,n

diameter, -;id only part of the metal is converted into shavin-s. As already
stated (see #17), a manifold cuttin- tool, assurin" hi:-h labor productivity,
can be used in rin!g drillin'-.

It is advantageous in production tu use a two-sided rir- drill.

Heads for Rin, Drillin-

Fis. 72 and 73 show type constructions of heads for rin drillin" of deep
holes of various diameters. The head consists of a bod" (1), cutter (2),
wedges (3) for faster n,, the cutters, and ,aidin- keys (4). Heads of other

construction may not have separate ,uidin- 3urfaces, and instead may have

S"uidin7 surfaces on the body itself (Figs. 73 and 74).
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Fi. 72. :ead for rin', drillin.- -with five cutters

F C.. 1 . head bod--i
2.cntter
3.cutter wed -es

4~. guiding Izey
a. three-course ri-ht an--le thread
b. profile of the three-course

rL-ht an-ile thread

The-- head bed", iz: a hnolloi: c:'-lndcr (inner dia.'ietnr e 2) , and tie head has
a front -iorMin'- part of len:-th k1 on the formed cylinder and a tail (fLasteninw:)
nart connected to the machine shaft (see Fl-~s. 72 anc6 ?3).

On t6he workin- p~art of the head thlerc are channels 11 for exhaust of shav-
in -s Ifhic"c. fall i~nto the-. circulir clearance >)ct,.zeen the riachine shaf t and the
stockc arnd are at'tracted b'the coolin'- linuid stream. The head has several
cutters on it. The cutters are fastened to the head 'b,' various neans. One of
the means of cutter fastenin- is ..ith wed -e (3) and corru :ated surface havin-
the annearonce of , cotm.b (tooth snacin'- 1. wr., depthi to O.k. nmn, and profile
an -lu, IQ)O), ~h~in Fi--. 7.2. This faStenin- is reliable, stron-, convenicr.t,
and allows re-v tation of the cutter nosition in the had hod- after i ts
re-oeatedsarcn .

Another means of" cuttor fast-enin- in the Lead i1s sho, M in F. . 73. This
met'hod of f,)sten-n- requires accuorate fittir. of the cutter- in the head slot
and fittir- of tV ic i rod E in the I-ole. "r- ",-c 'nstanne, it is not nos-
sibleIc to re -ulate the rosition of thec cutters in the he-ad after herre,,eateci
sharvenLn, and -fi ttin o.' each cutter in the slot is individuial.
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i-. 73. Rin: dri.lIinr head with five cutters

Key: 1. head body
2. cutter

SF. ,:uidin,-. ke-,s

K. cuttin- edle of the cutter
E. .,uidinr. rod of the cutter
a. three-course band thread

The head is -uided in the hole b, metallic keys (4), which are located

immediatel., behind the cutters (see Fiz. ?2). In some instances, the keys may
be manufactured of hard types of wood (lignum vitae, box t•ree, oak). .Most
often, built-uo areas of harder metal than the head body are used instead of

guidin; keys. Sonetimes the head 7uides F (see Fi?. 72) of the head are
-. thickened section (key's) formed eurin: nachinin- of the head body (see FiHs.

72, 74, and 75). The exterior diameter of the metallic quides must be 0.3
to 0.6 mnn smaller than the diameter of the drilled hole d to consider wear of
the euttin- ed;es. The diameter of the head ;uides may, if necessary, be in-
creased to the required dimension by their buildin; up and consequent rrindin-.
The exterior diameter of the head bodly d 5 must be 5 to 8 mm smaller than the
"diameter of the drilled hole.

'72

S.'. 74. Rin- drillin- 'ead with six cutters
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Channel H should be made as large as possible with consideration of
maintenance of the necessary strength of the head body. The volume of the
channel is determined by its radius r, diameter of the drilled hole, and ntinber
of cutters on the head.

Table 23 presents values of angles * and 0 for heads with varying numbers
of cutters.

TAMLE 23

Basic Parameters of Deep-Hole Ring Drilling Heads
(see Fig. 72)

6 a-" a. At.a .erp Ko..Aecrso C. Yrox I d. yro,
1* 50 nOp. npocnep.aHnaemoro pe3Ios 0

oT'epcTHR S X Ha ro.soaKe I'

1 100-120 3 63 57

2 120-200 5 38 34

3 140-250 6 30 30

4 250-400 6 28 32

5 250-400 8 22 23

Key: a. diameter of drilled hole in mm
b. number of cutters on the head
c. angle 00
d. angle *o

The radius of the channel r is tied with the diameter of the drilled hole

and is determined by the relationship

r = (0.42 to 0.45)d.

All the remaining dimensions of the head are designed dimensions, deter-
mined with calculation of the following considerations:

1) The smallest head wall thickness must satisfy the requirements for
head strength, calculating the largest diameter d2 and d4;

2) circular clearance on the side between the exterior surface of the
drilled-out core and the interior surface of the head, determined by the dif-
ference between the diameter dl and d2 , must be the least possible in size,
but sufficient for cooling liquid supply and free movement of the core in the
head and in the clear hollow of the shaft (see Fig. 72);

3) circular clearance on the side between the exterior surface of the
drilled hole of diameter d, determined by the difference in diameters, must be
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sufficient for free exhaust (cleaning) of shavings through it and 1.5 to 2 mm.
larger than clearance of the channel E. along radius r;

4) a shaft must have sufficient rigidity and strenjth to drill holes at
-the maximum cutting rates;

5) cutter with B for width of the circular nole during drilling must be
as small as possible, but sufficient for providin- the necessary head wall
thickness and clearances for coolin: supply and shavin's exhaust under pressure
of the coolin': liquid (see i-. ?2).

Accordin-r to production experience, the average values of desi-ned dinen-
sions of the head may be determined accordiný to the followin- relations.ips:

Exterior diameter of the drilled-out core

di = (0.60 to 0.73)d;

interior diameter of the head

d 2 = (0.66 to 0.76)d;

exterior diameters of the -uidin-- (centerin-) surfaces of the tail
portion of the head

Sd3 (0.75 to 0.84)d;

d4 - (0.72 to 0.80)d;

exterior diameter of the nae'hine shaft

= (0.84 to 0.89)d;

its interior diameter

(0.(ý6 to 0.75)d.

In these, the smvillest dimensions are for heads 100 -rm, in diameter and the
lar-est are for heads 300 'in in dianeter;

cutter iidth

2- (0.2 to 0.133)d;

len-th of the workin: nart of the head I must be as small as Dossible,
but sufficient for pbl.cement of the cutters and provision for tbh required
length keys. Usually

z = (0.8.0 to 0.4;O)d;
-1,
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length of the threaded portion of the tail part of the head

S-2 = (o.50 to 0o32)d;

len-th of the -uidin-' and centerirn portions of the head

(0.20 to 0.99)d;

9-4 =(0.10 to 0.0?)d;

the overall len-.th of the head body

9= (1.6 to O.W4)d.

"nhon obtainin- the basic dimensions of the head from the relationships
enumerated. and then projectin: its design, it is possible to determine all
the remajnin- designed dimensions by usin.- the dimensions if Fiss. 72 and 73.
IThe head body is manufactured of hit-h stren-,th allo:,ed -teel, and after heat
treatment must have a hardness of R, = 50 to 514. Al head surfaces must be

smooth and sharo edzes rounded off alonr a lar-e radius. Basic dimensions o•f
rinf drillin- heads of various diameters are presented in Table 24.

Fi ,s. 74 and 75 show a six-cutter rin•, drilling heads for large and sm'!ll
diameter holes w-fich are similar to the heads shown in Fis. 72 and 73 in con-
struction.

AA
Ia -. 75. Six-cutter head for ring drilling

large diameter holes

Key: 1-4. cutters
2 and 3. cutters
5 and 6. cutters with symmetrically located

cutting edges
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TA ELE 24

Basic Dimensions of Rin7, Drilling :Heads
(Figs. 72 and 55)

-Resoective Diameter of the drilled
Nomenclature of dimensions dimension in- mmNo. and their sizes in mm designations -----

according to 100 140 200 300
___________________________Fias. 72 & ?3-

1. Exterior diameter of the drilled-
out core dI 60 84 132 220

2. Interior diameter of the head d2  66 92 141 230
"3. Exterior diameter of the guiding

and centering surfaces d3  76 106 159 252
4. Sare d4  73 102 153 245
5. Radius of channel H r 43 60 88 135
6. Exterior diameter of the machine

shaft D 85 118 172 268

7. Internal diameter of the machine
shaft D 67 93 142 232

8. Cutter width B 20 28 34 40
9. Length of head working part £i 80 85 105 115

10. Length of cutter on head £2 50 65 80 90
11. Length of guiding and centering

portion of head £3 18 20 25 25
12. Overall length of head 160 185 230 250

13. Clearance on a side between the
head and drilled-out core 3 4 4.5 5

14. Clearance on a side between
drilled-out core and machine
shaft 3.5 4.5 5 6

15. Clearance on a side between the
head and the hole in the stock
alor.- channel H H 7 10 12 15

16. Clearance on a side between the ma-
chine shaft and the internal sur-
face of the stock hole il1 7,5 11 14 16

17. Minimum head wall thickness on sec-
tion d4  c 3.5 5 6 7.5

18. Minimum shaft wall thickness alon;
diameters d3 and D cI 4-5 6 6.5 8

19. Maximum shaft wall thickness c2  9 12.51 15 1`3
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Cutters for Ring Drillins Heads

Cutters for ring drillin. heads are blades made of fast-cuttin- type R1&
steel (Figs. 76 and 73). The .idth of the cutting edge of cutter 3 is very
important durinr rin.g drilling. .ith an increase in cutter width, selection
of the necessarz, head dimensions and clearances for exhaust shavings, sho.M
in Tble 25, are made more easy. ilith this, iowever, the exterior diarieter of
the drilled-out solid core is decreased, and consequently, the effectiveness of
ring drilling decreases.

I- Shavine breakers are needed on the main cutting edge of the cutter. These
must be located at a distance of one-half to three-quarters the size of clear-
ance H from each other so that the width of the shavings can freely nove
through this clearance. The channel on the front surface of the cutter must be
of such a form so as to provide shavings in small flakesý The front cutt,-
angle Y should be maintained within the limits of 12 to 140, and the rear an,: a
within the li.tits of 7 to 9o. The channel on the front surface of the cutter
must have a width of 4 to 5 =". Cont-rol flats f 0.2 to 0.3 m)m in i,,dth shrnuld
remain on the front and rear surfaces of the cutter to increase cutter stability
and decrease its wear. The renmaining dimensions aopearing in K-. 73 corres-
pond to a cutter for drilling a hole d = 175 ni.

it is necessary to perforr a final operation in cutter sharpening after
their asseimly and fastening into the head nests, durin.- which all cutters must
be uniformly positioned in the nests, deterained b-y the dimension c, and dl, and
their imain cutting edges are located in the same face plane. Cutter position
sym•etry in the head nests assures favorable working conditions of the auxiliary
edges in the section of length 95 (along the diameter d and dI) and equal dis-
tribution of feed so between all cutters. As a result, the thickness of the
shavings renoved by each cutter may be determined frou the relationship

so (23)

w here sn is the thickness of shavings removed by each cutter in -6m; se is the
head feed for one rotation of a stock in mm; and n is the number of head
cutters.

The installation and placement of cutters in the head shown in ig. 75
has the following peculiarities. In this head two cutters (we till conditionally
label them a first and fourth cutter) are located symwvetrically on the same
diancter (inside and outside) and have a cutting ed•,e width 3, equal to the width
of the circular opening during drilling; tl. a.jacent cutters (5) and (6)
"having a cutting edge uidth 3 = 0.6B and located fron, the side of the interiorsura cen, of c h ued n "
surface of the head; and fiiall,', two adjacent cutters (2) and (3), also having
a cutting edge wridth of 3-4 and located from the side of the exterior surface of
the head.

With 'escribed cutter position on the head, the shavings removed are
divided into four equal parts according to thickness and amount of feed so and
into two equal parts according to shaving thickness. This cutter position
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causes difficulties in their ranufacture and snarpening, The head, however,
works reliably, and shavings are divided into many parts according to thickness
and wdth, which eases their exhaust from the drilled hole.

07 12 2

Fig. 76. Ring drilling head cutter (cutter
mater'al -- steel R9)

Shavings breaker dimensions in mm

Cutter No. a b

1 and 3 7 6 5
2 and 4 5.5 6.5 7

5 6.5 6 6

A simpler method of crushing shavings with cutters is shomi in the schematic

of Fig. 77. In this instance the installation of the head and cutters is normal,
but the first and third cutters have a cuttin- edge width of A = 0.5B, and the
other three cutters, a width of B, so that they are staggered relative to the
first and third cutters at an amount equal to the feed so (see Fig. 77, b).

When the head is turned on, the first and third cutters will remove shav-
ings of width A darii. the first revolution (see Fi'. 77, a), and then all the
cutters wrill begin cuttinng (see Fig. 77, c). Cutter sharpening and installation
i'rith the described scheme of cutting is more complicated.
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a)a

2+ II

Fig. 77. Schematic of shaving divisions by depth
and feed during deep-hole ring drilling

by a five-cutter head

"Key: a. shavings removed by first and
third cutters

b. cutter position scheme
c. shavings removed by the remaining

cutters

The simplest and most widely used method of crushing shavings is the sym-
metric positioning of the cutters 1.n the head so that shaving width or feed is
equally distributed among -Ll the cutters, and division of shaving in width is
achieved with shaving breakers (see Fig. 72).

Cutting Rates with Rinc Drilling

Deep-hole ring dr',lling essentially differs from the processes of solid

drilling and reaming. During ring drilling, the zero cutting is absent, a solid
core is obtained which during the process of drilling rotates in the hollow
shaft, shavings do not break away freely, and their exhaust through the circular
clearance which has small dimensions is made difficult. All these factors compose
the peculiarities of the ring drillin-; process.

Cutting rate for ring drilling is determined by the mechanical characteris-
tics of the stock material, the diameter and depth of the drilled hole, construc-
tion and number of cutters in the head, the type of cutter material, and condi-
tions of cooling and shavings exhaust.

-I. With an increased strength and flexibility of the stock material, cuttin,
speed and feed during ring drilling decreases. If one cutting rate per unit is
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used for drilling stock with a material strength of ab = 60 kg/mm2 , then for a
stock vhose material is characterized by the ,;treng.th Ub = 90 u-j the cut-
ting rate should be reduced, introducing the correction factor ',qual to 0.8, or
the cutting rate should be reduced by 20%.

The diameter of the drill hole does not have significance influence on the
speed of cutting. With increase ring driPlling diameter, however, if cutting
speed remains constant, feed Liay be increased in that it depends only on the
mechanical properties of the machined material.

With a hole diameter chaaige from, 120 mm to 250 mm, for instance, it is nec-
essary to introduce a correction factor, which is equal to 1.3 times the amount
of feed, or increase the feed by 10.

With an increased drill hole diameter, conditions of the process of cutting
and shavings exhaust improve, and the possibility of increasing the nuirber of
cutters in the head appears. These factors allow thickness of shavings removed
to be increased, or head feed to be increased.

iith increased drilling depth, it is necessary to decrease cutting speed
because of the worsened conditions of shavinLs exhaust, the decreased stability
of the drilled-out core, and appearance of its vibration. During the drillin'g
process uith verj long tubes, it is necessary to interrupt and cut off the
drilled-out core in 3 to 5 neter lengths with a special head.

The cooling liquid drillin:; arrives at a pressure of 3 to 5 ati.

CuttinZ rates used in ring drilling for cutters made of fast-cutting steel
are presented in Table 25.

It is evident from the table that with an increased number of cutters on
tthe head, productivity of the drilling process significantly indreases.

Using hard alloyed blades in the cutters, cuttinE speed may be increased
to 50 n/min, and in some instances w-ith drilling, depth Z < I00 mm to 75 r/mmin.
In this instance, feed for a head with three to five cutters must not exceed
0.5 mm/rev.

The cutti3g rates appearing in Table 25 are average and are used in many
plants. In each separate instance Ahen chosing a cutting rate, the latest pro-
duction experience and laboratorj cxoeriments should be considered.

422. Defects Encountered Durin' Deeo-Hole i0rillin,

The f*ollcwin.; defects are encountered durin, the solid and rin 1 drillin"
of deep holes:

1) Drill deviation from its assi.•ned direction;
2) curvature of the hole bcre;
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TABLE 25

""Cutting Rate for Deep-hole Ring Drilling .-
with Fast-cutting-steel Cutters

-Q MaTepuan 3aroToKHt. Hmeaouxtui NUTepua.1 3aroToBKH, HMe~ouEil
AlHa- npeaen fpOIqHnCTH npeeca npoaH'IocuTH
meip b ab=6

0 jCZjjj~
2  ab=0O CzJ.MX

2

enpo- roaoa (?. roJooKaCB FIH O.1OSKa c lTpe- Fo JIo BKa C Tpe-
aaemoro C garbpe H C nOCTbIo
oTBep- NO p231jaMH mOecTho u pe3aiaM H uecmio

___ _____pe_____ peuaMH _PeMaOnIJ. ,~ I I I I o I sI I •
V , So Sr V 1 so I

120 22 0,3 1044 24 0,38 1450 20 0,24 760 21 0.34 1128
150 22 3,33 924 24 0,48 1468 20 0,27 693 20 0,38 965
170 21 0,36 860 23 0,54 1393 20 0,30 675 20 0,42 944
200 21 0,39 780 23 0,60 1314 19 0,33 594 19 0,45 804
300 20 0,431 551 23 0.66 920 19 0,33 435 19 0.48 580

NOTE: v, cutting speed; So, feed/rev; Sr, feed/hr

Key: a. Diameter of drilled hole in mm.
b. Stock material having a strength

limit Cb = 60 kg/Imm
c. Stock material having a strength

•-•'limi t cb = 90 k-/IMm2

•-d. 7hree-cutter head
•e. Five-cutter head

3) formation of steos on th3 interior surface of the hole bore during two-
sided drilling;

4) ellipticity and ovality in the bore hole;
5) multi-edged interior bore surface.

With drill deviation, the drilled hole most often curves. Amount of drill
deviation depends on the desi,'n of the cutting too! and i.s points, on the
technical condition of the machine, catting rate, quality of stock preparation
.,or drillin , and jDpe of its material, on the diameter of the drilled hole, and
the deotn of drillin-,

With one-sided solid drilling, for instance, with proper preparation of its
-uidin- surfaces, deviation would be less than with two-sided drilling. With
proper installation of the machine, attachment, and drill points of one-sided
solid drilling, deviation with a drilling depth to 4000 mm would not usually
exceed 0.3 to 0.60 Tm. Ring drilling makes deviation of the cutting instrument
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smaller than solid drilling. Cutting speed is not immediately tied writh drill
deviation, but considering its ties with feed and wear of drill cuttinc- edges
(cutters), it is possible to reach the conclusion that deviation would%-row with
increased speed. The guiding M.ats, keys, and slides, and the quality of the
lubricating and cooling liquid used have great influence on the drillinj process.
Good lubricating q'--lities of the coolin7 liquid ass-,• more favorable conditions
for the drilling process because wear is decreased in the ruidint surfaces and
the cuttinc. tool, alon" with its vibration and deviation. The mechanical Drop-
erties of the stock material have an extremely imnortant meaninz for the drillin-
process. Nonuniformitj and hardness or flexibility of the stock material
throughout its length or section will create significant chan-es in the cuttin-
effort in the process of drilling, affording increased drill deviation. Drill
deviation is therefore caused by various factors whose effects it is not always
possible to calculate. Using experiential data on drill deviation durin: two-
sided drillinc7 of holes 30 to 75 mm in diameter, it is possible to determine
drill deviation accordin7 to the following empirical dependence:

Yo = 0.65 to 0.005d + 0.151, (29)

where yo is drill deviation in rim; d is drill diameter in mm; and I is drilling
depth in m.

According to this dependence, deviation of a drill 30 mm in diameter, with
a drilling depth of 3 to 6 m, is equal to 0.95 to 1.4 rm, and for a drill 70 mm
in diameter, it is equal to 0.75 to 1.2 mm. With a drill diameter of 70 mm and
drilling depth of 10 m. drill deviation would comprise 1.8 mm.¶ These amounts of drill deviation are average and correspond to the correct
installation of the machinc and the normal conditions of the cuttin: process
and shavings exhaust.

In production practice, drill deviation oscillates in limits which are
significantly larger than avera-e values, and mainly with a drill 50 to 60 mnm
in diameter. With a drillin- depth 4000 to 6000 nm, deviation mi ht comprise
0.5 to 5 mm. In practice, however, drill deviation larer than 3 nm is en-
countered comparatively rarely.

Durin-; drillin- of small holes 7 to 14 mm in diarieter and E00 to 1600 rm
deep, drill deviation reaches 0.4 to 1 mm. In some instances, it may be in-
creased to 2 mm, and in these instances it is impossible to correct this defect
in a small diameter hole, and the stock is most often discarded.

Drill deviation usually involves bore distortion of arbitrary form, and in
some sections the curvature arrow may reach 0.4 times the size of the drill
deviation.

Durin- simultaneous, two-sided solid and ring methods of drillin;, drill
deviation may be directed toward different sides, and in this instance a step
will be formed on the interior surface of the bore at the section on which the
two drills meeb. With the presence of such a step in it durin:o heat treatncnt
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of he stock, cracKs nay; a)-ear. As a ruale, this defect is elininated before
heat treatnent of the stock `., rea-din-, the bore if the hei-ht of the step ex-
ceeds 2 -nm. EliDticit, and ovalit,- of the hole are received as -. result of
i,-iroper centci!n7 of the cuttin- tool relative to the shaft and of the shaft
and tool relati.r ' '_.e rotational a)is of the stock. This causes great
one-sied uear of the -uidin- and cuttin- tools for the elliptic or -':el hole.

Týe multi-ed-ed irner hole surface, a relativel," rare defect, is most
cormonly encountered durin- rin- dril].in -. With correct concentric 7rindins

of the --udin-- surfaces of the head and lateral flats on the cutters, this de-
--- = fect is not usuall, observed. l.en solid drillin- ,it' a one-sided drill whose
lateral control 4 1at is sharoened to an irproper height, a fluted hole nay also
occur. iEulti-ed-ed surfaces throu-hout the ueoth of a hole a-re usually observed
in slanted spirals.

All the defects cited are resl',l+s of unsatisfactory stock preparation
(cheek, tur. n -, centerin-, preparation of the malchined hole) or of sharoenin
and installation of the cu''in- tool.

Considerinj the defects encountered durin- drillirr, in order to eliminate
them it is necessarv to increase mar-,ins on a stock and resort to addit-,.onal
coarse turnin- operations tihic1, naturall-> increase ncnufacturin- time of the
part. In production, therefore, results of technolo-ical drillin; processes
should be systematically learned in order to expedientli, use the necessary
neasures for full elinination or reduction of the encountered defects.
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CHAT-'TER VII

Ream'in- Deep Cylindr-ical Holes

-'23. I!e thods of Reamin-

Reaminr: deep openipc-s (tubbes) is a machinirn7 operation during which a

strai-,nt c:;lindrial hole with a smooth clean surface is obtained through the

seouential removal of the me-tal nar-in.

Dur-in- turning; of the tube, defects of poreceding: operations are removed,

or defects of the steel casting, if the tube was formed by., centrifugal casting,

or defects of heat treatment, correction, or drilling.-

ITabe turnin- is conducted to,-ethor with the turn~inZ. operations on the ex-

tenior surface, and as was shoi-m in y,-4, -Chapter V, the folloiyin.ý operations

differ accordin- to the porofile of the nachAined hole: Trninc. cylindrical and

conic tubes and deep openin-'s of more complex profile (for instance, charg-e

chan~cers and cylindrical and conic tubes).

Accordin- to character of nachinincg, or according7 to derree of accuracy of

dimensions of the bole obtained and smoothness cff its treated surface, turninr

is divided into coarse, semi-fine, and fine.

Coarse turni~n h:,s the aim of re'novin': the thickest layer of the nar,#n re-

mainin- on the stock and renovin-T the defects in the stock after its drillinc:,

heat treatment, and correction (curvature and variations in wall thickness of

the holei, unevenness and steps in the surface of the 
hole, and interior stresses

in t~he neta21) . Duirn - coarse turnin-, 50 to 65'so of the total nar-,in is usuall:'

renmoved,, leavin: for heat treatment a layler o-' te:l annroximatel.- 4 to 7 mmi

thic!- on a side. Coarse turnin- is conductr'd the mraximum cuttin; ae b

Speecd and -feed) so as to remove the rec~uir-i ,t -int of imar-in in the least time

and make the tiobe ',ore strai-ht.. Durin- coarse turirr<n, ho,.ever, as a result

of cuttin- tool wear, the :mentioned defects may not bce totally elirinated.
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As a result, after coarse turning, the tube bore 'i-.ll be conical, varied
in imJJ thickness, and ith curvature will be significently decreased, 'out not
fully eliminated. To decrease the remaining defects after coarse treatment of
the bore, semi-fine turning of the exterior surface of the tube is usual-ly con-
ducted (with built-up barrels, the final turning of the internal tube).

Semi-fine turring is intended to eliminate Ijefects remaining after coarse
turning of the bore and semi-fine turning of the exterior surface of the tube.
During semi-fine turning, variations in wmall thickness of the tube and curva-
ture in its bore must be totally eliminated, and the tube bore usually turns
out straight or may have a curvature within allowable limits. Thickness of the
layer of metal removed during semi-fine turning is uniform throughout the tube
length and on the circumference of its bore, which assures the normal work of
the turning head throughout the entire operation. During semi-fine turning, a
margin of 2 to 4 mm on a side is usually removed. Semi-fine turnin- is a nec-
essarj operation, but in some instances the tube may be immediately subjected
to fine turning after coarse turning. Elimination of the semi-fine turning
operation is possible only under conditions where the technological processes
"of drilling and "- t, treatment of the tube stock are sufficiently well mastered
and the mentioned defects are not encountered. Semi-fine turning is sometimes
excluded on relatively short tubes, v.th a tube length not greater than 3 to 4 m
and the bore diameter over 90 to 100 mm.

After semi-fine turning of the tube bore, the following defects may still

remain:

Bore conicity up to 0.2 mn;
coarse-cutting marks on the machined surface -.i'ith a surface

smoothness no greater than V5;
curvature and variations in wall thickness -Athin the limits

allowable for norris of finished tubes, or somewhat larger than
them.

, Fine turning has the aim of getting the tube to the required assigned tech-
nical conditions in drauinws, or the bore must bc straight and cylindrical
(must be perfectly circular in section ), and its surface must have a
smoothness no less than v6 . For the iajoritc, of artillery system tubes, fine
turning is the final machining operation of their bores, and only tubes iffhose
surfaces are gun barrel bores, wcrking cylinders of antirecoil mechanisms, and
special purposu tubes, for which a surface smoothness no less than v8 or v9
are required, undergo the special operation of polishing or honing. A .argin
of 0.05 to 0.15 mm on a side remains for these operations.

For fine turning, two cutters (two cutting blades) are most often used,
"one of whichrigidly fastened into the turnin, head eliminates ovality, varia-
tions in wall thickness, and remainin. bore curvature; and the other, free-
floating (not ribidly fastened into the turning head), creates the cylindri-
cality of the bore, bringing the bore diameter to the required dimension and
providing the necessary smoothness of surface.
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The margin for fine turnin; usually conprises from 0.5 to 1.5 mm on a side.

Fine turning is performed irmediately after semi-fine tarnin- of the tube
bore, and then follows turnin; of the cbare chamber, fine turninr, of the tube
on its exterior surface, and other operations. All operations on turnin of
the tube are performed on special horizontal dirilling and turnin_ nachines and
require special attachments, tools, and installations. For each type of turnin-
operation, it is necessary to consider the type of material and dimensions of
the tube and use the most profitable machining; rate.

For fine turnin., of snall diameter tube bores (up o 100 mn) the drar.ng
operation may be substituted for fine turnin;. This operation, hot.ever, re-
quires special machines and a complex of broaches.

According to the cbaracter of uork of the rinchinin- tool, turnin- may be
performed by the compression method and by the tension method.

Tarnin- by the rmethod of comrressin; the machine tool is that operation in
which the turnin- head (2) and shaft (1) of the machine are pushed throunh the

"tube 'core (7), and the shaft and turning head experience compression, linear
bendin-, and twisting (Fig. 78)

Turnin; by the method of putting tension on the machining tool consists of
Iurninýth fac th eto'O u t U:

the fact that the cuttinL head (2) and shaft (1) of the nachine in workL:ng con-
fi' uration are dravn through the tube bore so that the shaft- and the cututin.
head exoerience tension and twisting (Fig. 79).

Fi. 7'. Scheiatic of turnii ' by" the conpression
z le L," o1

Key : 1. nachine s"aft
1 2. torn4n; head

j 3.cutter
4. ;ufdin; keys
5. support
,. shaft bearin ,
7. tb
a. direction of feed

- ,'

1_

1. -Ic P

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Fig. 79. Schematic of turning by the tension method

"Vey: 1. machine shaft
2. cutting head
3. cutter
4. Zuiding keys
5. support
6. shaft bearing
a. direction of feed

' :oth these methods of turnin; are widely used in production of tubes.
Turning in the compression method is used for deep holes of greater than

80 m• in diameter with sufficient stability of the machine shaft and the turn-
inS head. With this method, zdjustment of the operation, setting of the cuttin&
head, and checking on the course of the operation are more comfortable and ac-
cessible. Besides this, shavings do not fall on the head body and do not adhere
to the exterior surface of the guiding keys (4) (see Fig. 78).

For deep holes smaller than 80 mm in diameter, stability of shaft and
turning head in this method of turning would be insufficient, and vibration of
the shaft would arise; the normal work of the head cutting tool would be des-
troyed and the quality of turning would be decreased.

During turnin; with the tension method, the machine shaft and turning head,
even during turnin, of small diameter (30 to 45 nmm) deep holes, work compara-
tively quietly with insignificant vibration. For this reason small diameter
tubes (u- to CO -m) are usually turned with the tension nethod. However, set-
tin., up a cuttin head before the beginninj of the operation and observance of
the course of the operation in this method of turnin;, are made more difficult
and inconvenien, because it is necessary to conduct all these from tha side of
the chuck or special spindle face plate attachment. Shavin;s exhaust is also
somewhat .ýore difficult because the shavings carried away by the cooling liquid
move throujh the longitudinal grooves of the exterior surface of the turning
head body, move into the yuiding keys, and with this, periodically destroy the
work of the turnin, head and shavin;s exhaust. These reasons limit usage of
the tension method of turnin; in production.
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The types of movement of the machine tube and the tool have essential mean-
ing during turninZ of deep holes. The most widely used method in production is
that in which the machine tube performs a rotary movement, and the tool a linear
feed.

Rotational movement of both feed tool and the machined product, with the
tool also performing linear feed, is significantly more rarely used. These
types of movement are sometimes used during drilling of small diameter deep
holes.

Sequence of performance of turning operations.

After heat treatment and checking, the stock is a tube resemblin; the fin-
ished part in external appearance (Fi7. 80, a).

C)

d)

Fig. 80. Schematic of machining treatrment of the
exterior and interior surfaces of a tube

Key: a. stock after heat treatment
b. turning of exterior surface
c. coarse turning of bore
d. semi-fine turning of exterior

surface
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Tub'e :ýac`hning Cperations

inner tube of !muI~t.-ur-~ barreL Free liiner

(d:= ZIO+ 0 .%z I'= E-000r~ (20:4-.2: )

Stock: -- cl solV --d-f'o-i

Onerati-ons: Onezrations:
1. ?.eov_-l ofi.n eac cr,: of o-:CO~, 1r e and ti:.nino

f aces faces
-. I-arlkin± and ce-t er.n 4 z- aces A~:i n_ and ccnterin.; faces
,. Peeling the exteL.rio r suraeo Peelin.: the e.-.t-rior surface o.;
the forý_:in- tl e fo r .i,

. Rin-: drillingo the ',ore to a ?~in - driirii o4' ;-he bore to a
diamieter of 11-^ nin diax-eter of m7 ~
5. Cec';in; of -, oc- after heat Checkin of stock after '-cat
utreatrient trea t~ient

'-n of fae ---4 reoa-f7iri of faces an' removal o'
discs --:or stock mneta! rieci'.arical discs .-or stock: ,::tal :,ec*-'anical
testiný testiU

Coars tuni- o' 'hc eA 'crior Coarse turnir., of t'ie e.::L o
sraeidturnpin- of the tec..no- surface and turmnin of the techno-

Ll1o-ical *xPce c:.eeks lo -ica1 base chc',s
Coarse turning of the bore toa oarse ttzri'n: of thc ".ore to a

diameter of 10" MI;, LaCv U ~ >
9. Seni-fine and Line turni-n. ofý seni-fine turnin_ of the exterior
the exterior su--face of tae asseni- surface
bl1ý section o-f th'e t.be

10. Asse.-"blyý of tubie an-f. jac:et. S e n ic tu rnin o tIne bo're to a
diazleter of 201 ini

12.. Senii-fiNne turnin'- of thie bJore to Fine turnin,~ of the bore to a
1..a dianeter of M,0i., &i.amet~cr of z03.1+0 .15 m

Fi. ýne tUrnin -of the exterior su,,r- c'.rnin; of the char-e chan'b3r
face o1" thec jacket

13. Fine turnin *of the bore to a Tecchnical cont-rol of tub)e
diameter of 26O9+ 0 1 mr

14.~~~~~~~ Tunno h hreca~~ oish-in thie bore to a cI4 cnný4on
15. Techlnical control of the tube Uiflin the bjorc
16. Polishling the bore Technical control. of theO tube
17 :1-ili tile bore Fine tri.'Liin, of the exterior skf-,

face of the tube
K'. f2echni-cal control of the tube Iine turnin- of the faces, and

rifiC. and sldc sur' ces
15. Fine turnin:; of faces, an-, ini-sh :nta ;or:in, o-crations andý

riLin and sli*-de surface, zýclmnica" control of th,, zu,;e



7he tube stock -oes into the lathin.; operation. The interior surface of
the tube's bore serves as the base for its installation on the machine for the

lathing operation. The steps of the lathin3 operation for machining the stock
and the secuence of their perfornance are shownm b:'; the numbers on Fig. 20, b.
After turninj of t`_e exterior surface of the stock and steps (1) through (5),
fine turning takes Dlace on the cheeks (6), ,•hich will later serve as the tech-
nolo-ical 1ases for its installation on tne machine for coarse turnin - of the
-ore. Fine trinmf.ng then takes place on the stock faces fro..i the irazzle (7)
and breech (C) parts, with a margin on the stock leng-th £1 being left fDr its
final fine machining and later operations. Durin7 the lathing operation, a
lay:er of metal of the largest possible thickness is removed and at the same
time residual stresses h,.hich arose during its heat treatment are eliminated.
-arin.n the lathinZ operation, as already stated, the tube stock, freed from in-
ternal stresses, AMill chAnge its form (perhaps uarping), and it is therefore
reco---mended that the turning of the base cheeks (6) takes place after machining
of the exterior surface of the stock.

The nexc. machinin- operation of the tube stock will be the coarse turning
of its bore (see Fi8. 0, c). For this operation, a tube is installed on the
turnin- machine according to the tecbnological base surfaces, the cheeks (6)
whose position _urin,; lathe turning of the stock is determined with considera-
tion for its future installation on the turning machine. During coarse turning,
as already stated above, the basic defects in the tube bore are elimUinated.

The next eneration after coarse turning iwill be the semi-fine turning of
the e::terior tubje su.face (see Fig. '0, d) and tri.ning its faces to dimen-
sion £. This operation for many -,un tubes, with the exception of tabes of great
len;th and liner tubes (thin-walled), replaces the conpletin- fine operation.
in tls o-ocration the intcrior surface of the tube bore serves as the base for

S•insýa•-.atic,. 'ri centerin; of it on the rachine.

Then the seri-fine, ane 4r'.ediately after it the fine turning of the tube
bore tae/(s place. Installation of the tube on the rmachine does rot change dur-
i-'- either of these operations, and only tl;e cutting head and its settin. are
changed. The technological base for installatzco of the tube on the nachine
during semi-fine and fine turniný is its exterior surface, and turning of the
cheeks is aot perforeied for this purpose, especially if tbe tube has already
been final z.aci'ined along its exterior surface.

k After fine bore tur-nin-, the charge chanmber of the tube is reamed, leavin,

Sa ztrgin throu_ hout the bore for the finishing operation, or polishin-;. In
Ssome ins Lances Lhe fina] comipleting operation is the fine turning of the ex-
terior tuze surface° As an exa,.ple, ue will tae the basic machining operations
of an interior tube of a built-up barrel and a free liner, and the sequence
of t.eir performance (Table 26).
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"#24. Setting of Boring Operations During Tube Boring

The successful accomplishment of the boring operation during boring of
tubes largely depends on the preparation and setting of this operation. These

S following tasks go into the preparation and settin; of the boring operation:

Preparation and setting of the machine;
checking the straightness and parallelness of the machine shaft

relative to the direction of its base;
Sinstallacion, centering, and fastenin: the tube on the machine;Iinstal) .tion, centering (relative to the shaft and tube), and

fastening of the boring bead;
preparation of the boring head -- sharpening and installation

of the cutters to the assigned dimension, setting the guiding kes
to the assigned dimension;

preliminarj turning of the tube to the diarieter d and depth Z
for setting of the head and preparation of the face cut of the tube

¶• (ig.. 81)

The boring machine must have a smooth main direction of feed, reliable and
easy control of movement, and stands which are parallel in the vertical and
horizontal planes. Throbbing of the spindle (drum) of the irain movem;ent box
,must be within the limits of assigncd machining accuracy (see Chapter IX).
The rigi&dty of mechanisms and lunettes on which the tube is installed and
fastened on the machine should be checked before boring.

The maclaine shaft, which bears the boring head on its end, must be cylin-
drical and have no curvature, and its axis must coincide _ith the axis of the
spindle (drum) of the main movement transmission. Durin- movement of the frame,
the shaft must remain strictly parallel to the -uid " n" stand.

I The tibe being bored is fastened into a chuck or a special attachmen . of
the major .,ovenent transmission and rests on lunettes of the stand. The sur-
faces of the base cheeks of the tube must be concentric relative to the axis of
the spindle (drun) of the main movement transmission. This provides the con-
centricity of the tube and shaft.

For concentricity of the turning head and shaft, it is necessary to have
the mass of the head equally distributed relative to the axis of ro taton,
which provides smooth (without dents) guiding surfaces and threadin on the tail
portion of the head during its preparation.

Insignificant d iations in concentricity or loose fastinin, of the boring
head on the shaft wi.• lower the quality of machining of the bore durin.; bon_-.

If the boring head has two or three cutters, the front cutter (2) is sharp-
ened like a moving cutter, and cutter (3), followin, it, -'s sharpened like a
fine cutter (Fig. 01). " ith this, the front cutter (2) is displaced relative
to the fine cutter inas,,uch as it has a cutting depth t1 equal to approxi mately
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U5 to 70',; of the overall mar,,in t for one pass on a side for the given opera-
tion, and 'the fine cutte 3 a a cutin deD;.h t 2 equal to ayp,-royi:-ate1y,
30 to 35j of the same narin- t nasie nstellation of t~he fine cutter must,
porovide attainmenf' of-: a hole of' diaie tei- d assi:;ned for 'the ivnoperation,
T-tith deviation fron this dianetý-r only on the plus side, anJ~ es~peciially for

-' coarse boringý up to +0.2 min, end for fine borin, up to +0.1 rL-. The head cutters
imust be securul-y fast~cned to the head, and their cuttingý edges nust be accurately
installed alon', thle cent-er of the bored hole.

2

Uig .01. Schemta`ic of operation settin-; for ljornn;
deep cylindrical holes

Key: 1. stock
2 3. cutters

CIL cter fas teniný- screw
_uJ din: keyzs

D6. head bjody
a. direction of -tool feced

Extecrnal dianetor of -*-c -uidfn_ keys (5), sec-are).y fartened into slots
~n a `orl, 'hoaJ -"'st ;c lax er r-u i dia::c tcr tlhan the h-ole a k)' a strictl;'

deternined. ano-ont (-,cc Fi ',-. ,1. andý 94) Thsci2rnein diazieters ius-t .,e
ccl-al 'Uo 2. to 2:ui1 fo-' coa-roc Thrir.; and 0.5 to 2. un for send-fine and fine

bon.The sýrllcr of tbs.ice lI" ̀  is ̀oi, Lubes 50 to 100 in diameter,
anq ln,~r i3 fo- tu'hes --ma ten than~ 100 :,,.i n &iaze ter

W1*~c~ to to Sots of the oornin hnead, `ie4 ,c2:-

'eOre ½-c 1aieioe.; orci~i:,4nar,- 'oi. o a Kiar,c'cr
ss d.for t'.C iven ouerlt~ or1, tim to i denth , (1.0 to ;.dwhiehi ass':res
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entry into its bore of the boring head to the entire length of its guidin7 keys,
or to no less than 701 of their length. Diameter d of the preliminary hole is
determined technolo-:ically in dependence on the type of.boring (coarse, semi-
fine, or fine) and the tolerance on this diameter must be half that of the given
operation, or +0.1 mm for the coarse operation and +0.06 mm for the fine opera-
tion. The axial line (or center of stock face) of the hole attained must,
throughout its entire length t, strictly coincide with the axial line along which
the base cheý-%s of the exterior surface of the stock are turned. Besides this,
this preliminary hole must be strictly cylindrical because the direction of its
axial line is the direction of feed for the borin., head durin- tube boring. A
center of the Dreliminany hole of dianeter d on len-th 9 may not coincide wi-.th
the center of the hole of diameter dI which was already drilled or earlier bored
"in the stock.

After preliminary bornn of the tube to lenf-tb Z, notches B (see 1. 81)
are formed on its face witth a thin chisel. The part of the wooden 7uiding keys

* (5) exceedin- exterior diameter D is cut off during entry of the boring7 head
* into the preliminar: hole alon;: these notches which have the appearance of sharp

riddles, inclined to the side of tube rotation.

The orelininary hole of depth I and diameter d which is prepared by this
means seres as the technolo-ical base (in plant practice it is often called the
incubator) for installation of the borin-" head into the initial nosition and for
its direction in the process of tube bor:, boring.

The borin- head, fastened onto the machine shaft, is inserted into the
ocenin" under the action of feed force with simultaneous tube rotation. Durin-
entry of the borin- head into the hole, its juidin- keys (5), ,nder action of
the feed force, will be ccmpressed and the small remaininT difference between
diameters D and d will be eliminated by Ihvin" the keys cut "; the sharp rid-es

B on the tube face. If the difference between diameters D and d is significant,
"as it sometimes reaches up to 4 to 10 mm, then cutting of the keys' surfaces
will turn out coarse and uneven, resrlting in their significant loss of purpose,
direction of the borin; head.

Setting up the borin- operation, and especially preparation of the prelimi-
nary hole in the stock and oreoaration of the borin7 head, are very important
t throu-hout the boring operation. A correctly prepared borin- head, especially
the accurate and smooth turnin- of its -uidin,- keys to the required dimension,
assurcs nornal conditions for accomnlishinpnt of horin- and elevate its quality.

. C25. Settie" of the 5norin- Head

Coarse ind fire ';orin'- onerations, re:ardless of differences in conditions
and beor v head, work rate, and other factors, also have much in comnon, which
cases n!annin" and usa -e of borin: heads. Rorin- heads differ basically by the
follo,,,.n:

1) a.iber und location in them of cutters -- one-cutter, tuc-cutter, and
iulti-ctter, vrt'i one-sided and two-sided cutter locations;
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2) fastening of the head ard machine shaft and fastenin,- cf the cutters
in the head body;

3) distribution of the thickness of shavings removed betueen separate
cutters according to cutting depth and tjpe of sbavin- crushinu for their ex-

haust under pressure of the coolin- liquid;
4) purpose of the head -- for coarse and fine borin, operations.

F a

Fir. 82. Two-cutter borin- head with one-sided
cutter location

Key: 1. tube
2 & 3. cutters

4. screws
5. key

Fig;. 82 shows construction of a two-cutter borin- head with one-sided
cutter location. The body (6) of this head, as in other type heads, is nanu-
factured of medium-hard steel and is most often hollow. The interior surfaces
t_, i, and b of the body serve for intallation and centerin2, of the head on the
machine shaft, "-d the linear openin7 in it, for supply of coolin- liquid to
the cutters. The coolina liquid, moviný through the inner hollows in the shaft
and head, then moves throurh canals (8) to cutters (2) and (3). In the front
part of the head, its linear ooenin: and a conic expansion a, which is the tech-
nolo-iAal base for installation of the head on the special machine for re-ula-
tion on and of cutter posit'ior and turnin- of the -uidin, keys. Durin_ turnin,
of the tube, this openin- is closed with a soecial threaded plu,. Cutters (2)
and (3) of the born,,, head are distributed in its front part, and each of them
is fastened to the body by two screws (4). Four ;uidin-, keys (5), prov..dinT
head direction and stability in the hole borin,- process, are fastened into
slots in the exterior surface of the heaO body. To !i-hten the head, four
channels K are formed between the kes (5) on its body. These arc espccinll::
Simportant for large diameter borinn heads. For joinin- the boorin- 'cad o-ith
the shaft, a stronr fastenin.-I in the form of a two- or three-course thread i
is used, assurin-, besides this, convenience in installation and _crevan: the
head onto the moehine shaft.
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Centerins services b and e of the borinn head anrd 'orrespondin- services
of the shaft are most often machined to third class slidin- D!recision
with a minim-.m clearance, about 0.05 mm, for Eufficiently easy installation and
removal of the head from the shaft at maintenance of their coincidin- axes
(centering). Besides this, surfaces b, i, and e also serve for installation
of the head on a randrel with which the centerin- hole a of the head can be in-
sta.lled on a lathe for tur.Ain- the exterior surfaces of j ts -'uidin.: keys (5)
and checkin- the nosition of cutters (2) and (3).

On the outside the borin: head must have a smooth and clean surface, and
all edges must be rounded with iar-e radii. This provides normal conditions for
work of the borin- head, eases cleanin- of the shavin -s, and eliminates adher-
ence of the shavin7s to the head body and to the :uidin- keys, with which deep

. scratches may be formed in the surface of the tube. The described borin, head
works by the compression nethod (pushin - throu;h) with shavin-s exhaust by a
stream of coolin. liquid under pressure of 3 to 5 atm, and can be used for both
coarse and fine borin:.

S. a..

Fi-.•3. N•o-cutter borin" haad with one-sided
cutter distribution and conic tai)

Key: 1. head body
2. head taili.3. -uidn ke-s

h . cutters
6 •- 7. cutter fastcninr screws

a. view alon arrow t,

A to-cutter oorin( head with one-sided cutter location and a conic tail
section to connect it wic.-, the machine shaft is shoum in Fi'. 03. The head
body is hollow and has a lon itudinal d and lateral a channel alon w;hich the
coolin linuid is cond-oteo, to th,.c cuttcrs and is exraus-sted to ethcr -it"
shavin s. fhe front part of the hole of jnal o is covered with cvtters (4)
and (5) and screw (7). ic •irst cutter (4), re'ovin - the lar est thickness of
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shavin-s (close to 701 of the thickness of the metal layer removed), is fas-
tened to the head bed r by screws (6) and (7), and the second cutter (5), which
encounters si-nificantlv less cuttin, effort than the first, is lfastened by

Pon)',! one screw (6). Fastenin- the second cutter by one screw, however, is al-
lowable oýly in borin- hý-ds less than C0 r-m in diameter. In cuttinr heads
zreater than CO mm in diameter, each of thR i-tters should be fastened with two
screus. To provide stroen- and reliable fastenin; of the cutters, holes for tnem
in the head body should be accurately machined, and, if necessary, the cutters
should he fit to the holes ,ith "rindin,-.

,For direction of the head, four .xuidin- keys (3) are used each of which is
of len-th approxinately O.U6 K, which is the body length.

Head body length . : for all types of boring heads is determined by the
relationshio

£ = (1.0 to 2.0)d,

f where d equals the diameter of the bored hole.

The smallest of these limits (l.Od) shoulO be used for borin; heads of
lar e diameter (d 200 mn), and the .ar-e limit for heads of small diameters

(•= o mu).

The berin - head is joined to the machine shaft wi-th a conic tail section
(see '4 -. :'). This toe of connection is simnle and convenient in manufacture
and in asse!".' of tihe head i-,th the machine shaft, and also provides proper
centerin- of the head on the shaft and reliable fastenin-. With insufficiently
smooth contact surfaces of the head and shaft and with the presence of grease
on then, the head will be poorly centered and ijill be displaced durin- its work,
,which may cause hi-,hly undesirable results and even ruin of 'le tube. To in-
crease fastenin" reliabilit,' of the head and machine shaft, an additional fas-
tener in the forr. of a wedge is sometimes used (see Fig. 88, position 8).
'fi :htenin • of such a wedge wi:th hammer blows ma' itad to solittin-, of the wed •e
and the ed-,es of the hole in the shaft, and to the appearance of dents in the
shalt s.r•.ace. 'harnin of the heid -'i4in keys on a lathe is conducted with
installttion of the 1-ead on t'1c centerin hole in its -ront face and on the tail
" Iace. The conic tail section of the head £I usually has a len;th of 0.. to 1.7d.

Mhe overall lon "t'n £ of this type of borin head is equal to 2.1 to 4.14d,
wiith the smaller !..i se.'e for lar e diameter horinr heads, and the lar e
liit -sed for small diameter boring, heads.

'17.!e overall di.ensions of two-cuttcr )erin- heads ,.ith one-sided cutter
".Sition and coniic tails for various dianeters are nresenteýd in Thhle 27, fron

'.....s -.t t.at te rescnce of the ta5.1 si -nificantl': increases the
overall 1cr "t', of the 'zorin head, whi&h is a'lso a deficiency. For -:hi reason,
"ortn -ic.%s wit> conic tails for berin: "-oles -reater than 150 .;rl in diameter
"ire used ver- rarcly. The head t.ith threaded fastenin- to the nachine shft is
most t:V-el-, isad (see Fi-s. J. nd d ).
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i O~dTAt E 27

Dimensions of Two-Ciitter Boring Heads- with= Ohe'sbded Oitter Position and Conic Tail
:•""(s'ee R!,..•'83)

SDiameter, d of the

Dimensionsq in mm and coefficients bored hole in mm
No.

characteriziug their relationshi2oil.. . 50 100 150 200

Length of dimiensioh 1K 100 160 170 200

1 Coefficient-KK = /d 2.0 1.6 1.15 1.0

2 Lenth of tail section x80 10 150 1602 Coefficient Kx = Ix/d 1.6 1.30 1.0 0.8

Overall length t 230 360 405 440
3 Coefficient Ky = 1/d 4.6 3.6 2.7 2.2

Boring heads viti. cohic tails which are working wieth the method of com-
pression (pushing) are widely used for coarse and fine operations. It is,
however, completely impossible to use the method of fastening a borin.4 head
with a conic tail for heads workin.Z in the tension method, even with the
presence of a wedge (see Fig. 88).

Among the multi-cutter boring heads in Fig. 84 is shown a three-cutter
bo~ring head with two-sided cutter position. This type of boring head is used
for coarse and semi-fine (preliminary) boring of holes greater than 150 Pml in
diameter. In two-sided cutter position, the first cutter removes shavings of
thickness close to 55% of the thickness of the margin to be removed by the
head, and the other two cutters, located on the other side of the head, remove
the remainder of the margin. With this cutter position, cutting effort is more
evenly distributed. Coarse boring; with three-cutter heads is more productive
than with two-cutter heads, iee., in one pass these heads can remove a layer of
metal 12 ima thick on a side; and besides that, .with three-cutter heads, shav-
ings formed are lighter and cutter stability is increased. All these advan-
tages of three-cutter heads are very important during boring; of tubes greater
than 6000 mm long. Otheriilse, construction of the three-cutter head is similar
to construction of those already described, ,and is sufficiently clear from
Fig. 84.

Another type of multi-cutter boring head is the eivht cutter boring head
showm in Fig. 85. This type of high production boring head, with six or ei:ht
cutters, is used for coarse operations.
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8i4. ~ Three-cutter boring head iaith two-sided'
'cutter position

Key:. 1. machined stock
2, 3 &4., cutters

5. head body
6. gui~din- kcys

a 8. cutter fastening screw-s
t~.first cutter cuttin.: dept.

t,& t2. second and- third cutter cutftinig depth
a. cut across AA

a Cem fl RR

0i.)8. Bi -,ht-cutter borin- ha

Key: 1. support cone for cutt-ers
2.cutter ' st~nin, screws

3ý cutters
4F. ,,Uidi-.i.: key s

5*head '-ody
6. nut and stop nut for support cone

position re-,ulation and fastenin-
canals for coolin- liquid supn.-l,

E . band threads for fastenin.- head to shaft
a. section across AA
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The six-cutter head is usually used for boring holes of the smallest di-
afieter (d - 70 mm), and heads with a large number of cutters are used to bore
holesof large diameters.. The ei;:ht-cutter head, for instance, is used to bore
holes 110 mm in diameter and larger. Multi-cutter heads sharply differ from
one- and tim-cutter heads in construction of cutters, their -osition, and their
fastening. 'Cutters iii these Meads are round and calibrated. They are posi-
tioned .evenly around the, circumference of the head and are located in the nests
at anhangle of. = 1209, as -shown in Fig. 85. The cutters are instLlled in the
nests, rest on the surface of the support cone (1) arid are each fastened bi two
screy¢s (2). The Oupport cone has a thickeninT alonz diameter-d 3 , which is Dre-
cisely fitted along the interior surface of the head. This thickening serves
as the centerin7 surface relative to the head body. inth the help of a support.
"cone, the nut and stop nut (6) can easily regulate the dimension of the project-
ing portion of the cutters, both initially and after they have been resharpened
after iwearin-. 1-ulti-cutter head cutter desi-n is shown in Fig. 86. The front.
part of the cutter is: manufactured from bronze cf special fast-cuttin- tool
steel, and its tail portion is manufactured of regular carbon steel. The parts
of the cutter are welded together.

i2
"1190"

Fig.. 86. Cutter for boring head shown in Fig. 85
(R9 steel.)

The dimensions of the cutters shown in Fiý-. 86 have the followin- values:

For a hole diameter d = 70 mm, £ = 68rvi,, and = 48 m•m;
for a, hole diameter d = 110 im, 75 mram, and 1 = 52 mm.

Four •;uidin- keys (4) of the multi-headed borinZ head are located on, the
body and fastened to-it by the usual means for all borin- heads (see Fig. 85).
The cuttin- edges of the cutters mu#t be located on one plane, and feed per
revolution is divided by the number of cutters. For multi-cutter boring heads,
the fol]o~win- cutting rate is recommerdeC. Cutting depth or thickness of metal
layer removed, from 5 to 10 rm, cuttin3 rate from 15 to 20 m/min, and feed from
1.0 to 2 mm per revolution. The basic dimensions of inulti-cutter heads are
shoim in Table 28.
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•sic. :,imensions of Miul-i.Headed Cutters in mm
(see Fig. '85)

ds dK di I3

70 50+0-0 38A,1020J5 40 1201is 15'"3iAC
NO 8o+O. 60o43 220 30 50 118 18 56A31C3

Threads E, by which a multi-headed cutter is connected to the machine
shaft, is a right, right-angled, two- or three-course thread (for heads 70 mrm
in-diameter, exterior thread diameter is 48 mm, interior thread diameter is
40 mm; for heads O110 rm in diameter, exterior thread diameter is 75 mmý, inte-
rior thread diameter is 65 mm). The cooling liquid is conducted along the in-
ternal canal of the machine shaft through a gr 6 ove in the support body, and
then through the inclined opining B.

Fig. 87 shows another type of multi-cuttar boring head, the four-cutter
boring head with the floatingv blade (2). Cutter (1) of this head is a wedge-
Sshaped blade which is installed in the body nest from the front face portion of
Sthe head and fastened in it by the ribbed surface B. During cutting, the force
* applied to the cutting edge of the cutter A increases the rigidity of the
blades' fastening in the head body nest. Regardless of these peculiarities in
fastening, however, the'blades should be fastened securely and with equal force.
Otherwise, with blades loosely fastened into the head body nest, they might be
displaced at the initial moment of boring and almost not take part in cutting.
The cutting edges of cutter A are the principal ones in that they remove up to
70% of the thickness of the metal layer in one pass; and cutting edges C are
auxiliary, and later remove up to 10% of the margin and calibrate the hole,
making its surface smoother. To obtain a tube bore which is accurate in dimen-
sions and smooth, the head has a floating blade (2) which in one pass removes
a layer of metal whose thickness is approximately 20% of the margin. The float-
ing blade (2) is not fastened in the head body (4) but is accurately fitted in
a hole in it so that it moves freely in a radial direction and does not have
vibration during the cutting process. The cutting edge K of the front part of

the blade removes the base part of the shavings at the same time that its re-
maining part on length Z is the calibrating one and works as a reamer. The
floating blade consists of two parts which are securely fastened to-ether on
ribbed surfaces with two screws (5). This blade's fastenin•r construction al-
lows regulation of its position according to the diameter of the bored hole,
and also allows repeated sharpening after its wear. To crush shavings, grooves
(shaving breakers) are formed on both laterial cutting edges of the blade. The
distances between these grooves vary and do not coincide on the two opposite
cutting edges. Cooling liquid is supplied to the cutters through an interior
canal through openin- F and through the inclined holes D. Snall grooves are
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Fig. 87. Foia-cutter borih;` ýhcad 14ith floating blade

Key: L. cutter
2& floaýting blade
3. guiding key s
4. head body
5. fastening screwts for assembled floatiný,,

blade
A. main cutting- edge
3. ribe surface
3.auxiliary cutting- edge

D &F. canals for coolin:, liquid
K. main cutting, edg-e of the floating blade
a. band thread
b. floating blade

c. section acvoss I.-J

formed on the exterior surface of t'Uhe blade. to increas3e the section of the
passa!7e canal hole F. The described borin'- head is used for semi-fine and fine
boring. For another example of blade cutter use in boring heads, Fig. 88 shows
a borin-ý, head with two cutter blades. The :front blade (3) of this head se-
cturely fastened to the body (2.) by scrcw, (1) , and the roar blade (5v) is fas-
tened in a-stationary position in the body for coarse borin2ý-, and remains free-
floating for semi-fine and fine boring:. The boring head is f~sts~ied to the
-machine shaft with a conic tail section and wedge (8). This conniection is re-
liable and is used for the compression method of boILe borin.g. To remove the
head from the machine shaft, it is necessary to extract wedge (.S¾ and then,
aftei' unscre-vin7, stop (6), which rests azainst the face of the snaft (7), ths
head easily moves relative to the machine shaft.
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Fig. 88. Boring head with two blades

Key: 1. front blade fastening screw
2. head body
3. rigidly fastened blade
4. guiding keys
5. floatin:, blade
6. threaded support stop

S7. shaft
•: 8.fastening:' wed,,e

N•Ia. sec~tion across I-!

•'Fastenih;i. of t-he boring, head onto the ma~chine shaft may also be accom-plished with threads, -as show in Fi. 87, In this instance, the head rmy work

the -tension method, aný the stationary blade (2) should be located behind
section AA, and it is necessax, to soileuthat !en:,rthen the section of the head
body betw-een stop (6) and keys (4), and conversely, to shorten the end part of

the body with screw (1) (see Fi,. 88). Fastening of the blades in the head in
o, •this instance is accomplished idth only lateral screws. This head construction

is used !nvi~arily for drillin,.- small boles, up to about 75 mm in diameter. For
those holes, use of head construction -. th radially (laterally) located cutters,
as shoi.m in Firs. 82 to 84, is sirgnificantly more difficult and therefore use
of floatihg cutters instepd of them ire more rational.

Fit. 89 shows two constructions of blades used in borinn heads, with 'eo-
metric information on their points. One of these blades (see Fig. 89, a) can
be used both rigidly fastened to the I'cnd body and floating, and the other
(see Fig. 89, b) is stepped and works only as a statiorrry one, rigidly fas-
toned to the head body. In a stepped b2.•: Cutting edr'e (1) removes up to
5015 of the thic!:ness of the wargin metal laye- in the operation; cutting edige
(2) is a cl-aner,, or removes an insignificant layer of metal and provides the
required accuracy of hole dimension; cutting edge (3) removes up to 30o of the
margin in the operation; cutting edga (4) cleans the surface; and cutting edge
(5) removes thin shavinrs and provides smoothness and the required precision
of the hole being bored. This edge is made lon-ger and wears very little (see
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Fig. 89.; Construction and geometry of blades
for boring heads

Key: a. rigidly fastened front blade
b. rigidly fastened stept ed blade for

division of cutting; depth into layers
1. miain cuttin- edi,;e of first stepo
2. aux-iliary cuttin- edg;e of first step

3&4; main and auxiliary cuttiw:- edres of
second step

5.cuttin- edie for fine machininig
a., section Across AA

-i, 90 Boin: ea

Fig.90.Borig had ith floating blade

Key: 1. head body
2. floating blade body (base)
3. cutteis, rigidly fastened to the base
4. guiding keys
a. centering hole
c. cut-out for cooling liquid

b &e, smooth centering surfaces of the head4
d. band thread
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Fig4)9 b) - Vi s~ procd balae, linriio roi, hat; -in ofmcni tlnrc cuttera:

CoarsL- ci."ijc mOi' avin ui~i !1d ~:1I. nrul ii:;:'L-miI i~n

1er'.;les, is :4-mc't11- ill V1* -i. Ill (.Ili:: 1u:~ ~.111 141::,- (:7) uIl 1.111- F'Ioma1.1 3 Iii1irdo

p~rOvidez, .1 rsnOothl &A ildi1. Iýre

Th'is hen~"d umiint-ai ii:; tho di rwcit.1m ol* 1.whoroIc~s ::xi:; whirti nf,'.l:;,iIn.(I',ij ill

previous oper.1't.ionst, ive.- the~ ::ocetivon,i; Ltu' i'j'cm' ron-i, and! prIoVbej(,:; nit rori'iIdinneter thiro-hont. the le th 01, the tuic. 'I'lliu; ):eatl i:: -1 Ilml If~~i(f 1A.-, iico'Iii-tive, however, and ti icrefIOre i t!; um, ill ni'ducI-,10ion I Ii luIted *ii (:00.1. in
liqui~d arrives- at the bl~ades nlom, tha internal t-aiml an't. M~imoi i Ulu1In in':Ii nr. A
ýholes, c.

liei

Bu o epeieC. Clevemfe np LA'

F~I:- 91. Poriner' head withl roamner for fine borinr,

1~::1. asse-bled1 piner 'cod", S. Shaftt
2.had1od .canal:s for coolim: liquidI

3. cuttcr blades C. direction of' feed workin-' notion
4. weci.ý':e f'or outt~er rosition a. three-course band thread (thread

adjustment turns ajree with cutter nosition)
5. screii b. view along arrow A6. 'idin- kel~s c. section across B~E

7.interm:ediate sliaf t

3.8



~ fl ~L own a, VI~)Adi1 a reawe for -fiv boring i*lb ivalc on
-t4~tmsit ~to4i~rder-t is n asebe lotn l de tb two cutter

'~'4e~(n) f! . 9P).* The rennor U freely IhStýlld i the slot heed
'(7:)0 uAjtf, TOtfltoteEiazmater of bl ole Geln-

V.- 5,hem

s.creir

'. spacers
7. otiacer fastenimn rmre',;
a.e Vection sit.ro.- AA

:ored it; accoopnlic'ed 'with -'wed:. (4.) and ccrev (5). The rea::er 'sth~ -rot-
ertios of a ±'loatin- Uiade and, besides this, h.az the adloi sdanta :es ov'er
whole mn, con'.osite blades. 'The nuttin- ed-es of the repm'er cutters; are all
located ir- one section alon-: the dia~meter, vhile in ito.ce hiades they are dis-
placO. by half thn thicknens of the h1nde, and thcrefore t.he point- -eometry of
the blade is distorted. 7he reaner cutters can **e set to the dianeter of the
hole I~eing~ >ored aifter theIr sharnenin-. Th.e assen*.hled rea.Gr is sir-nificanti:;,
lar-cr in drimensions (ion'-th L anm 1 .ei -ht ---) than iihole blades and therefore
it is nsed only for Imorin, of holes 55 m~a an~d over in diameter, and blades are
uswed for bonin-' anmilr dianeters. '.'he reamer- vna:-'A used *bOth- alone and in

co-iaion vwith tIhe ri-idly fastened blades shouem in Fi-:.- ('i. Fastanin- of
the '-orin"- head with reaner to shaft (ý) of the raclhine is accormplished vith
t~he threadod tail and interr-oiiate shaft (?), or imnediately to shaft W~ of
the :iachine without the interm~e'Aate shaft, ."he intermediate shaft allows useI
oi various..sizeC heads on the sare machine shaft. A bornn; head with reamer
and conic tail section, workin- on the compression mreth'od (pusl.in. throug-h) is
found in nroduction. This does not work as well as the head workin- on the
tension nethod.



TAME 29

Basic Reamer Dimensions for Boring Heads in umn
(see Figs. 9i and 92)

a I ~JbiaxIeTp pacTaqussac,4oro OTaepcnits a wkL b0Sa3•,,a'e.&e pa3epo--62 7-- 92--102 118-1-7 126-135

so 96I 105 115 1.15!LO,02 40 52 58 65 65
12. 5 6 6 7 7
fH10,05 20 22 24 30 1 30

6±0,02 20 30. ' 48 •1 50
6r 41 68 82 102 1 .105,

' ey: a. Dimension designation
b. Diameter of the bored-hole in mm

?I

•;S 1 2 3

2 S

:FI. 93. .'ring heads

Key: a. sin:•le cutter head for semd-fine
horin, vith one-sided cutter
position

b. two-cutter head with two-sided
symnetrical head position

1. head body
2. rotating jacket with keys

3, 4. rollers
5. cutters
6. screws

Constructions of other boring heads with reamers are sufficiently clear
in Figs. 91 and 92. Table 29 presents the basic dimensions of reamers for the
described type of boring heads. It should be noted that the workinw; rate for
boring head with a reamer or floating blades is somewhat smaller than for heads
previously described.
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A born~ h adwth on-ie utr sition v+hich. is used for coarse and

s~ri-fine hole boi7is,!shown in. Fi-. 93,, -a. Jitb istýEltion in itof
floatin- "blades or aretatner, this -hIead nay.. saJ be used for -f ine hole bo--nn;:.

i:.91, b-, shows thTfotni fa tuo~czitier 'head on, uhich the, mides' (3)
are fabtenedi on a jac!:etv (2)_p,: ad' rotate with -the part, on- rollers (4Y, in rela-.

tin.to. the 'hollow bodb ofi th d().Tectes (5)'are -fastened t.
tiopary, reliit:tve t6- th& hlead (1) 6by. bzolts, (6).

CGAidinr Ikeys, fastened iht-N the body of the borin- head., ive it support,
aubesorb c i-ý force, and provide - be direction for *orin7 head -novement J in;

tube, it 3se 1).

X!,& to their p~ronert-' of'elasticity in their slots,. - idin:: keys ease viý-
bration- of the -cvfltin7 'head T.t~ic" a;r-ises,,durin-; its cattin-~ of the rietall and
smootb ~unever-iiesses. in cuttiln force, estieciallY duri-n; coarse 'qorin%-:. Fig. .94s
schematically shows; fastening- of various guiding keys'into boring head bodies.
Mhe i~iAterials from -Ahich --uidin" i.&s are ranufactiirbn are widely% varied:
31rdrize, spne~ial yuear-resispnta~.1 aao-ys -- "Sorrmiite", plastics, and har-dt:ns ofL
uoodý (lV;.numr vitae, bo~x uood, oak,, beecia, an-1 lbirch)". 11he best of :these iratc-ý
rials is lianum vitae; however, it is used very rarely because of its expense
and 6 -carcity. The usie of bronze -uides does not 4gi'e satisfactoiry results be-
cause it slides-poorly alonZ th'e rough11 (af ter coarse and. serii-f ine, borin.') suir-
face of the bore, ifaars out quiclcly, and for.zis a-cldarance be'tween the head and
the bore wralls, and- durin:- snoot~h borin--, besides tlhis, it, leives streaks on
the surface of the bore. 'Guidin; keys made of special alloys (j!Sorrmitell and
others) and of various niastics arc free froni these defects, and they therefore
are uidbly used. Of all the iiateri1als listed, however, Ithe nost, widcl-': usej in

A udn kers -are spccial typos of oak, li 'run, vitae, and hard snecies o-n- bI',rch.

HRchrood ha~ara -ýood pronerty, of olas ticit:',, as the resulto of -.b`q! ai.Lnost
n clearance 'is fonemd bet-,ioený the nachine' o stirface and the key. 2esidcs this,

the di;ide-recý of ad' na biU'tz, and zlidin,, propertieý of wood snooth oat anf-

ev~nnd~sise in the dynartic loads durln-7 cuttin-.

Jluidin:- 1keys im.ust, hCe nvtnufactured and fastenedo' into the slots in suich aI
wa.y that the face of the Ikeys' iroerdhfr surfaces coinc~ides wi.-th ".16 macnedt Sur-
face of the bore. In this instance , solidit', off key fastenirw i't the )ea:`

:1twear resistance, and slidin-, prop~erties of the kIeys are si-n fi-antly

inc-rcased.

Sections, of the slots 'for -:uidin-, kceys in head bodies nay% be right alrý-led
or if the fbrii of i- dove tail. For borin,, heads up to app~roxi.'itql;y 100 TA.a in

-- diaiiieterj it is expedient to maike these slots in the form of a dove tail, w~ith
a-i Ang~e of iri~lination of 700. Because in this insItancei w-ith relat,"vely
snhiilslot din~ebsions 23 and t, fastenin-: of the 1-keys in them will be suf fi-

cintly raliablj. In drillin2 of holes :etltan 10 min diameter, it ~
exoedi6nt -to use slots- of ri' ht, an,,lcd -section il tlhat t1ose slots re easier
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Fit.. 94. dr-n 'head ,-udin- keys

Key: A.. dove-ýtailed-fastenihr of keys in slots
e. slots for fastenin,,-,keys of r-11,:.t-

an:!.led section,
b. Ampropejý kcey press fit
d. direction of stock rotation
1. machined stock

"• 2. borin- head. bodi,
3 ,uidinf/ ke

tonirc~h-1inS and keyý-fastenin., stability, in, -them is sufficiently relia~ble. Slot
idh "B for lar,:e heads must be no less tbir. 2'0 nmi vith Its sufficient depth t.

Fey dinensions 3, t, h, and H (see Ai R.o• ) should always be chosen co rres-
rbndiln", to the construction of th.,e benin.- bend ardý the dia.•eter of the hole
bein- bored-. Ti.e base of Ithe ke.y, ýon wlh.,ich it si*ts in the head slot, should be
.,iehined snooth viith n sm:all nar-in 'or, press fit.

Aludin, 'Iceys'are pres,`:,e -. to the slots so that there is no clearance A or
free space C (see, Fi--. 94, b). With an innccurate ,fit -.Tito the slot, ke~y fas-
4tenin-, vrill weakcen A-a-,in:" i~or!% of tie ',and, ;ineýa clearance w.ill appear between
the icey and surf~ac~e of the tube. As a result of th:is, -the key idll not fulfil
its purpose of uidin,, the h~ead. 'Sharp• lateral edg-es on the Ikey should be
rounded or made flat so thht dimension b) is 5 to 6 mr. smaller than dimension B
Otherwise the key, will be -split, ,by action of the co:r.posite force of friction ,T.
The splittin:: and formation of a frin.-e weakýen the keenb~ance adherence of

! sbavin;;js to, it, and iatke cleanin," of" the shavin -s b:', the eooliný- liquid more
dificlt •sids hi,-he shpavin.-s, fillin - onto the exterior suirface I, the

S'key, scratch and da~na-,e the suirface oCe the tu!'.e andý destro'., the action of th~e
•,,key as a head -.uide.
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I 1
The exterior surface of the key should be machined smooth on a lathe with

its diameter 1 to 2 mm greater than the diameter of the bored hole, with the
larger difference being used for heads of large diameters. When keys of speci.l
alloys or plastic are used, a thin layer of rubber is laid beneath them to in-
crease their elasticity. Keys of right angled section may be used repeatedly
by laying thin shims in the slots of the head.

* f27. Cutting Ratds

In tube boring the cutting rate is the most responsible part of the entL.-
technological process of its machining.

In the establishment of the cutting rate, the mecLanical properties e I
metal of the machine's tube, tube length and diameter of the bored nole, ccit,
struction of the boring head, type of cutter material, requirements for dimen-
sion precision and surface smoothness of the bored hole, and machine time se:jt
on the ooeration, which must be as small as possible, should all be considf•ted.
Besides .ese listed factors, it is necessary to consider the others which were
lpresented above in detail, for instanceý The type of machihe and attachment-.,
production exporience of the plant, and thers.

Significantly larger cuttin•g rates are usually allowed for coarse and semi-
fine boring operatlons than for fine operations. In all boring operations, be-
sides this, it is necessary to consider the durability of the cutter and its
wear in that the operation must be completed without pause on the entirs lemngth
of the boie. A change of cutters and stoppage of the machine during boring
can lead to undesirable results, and sometimes to ruin of the tube.

During coarse boring, if a first cutter of the boring head is worn more
than by i mm, the load on the second cutter will sharply rise, and it will
quickly wear out. As the result of wear on the second cutter, the tube will
attain conicity. For these reasons, wear of the first cutter creater than 1 mm
cannot be allowed, and this is also true for the second cutter whoEse allowable
wear can be established only through production experience.

For semi-fine boring, wear of the first cutter must not be greater than
0.3 to 0.4 mm so that the second cutter can work in comparatively normal condi-
tions.

For semi-fine boring operations on long tubes, it is highly undesirable to
have one rigidly fastened cutter and expedient to have a two-cutter head.

Cutter wear during fine turning must be within the very smallest limits,
namely, no more than 0.12 mm for the first cutter, and for the second cutter,
r..ost often a floating blade or reamer, no more than 0.04 to 0.06 MM for one
woi!_ing pass.

Approximate cutting rates, in which are considered production experience
and results of scientific and technical research in machining of special pur-
pose tubes (gun tubes, petroleum industry tubes, etc.) are shown in Tables 30-33.
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TA7 ME 30

Cuttin-" 1ates Durin. Coarse and Semi-Fine Tube Boring:
Using, ao-C•tter Heads vith One-Sided Cut ter Position

o.. -l•lameTp 1'ICMOex•,,o,,ecioe C8OrICT3, mra.1.a o6pa6aTBaCo.,oI Tpy6,
pacrauea- 6nua Cb= 6 5-7 5 xKJlt.e- ;b8-0 CI4M'7=0-1KXV
e-poro 0"" ie'. 1- o. -i;---
nepcntmi a . I1. I o .I. I 9I s. 1 S.--- ,, - I d - - .- I .', ! j. - OI +,,d e
.v+ *Ia •.mdI.vz ojan c.~6o ,•.o .'j o .'IH * o ,, 6o100 22,5 71.7 0.4 18.5 59 0,35 14.5 46 0,35.
150 21,5 45,7 0,55 18,0 40 0,45 1470 30 0.45

2020,5 32,6 0,60 1702, ,013,6 22 0.50t

2-50 20,0 26,6 0,62 16,6 21,2 0,52 12,3 15 0,52

100 I20,0 163,6 0,35 17.5 58 0,3 12,5 40 0,3

150 18,4 '40,0 0,40 17,0 37 0,4 11,5 25 0,4
20 18,0 28"6 0,45 16,3 26 0,45 10,0 16 0,45

250 18,0 -23 0,5 16,0 20,4 0,48 9,6 12 0,48

.OmE: Cutters of R18 steel, cutter durability 4 to 5
hours. Tube lenoth uo to 5 ri. The tabe rotates, and the
borin, head feeds.

"Key: a. Diameter of bored hole in vin
b. Borin depth in ,ri
c. Mechanical -roperties of the machined

tube "ietal
d. m/min
e. rev/min
f. mm/rev

(7TA 1B'I, i

Cuttin Rates for Coarse arm. Semi-Fine Tube :,or,-1,
iiUsm*.n,: Various 3orin- Heads

(Tube naterial Ob =35 to 100 5k-/him'i. Tube length up to 5 i_ _

_2ored ho].e 4Cutter t so v
o. orina-n head nonenclature diameter material m mIM/rev M/min

in mm,-l

1. Tw.o-cutter head with one-
sided cutter position 118 F.08 .50 Io. S .

2. Si:x-cuttcr head with
round cutters 150 RiS 6. 5 1.3 ib.0

3. I•o-cuttetr head, vith one- hardsided cutter position alloy 6.0 0.5 75.0
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TA-LE 32
Cuttin- Rates for Fine Tube orih:- Usin.'. a Two-!Gtter Head

-tht~ One-Sided Cutter Position
(Cutter material RIC. Tube len;-th up to 5 m)

g[i p Fay Slexa..•ecmie cBoficura Meiaxaa o6pa6aTunaewrfi Tpy6ua. J1na~ietp .1 ...... .I.. . .....-
pagca~miBa- 6mia oh=7C--BO gZjM.•2 [cb=90-100 xzi..M2 GlOb -1300 I z1.i3 -
emoro oT- pe3a- e• '

Xx MM .1,..I 'I J 6.,uM i MAI•O6

110 0,75 18,6 59 .0,6 15,6 50 0,5 12.0 38 0,5
200 1,25 17,7 28,2 0,7 14,3 22,4 0,6 10,8 17.0 0,6
400 -2,0 16,6. 13.2 1.0 13,0 10,4 0,9 10,0 8,0 0,9

500 2,5 12,8 ' 8,2 1,2 12,0 8.0 1,0 8,5 5.4 1,0

Key: a. Diameter of bored hole in mm
b. Boring depth in rm
c. Mechanical properties of the machined

tube metal
d. n/min
e. rev/min
f. rm/rev

TA ME 33

Cutting Rates for Fine Tube B:orin'ý Using Various Borinn Heads
(Tube material Ob = 85 to 100 kg/mm2 , tube length up to 5 m)

Bored hole
maCuterial mie viNo. i-orin, head nonenclature diameter Cutter t s v"i m material Imm nm/Orev m/min

in mm ____ l /m

1. 'N:o-cutter head with one-
sided cutter position 112 Ri8 1.6 0.5 38.5

2. F•oatin7' reamer 85 R18 1.0 1.2 12.5

3. ,Jloatin'" T-eaner with hard
allo;y cutters S5 sncial 0°5 2.5 110

In coarse and semi-fine tube borin-, the most widely, used cuttin heads
are two-cutter ones with one-sided cutter location, which provide maximum
strai-htness of the bored hole. The cuttin," rate for coarse borin.; ith these
heads on tubes made of steel 0b = 75 to 80 kg/mm2 , with cutters R18 is 16 to 20
m/nin with a feed of 0.4 to 0.6 mm/rev.

The most productive cutting heads for coarse-tube boring are the multi-
cutter ones with round cutters. Cuttin- sreed for these heads in large diameter
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tube boring should be .somehat decreased, and feed increased to 0.8 mm to
1.2 mm. In boring tubes greater than 600O0 min len-th, cuttin; rate should be
decreased so that cutter durability is satisfactory for the entire length of the
bored tube. The decrease should be by 10 to 20%. Cutting rates for fine tube
boring using floating blades or reamers in the head should be lower, namely,
cutting 6peed uP to 12.5 m/min, feed up to 1 to 1.5 amm and cutting depth 0,3. to
0.6 6m.

Cutting rate and surface quality of the bored hole largely depend on the
method of cutter cooling and shavings exhaust. A 5 or 10% solution of self-
emulsifying oil or sulfofrezol most often serves as the cooling liquid. In
some instances for fine boring, mineral oil mixed with kerosene is used.

SThe a,.ount of cooling liquid u3sed depends on the mode of tube machining

(coarse or fine boring), the diameter of the hole being bored, and the cutting
rate. For preliminary semi-fine boring of holes 100 to 120 mm in diameter,
liquid should usually arrive under a pressure of 4 to 5 atm with an exhaust of
up to 70 1/mim. With large diameters and large tube len-ths, coolinr liquid
supply should be increased.

#28. Defects Encountered Durin- Tube Rorinr

Deviations in the actual diiensions of a machined tube which exceed the
limits in tolerances assi-ned to it are called defects in its machininZ. In one
case, tube defects biight be eliminated by sequential operations (for instance,
polishing) in its machining. in another case, a tube with defects accordin; to
its technical conditions, might be released into service, but its qualityl will
be somewhat decreased; and in a third case, defects mirdt be so significant that
the tube-is ruined.

Characteristic defects during boring of long tubes are:

Bore conicity,
variations in wall thickness,
bore crvaturp,
ellipticity in section,
crude machined surface (streaks, scratches).

Tube bore conicity arises as a result of borin:, head, cutter, and -uidin;
keýy wear during the borin- process. The hi,;hest conicity in tube bores is ob-
served during coarse boring, and in 30 to 404 of the bored t-ibes it reaches the
maximum amounts shown in Table 34.

It is '-rident from the data in the table that bore conicity ;rows '-it'- -n
increase in boring depth. The diameter of the bored hole has practically no
influence on bore conici',y.

Production practice shows that durin, semi-fine tube borinn, conicity in
its bore decreases to one third, and dur'in7 fine boring, it does not usually
exceed 0.05 to 0.10 nm, and is easily eliminated by polishing or honing.
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Tuba 2ore Conicit::, Received Darin': Coarse Borin'-
of Aimost 30 of all I'achined Tubes

-_aieter of' bored hol• in m~m 85 to 120 100 tc " 150 to 250

Borinm depth in nm 3000 to 11000 4500 to 5500 over 6000

Conicity in -n 1.0 1.3

a Variation in tube ,-all thickness is a ver, serioas production defect and

laov 1e sufficient reason for e'iscard of a tube. !f i-all thickness variation
does not decrease tube stren'th, and its bore is still strai-,ht, the tube is
usually released into service with the lefect. The reason fer tube uall thick-
ness variation is the devi,-tion of the borin head from its assi-ned direction
durinw- the borinv, process. 2orin; head deviation occurs as the result of non-
uniformitt, in thick-ness of shavin'!s removed, which almost al-ak's occurs durinn
coarse eorinn:, and to so-,e deuree durin-; seni-fine tube borin-. If the hole in
the tube becomes curved and has variations in wall thickness dunn"- prelirainary
solid or rin,- drillin•, for instance,, then as a rule, the thickness of the re-moved layer alon- the circumference and len.-th of the tube will be nonuniforn
during sequential borinT.

in As stted earlier, the basic reasons for curvature and variations in -ral.
thickness of a tube are: 3orin- head deviation and steps on the bore surface
which are received durin: solid or rin; drilliný, and residual inner stresses
in the tube walls, which arise durinn' its heat treatment. These defects are
consequently elimTinated durin; coarse and semi-fine borin,-. V'ihen the boring
operation setup is insufficiently accurately peiformed, however, curvature
and variations in Mall thic!:ness of the tube may remain after coarse and semi-
fine borin:. operations, but the amounts of these defects vill not usually ex-
ceed allowable linits.

Plipticiity or ovality in the hole mi.Tht arise as a result of nonuniformity
in the tube material or incorrect turnin; of the established base cheeks on the
exterior tube surface. The amounts of these defects are usually- insi:nificant,
and they are vern rarely encountered in production.

Some streaks and scratches on the tube bore surface which are received
during fine treatment may be of such depth that they cannot be successfully
eliminated by polishing or honing. The reason for these defects is adherence
to the guiding surfaces of the keGys of small pieces of sha-ings, iehic'ý. are
usually very hard after deformation. Wear and blunting of the cutting edges
of fine cutters may also leave streaks on the tubc bore surface. Darlage to
the tube bore surface can be eliminated with nornal shavings cleaning by the
cooling liuid stream, use of a wise cutting rate, and proper horinn head .repa-
_2ation, especially of its fine cutters and guidin'- kc:,s.
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I• .PTER VI,-

.,orin,- Jeep Conic 1.oles

2•29. Vibes with Conic :ores

Tubes dith bores .hose sections change alon- their length are used for
"artillery gun barrels.

The conic holes (bore3) with constant conic rate on the entire length of
the tube usually have a conic rate within the limits of 0.002 to 0.004. Bore
conic rate k is determined accordin-; to -he follouin: formula (Fi;. 95):

dl - d2•, . -2t~cx, (30)

"wthere dl and e-2 are respectively the lar':est and smallest diameters of the conic
bore; I, length of conic bore; i, an'le of inclination of the bore.

If the bore conic rate 1c = 0.002 to 0.004, diameter di will be larer than
diameter d2 b:y 2 or 4 =rm for a one meter's lenth of the bore. External tubes,
casings with conic bores of constant conic rate and internal liner tubes, or
free tubes with constant conic rate along the exterior surface, are used for
--ur barrels. In nractice, length of the tubes with conic bores reaches 2500 to
5500 mm, and sonetires e•:ceeds the latter of these dirensions. Tubes ,ith conic
bores of constant conic rate are simpler to manufacture than tulbes with conic

wores of non-constant conic rate, but hore comilcx in manufacture by comparison
wi t h cylindrical tubcs. Ahxes fhose bores have both cylindrical and conic see-
tions are rmore complex in nanufacture tban tubes with conic bores of constant
conic rate.
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4a)

F-i- 95. Schematic of conic bores f
Key: a. tubc bore with one conic section

b. tube bore wiith two conic sections

.ith a len-th -reater than 6000 mm, tubes most often have two conic sec-
tions of identical rate (see Fi-. 95, b). These sections are iivided bp a small
step i.ich is at the same time the sun-ort fo'r liner fastenin:, preventing its

longitudinal displacenent in the casing. Tabes wtInth two conic Oores are used
most often for lined gun barrels of great length.

:un charge chambers are also tubes w..ith conic bores 500 to 2500 mm itn
length (see Figs.106 to 108). Conic rates of charge chambers and their dimen-
sions are set forth above in detail.

The technical requirem~ents for miachining tubes "1,pit,.h conic bores are basic-
ally the same as for cylindrical tubes. Fulfilment of these requirements, howi-ever, during deep conic hole boring, represents greater difficulty because of

the necessity to maintain the assigned conic rate.

Before boring the conic bore, the tube must undergo the following machining
operations: Coarse and semi-fine turning of the exterior surface, leaving a
margin on it only for fine finishing of the :jacKet, and semi-fine cylindrical
boring of the bore. Considering that the surface of the c--lindrica). !.Oves as
the technological base for its later conic bori.n:g, the clindxical canal mdust
be straight, and not have varia.ions in w:all thickness or ovality.

During conic boring of the bore, the .ininum mnrgin tnin on a s is de-
ternined fron the exnression (see 7'1g. 9ý)

-'(31)
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and tnre 1rn~ 'ai'gin on a side, iiith consideration fcr formna1a '3),isV detcr-ni-zed .ror. the relntionshii-

2~~+tir (32)

iffeee d equals thcei iate of the c:,-lind-rical ore cf th ube uith margin
for its conic 'coring; k = Ztgca, conic rate of tlie bcore.

For boigcnc les in-r tu'bes, nargin t,-A- is asi id th consideration
for the technological possibilit.- of machining t.his hole, and inl production
practice the value of this margin is usuall,! equal to M. to 1.6 r'n. Upon as-
sigriiin- margin "ITtn i-t is trossible, w-ith the known dimensions of the tube, to
determine -the necessary maxinum margpin t~kl for iori.nvg its conic ',-Ore, accord-
ing to formula (12). For instance, Ozith toube len- th 500 oi aeo

its 'bore 14C 0.004, and t~min = 1.2, then

t' 11 + tmi2.n 1 o.0II* R + :

Removal of a lay;er of. metal 1.2.2 Piz thick in. one r.,ass duringr boring of the
tube '-ore is ver"y di-fficiult bec,' ,se, as a resi).t off the large load, the cu.tter
.ril nuickcly vear out and ',he %'ccuiirements for )recisior aný smoothness o--: the
bore surface w..ill not be met.

With these considerations, if niarmin tmjax > 5 nil conic 'boring of the tube
should be conducted iwith tw-o or more passes so that thle maximun thickness of
metal layer renoved in one pass does not exceed < Pr.. In this -Instance, the
total marg-in for conic boring is deternined aporoximptel,2 as showna in Fig. 95, a.

!4ere, the first ;~orkin p~asses during removal of layers of thickness tj
and t2 on sections len-th 11 and 12 should be conducted with a hi~gh-er cuttin
rate, and the sequential sm..ooth pass durIng removal of tile margin of laye-r t5
must be conducted, at a cuttina ra~te such that the reouirements for nrecision
and surface smoothness of the attained hole are satisfied. rhickness of tile
last layer of metal removed muast not be greater than 1.5 mel, or it laust bf. close
to reargin tm,-in.

Thigof ccnic tube bores is sonletimqes conducted wit', seauential bo'ring-
over several Dasscs, first6 of cylindrical sections, arranged in ledges (s-tops)I
onl len-th 9,1, £2 nd £3-, anci then i-n the final rass the cone is bored, tUhrough
It.he entire lengrtl ov.; the tube i. ('i~g. 96, a).

This steppec' nethod 0.4 conic bore b-orintg has *the f',ollowi.Tn- essential defi-
ciencies: An independ~t, technrv,1ogical prenarato is rcquired for e,.ch pass,
as wouild -.e required for a sena.,ate operation; thicbness o-.' the ,iotal la~"crr-
movcd in Ithe final snooth pass vouild noto be uni-forlyi, and citti~ng conditions
w~ould be oi~rnificantl'.' worse tZ-an th!-ose in thne schem~atic shown in. F'i- 95;
total time =xended on "boring, the hiore woulad be sig-nifJicartl,,' -reater than in
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the schematic of Fig 95. The method of stepped boring can be used if the tube
"bore has A cylindrical section on length Ib (see Fig. 96;' b) and is conic on
s ection k. The exterior surface of the tube may also consist of a cylindrical
section t a and a conic one Xd (see Fig. 96).

Boring of conic bores alwmys begins at the end having the largest diameter
and ends on the end having the smallest diameter. 'During boring of conic bores,
the machine shaft must work with the tension method, which nrovides better con-
ditions for the cutting process.

If expansion or polishing of the conic hole is necessary after boring, a
margin, whose size is deterrined in dependence on the dimensions of the tube
bore and the reouirements for its machining accuracy, must remain for these op-
erations. For instance, for expansion of the hole, margin on a Eide must not
be greater than 0.3 ,m, and for polishing or honing, it must not be greater than
0.1 nm.. It is necessary to consider these margins during installation of the
cutters for the final smooth vass in conic bore boring.

- "-

I' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
k: -- I---:.

fig. 96. Schematic of stepped boring of conic bores

K ey. a. tube bore i-ith constant conic rate

b. tube bore with cylindrical and
conic sections

:30. Tools and attachments

For borin-: deep conic holes, instruments and attachments of various de-
signs are used. We -ill look at the more typical of these for artillery pro-
duction.
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Attachment vwit~h Couier

The simplest. device used foi- boring -coni~c bores is the attachment'with
copier (Fig. 97).

~The steel cylinder (co~pier) (2) of the attachment has a longitudinal ýslotl
of nsaed section, whose base ferns a cone wiTih a slope of 0.0017, Providing

7 a conic hole whose conic rate ik 0.0034. The conic rate of the copier slot.

base i's assigned writh consideration for attainment of the required conic rate
of the conic bor'e. A cap (1) is sarewed onto t~he frXont end of the copier (2)
and is fritted- -as accu~rately7 as possible. Thl~c cap has a central1 hole U, ~ird

the r.pii also has a hole on ~ opposite end. These holIes -r h e~reoi
cal baIses for centering and installation of thn Pttachmeht on the machine.

The shoe (4) width cutter (5) And dravfoar (12) can lfreely move aloný, the
slot of the copier (2). The shoe (4) of" the cutter is fitted into thne copier
eLot so that durjn:, the process of cutting, it and the cutteraeasfienl
rigid systemi so that there will be no vibration. The cutter (5) is fastened
Iino the shoe by tWo screws ()*and additionally by supprtn gibs, wehich. are
fastened to the shoe byr screw-s and Smooth pins (18).

-eet he cutter (5) is insta1:ed wed 'e (6), by whlose movement wilth

screw (3) the cutter can be established in the reouired posi-tion. D'ue to this
construction, the cutter mair be repeatedly sharpened and established at the
initial dimension duri-ng boring of the bore.

The shoe (4) is fastened to the drawbar (12) with the thrust lock (11) and
srw(10). The opposite end of the dra-,bar (12) is fastened. to the moving

carriage of the machine tool. holder and fixed bi pin (13). The -ruidinT ring
(9) With four quiding, keys (14) fastened to it are fit free.'; onto tChe eylin-
drical surface of the copier (2), The ran-, (9) is fit on the cylind1rical Sur-
face of the copier in such a wa-y that it moves freely em it, ;.fth a clearance
of no more than 0.05 Pir2 on the diameter dimension, ard the exterior diameter of
ring (9) along Ithe guiding 1ce-s (11ý) -must ,-rccisel:L7 correspond to the diamecter
Of the bore which is -orenared for conic boring. After assemboly of the attach-
ment, the bronze shoe' (1') .with cutter (5) , the guiding ring (9) writ~h !'e:s (14~)
fastened onto the tail (4) of the shoe, and the drawebar (12) mdke up one unit
so that the shoe can freely move alonE- the copier slot and, -the ring can freely
!1(ove along its exterior cylindrical surfice..

In the process of boring, the hoole, the guiding; ring,(9 is the supporting
surface for 'the copier (2). The guiding kelys (14) albsorb, the cuttin- l'oad
which acts on the copier, and therefore the copier will not sw- and its vibrct-
tion wilbe decreased.

The cop~ier has a slot B, wfhich allows installation of the cutter In the

-!-hoe from t 'he outside of the m~achine, or establishment of the cuitter in the re-
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":•g. 97. A ttachmennt ,lath slotted con.i.r for

V ~boring conic bores

Ke: .. CaUO 11. thrust lock
2. copier 12. .:!raibar
3. screw 13. nin

s.hoe 14. :uidin-' key
5. cutter " 15. cover r1ate
o. wedge 16. channel
7. screw a. slqjne 0.0017
8. pins b. section across A0 & BF
9. ':uidin.: rin- c. sect'.on across ME

10. sc;ew d. direction of feed

The asscmb~ed attachment is insta.l2cd in th.c tube whiel -* '-repared for
boring (5) so that its end extends fron 41- (iee Tig. 9). After this, thc. e:e -

.0 tic t-be (5) wi~th ti..e 'zo6rinr atta.chment "is insta,ýlled -n ",-• attachment()
b-, toe cot screv;s (0), and its ot!--r -nC, is installed i-n thn. naochine Innetteo
One end of the copier (3) is then installed! on the center. (2) of t•he front face

plate (1) of the machine, and its opposi te end is rifidly fastened in a special
lunette. The copier (3) , whtich is centered relative to the gui-ding, m ount and
the axi-s o--7 the naclhine spindle, is ri.,;idly,, fastened and remains Stationary

during borig
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seao' -f* r ev-na~. shei-ihclte

•• F-g. 9•. Schematic of stock and attachment

t installation on the machine for
boring the conic bores shotrn in

ted: b .t machine face plate
2. saindle cester
3. csalinder (,with slotted co KTier
'4. set screw;s

5. stoci

7. slot for servici seg shoe witth
cuttiersa. hou•tter•

Afte r installation of the copier, centering and final installation of
the tube (5) relative to its exterior surface take place. During turning, the
tube (5) is rotated by the main drive of the machine,, while the front face
plate, spindle, and copier remain stationary. Drawbar (12), fastened to theS~machine holder carriage, accomplishes a longitudinal movement, together wi•th

the shoe (4) and cutter (5), along the copier slot (see Fig. 97). The cooling
liquid is coducted to cutter (5) along canal d in the drambfar (12) and along.
the inclined canal2 (16).

The essential deficiency in the attachment described is the complexity of
the technological process of the manufacture of its copier. The slot in the
copier is milled after its preliminary• turning and heat treatment (annealing
and temp•ering), due. to which the copier is deformed as the result of residual
stresses. To eliminate these deformities, the copier undergoes repeated ma.-,
chiming, and its exterior surf.ace and slot are ground. The copier is usually
1.2 m longer than the tube being bored, and its exterior diameter is smaller
than the interior diameter of the bore by 25 to 35 mm. in Fig. 97, length and
exterior diameter of the copier given are for boring a tube 4000 mm long with
a bore diameter of 112 rim. The copier must have sufficient hardness to main-
tain the accuracy of its exterior contour and the form of the L-shaped slot.
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Fig. 99. Iulti-bladed cutter plate

Key: a. ail around
b. direction of feed

With wear of the guiding keys (14) during tube bore boring, a clearance is
formed between them and the surface of the bore, which leads to the possibility
of increasing the amplitude of copier vibration and its sagging. As the result,
assigned conicity of the bore will not be maintained, and its surface smoothness
will worsen during boring. The described attachment can be used only for boringtube bores with a constant conic rate throughout their length, which limits useof the attachment. The boring cutter for the attachment with slotted copier is

shown in -rig. 99. It is a multi-bladed plate made of R18 or R9 fast-cutting
steel.

There are figured grooves on the cutting edge of this plate, ahich form
five independent teeth (cutters). The first tooth removes the largest part of
the margin, always wears faster than the others, and is made longer and stronger.
The last tooth removes the smallest part of the margin and must provide the re-
quired maehining accuracy and surface smoothness of the" tube bore. This tooth
must not wear out, and so its cutting edge is twice as long as the cutting edge
of the front tooth. Iulti-bladed cutters of similar construction have performed
very well in working practice.

Attachment for Conic Thbe Boring (Fig. 100)

For boring conic holes of ay. conic rate in tubes up to 10 n long, the at-
tachment shown in Figs. 100 and 101 is used. The attachment consists of a head
(3), shaft (15), internal drawbar (14), and worm gear and rack and pinion drive
mechanisas. The hollow head (3) is manufactured of medium hard steel, its in-
terior surface is machined to third class precision, and the exterior surface
where it fits with the part is machined to second class moving fit. The
shoes (4) with cutters (5) and (6) are located in the right-angled slot of the
head. These shoes fit in the slot as precisely as possible, but allowing free
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movement in a radial direction. There are four slots in the exterior surface

of the head, into which the shoes (9) with wooden guides (10) are fastened with
stops (13). The tail pontion of the head is connected to shaft (15) of the ma-
chine with a threaded coupling, and its front part is closed off with a cover
(1).

-a.!

4 Ct ýeoue a

, . . .. ." . .. . .
'..' , •• o••

Fig. 100. Attachment for drilling conic bores

Key: 1. cover
2 & 12. guiding wed., cylinders

3. attachment head body
4. shoes

5 & 6. cutters
7. cutter fastening screw
8. wedpe
9. shoes

10. wooden guides
11. screws
13. shoe fastenin, stop
14. internal drawbar
15. shaft
16. insert
a. section across AB

The shoes (4) with cutters set on the conic surface of the wedge (8).
Bronze inserts (16), whose surfaces are fitted along the conic surface of the
wedge, are placed between the shoes and the wedge. When the wedge (8) is moved
to the left (on the drawing) shoe (4) with cutters are set at a maximum diameter
d1 of the bored hole, and when it is moved to the right (working move), the
diameter of the bored hole will be decreased to diAmeter d2 . For provision of
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sufficient fastening stability of the shoes and heads, wedge (8) has two guid-
ing support bushings. (2) and (12) which are fastened by screws.

For installation of the shoe and crtters onto the guiding surfaces of the
wedge,. or for their removal, the vedge must be moved to the extreme left posi-tion so that the shoe moves away from the wedge guides on the section of

length. , so that this section length I must be greater than the shoe length £I"
Wedge (8) is threaded and pinned onto the internal drawbar (14), which passes
through the hollow shaft (15) and can move in it, providing movement of the
wedge.

AI

- ---- - - - - -

,2fi

Fig. 101. Mechanism for longitudinal movement of
drawbar and wedge relative to the
attachment for boring conic bores

shown in Fig.-100

Key: 14. drau'ar
15. shaft

17. set screw
18. sleeve
19. screw, fastened to drawbar
20. worm geaz'
21. cover

22. worm shaft
23. sleeve
24. rack ,ear
25. key
26. rack

a. section across AB
b. band thread
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The other end of the drawbar is connected by threads and a pin to screw
(19)., which has external band threads (Fig. 101).

The shaft (15) is securely fastened to the body of the sleeve (18), which
is fAstened to the moving carriage of the machine tool holder (27) (Fig. 102).
Sleeve (18) simultaneously serves as the body for assembly of the worm pair (20)
and (22)'(see Fig. 101).

The bdred tube (32) is installed on the machine on the body of the face
ýplate (30) of main movement, and on the lunette (31)(see Fig. 102). The ma-
chine shaft, on the end of which the boring head (33), showm in Fig. 100, is
fastened, is installed in the tube bore after its installation. With this in-
stallation of the attachment, conic hole boring begins from the large diameter
and ends'at the small diameter, and the machine shaft works by tension.

J..

Fig. 102. Schematic, of tube installation on the machine for boring a conic bore
in it with the attachment shown in Fig. 100

Key: 15. shaft 26. rack 31. lunette
18. sleeve 27. movable tool holder 32. tube stock
19. internal drawbar carriage clamp 33. attachment boring

screw 28. machine mount head
23. sleeve shaft 29. lunette a. section across BF
24. pinion 30. spindle face plate b. direction of shaft

feed
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Daring boring, the stock perforrs a rotary motion, and the movable car-
riage of the tool holder (27) with shaft (15), the coring head (33) and sleeve
(18) have a constant feed movement in the direction of arrow E. With longitu-
diha1 ino ement of the carfiage (27), sleeve (18), and shaft (1), the
cylindrical gear (-24), meshed with the stationary rack (26) of the nadhine,
will move: with a rotary motion while rolling along the rack. Rotation of the
cylindrical gear (24), due to the key (25), will- move a sleeve (23) and con-
sequently the- worm shaft (22) in that the latter is connected to the sleeve
uith -a k•y (see Fig. 101). The rotary motion from the worm shaft (22) is trans-
ferred& to the worm gear (20), which is screwed onto screw (19), which has a run-
hing band thread. The rotary notion of the gear (20) will be tranformne into
the constant movement of the screw." (19) in that Tear (20), having limits in the
form 6f sleeve (18) and cover (21), cannot move in a longitudinal direction.

In this uay, with longitudinal displacement of the tool holder carriage
(27) and shaft (15) along the guiding mounts of the machine, the internal draw-
bar (14) w ill move 'together with the shaft and, besides that, vwill be able to
move in a longitudinal direction relative to the shaft due to the rotary mnove-
ment of the worm shaft (20) (see Figs. 101 and 102). Simultaneously with the
linear movement of the drawbar (14), the wedge (C) u.ll move relative to the
head (3), and shoes (4) with cutters (5) and (6) will be able to move in a
radial direction, tightly butting against the support surfaces of the wed.;e (8)
(see Fig. 100). As a result, the dianeter of the bored hole w.ill continually
decrease, and at completion of boring will be equal to diameter d2 . .1hen the
cutting head emerges from the tube, its cutters will be in a position similar
to that shonm in Fig. 100.

In the described attachment, the conic rate of the bored hole of the tube
is deteruined by the gear ratio of the kinematic chain from the cylindrical
rack gear (24) to screw (19), of the drawbar (14), and the conic rate of wedge
(8). If the characteristics of the cylindrical gear (24)(number of teeth z =
18 and module m = 3), the worm shaft (22) (for coarse module yr. = 4 and pitch t, =
20.26 mm), and the worm gear (20)(number of teeth z = 44 and module m = 4i m)
of the machine are known, as is the pitch of the band thread of the screw (19)
and conic inclination of the wedge (8) of the attachment, the overall gear
ratio between the longitudinal movement of the shaft (15) with the boring head
and the radial movement of the shoe (4) with cutters, is easily determined.
For any other value of bored hole conicity, interchangeable parts which aresimpler in manufacture can be selected: For instance, the cylindrical gear (24),
screw (19), and gear (20), which can be made with changeable inner hubs.

Cooling liquid in the attachment is supplied to the cutters through the
space between shaft (15) and 'the inner drawbar (14). Boring of conic tubes
with the described attachment takes place in one working pass, and direction of
the head motion is provided by the cylindrical surface of the bore. During
boring of the bore, the first two cutters must remove shdvings whose thickness
is up to 80% of the thickness of the metal layer removed, and the two following
fine cutters remove a thinner layer of metal, providing the required precision
and surface smoothness of the conic bore.
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-AtacIh•ent with a Mating Plate

The attachment with assembled floating plate. (cutters) is a complex assem-
-bly of the machine, and has front guides (20) along the cylindricAl surface,
and -rear (behind the float'ng plate) guides (11) along the conic surface
(Fig.. 103). The hollow body (5) of the attachment, manufactured of medium-hard
steel, is rigiddly -fastened to the shaft (17) of the machine with the sleeve.
(19). Two shoes with cutters -(i), blades of fast-cutting steel, and three
guiding keys (11), fastened on shoes (6), are assembled in the right-angle
slots of the body (5). To increase rigidity of the body (5), where it is weak-
-ened by slots, and create sufficient support surface for- the shoes, steel
bosses (9) and (13) are welded to the body. The floating plate is an assembly
consisting of blade- (15) with two T-shaped inclined slots and two shoes, in
which cutters (14) are fastened by screws (12). The plate is closely fitted
into the mandrel slot and the slot in body (5).

1 2 J

S,,, .. .> • . •. \ z\,z .•' . . .. : -. . . . . r ;::,. - '"

Cqegue. no RR Ce'e'ue no BS CeveheIe no CC d.
'1412 r . ,•• .-a--./npGlntUI no$au,

10W13 1 12

Fig. 103. Attachment with floating blade for boring conic bores

Key: 1. screw 11. rear guiding keys 21. bushing
2. hollow rod 12. screw 22. clamp
3. cap 14. cutters 23. screw
4. machined stock 15. plate .K. canal supplying
5. attachment body 16. mandrel cooling liquid
6. shoes 17. shaft a. section across AA

7 & 8. nut and stop nut 18. drawbar b. sect!Lon across BB
9 & 13. bosses 19. sleeve c. section across CC

10. sleeve 20. frong guiding keys d,, direction of feed
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The -ndiel (16), assembled inside the body, is the part with whose help
the cutter, shoee.position, and shoes, of the rear-guiding keys (11) are regu-
lated. It is centered relative to the body (5) at its mid-part by bushing (21),
and at its front part by sleeve (10). The contact surfaced of these parts and
the interior surface of the body are machined to high accuracy. 'The sleeve (10)
is immovably fastened onto the mandrel (16) by nut '(8), stop nut (7), and screw
(23), and therefore itand the mandrel may move only in a lonfitudinal direc-
tion relative to the body (5) of the attachment.

-On the eysrior suface of the sleeve (10) there is a T-shaped slot with
an incline on, a. cone for shoes (6) with wooden guides (11). In its middle part,
the mandrel (16) has a right-angle slot for the blade (15), which moves freely
in a radial direction relative to the axis of the mandrel. The blade (15) has
a T-shaped slot with an incline on a cone for two shoes with cutvers (14).

The mandrel (16) is connected to the drawbar (18), running through the in-
side of the machine shaft (17) with a threaded tail. As a result, the mandrel
in a longitudinal direction relative to the attachment body (5). During move-

ment of the mandrel (16), the shoos with cutters (14) and shoes (6) with guid-
ing keys (11), moving along their own conic T-shaped slots in blade (15) and in
sleeve (10), will move down (during operation) or move out in a radial direc-
tion, relative to the body (5).

2, f

Fig. 104. Machine for boring deep conic holes

Key: 1. lunette 10. stop screw
2. mount 11. copier gauge
3. electric motor for main 12. gauge scale

movement 13. tool holder
4. machined stock 14. moving screw
5. attachment head (see 15. bearing

Fig. 103) 16. rack adjusting screws
6. 'main movement transmission 17. shaft
7. feed transmission 18. shaft drawbar
8. feed electric motor 19. support brace
9. toothed rack
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-The. front face surfaces of t.1e body (5) are covered ith cap (3), in whose
cent~l conic opening hollow rod (2) is set and then welded. The exterior
cylifdrical suiface of rod (2) serves as the supporting gdiiding -(centering)
base Of the attachmekt at the beginning of tube boring, until such time as the
rear guiding keys (UA) become the supporting base.

The clamp (22) with guiding keys (20) direct the attachment along the
cylindrical part of the bore.

In this way, at the beginning of boring, the attachment is directed into
the' bored tube by the front guides (20) and the exterior cylindrical surface of
the iod (2), which rests in the bearing of the support brace (19) of the ma-
chine (Fig. 104). When the tube is bored enough so that the rear guides (11)
are located in its conic surface, rod (2) moves from the bearing of the support
brace, and the attachment is directed by the front (20) and rear (11) guides
(see Fig. 103). The cooling liquid is routed to the cutters through internal
channels 'in the drawbir (18) and mandrel (16) and through inclined holes K.

Fig. 104 shows the layout of a special machine on which conic bore boring
with the attachment shown in Fig. 103 is conducted. One end of the bored tube
(4) is instalJ• "- on the lunette (i) and the othea is installed on the face
plate of the promary motion transmission (6). The primary motion is performed
by the electric motor (3) so that tube (4) rotates along arrow v0. Electric
motor (8) rotates moving screw (9a) through the feed transmission al.o With
rotation of screw (14), tool holder (13) of the machine, together with shaft
(17)m , and the toothed rackrewr 1) throug thefed(18) perform a long(tudLWal
movement along the guiding mount of the machine accorling to arrows during
working movement, or in the opposite direction during free movement -f the
tool holder. The machine has a copying guage (-1), which is installed on
special supporting brackets which are rigidly connected to the machine base.
The angle of inclination a of the copying guage relative to the guiding mounts
of the machine may be changed by screws (10). The reading of the amount of
angle a takes place along the scale (12), which, having a large radius of cur-
vature, allows setting of the guage (11) with high accuracy.,

The copying guage (U1) is attached with a slide to rack (9), which is
meshed with a gear, which is in turn mounted on bearing (15). This gear has
an internal'band running thread for the tail portion of the drawbar (18). The
rack (9) consists of two parts which qan be moved relative to each other by
screw (16), and this allows elimination of sla'.k in the toothed engagement and
increases accuracy in work of the mechanism.

In this way, with movement uf the support (13) along the guiding mount of
the machine, shaft (17), drawbar (18), and rack (9) move together with it inthe same direction. Simultaneously with movement of the support, the slide of

the rack (9), sliding along the, copier guage (11), will move it in a direction
perpendicular to the guiding mounts of the macshine (along arrow F), and in
doing this will rotate the gear, into which the tail portion of the drawbar (18)
is screwed. -During rotation of the of the gear, drawbar (18) will move in a
longitudinal direction along arrow T. As a result of the complex movement,
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drawer 18)together with shaft (1?) and-tool holder (3,3 i.m~ ln
arrow -s, and simultaneously away froi rack (9), then as- a result of the rotary
movement of. the rack, gear, it is displaced relative to the tool 'holder and,
shaft in the opposite direction (along arrow T), Tho resultant speed of the
longitudinal movement of drtwbar (18) along arrow s ill be smaller than the
shaft movement speed.

~Xt[ V

• .... 4 -..- ••

Fig. 105. Machine for boring conic bores, whose
drawing appears in Fig. 104

The attachment and machine described allow conduct of several wozidng
passes during conic boring of tubes with unchanged tube installation, and
machine and attachment setting. For each.pass, only the mandrel (16) ha's to be
moved relative to the head body (5) using the regulating screw (1), which,
during performance of the boring operation, is removed (see Fig. 103). If the
cutters (14) are dulled after the first pass, they can be changed or sharpened,
and then installed at the required dimension. The, machine copying guage (11),
which can be easily set at the required. angle m allows boring of tubes of
various conic rates.

The overall view of the machine for boring conic bores is given in Fig.
105.

#•31. Boring of 6pecial Profile Conic Holes

Special purpose conic holes include charge chambers of gun barrels 500 'o
"2500 mm in length, having a profile which corresponds to the reamer shown in
Figs. 106 and 108. The charge chamber bore profile is usually formed by sev-
eral conic sections of various conic rates, and sometimes of both conic and
cylindrical sections. In artillery production practice, besides charge cham-
bers, tubes for other purposes, having bores with conic and cylindrical sec-
tions are encountered. Reaming of these does not principally differ from
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reami- of charge chambers. The technical requirements for construction and,
machining of ch 9e chambers was set forth previously in Chapter III. Charge
chambeis for car!.ridge loading up ti 16000 mm-deep are machined in two stages,
mainly preliminna ring. of the cylindrical section is first accomplished,
and- thn, final reaming is done.

In the first stage of machining these bores, the boring cutter is installed
cn the mandrel -of length Ii. which is fastened to the machine tool holder.
Boring of the cylindrical section of a chamber on length t 3 to a diameter some-
what smaller than diameter d3 takes place during the first pass, and leaves a
margin of up to 0.4 um on a bide for its later reaming.

In the second pass, the cylindrical section is reamed to a depth of 91 to
a diameter of d < d3 •with a remaining margin of 0.4 mm on a side (see Fig.
106, b).

In the third pass, boring of the cyindrical section to a depth of 0.5tl
takes place, leaving the same amount of margin as in the second pass. Prelimi-
nary taring gives a preliminay stepped profile to the chamber, which consists
of separate cylindric-l sections, on each of which the minimum margin for ream-
ing remains. Ech cylindrial section must be concentric (co-axial) relative to
the tube bore. More accurate bore boring may be accomplished with the help of
the copying guage used on universal screw lathes and boring machines.

After preliminary boring, reaming of the bore takes place in two passes
with coarse and fine reamers. These reamers must have the profile of a charge
chamber, and have on their front parts a changeable guiding cylinder for cen-
tering and guiding the reamer relative to the cylindrical part of the bore.
Construction of the reamer is shown in Fig. 106. It is desirable that the
reamer teeth are made slanted and arranged in a spiral for improved cutting
conditions. One-piece reamers are used for reaming small diameter tubes, and
reamers for machining deep charge chambers are asseiablies with changeable
bl4des (Fig. 107). The assembled reamer is a mandrel one with a right-angle
slot, in which the plate (5) with blades (2) are installed. The changeable
cylinder, of length tH = (2 to 2.5)d, having two guiding sections B whose ex-
terior diameter is equal to diameter d of the cylindrcal part of the bore, is
fitted onto the front end of the mandrel. The blade (5) is accurately fitted
into the right-angled slot of the mandrel and durin coarse passes, is fas-
tened rigidly into the mandrel, and for fine passes, remains free (floating)
in it. Fastening of the blades (2) onto the plate (5) allows regulation of
their position according to the assigned reaming diameter, and allows them to
be repeatedly sharpened. The blades may be one piece or composite, and it is
more expedient to use blades consisting of two parts, namely: One part for
reaming the basic cone on length q1, and the other part for the remaining sec-
tions of the bore.* Sharpening of the assembled plate blades to profile must
accurately correspond to the profile and dimensions of the chamber. The blades
are manufactured of bars of fast-cutting steel.

Charge chambers for bag loading have a more complex prosile, consisting of
several sectioned cones and cylindrical parts (Fig. 108, b) than chambers for
cartridge loading.
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Fig. 106. Reamer for charge chamber fine machining

-••-Keys. a. longitudinal cut
Sb. charge chamber profile
ii co reamer cross section

•d. con4.c rate
e. section across AB ",

/ 12

The attachment foi reaming bag charge chambers consists of a hollow tube

•I ~(3) which simultaneously serves as the machin~e -haft. The exterior surface
and bore of tube (3) are machined to high accuracy,, as shown in Fig. 108. A 'ring (K), whose:length as close to two diameters d, is installedlon the front
cylindrical part of the tube. It centers the tube (3) relative to the cylin-

drlcal part of the bore and is simultaneously the support base, absorbing thecutting load actinr on the shaft.

The copier (4), with guiding bushings (6) pressed onto both of its clin.drical ends, is assemtled in the inner hollow of tube (3). The copier (4) is
st(iicth fixed in the determes asithe in tube (3) by the ekeyed slot D, on
its srface and on the surface of the guiding bushings (6), and by the pinsn) g()ng into lt.

The ridge E of right angle section, which is the copier itself, emains
on the center part of the copier (4). The profil thhesupr copier accurately t
corresponds to the profile of the chamber, and its center cylindrical section
of lendth I is shorter than the same section of the c(amber. Copier rigidity
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7- F.

4-g. ,107. Reamer with floating plate for charge
chamber fine machining

Cey: .1. mandrel
2. blades

3. guiding cylindeo
4. nut5,plate
a. section across AB

is increased in this manner. The machine shaft has a right-angled slot, inwhich tho shoe (2) with cutters is installed. The shoe has a slot, with whichit is' connected to the right-angled ridge E -- the c:?ier (see section AB).The copier (4) is connected to the drawbar (7) from which It also receives itslongitudinal movement relativw to the shaft (3) during chamber boring.

Daring chamber boring, the machined tube rotates (primary movement) and theshaft (3) moves along it. During movement of tho shaft (3), drawbar (7) withcopier (4) remains stationary, at the same time that shoe (2) with cutters will'have a longitudinal movement together with shaft (3) and laterally in relation
to the incline of the copier.

During movement on •ection £, the shoe (2) does not move any radial direc-tion. Considering that the length I of the copier is significantly smaller thanthe length of cylindrical section of the chamber, it is necessary to assure thesimultaneous (colocated) movement of shaft (3) and drawbar (7) on the sectionequal 'to the difference between these dimensions, which is easily obtained L•
the regulating supports on the machine.

For installation of the cutters on the shoe, the copier (4) must have afree section of length £2, and its length must be greater than length £1 of the
cutting shoe (2).
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Fig. 108,. Attachment for boring bag loading

charge chamber

Key: a. attachment in assevibled form
b. copier
k. charge chamber profile
1. ý,uiding ring
2. shoe with cutters
3. shaft4. co~pier

5. screw
6. bushing
7. drawbar
E. copier profiled step
D. slot
c. beginning of copier action
d, vorking surface
e, end of copier action
f. aut across AB
g. cut across .Fý

Boring complex profile holes with the described attachment is -aufficiently

accurate27 performed with preliminary adjustment of the operation, i.e., of tl'e
machine, the attachment, te machined tubh , and the correct choice of cutting
rate,
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CHAPTER IX

Machines for Drilling and Boring Deep Holes

#32. Macrine Classification and Overall Working Principle

Metal-c,,tting machines for drilling and boring deep holes belong in the
group of overall drilling and boring machines. In artillery production, these
mrchines are divided according to differences in their types of construction
into:

Horizontal single spindle drilling and boring machines, which
in turn are divided into machines for one-sided and two-sided
drilling;

horizontal two-spindle drilling and boring machines;
multi-spindla (six and twelve spindles) semiautomatic.! drills,

intended for drilling bores of relatively small diameter from 5 to
18 mm, up to 1600 mm deep. These machines may be horizontal and
vertical.

Depending on their weight and dimensions, horizontal drilling and boring
machines divide into three groups:

Medium weight up to 10 t and length to 8 m;
madium heavy weight from 10 to 30 t and length up to 20 m;
heavy weight over 30 t and length to 40 m.

The overall length of the machine must be 2.1 to 2.4 times the length of
the machined stock.

According to degree of specialization of technical work fulfilled, machines
for drilling and boring deep holes are considered special machines, performing
determined operations with the help of the special tool.
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Besides basic operations in drilling and boring of deep holes, other -opera-
tions can be-perfotied on these'imachines, for instance, "turning of exteror
surfaces of :tues •base .cheeksi and trimming of face surfaces. These operations
"are-perf6rmd. vith-,theu•e'e- of the lathe-type tool holders which these machines
have; however, these lathing operations are performed relatively rarely and are
not baSic:'for the gien- machines.

oThe machine ;stock is installed on these machines and fastened in a chuck

'oron the spindle face-plate, and additionally on one or two lunettes. All
motion on the machine divides into working and auxillary. Working motion in-
cludes the primary motion and feed motion.

Primary motion of the machine is determined by the cutting speed in the
process of stock machining. This -motion is transferred from the machine motor
through.,the -tansmission- to the machine spindle. The primary motion is most
often- transmitted to the stock, and only in some instances to the cutting tool.
The -largest part of the machine motor-power is expended on real.ization of the
primary motion;

Feed motion is determined by one of the dimensions of a section of shav-
ings which are removed from the stock by the cutting blades of the tool. Feed
motion is a longitudinal movement of the. cutting instrument for one revolution
of the stock during drilling and boring or a lateral one during turning of
faces.

Metal-cutting machines have speed and feed transmissions, .ith which the
various speeds of primary motion and feed motion are set.

Auxillary motion includes that connected with installation of the stock
and tool on the machine, for instance, moving the tool into the initial position
before the working pass, accelerated withdrawal of the tool, changirg the speed
of the primary motion and feed, and starting and stopping the machine. All
these motions may be accomplished by hand or automatically. On new modern ma-
chines or old. modernized ones, these movements are automated and their control
is effected from one pushbutton electric panel or from a control apparatus,
which significantly increases the productivity of the machine's work.

In recent years, electrification of metal-cutting machines has received
widening acceptance so that each machine is equipped with an individual elec-
"tric motor which transmits motion to the machine spindle (primary motion),
through the speed transmission, and from it motion is transmitted to the machine
tool holder through the feed transmission. Large machines have several electric
motors, for instance, an electric motor for primary motion and feed, and elec-
tric motors for quickly moving the tool holder or carriage with the shaft and
feed of cooling liquid.

• The basic characteristic of each electric motor is its effective power NB
and number of its shaft revolutions n. For motors furnishing the working move-
ment of the machine, one of the basic requirements is its constant or insignifi-
cantly changed shaft revolutions with large changes in load. Electric motors
usually have reversing mechanisms to change the direction of their rotation.
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"Stag'AineVd, Astoping the liachine is accomplished by a knife switch,,
mounted on a- spe4 al pa-nel, r- by pushbutton control. Pushbutton control is
Smore convenient for location on the machine, and in service of.espePial• y large

Amchines, isu:h6control mayobe duplicated at both ends of the machine, shortening
time for 4Aie accompishzment of the control operation. Control ,mechanisms also
include hAnd wheels and levers for changing speed and reversing the motor, and
protection and blocking devices which prevent, overload or the possibility of

simultaheously ieitching on two feeds -or movements.

#33. TS-90 Horizontal Drilling Machine

'Thý TS-90 drill is a horizontal lathe drilling machine intmnded, for drill-
ing- diep holes in solid st6eks, ind f~or drilling and boring hodlis in machine
spindles, +hollow shafts, and. p icil tubes up to 380Q mmlong, (Figs. 109 and-

110). "The height of the machine's center is 300 mm, and consequently the ma-
chined shaft (tube) may have an exterior diameter of up to 450 mm.

Basic Machine Information

Characteristic of the-main electric motor Mi:
Power 7 • . k • • • • • • • • • • ..... ?kW
Rotation speed 950rpm

Number of speed levels of main movement . . . . 8
Spindle rotation speed . . . . a . . • o o o e • 19 to 412 rpm
Number of working feeds:

Forward s . . . . . . . . . .... .6
Reverse • . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 6

Feed range •.05tolmirev
Characteristics of the M2 el'eOtric motor for

accelerated movement of the rear tool holder:Powe" 1.2 kW

Rotation speed *2***** ...... 1 480.2pm
Speed of accelerated feed ........ 2.2 m/ini
Pitch of moving screw thread (DB).. • • • • • • 8 m

Machine Layout (See Figs. 109 and 110)

'The machine consists of the following basic parts: Mount (1), primary
movement transmission (2), feed transmission (3), front (10) and rear (19) sup-

ports.

The machine mount is assembled out of two parts which are connected with

pins and bolts. The overall dimensional length .of the machine is close to

10,000 mm. The primary movement transmission (2) is installed on the guiding

mounts~and fastened solidly on it.

The front support (10) can move along the machine on the guiding mounts

under power of the feed transmission or manually by rotation of the star
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whel (11). There is a lever (17) on the cover of support (10) for engaging
and-disengaging the friction sleeve t in the primary movement transmission,
which accomplishes starting and stopping the machine. The hand wheel (18)
serves to engage and disengage the feed mechanism if the rear support (19).
During drilling and boring of holes, the front support (10) of the machine is
fastened solidly, and during the working run, rear support (19) can be moved
along the guiding mounts by running screw XB with engagement of the split stop
F by lever (23). For-movement of the rear support manually, It is necessary to
use the star wheel (24), having previously turned on the friction sleeve m.
The rear support moves along the machine by electric motor M2 faster than the
front one, which is necessary for the quick removal and installation of the
cutting tool on machineýshaft C. To engage the accalerated movement of the
rear support, it is necessary to first disengage stop F of the running screw XB
and-engage gear (20) by a turn of levir P. In this way, sleeve m of the star
-wheel (24) will be disengaged, gear (20), manufactured in one piece with sleeve
e, wifl be moved forward and -engaged with gear (66) and with gear (20), which
is on the name shaft with the worm gear (40). When turned on, the electric
motor M2 will turn the single course worm and, through the worm gear, the cylin-
urical gear to the rack gear (15).

The machUned part (product) (8) is installed on the machine and fastened
into the chuck (7) and lunette (9). The holov; shaft C is solidly fastened
into the bearing of the rear support (19) with lever (20) and bolts. The front
part of the shaft with the cutting tool is certered relative to the mount
guides and may move freely in bearing (15) of the front support (10).

The primary movement of the machine is accomplshed by electric motor M.
This movement is transmitted by drive belt (5) (from a pulley 235 mm in diame-
ter) to pulley (6) (310 ma in diameter) and to the primary shaft of the primary
movement speed transmission. Gears (45) and (53), sitting freely on the shaft,
can transmit rotation only with engagement of the friction sleeve 4 by levers
(14) and (17). There is a band brake interlinked with friction sleeve ý for
quick stoppage of the primary movement. When the machine is turned on and the
friction sleeve is engaged, the band brake disengages, and vhen the sleeve is
disengaged, it automatically engages and quickly stops movement. With various
positions of levers A, B, !and G, eight different rotation speeds within the
limits from 19 to 412 rev/min can be transmitted to the machine spindle. To
increase smoothness of transmittal of motor torque to the spindle, cylindrical
gears (32) and (80)-have slanted teeth.

The hollow-bodied machine spindle rotates in conic bronze bearings. The
axial cutting force acting on the spindle is absorbed by the support bell
bearings.

Rotation from the spindle is transmitted to the feed transmission through
a belt drive from pulley E (200 mm in diameter) to a pulley 245 m in diameter
and then to gears (35) and (95). By moving the block of gears (35), (73), and
(53) with lever (4), it is possible to set three different feed speeds, and by
moving the block of gears (43) and (91) by lever (12), it is possible to set
and additional three feed speeds,
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Ke: C.shf
P. leve

D. frct slev

nubrso gas r nube ofteh

F -

sg. u.10. Kinematic layout of TS-90 machine

Key: 0. shaft

XB. running screw
F. screw satp
P. lever
D. friction sleeve

e & m. changing sleeves(remaining positions according to Fig. 109,

numbers on gears are number of teeth) a i

In this way, the feed transmission thes six different speeds, but with the
reversing mechalism 2ever (13) on the running screw XB, it is possible to trans-
mUt a total of twelve different speeds with longitudinal tool feed from 0.05 to
1.0 mm for one spindle renaolution, and these speeds may be either forward or
reverse. Automatic disengagement of feed is provided by stops (16), which areset at any position. depending on the required depth of drilling or boring.

The running screw XB rotates in bronze bearings and is located in a groove
between the guiding mounts. It has a thread pitch of 8 mam.

The machine is equipped with a pumping device, consisting of an electric
motor, a geared pump, and pine lines. The cooling liquid flows along pipe (22)
which attached to the rear end of the shaft C. The supply of cooling Liquid
is regulated by valve (21). Cooling liquid pressure may, be brought toj 40 atm.
Used cooling liquid pours off into the trough (25) of the machine, from it into

I a holding tank, and then again goes to the pump.
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#31. Horizontal Two-Sided Drilling and Boring Machine - 2

The horizontal two-sided drilling and boring machine -- 2 is used for
solid and ring two-sided drilling of deep holes (Fig. 11). It is possible to
also conduct one-sided solid and ring drilling on the machine, av well as tube
reaming; however, the overall depth of drilling or boring in this instance
would be smaller than with two-sided drilling. The machine is used most pro-
ductively 'with two-sided drilling of deep holes.

Basic Machine Information

Dimension-.
Length ....... . . . ,e. .... 15,600mm
Width * . # ..... . . . . 1950mm
Height. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . 1600 mmHeight 5 0100 mm

Weight of assembled machine .. .. .. . . . 26,500kg
Internal diameter of the spindle head stAck drum . 450 mm
EUterior diameter of the machined tube:

Maximum . . . .............. . . 400 mm
Minimum . . . . . . . . . ..... ... .10 mm

Distance from the spindle head stock drum faceplate
to the upper mount in their extre'me positions:

Along right mount . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000 mm
•j Along left mount ............ . . 7000 mm

Machine movement:
a) Longitudinal movement of movable upper mount

(supports C):
Right . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4250 mm

Left .. . . . . . ...* . . . . . . .e 1450 mm

b) Longitudinal movement of carriages Cl along
the upper movable mounts:

Right.... ..... . . . . .... . 2800 mn

Left ............. . . . . . 2800 mm
Length of nonworking shaft section on each end . . 1500 mm
Maximum diameter of shaftW ............ 120 mm
Maximum diameter of drilled hole ......... 170 mm
Maximum distance from the spindle head stock drum

faceplate to the bearing of support C:
On right side . . . .. .* . . .... 5350 mm
On left side . .. .. . . .* . . . . . . . . 2500 mm

Characteristics of the primary movement electric
mcotor Ill

Power . . . . , ..... . ........ 24.5 hp

Rotation speed ......... a • e 950 rpm
Characteristics of electric motoro M2 and M3 of the

supports C:
Power . . .... .• • • ....... . 5 hp

Rotation speed . . s a . . . .*. * e e . 1420 rpm
Characteristics of the pump electric m( irs M4

and M5:-
P o w e r , o . . . . o . e . . e e . . . . . . . 5 o 5 h p

Rotation speed........ ...... . 1420 rpm
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Range of primary motion revolutions of the spindle
-• faceplateddrum (16 speeds total) ........ 27 to 134

Range of/shaft working feeds for one revolution of
the drum 0 (12 feeds total) .... . . . . . . . O.027 to 2.07 mm/rev

Accelerated nonworking feeds:
For carriage C1 with shaft.relative to the

upper movable moimt . . . ., . . e e . o 9 . 1835 mm/min
For upper, mount (support C) relative to the

lower mount ...... . .... m.....l 0 m/min

Mach•ine Layout

The machine consists of the following major parts and mechanisms: Two
lower mounts, right (8) and left (10), installed on the foundation and fastened
with bolts; two upper movable mounts, left (1) and right (7); spindle head
stock (5), rigidly installed on the lower mount; hollow drum 4 with two face-
plates and primary motion speed transmissions H, located on the body of the
spindle head stock (5); two supports C, in which are located the feed mecha-
nisms and front bearings for centering and guldin- the machine shaft W; two
carriages C1 , often called rear supports, in which shaft W is fastened; two
pumps, providing cooling liqtild to the cutting tool; electric motors, mecha-
nisms and instruments for control; and lunettes (3) (see Fig. ll).

2 K J2K ip 3 4 . 2 0

10 F EAxC

Flig. ill . Horizontal two-sided drilling and boring machine -- 2

Key: 1 & 7. upper movable stands 0. sleeve
2. feed bL'ton panel W. shaft
3. lunette H. speed transmission
4. speed button panel J-P. flywheel for quick movement
5. spindle faceplate of upper stand and quick move-
6. supports ment and working feed of car-

8 & 10. machine mounts riage C1 and shaft
9. running shaft f. feed direction changing lever
T. machined stock (tube) K & D. lever hand wheel for changing
,. spindle faceplate drum amount of feed

drum lugs E. gearbox lever
front supports A, B, & G. speed changing lever

CI. carriages X. gearbox shaft for manually moving
carriage C1
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The machined tube T is installed in the two faceplates of the drum o and
fastened in them with lugs y, and additionally, into lunettes (3). It is cen-

* tered relative to the guiding mounts and Axis of rotation of the drt6.

The movable upper mounts of the machine (1) and (7) can move along the
guiding lower ,mounts, and the carriages C1 iiith shaft W can move along the
guiding upper mounts. This layout of the machine provides for deep drilling
with its given dimensions. The right mount (8), as shown in the basic machine
data given, is sigpnifcantly longer than the left mount (10), which, in two-
sided drilling, allows preliýinary disengagement of the left support and fin-
ishing of drilling from the right side, and during one-sided drilling or boring
of long tubes, allows removal of the upper left mount (1) and installation of
the machined tube in the spindle head stock drum faceplates and on the lunettes
of only tho left mount.

The primary 'motion of the machine is accomplished by electric motor M -and
speed transmission H, which is located in the body of spindle head stock (5).
Rotation of the electric motor is transmitted to the primary shaft of the speed
transmission, on which are two blocks of cylindrical gears on sliding keys, al-
lowing transmission to the secondary shaft of four different rotation speeds
(Fig. 112). The block of gears on the primary shaft is moved by hand wheel A.
On the third shaft there is a block of two gears on a sliding key, which is
moved by lever G. As a result of the various combinations of meshing the gear
blocks on the four phafts, the speed trancmission transmits eight different
speeds. On the fifth shaft of the transmission is a block of two gears on a
sliding key, which is moved by lever B. Sixteen different rotation speeds will
be transmitted from this shaft to gears (19), (20), and (21) of the final shaft
of the transmission. Gear (21), located in engagement with gear (22), which is
on the shaft of the spindle head stock drum o, will turn the drum -, and the
machined tube T with it.

The equation which determines the transmission of motion will have the

following appearance:

n6 = noik, (33)

where n6 equals the number of revolutions of the spindle head stock drum in a
"minute; no is the number of revolutions of the speed tr.ansmission primary shaft
in a minute, equal to the number of revolutions of the motor (950 rev/min); andik is the transmission ratio of the speed stransmission, having sixteen different
values.j

Data on gears, worm screws, and rack engagements of the machine are given
in Table 35.

"The largest transmission ratio of the speed transmissi.jn iI of the machine
under scrutiny is determined from the following relationtnip:

z7 24 7-z4 z15 zi .%21
S. .. . .(34)

z8 Zll 215 2l8 z2O z22
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-77" -7 7=

Substituting in expreasion (34) the numerical values of the teeth on the
gears from Table 35 (see page 226)i w6- get

ý2 , 2=0A 9- 2 .1414.

From here the maximum number of revolutions of the spindle head- stock drum
n..from formula(33) will be equal to

n": 950 • 0.1414 = 134.3 rpm.

The transmission ratio of the speed transmission for the eighth speed will
have the appearance

18 -• -J. _ A2 !1 z1 z19_2. (35)
z8 zlO Zl5 Z18 z20 z22

After substitution in, this expression of the numerical values of the num-
ber of teeth on the gears from Table 35, we get

1W 3 7~.~9 45 35 144 108
The number of spindle, head stock drum revolutions at the eighth speed will

be

n1= n0i 8 = 950 • 0.0503 46.6 rpm. (36)

The smallest transmission ratio for the sixteenth speed will be

55 5 39 * 3 - 44 *108

and the smallest number of spindle head stock drum revolutions is

n16 = nO i1 6 = 950 • 0.00284 = 2.7 rpm.

Calculating the intermediate transmission ratio in this same order, it is
possible to find all sixteen values of the number of drum revolutions.

Feed motion is accomplished by several methods: Wy the primary movement
of the spindle head stock drum -, working feed by gear pairs (22) and (23), and
(24) and (25) of the speed transmission, and from the shaft of gear (25) on the
right and left supports C. Accelerated feed (nonworking movement) is accom-
plished by electric motors M2 and M3.

The right and left supports C have identical foed control units, consist-
ing of (Fig. 113):
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1) Hand wheel J.P, whose three positions control:
Rapid movement of the 'upper mount;
rapid movement -of the carriage Ci and- shaft;
working feed of the carriage'C 1 sod shaft;

2) lever F for changing feed direction;
3) Ihand wheel D for changing amount of feed;
4) lever K for changing amount of feed;
5) lever E for engaging and disengaging the gearbox during changing of

feed amounts.

.. 7•10e76 YlnpaOsevui LaHeIlb Y/I7pagJ71Haft.
CKOpOCm•Mu nojaa'.Mu

4 oO" "

000000 2

-*--K

2 '2

Fig. 113. Control panel of horizontal drilling and
boring machine -- 2 (see Fig. 1Ill)

Key: a. speed control pmae1 I
b. feed control panel

The gearbox shaft has a square X, with which it can be turned, transmitting
this motion to the running screw and manually moving carriage C1 with the shaft
into its initial position (see Fig. 112). For limiting travel of carriage Cl
with the shaft and automatically disengaging its movement, there are stops on
the machine which aan be moved and installed in the required place (see
Fig. 111).

The feed mechanism of the left su-port C has the following peculiarities:

2 Working feeds of the carriage C1 and shaft are accomplished through
transmittal of rotation from gear (25) to the common shaft of the supports and,
consequently, to the block of two gears (26) and (28), sitting on the shaft on
a sliding key. From gears (26) and (28), rotation is transmitted in a forard
or backward direction through the idler gear (29) to the block of three gears
(27), (32), and (30), which are solidly fastened on an open hub. The motion is
then transmitted to the block of three gears (31), (33), and (34), which are on
the third shaft on a sliding key, and from it to the block of two gears (35)
and (37), which are on the shaft on a stationary key. From this block, motion
is transmitted to the block of gears (36) and (38), which are on a hollow shaft
on a sliding key. Gear (39), having 1.7 times the number of teeth on
"gear (40), is fastened rigidly on this same shaft.
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In -this" way, gears (36). (38), and (39) rotate freely on their shaft and
do not transmit rotary motion to it. The shaft receives:,its motion from
sleeve -Y, which is moved by lever E to the right (according to- the drawing),
through- a cluster of gears (39), (40), (41), and (42) or through straight trans-
mission with movement of the sleeve Y to the left and engagement of the external
teeth of the left side of the sleeve with gbar (39). Sleave y is on its hub on
'a sliding key, and its hub is on the shaft on a stationary key.

From the block of gears-(36) and (38), movement will be transmitted to
gears (43) and (44), and with engagement of the sleeve controlled-by lever J,
motion from gear (4ý4) will be transmitted to gears (45)., (46), (47), and (48).
The-block of geari (46) and (47) moves freely on the shaft, and gear (48) is
fastened solidly to the running screw (49), whose rotation is transformed into
a constant'motion of feed of the carriage C1 and shaft W. The single thread-
running screw (49) has a pitch of 2 2/3 threads per inch. With the described
kinematic chain, it is possible to get twelve different feeds of forward and
"backward carriage movement;

2) accelerated movement of carriage q and the shaft is accomplished 13
electric motor Mq through gears (50), (51), (45), ('-6), and then to the running
screw, (49). Durýng this, the sleeve controlled by lever J is connected tv gear
(51) with a friction ýone, and the sleeve controlled by lever P is not connec-
ted to gear (53);

- 3) accelerated movement of support C is also accomplished by electric
motor M3 through gears (50), (51), (52, and (53). In this, the sleeve con-
trolled by lever J must be disengaged and located in the neutral position, and
the sleeve- controlled by lever P must be connected with gear (53). Rotation
of gear (53) through the sleeve controlldd by lever P is transmitted to the
shaft and -worm screw (54), from which the motion is transmitted to the worm
gear (55) and gear (56) which are engaged with rack (57).

The feed mechanism for the right support C and the kinematic feed chain
for its movement are analogous to the one described.

The equation determining the working feed of the carriage C, for one

revoltion of the spindle head stock drum f will have the following appearance

Sp = i-1 txtm/rev, (37).

where iI is the transmission ratio between gear (22) of drum ' and gear (25)
of shaft (9), transmitting movement to -the supports. According to the data in
Table 35,

i, z22 z24 108 44 33z23 -7 '• =

ik is transmission ratio of the feed transmission, which may have twelve dif-
ferent values; tx is pitch of running screw (49), having an average diameter
of 72.5 mm
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SThe maximum value of transmission ratio ik

z - Z6 =?- LU 42 ! llq
ik maxSz27 z34 z38, z4 z46 z48

Substituting data from Table 35 in this expression, we get

39 39 1W*75' 50 3654

SihSlarly,, the minimum value for the transmission ratio ik

ik dn 5 9' - TI39 102 93 75 50 36 3.
Knowing- ik max and ik min, we. see, using formula (37), that the maximum

feed of carriage Ci

S, 3 2.08 mm/rev,

and the minimum feed

1 0.02 mm/rev.

The remaining ten working movement feeds of carriage C1 can be determined
be a similar method.

The equation determining the accelerated feed sk of carriage C1 and shaft
has the appearance

sk = noitx (mm/min], (38)

where n is the number of revolutions per minute of electric motors M3 and M2
(no - 1&20 rpm); i is transmission ratio from the electric motor to tIe running
screw (49); and tx is pitch of running screw (2 2/3 threads in one inch, or
9. 525 mm)

According to the data in Table 35, the transmission ratio is
•~i- = •6 25. = = 0.1)6.

92 50 92"2

A. a result, the accelerated feed of carriage CI is

sk = 1420 0.136 - 9.525 18,35 mm/min.
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The equation determining accelerated feed of support C and the upper

mount will have the appearance

so = no~icmz [,m/iin], (39)

where ic is the transmission ratio from the elec-tric motor to giar (56),.of the
rack engagement; m is the m6dule of gear (56); and z is number of teeth on
pinion (56).

In that the tranisassion ratio Is

ic~~ 9 -1 •_ = 0.0037,
z5lZ 53 z55  92 48 60

support feed is

sc = 1420 • 0.0037 • 3.14 -7 • 13 = 1500 ma/min.

Control elements of the machihe are located on the front side of the
spindle head stock, cover (4) with two buttons for starting and stopping pri-
mary movement electric motor M1 , and bn supports C, with buttons on covers (2)
for starting and stopping electric motors M2 and MN, for moving the supports
to the drum (forward Seed) or away from the drum (kig. 113).

Cooling liquid in the right and left supports is moved by pumps, which are
activated by electric motors M4 and It. Each unit pumps 50 1/min with a pres-
sure up to 16 atm. Reservoir volume ior cooling liquid is i150 1. A schematic
of cooling liquid feed is shown in the kinematic machine layout in Fig. 112.

The overall view of the machine is presented in Fig. 114.

%he weak link in the feed system of the machine is the sleeve 0 of shaft
(9). The coefficient of efficiency of the machine may be taken as equal to 0.75.

Fi. 114. Horizontal drilling and boring machine
S.two-sidsed rin drilling
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#35. Horizontal Two-Sided Drilling and Boring Machine-- 3

The horizontal two-sided drilling and boring machine -- 3 is intended for
solid and ring drilline of deep holes and reaming of tubes. Using supports,
it is possible to perform some operations of lathe machining, turning of cheeks,
trimming of tube faces, and boring of the preliminary hole before drilling or
reaming operations on the machine.

It is expedient to perform solid drilling of holes over 30 mm in diameter
on the machine in that drilling of holes less than 30 mm in diameter, it is
impossible to attain a cutting speed greater than 40 m/min.

It is wore expedient to use the machine for two-sided solid and ring
drilling.

Due to the fact that the right mount is significantly longer than the left
one, it is possible also to effectively perform one-sided drilling and boring
on the machine to a depth that is somewhat greater than during two-sided
drilling.

Basic Machine Information

Dimensions:
Length . . . . . .18,500 rmm
Width . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12750 mm

Height . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 1850 mm
Diameter of rotating drum opening . @ & ! 460 mm

•" Maximum exterior diameter of machined tube, fastened

in the spindle drum faceplate . . ,... . 440 mm
Distanco from spindle drum faceplate to mount:

Along right side . . . . . . . . ,..... . 10,200 mm
Along left side . . ... . . ... ,. .5. 6300 mm

Maximum travel of carriage with shaft:
Along right side . ... .... . . .a. . . 7400 mm
Along left side . . . *...... . .... 3800 mm

Linear travel of supports:
Right .. .. . . .* . . . . . . . . . . . . 5200 mm
Left .... * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1500 mm

Maximum drilling depth during simultaneous drilling
from both ends......... ..... . .... 6000 mm

Maximum depth of drilling or boring from only the
"right side with removal of the carriage and support
from the left mount and installation of lunettes
only on the left side . * . . . . .... .* . . . . 7200 mm

Caaracteristics of the primary motion electric motor

Power..... . . . . .. 30 hp
Rotation speed ................. 1440 rpm
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Characteristics of accelerated feed electric'motors
M2 andMj

Power. . . .0 .. . ... . ... . . ... 3kW
Rotation speed !. .o * . .e o o e o * 1440 rpm

Characteristics of pump electric motor .14:
Power*. * . . * s e e o e * 6.5 hp
Rotation speed .o...e..-.....& ... 1420rpm
Pump productivitywithpressureto12atm.... to 55 ?./min

-Speed, range of the:.primary motion - spindle dr-m
(8 speeds) o a 7 to 127 rpm

Feed range for one revolution of the spindle drum
faceplate:

-offcen oefiiec o hetchne..3 ... /.For carriage . 0 0 0 0 0 # 0 . 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0.087 to3.2 mm/rev
For support............ .... . . . 0o!7 to 6.5 mm/rev

Accelerated feed of carriags with shaft . . . . . . . up to 3305 mm/min": ~~~Coefficient oZ efficiency of the machine o .8

Machine Layout

The machine consists of the following parts and mechanisms: Mounts A
(middle, left, and right)-; spindle head stock G, in which is located the rotat-
ing drum with two faceplates i and the primary motion feed transmission; two
front supports C with support feed transmission, lateral slides, and cutting
heads F; two carriages K (rear supports) with shaft T; two front. bearings 0,
fastened on plate* of the front supports and serving to guide the shaft; feed
transmissions D; two teed transmissionzs S; lunette J and control elements
(Fig. 115).

The machined tube N is mounted and fastened on two faceplates 0 of the
spindle drum, and additionally on one or two lunettes. During drilling, the
tube end performs only rotary motion, and the cutting tools, fastened onto the
shaft, performs only longitudinal feed.

The machine's control elements (see Fig. 115) are:

Levers (1), (2), and (3), located on the front side of the
spindle head stock, serve to change primary motion speed, or the
number of revolutions of the drum faceplate d;

levers (4) and (5) change feed of stpports C or working feed
of carriages K;

lever (6) changes the direction of feed;
lever (7) engages the mechanical working, manual, or accelerated

feed of carriages K;
lever (8) engages feed of the supports or carriages during

manual action (see Fg. 116);
hand wheel (9) qptrols the manual feed of supports or

drilling carriages K; I
hand wheel (10) controls the lateral manual feed;
lever (U1) engages the longitudinal or later.!,l feed of

supports C.
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9C dO I1.E/ - if / A II C 8

Fig. 115. Horizontal two-sided drilling and boring machine -- 3

Key: 1, 2 & 3. levers for changing primary 1i. lever to engage longitadinal
motion speed or lateral feed of support C

4 & 5. levers for changing amount A. mount
of feed of supports C or 0. spindle head stock faceplate
carriages K F. cutter head

6. lever for changing the K. drilling and boring carriage
direction of feed (rear support)

7. lever-for engaging working, T. shaft
acce!6efated, :'or manual feed 0. front shaft bearing
of cairriage K D. feed transmission

8. engaging wipport feed E. feed transmission
9. hand wheel for manual feed J. lunette

of support C or carriage K N. stock (tube)
10. hand wheel for manual

lateral

Thu kinematic layout of the machine is shown in Fig. 116, and data on the
gears and worm screws appears in Table 36.

In this schematic:

Primary motion is accomplished by electric motor MI and transmitted
through the speed transmission G to the spindle head stock drum l, on whose
faceplates the machined tube end is fastened. Eight different numbers of revo-
lutions per minute may be obtained in primary motion.

The expression determining the transmittal of primary motion has the fol-
lowing appearance

n = noi = (rpm), (40)

where i is the transmission ratio of the speed transmission; and no is the
electric motor MI (no = 960 rpm).
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The .maximum transmission ratio of the speed transmission is

i1= zlL 6 l 1
z2 z4 z7 Zfl Z3A z15

Substituting the number of gear teeth from Table 36 into this expression,
we get

j,=21 = a a 20 46 2 = 0.133.
i- 3 3 2 7 3 4 * i 73' g0?91

From this, the number of revolutions of the spindle drum faceplate , is

nI = 0'.133 • 960 = 12? rpm.

The remaining values for primary movement revolutions are determined by
the same method and appear in Table 36.

Feed motion is accomplished by the primary motion mechanism and trans-
mitted to the feed transmission D. or from gear z15 to gear z16 (see Fig. 116).
From gear (16), rotation is transmitted to gears (17), (18), (19), and (20),
and to the shaft on which a block of four gears is located on a sliding key.
From this block of gears, motion is further transmitted to the block of
gears (22), (24), (26), (28), and (29), which are rigidly fastened on a common
hub, which freely rotatei on the shaft. This shaft is rotated by gear (32),
which fits on the shaft on a sliding key, from gears (30) and (31) of the
selector, or during forward feed, in connection with the dogged sleeve of
lever (4) from gears (32) and (29).

The movement is further transmitted tV~ough gears (33) and (34) and sleeve
H to the common shaft of teed transmissions E, from which the motion is trans-
mitted to the supports or carriages K. It is possible to change the direction

L., of feed +o either forward or~backward with lever (6) cf th6 feed transimssion D.

From gear (38) (or 76) of the feed transmission E, movement is transmitted
first to gear (40) and the conic gear (41) paired with it, and then to conic
gear (42), which is fitted freely on its shaft. Gears (43) and (44) are rota-
ted after the cogged sleeve on the sliding key is engaged relative to gear
(42) and disengaged relative to gear (71) by movement of lever 7. In this
sleeve position, the frictional length for accelerated feed is not engaged be-
cause lever (7) is in another position for this engagement.

With this position of lever (7), movement from the shaft of gear (44) will
be transmitted to the worm shaft (45), the worm gear (46), and the running
screw (47). Due to a stop on the running screw (47), carriage K will receive
constant motion.

Feed on support C is accomplished by rotation of gear (38) (or 76), which
is transmitted to gear (39) (or 77) and on to gear (50).
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Table 36

Data on Gears, Worm Screws, and Rack Engagements
of the Horizontal Drifling and Boring Machine - 3 (See Fig. 316)

2*j'~~~']dX! bquc, bq~~, mj.2 'hHit~rojO&

•" 111C24 0 47k •'~a 0 bt8 93n3-3Y6? no 3y6noB. no 3y61PBn3 H-3.OB 13- ytO
WI 311W11 Z 311jHH x I~lfH z___ ____x

1 21 24' 40 47 Wa 0 28 V3 -96
38,1 ..MM o

2 33 25 32 48 22 71 28 94 OAHo3a-
XOAHUIR

3 27 26 48 49 46 72 22 95 36

4 27 27 20 50 34 73 46 96 21

5 20 28 '60 51 42 74 54 97 54

6 34 29 27 52 26 d 75 14 98 14

7 34 30 82 53 OI0o3a- 76 28 99 .IarC
XOAHigfi 5,08 .mm

8 20 31 27 54 36 77 28 100 26

9 48 32 82 55 21 78 42 101 Tpex3a-fe
xoIlHUii

10 Z0 33 54 C6 54 79- 21 102 36

11 46 34 55 57 14 80 42 103 31

C12 21 35 50 58 War 81 36 104 30
5,08 .xx

13 48 36 33 59 26 52 3 05 ",0

`1 23 37 51 60 TpCx3a- 83 IlCTc13a- 106 [War
XOLHUfi ou111UHii 12.7 .xv

15 96 38 28 61 36 84 48 107 34

16 32 39 28 62 31 85 WarC 108 34
38.1 '.W.

J7 38 40 42 63 30 86 22 109 28

18 54 41 21 64 26 87 46 110 28

19 59 42 42 65 WarC 88 16 1it 2a
12,7 ma.v

20 54 43 36 66 34 89 34 112 129

21 46 44 364 67 34 90 34 113 2

22 34 45 WecT13a-d 68, 28 91 34 114 46
xo.,liguil I

23 40 46 4i 69 28 92 42 115 54
I I116 14

Keys a. position number d. one course
b. number 'of teeth e. three course
c. pitch f. six course
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Fig. 116. Kinematic layout of two-sided horizontal drilling and
boring machine -- 3 (letters, positions according to
Fig. 115; number°s, gear numbers; MI and 142, electric

motors

Key: a. from pump
b. pump
c. to hand wheel gauge

Telatter leads to m'ovement ofgears (51) aid (.2) the worm pair (53)
Sand (5 L4), gears (55) and (56) and gear (57) of the rack engagement, which,

rolling along rack (58), transmits a longitudinal movwment to the support.

It should be noted that worm gear (53) ani cylindrical gear (55) are
mounted on keys on a common hub which moves freely on the shaft. Worm gear
(61) and cylindrical gear (62) are also fitted on a co'mmon hub and rotateI

Sfreely on their shaft. Lever (1J.) has two positions to engage one or the other
worm pair, and, depending on this, the support feed is longitudinal or lateral.
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Table 37

fumber of Revolutions of Spindle Head Stock Drum
of a Horizontal Drilling and Boring Machine - 3 (See Fig. 116)

b fo1oweHmie Oymuosaoi 4Cq.,o o6opomo¢7

CTyneH I 3 2 6ap"

1 I127

2 2 15

3 1 53

4 2 31

5 1 28

6 2 16,3
2

7 1 2 21___117

82 7

Key: a. speed
b. lever position
c. drum revolutions per minute

The equation determining working feed of carriage K for one rotation of
the drum 0 of primary movement will have the following appearance:

so = 'li 2i 314 tx mm/rev , (41),

where iI is the transmission ratio from the drum to the feed transmission D.

This relationship is constant and has the following value:

z1 ~Jz17.~ 9i 6 82 .39 =19-13
z z z 32 54 54 9"18

i2 is the transmission ratio of the feed transmission D, which may have
eight different values. The maximum of these is

46 54
Z22 z34 34 55
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±3 is the transmission ratio of the feed transm_!sion B and will be con-
stant. It is determined from the relationship

z•2 z44- 28 21 36, 1

14. transmission ratio of the 'worm pair- (45) and (46) (1 = 6/48);

tx is pitch of tUo-course ruiu•ng screw (47 (tx = 38.1 mm);"

so = o0,84 • 38.1 = 3.2 =n/rev.
The equation detenuiniv:n feed s of the support C for one revolution of

drum 4 of primary motion wiA have tine appearance

So.c ili 2i1cm [Iam/r6v], (42)

SAhere iI and i2 are the transmission ratio having the same value as in the
working feed of carriage K; ic is transmission ratio of toothed and wormed
pairs of the rack. Considering the transmission ratio of gears (38) and (39)
of the feed transmission E equal to one, we see that

8 2 8  34 1 21
z39 z5Z z5z5 28 27

or it wil, be a constant value; m, module; z is number of teeth in the pinion.

The overall transmission ratio i to the pinion with maximum value of the
transmission ratio 12 will be determined by the relaVtonship

i = I • 2 • ic= 0.029.

With the resultant value of total transmission ratio i and data from
Table 36

So.= i w • m• z5 = 0.029 • 3.14 • 5.08 14= 6.5 m/rev.

where m = 5.08, module; z = 14, number of teeth in the pinion.

The remaining values of carriage and support feed, calculated by a similar
method, are given in Table 38.

The accelerated feed of carriage K (right and left) is accomplished by
electric motors M2 and H. On the right carriage, rotation of the electric
motor is transmitted thr6ugh the cylindrical gears (48) and (49) with engage-
ment of lever (7) of the friction sleeve of tho worm pair (45) and (46), and
the running screw (47). There is an additional conic gear pair (89) aid (S0),
whose gear ratio is equal to one, on the left carriage for transfer of rota-
tion of the electric motor M3 .
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Table 38

Feeds of Carriages K.and Supports C for One Revolution
of the Spindle Head StSck Drum on a

Horizontal Drill-ng and Boring Machine -- 3
(see Fig. 116)

_"____o__;•__-o__o_ c noltIa 4 o•xaqa
CTYneHil sKapenit K cynnopla C

5bl~oeiiPJOT~ 4 11 X0 MIV)O

1 1 3,2 6,5

2 2 2,36 4,7

3 3 1,58 3,13

4 4 0,79 1,56

5 10,35 0,715'

6 9 o,296 0,5
2-I

7 3 0,17 0,37

4 0,087 0,17

Key: a. speed
b. lever position
c, feed of carriage K in mm/rev
d. feed of support C in mm/rev

The expression determining the accelerated feed of carriage smin has the
following appearance:

$n = noiytx [=/min,

where no is revolutions of the electric motor H2 or M3

(no = 1440 rpm);

Sis the gear ratio of accelerated feed

= 0.06);

Sis pitch of running screw (47) (tx = 38.1 nmr).
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With these data, we see that

% Sfn = l44. 0.06 •38.1: 3305 mm/mmn.

Manua feed of carriage K is accomplished by hand wheel (1),, whose rota-
tion. is transmitted to gears (66)., (67), (68), (69), (70), (71), the worm piir

(i(45) and (46), and the running screw (47).

Manual movement of support C is also accomplished by the -hand wheal (9),

whose rotation is transmitted to gears (72) , (73), (74), (75), and (56).
The motion is transmitted from gear (56) to gear (57) of the rack engagement.

Lateral feed of the upper slides with the cutting head of support C is

accomplished from the primary motioni or marnally. With accomplishment of feed

from the primary motion, rotation of gear (50) is transmitted to gears (51),

(52), and (59), then to the worm pair (60) and (61), and to the In gears

(62), (63), (64), and on to the running screw (65). All data -set forth relat-

ing to the right side of the machine apply identically to its left side, as is

evident from Fig. 116.

--------- - ---
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arling, Gun Bores.

#36. Layout of Gun Farrel Riflihgs

t Durings its firing from an artillery weapon, a piojectile in a rifled,
bore. will .be moved both progressively and rotationally. The latter movement
provides naintenance of the normal projectile on the trajectory of its flight
and the required accuracy of fire.

I.', Riflings in gun bores are spiral paths, or channels, which compose angle a
of rifling deviation or angle of rifling curvature to the direction of the
bore axis. If the projectile, moving in the barrel bore, accomplishes a clock-
.wVise otational movemeit (looking from the opened end of the bore), then the
riflings of this weapon are called right, and their mapping on plane yOx will
have the appearance of those depicted in Figs. 117 and 118. In- both figures,
axis Ox is directed along the barrol bore. Domestic weapons have right hand
riflings, 'and the weapons of some European countries have left, hand ritlings.

' Riflings differ according to their c0aracter of curvature:
1) Constant .curvature, if .aigle ý of inclination of the riflings is con-

stant throughout the lingth of tha rifled portion of the bore (see Fig. 117);

2) changing curvature, or progressive rifl ings, if angle a of rifling
deviation cliangos throughout the length of the rifled portion of the bore, and
increascs toward 'its muzzle part (see Fig. 118).

-Progressive riflings may be determined with quadratic or cubic parabolas
or with a sine curve. 'In weapons of domestic production, progressive riflings
are determined with a quadratic parabola. The Germans, in their weapons, used
all forms of progressive riflings.
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Fig. 117. Mapping of -Oflings of

constant curvature

Key: 1H. length of rifled portion
S~of bore

a. angle of rifl2-Ing cu)-.rature
OB. rifling mapping
d. gun caliber

Fig. 116. Mapping of riflings of
progressive curvature

Key: 1H- length of rifled portion
of bore

al. angle of inclination of
riflings at the begiiming
of riflings

2" angle of inclination at
the muzzle section of
the bore

Movement of the projectile along the bore takes place due to action of
the powder gas pressure force on the bottom of the projectile. It is deter-
mined by the following expression:

P.= pCF

where P is force of powdered gas pressure in kg; pCH is pressure of powder
gases on the projectile bottom in kg/cm2 ; F is area of barrel bore section
including riflings in cm2 . F = (0.8 to 0.82)d2 . Here d is the diameter of
the barrel bore along tne lands or the gun caliber in cm.
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During progressive and rotational movement of the projectile in the gunbore, the following forces arise (Fig. 119):

The force of normal pressure of the projectile rotating band
on the edge of the lands of the bore N;force of friction arising on the edge of the pzrjectile rotat-ing band and the edge of the land vN (coefficient of friction forcopper on steel is equal to 0.17);

the equally- acting force o of normal pressure of the rotatingband on the surface of the bore along the lands and grooves. Theamount of the equally acting force does not usually exceed 10 to
12% of force N;

force -of friction arising as the result of the actiou of the
force of normal pressure o. This force, because of its small size,is ignored in calculations;

the equally acting force of resistance of the air pushed outof the barrel bore by the projectile. Because of its small size,this force is not included in calculations.

Bedyujua

WV3 \'P~.a
Vo vsn" J

Fig. 119. Schematic of forces arising on the edge
of the lands OB during movement of the
projectile along the bore. OX, direc-
tion of barrel bore axis

Key: a. principal schematic
b. forces arising in the barrel bore
c. projectile rotating band

Movement of the projectile in the weapon bore is determIned by the fol-. -lowing equations:

a) During constant motion

-q =v PC - n (N in a =N cos a); (4)
g dt
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,b) during rotational motion

3 d= nr (N cos a - vN sin a).

In both equations: q is projectile weight in kg; g,. acceleration of the
force of gravity (g = 9.81 m/sec 2 ); J, moment of projectile iuertia relative
to the axis of its rotation,

= pq r 2 ; here P is the coefficient of inertia for artillery projectiles.
g

Usually, Ii = 0.47 to 0.64, and it is taken as equal to 0.57 in calculations;
r, radius of the barrel bore at the point of force application. Usually,
r = (0.5 to 0.508)d with a depth of riflings tH = 0.015d mm; n, number of rif-
lings in the barrel bore.

Angular acceleration dw/dt of rotational motion of the projectile may be
expressed in the following form:

W Vtga
r

d•w = d(vtg•)
dt rdt

Considering the last expression, the equation of rotational movement of
the projectile (45) may be written in the following form:

q rd(vtga)-I
2 r -t =nr (Ncos a- Nv sin a). (46)

Solving equation (46) with respect to N, after a number of transformations,
we get the following calculated formulae for determination of the normal pres-
sure of the projectile rotating band on the edge of the lands:

a) For riflings of constant curvature

N = n PcHFtga, (47)

b) for riflings of progressive curvature according to the law of the
second degree (square) parabola

N = (pCgFtgcE + Ka, q (148)Stga2 - tgal

where Ka = . Here a1 is the angle of deviation of the Ifilings

where they begin, (al = 2 to 40); c2 is angle of inclination of the riflings
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at the muzzle part of the barrel (a 2 = 7 to 120); 1H is the length of the rifled
portion 6f the bore.

Upon reviewing formulae, i.e., (47) and (48), we see that the normal pres-
sure of the-projectile rotating band N depends on the following factors:

1): Distribution of projectile mass, which is calculated by the coefficient
of inertia ip;-

2) amount of powder gas pressare on the projectile bottom pCH;
3) area of the bore cross section F;
14) angle of rifling curvature a; and
ý5) amount. of kinetic energy of the progressive motion of the projectile

along the bore.

Fig. 120 shows the curving changes of normal pressure N along the length
of the Weapon bore. Curve A, representing riflings of constant curvature, has
a uniform conformity with the curve of pressure changes of outer gases in the
barrel bore. It is evident from Fig. 120 that on the bored section of length
t 3 = - + 5d from the beginning of the riflings, curve A is located signifi-
cantly hir;her than curve B, which represents riflings of progressive curvature.
Powider gas temperature will also have a higher value on this section of the
bore. The coincidence on curve A of the action of normal pressure N and gas
temperature of maximum value has an unfavorable effect on the riflings, and
will increase their wear and pitting. Curve B provides a smoother increase in
normal pressure than does curve A, with lower absolute value, which creates
more favorable conditions for work of the projectile rotating band, although
for this, the rotating band of most projectiles, because of their width, must
consist of two independent sections (see Figs. 22 and 23).

0

Fig. 120. Changes in normal pressure N on the
S•working edge of the groove along the

length of the barrel bore

Key: A. constant twist groove
B. progressive groove

o direction of bore axis
ordinates of point of maximum powder
gas pressure in the barrel bore
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The comparison of curveprA and B, and also curves of powder gas tempera-
ture and pressure changes along the length of the bore form the basis for the
conclusion that progressively cur-ved riflings are more advantageous than con-
stantly curved riflings. With this, the small size of angle a in progressively
curved riflings decreases the normial pressure N by 20 to 25% on the bore sec-
tion of length 2-3 = A1 + 5d, and so wear and erosion of the riflings lands in
this section also decrease. The consequent increase in angle of curvature of
riflings a toward the muzzle part provides the required angular speed of rota-
tional movement of the projectile at the moment of its exit from the barrel
bore.

Length of Course and Angle of Twist of Riflings

The mapping of constant twist riflings on pltme yOx has the appearance of
a straigb/t line OB (see Fig. 117). The riflings are characterized by twist,
which is determined by angle a between the axis of the barrel bore Ox and the
direction of riflings, and the length of rifling course h, which is the dis-
tance along the barrel axis on which the riflings make one revolution. From
Fig. 117, it is evident that the length of rifling course h and angle of twist
a are tied by the dependence

7rd
tga =_

or h = 'd
tga

The length of rifling course is quite often expressed in gun calibers d
according to the relationship

• h = (4_9)_
id tg "

In progressive twist riflings, the angle of rifling twist a changes (see
Fig. 318). Twist of these riflings is characterized by angles a, and Q2 at the
beginning and end of the riflings respectively, and the change in angle in
the interval between these functions of the angles.

Progressive twist riflings which are constructed according to a second
degree (quadratic) parabola, are determined by an equation of the fol-
lowing type:

2 ax (50)

During mapping of progressive twist riflings, determined by formula (50),
on plai1e yOx:

The origin of the coordinates is located on the top of the parabola, the
axis Ox is directed along the axis of the bore, and the length of the arch
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corresponding to the spin of the projectile around its axis on central angle o
is plotted on the axis Oy. Point A on the boring of the riflings is the begin-
ning of the riflings, to which. the initial angle of twist a, corresponds, and
point 0' is the muzzle shear of the rifled portion of the bore, to which twist
angle a2 corresponds, and. H'is the length of the rifled portion of the barrel
bore.

We will find the expression which determines coefficient a in formula (50),
for which we take the first derivative, which is the tangent of the angle of
inclination touching curve OB (see Fig. 118)

dx
- Zcx = tga.

From the last expression, it follows tha-t with x x1

tgaI = 2axl

and with x = x2

tga2 = 2ax 9..

Considering that

we can write

tga2  tgal= 2c(x 2 - xI) 2axH,

and thence

=t ga 2- tg•i.1 5_
2111

Knowing the parameter of parabola a, it is easy to determine section xI
and, consequently, the top of the parabola. The previous expression also shows
that multiplier Ka, going in to the second term of equation (48), is equal to
the doubled value of parameter a, or Ka = 2a.

Knowing the parameter of parabola a, then the initial angle of the chang-
ing rifling twist a1 , and setting the coordinates of an arbitrary point E, it
is easy to determine the angle of riflings twist at this point a according to
tga.

In this way, according to the knam in itial information (a, a,), it is
possible to constr nt rifling reaming of progressive parabolic twist on a plane
to build a rifling machine copier for it- and check the machine before rifling
the bore.
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The choice of rifling twist, as knomn from a course in external ballistics,
is conditioned by the requirement for providing the- necessarj maintenance of
the projectile onits trajectory by its rotation around its longitudinal -axis
at the moment oi its flight fromi the bore. The anp-lar speed of this rotational
movement of the projectile is determined according to the formula

w = 2fin (52)

or according to the formula

W = tka, (53)
r

where n is the turns of rotational movement of the projectile in the barrel
bore in a time unit; V is progressive velocity of the projectile in the barrel
bore, ihich at the moment of its flight from the bore is equal to the initial
velocity of the projectile vo; a is an�le of rifling twist; and r is the radius
of the circumference through which the projectile rotates, or half caliber.

It is evident from formula (53) that the angrlar velocity of projectile
rotation at the moment of its flight from the barrel bore depends on the
velocity V of progressive motion and on the angle of rifling twist a = a2 .

Therefore, in weapons having a low initial projectile velocity (500 to

650 m/sec), for instance in howitzers; the angle of rifling twist a2 should
be increased, and in weapons having a high initial projectile velocity (850
to 1000 m/sec), the angle of rifling twist a2 should be decreased.

From data on artillery systems used and manufactured in the period of
the second world war, it is known that:

1) Field, tank, and antiaircraft cannons of caliber 50 to 120 mii with
barrel length of up to 55d and initial projectile velocity (vo = 850 to
1000 m/sec) had, as a rule, riflings of constant twist a = 60 30' to 70, and
only certain of their models had riflings of progressive twist a = 30/70 (in
the numerator of the initial angle, twist a1 = 3 , and in the denominator,
the angle of twist at the muzzle shear a2 = 70);

2) field howitzers and light field cannons with a relatively small barrel
length and initial projectile speed vo = 550 to 750 m/sec similarly had
riflings of progressive curvature a = 40/80 or a = 40/100. In some instances,
the rifling of progressive curvature a = 50/120 was used in these weapons,

Tolerances on Twist Angle Size In Rifling Barrel Bores

The twist of riflings shown in the drawings is the assigned calculated or
nominal twist. The actual twist of riflings of gun barrels attained in pro-
duction will always deviate from the calcuilated. The amount of deviation be-.
tween the actual twist of riflings and the nominal dep6nds on various factors:
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Accuracy of manufacture of the cutters and adjustment of the rifling machine,
especially of its copying mechamism; accuracy of the measuring instrument used
for checking the rifling twist, and method of measuring; and methods of check-
ing the rifling machine.

Modern rifling machines, including their copying mechanisms, can attain
manufacture of riflings to an accuracy of +5' in twist in that the optical star
wheel of these machines gives a reading of rifling twist to an accuracy of up
to J51. Therefore, technical capabilities of production provide accuracy in
rifling tw,ýsi to 1 5', which can also be attained in separate barrels if it be-
comes necessary because cf the assigned ballistic properties of the cannon, in
serial weapon production, considering the expediency of checking the rifling
machine, not for separate gun barrels, but for entire lots of them, the toler-
ance (or manufacturing accuracy) on rifling twist should be increased, and in
production experience it is usually taken as ±10'. Practice has shown that
this tolerance satisfies the requirements for operation and use of a-tillery
barrels and does not noticeably influence the ballistic properties of the
weapons (accuracy of fire).

It is necessary to note that the tolerance of ±10' relates only to the
angles of twist of weapon barrel riflings, and the tolerance for checking the
rifling machine, including checking installation of its copier, must not exceed

±5', and only in certain cases can it be equal to t 10'.

The amount of recommended tolerance on the angle of deviation of riflings
a (or rifling twist) is easy to calculate with constant twist riflings, but

2 for progressive twist riflings, calculation of this tolerance presents some
difficulty in that for each section of rifling length, it is necessary to first
determine angle a corresponding to it. In breaking down the riflings into
separate sections, lsngths greater than 250 mm should not be taken. It is
significantly easier to construct progressive twist rifling reaming as shown
in Fig. 121. In this case, knowing the initial parameters al) a2 , and ZH, the
ordinates y, which are the lengths of the arcs correspondin-g to the rotation
of the projectile on the given section on central angle o, are determined for
each section of the rifled portion of the bore. In constructing analysis of
the tolerance on the angle of rifling twist, it is more expedient to use cen-
tral anile t in that such a tolerance, together with the calcu±%ted values y
and P, would allow more convenient checking of rifling machine copier instal-
lation accuracy in production.

The size of the tolerance on the central angle ý for each section of
riflings must not be greater than ±40'. This amount of tolerance will corres-
pond to the recommended value of tolerance ±-10' on angle a of the rifling
deviation.

The manufacturing processes for riflings of constant and progressive twist
are analogous in operations and are not complicated. In a technological sense,
riflings of constant twist have a number of advantages, namely: Simplified
copying mechanism construction and installation of it on the machine, conven-
ience of adjustment and checking of the rifling machine, simplified checking
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of riling twist in weapon bores in the process of their mavafacture, and de-
crease in design and technological expenses.

.,F!5

Fig. 121. Mapping of pro-ressive twist r ings,

Key: IH. length of rifled portion of the bore
Ca1 . initial angle of twist (a, = 40)
12  angle of twist at the muzzle part

(a - 90 46')
y. ordnates ;f length of arch

(circumference)
•. central angle

Profile of Riflings

The form or profile of weapon bore riflings is determined by the dimen-
sions of their separate elements (Figs. 122 and 150). The following types of
weapon bore riflings differ according to profile:

Normal rrofile riflings;
trapeziform riflings;
special profile riflings (with a beveled free edge under

the ridges of the projectile rotating band and others).

Normal profile riflings are used most widely in all types and calibers of
weapons.

In choosing a profile and riflings of weapon bores, it is necessary to
consider the weapon caliber, the amount of powder gas pressure, the initial
velocity of the projectile, the method of loading, the strength of the rifling
lands, and the projections formed on the rotating band of the projectile after
its cutting in the riflings.
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But i modern weapons, rifling dimensions are tied with the following

relationship (see Fig. 122):

b = (1.5 to 2.0)c, (54)

where b is width of rifling (grooves); and c is width of lands.

The basic dimension is the groove width b; however, if the land width c
in a given dimension of width b does not satisfy requirements for durability,
then -all dimensions of the riflings must be reviewed.

.::,/

t

Fig. 122. Rifling profile

Key: d. diameter of bore along the lands
(weapon caliber)

dH. diameter of the bore along the
grooves

b. groove width
c. land width
t. groove depth
6. tolerance on bore machining

along diameters d and dH
61. tolerance on groove width

According to technological considerations, the number of grooves in a
weapon bore must be even so that rifling of the bore can be performed by mani-
fold cutting heads, having six or eight cutters.

The approximite number of grooves n can be determined according to the
following empirical formulae:
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a) For small and medium caliber weapons

n = 3.5d+ 2, (55)

b) for large caliber weapons over 200 mm

n =2.5d + 2, (56)

where d is caliber in cm.

From formulae (55) and (56), it follows that the number of grooves in-
creases with an increase in weapon caliber. When choosing a groove profile,
grooves which-positively recommend themselves in operation of existing gun
barrels should also be considered.

After preliminary calculations of rifling profiles have been completed, it
is necessary to round off the nominal dimensions of land width c and groove
width b obtained to tenths of a millimeter.

Groove depth t is usually determined by the following relationship:

t = (0.01 to 0.02)d. (57)

For thb majority of modern weapons with a powder gas pressure
P L 3000 kg/cm2 and an initial projectile velocity vo 0 . 900 m/sec, to increase
weapon barrel life, groove depth

t = (0.015 to 0.02)d.

The correct choice of a rounding-off radius RI incre3ses durability of the
lands, excludes the possibility of cutting the tube body, improves bore cleaning
conditions, and decreases the possibility of dirt accumulation and rust forma-
tion, The rounding-off radius R, should usually be determined from the relation-

shi R, = (0 ..5 to 0.6) * t. (58)

The sharp edges of the lands are rounded off to a radius of R2 = 0.1 to
0.15 mm, which is attained by the technological polishing of the bore.

Table 39 presents dimensions and tolerances characterizing the bore riflings
of several models of weapons.

The basic dimensions of rifling according to the drawings are its width
and depth because these dimensions are attained immediately in the process of
rifling cutting, and besides this, its width depends on the corresponding ci-
mension of the cut. Machining tolerance on groove width should be assigned
with consideration for the accuracy of the machine, the degree of cutter wear
during the machining process, and decreases in groove width in connection with
this.
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Table 39

Characteristics of Bore Riflings
of Severa. Weaponsof the 1941-1944 Period

Characteristic om ocr 0 , i - . " Er '

nomenclature o A. * C Or

0• 0 0 0
- - - -0-

Weapon ai"iber d in mm 57 85 203.2 75 88 105

Projectile weight q in kg 3.14 9.2 100 6.8 10.2 15.1

Initial projectile velocity 990 797 607 935 1000 790
Vo in m/.Wtc

?1ximum powder gas pressure 3100 2550 2350 2850 3000 2700
pmx in kg/cmZ

Length of rifled .portion of 3421 3496 332i 4357 5150 3694
bore AH in mm

Bore diameter along grooves 58.8 86.7 207.2 76.8 90.4 107.6
dH in mm

Tolerance 6 on bore diameter +0.1 +0.15 +0.2 +0.2 +0.2 +0.2
dH in mm

Number of grooves n 24 24 64 32 32 32

Groove width b in mm 5.35 7.5 6 3.86 5.04 6.8

Tolerance 6) on groove width -0.3 ±0.3 ±0.3 ±0.2 ±-0.5 ±0.2
b in mm

Land width c in mm. 2.1 3.62 3.97 3.5 3.6 3.5

Groove depth t in mm 0.9 0.81 2 0.9 1.2 1.3 }
Rifling twist a in degrees 60 70091 8056v 60311 60311 40/60

Tolerance on rifling twist ±10' +0 ' ±20' +-40' +40' ±40'
in minutes

NOTE. 1) Tolerances on rifling twist for German weapons are given
relative to central angle D of rotation of the projectile in Fig. 121.
2) Rifling dimension designations are given in Fig. 122.
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In oassignifit the tolerance on groove width, the- possibility of decreasing
the width of lands because of working- instability of the spacing mnechanismqof

ythe .iflifig:-zachine shoUIffd lso -be considered. Foi instance, if a sixth or a
fourth of all the riflings--are -cut simultaneously,_ it is necessary to rotate
-the; baiie each tims during transfer fiom one group of grooves to another by an
anhge-t?,f 3600 + n, rhich is the. angle -whose arc is e4a1 to the width of a land
and a groove. It is necessar" to rotate the barrel until the final rifling of
the last goi 6f' grooves, and mistakes in aWgles of rotation may vary in size

SA a d direction, as th6 result of which the width of one group of lands may turn
out smaller than -the width of another group.

STolerances n on groove width dimensiouis should -be assigned with considera-
tion for. the: bite0 caliber; forinstance, for barrels up to 100 mm in caliber,

* tolerance -6,I ±0.2 mm; for barrels 100 to 180 mm in caliber, tolerance
= O43;=mm; and for barrels over 200 mm in caliber, tolerance a, = +0.4 mrm.

Analogous tolerances on land width dimensions will have a minus sign.

Table 39-presents tolerances -6I for some weapon models. Tol'rances 6 on
bore diameters d (along the lands) and dH (along the grooves) are also assigned
with consideration for the barrel caliber, namely:

Gun caliber in mm Tolerance 6 in mm

'50 - 85 40.1
100 - 152 +0.15
152 - 210 +0.2

over 210 +0.3

SAs a rule, machined smoothness of the groove surface must be the same as
the surface of the machined lands and charge chamber, or vM.

#37. Machines for Rifling Gun Barrels

Machines for rifling gun barrels (rifling machines) belong to the special

machines used to obtained spiral channels (grooves), which may be divided into
three groups according to dimensions: Machines of small length to 10 m, mu-

chines of medium length from 12 to 21 m, and machines of large length over 25 m.
The last type of machines may reach a length of up to 50 m.

Dimensions of the rifling machines are determined by the length and weight
of the weapon barrels rifled on them, and the length of the machine must be
2.4 times that of the rifled 'barrel, in that o_0ly with this length relationship
are the normal conditions of the rifling process provided.

In their layouts, the various rifling machines have much in common, both
in construction.and in kinematic scheme, which eases their learning and instal-
lation of working-processes on them.
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The gun barel, installed- and fastened on -the machine in .lunettes, re-
mains, stati•6hna during ri"ling, It is rotated by the- spacing mechanism only-
upon frinihing rifling one group of grooves and transferred to rifling another

Sset of gr oves.

During rifling o,. the barrel, the shaft with the rifling head performs !
combined st.aight forward and backward motion along the axial direction, and a
rotary one, turning at the angýe corresponding to the rifling twist of the
machined section of the barrel bore. Machines of similar kinematic layout are
most widely used in all countries.

In some single examples, rifling machines, usually of large dimensions,
are encountered in which the rifled barrel remains stationary in the lunettes
from the begiining to the end of the cutting process of all the grooves, and
the shaft vith the rifling head performs a progressive and rotational movement
with consideiation for changes in the rifling twist angle along the barrel
length. If, on this machine, not all the riflings are machined simultane-
ously, but only part of them, during transfer from one group of riflings to
another, the shaft. ith its rifling head is rotated to the required angle by
the spacing mechba-Lism instead of rotating the barrel, leaving the barrel sta-
tionary.

The rifling machine usually consists of the following basic (components):
Mounts, lunettes for installing and fastening the machined barrel on them;
carriage (movable support) with the shaft, carrying the rifling head fastened
in it; copying mechanism; speed tranismiision, regulating the speed of the run-
ning screw movements; drives and machine control mechanisms.

We will become familiar with technical data and layouts of some types of
rifling- machines.

Ufling Machines of the Krasrji Proletarii Plant

The rif gmachine of the Krasnyi Proletarii plant is characterized by
the following basic technical data:

length .................. 20 m
width . * .. . . . .......... . 2.7 m
height o. . .o o .....o ..o ..*a .*o 1.6 m

raximum length of rifled bore .. . .. . 6000 mm
maximum external diameter of the rifled

barrel fastened into lunettes ...... 375 to 425 m
maximum diameter of rifled bore . . . . 160 mm
maximum diameter of swivel opening of

base lunette with spacing mechamism . .o 500 mm
working spceds of longitudinal shaft feeds

first rato .. ...... . .... 6.5 m/min
second rate *. s o * o a * • *... 3.9 m/,min

third rate . . . .o * * o • e o • • 3.4m/min
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-- mapeedof.haftreturn . . . . . . . 16.6 m/min
preduivit~y of puf' s pply.iig cooling

- li~quid to cutters , .. ....... 20 1/min,

power of main thraee-phase cur-rent electric
•motor.............. . I0.4 kW at 1440 rpm

twocourse running screw, 32 mm pitch
riflings o e right
total machine we~ght ........ . .. 19,000 kg

The machine has two mcunts A and B, which are installed on the base and
fastened together-with bolts (Fig. 123). The rifled barrel (1) is installed on
lunettes G and E of-mount A. The breech part of -the barrel is installed, cen-
tered,. and fastened in lunette G, which has~usual construction.. This is
achieved with its movable lugs (37) (Fig. 124). Lunette E is intended for in-
stallation, centering, and fastening of the muzzel part of the barrel. In this
lunette, the barrel is installed in the swivel (2), lined up, and fastened in
it with lugs, as shown in- Figs. 125 and 126. The lug (2) is an accurately
machined cylinder, located in a bearing of the lunette body (see Fig. 125
On the exterior surface of the swivel is fastened a toothed crown wheel, which
is engaged with a worm screw, and this worm pair is the spacing mechanism with
which the barrel may be rotated to the required angle in the lunettes (see
Fig. 126). -The swivel (2), and the gun barrel with it, are rotated by hand
wheel (5) (see Figs. 123, 124, and 125). The position of the swivel in the
lunette is fixed by a special stop, and the angle of its rotation is determined
according to indicator (3) (see Fig. 125).

Lunettes 0 and E may be moved along the guiding mount of the machine by
hand drives, which rotate gear (36), which is engaged with rack (35), fastened
Algidly to mount A (see Fig. 124).

The spacing mechanism of the machine must rotate the swivel and barrel
to the required angle with an accuracy of up to i10', which, with the swivel
diameter over 500 mm in linear dimensions, will correspond to *1.0 mm. This
scale, mounted on a ledge of the face surface of the swivel, is convenient for
manuil setting and observance b, the naked eye. The accuracy of ±l.0 mm, with
which in linear dimensions it is possIble to set the swivel and barrel to the
assigned angle by rotating them, is not outside the limits of tolerances, as-
signed on groove width, namely t0.2 mm. The swivel, during rotation in the
lunette body bearing, must not move in an axial direction, just as the rifled
barrel during rifling and during rotation around the longitudinal axis of the
lunette, must not move in the swivel lugs or together with the swivel relative
to the lunette body.

The allowable movement of the swivel in an axial direction during its
rotation must not exceed ±0.0.5 mm. Movement of the barrel about the circum-
ference during rotation of the swivel or in an axial direction during bore
rifling might lead to partial cutting of separate groups of rifling lands,
and consequently, to ruin of the barrel. These factors should be considered
during adjustment and changing of the rifling machine.
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Fig. 123. Rifling machine of the Krasnyl Proletarli plant

Key: a-. overall view of machine 11. running screw nut bearing
b. kinematic scheme 12. hand wheel for longitudinal
A. left mount movement of drawbar (10)
B. right mount 13. strut with liquid supply
0. lunette pipe and valve
B. lunette with spacing 14. running screw nut

mechanism 15. running screw
K, machine carriage 16. speed transmission
H. direction of carriage 17. speed changing lever

longitudinal feed 18. rollers of rack (19)
M. sleeve 19. rack, engaged with shaft (9)
F. direction of lateral 20. drawbar

motion of rack (19) 21. lever for engagement of
0. ridge of bearing (11) sleeve M

with stop (nut) (14) 22. front shaft bearing
of the running screw !Z3. adjusting scale for copying

1. rifled barrel guage (31)
2. lunette swivel 24 & 28. worm mechanism for longitu-
3. spacing mechanism indicator dinal movement of drawbar (10)
4. rifling head 25. bushing
5. shaft for spacing mechanism 26. screw

hand wheel 27. stop nut
I 6. machine shaft 29. connecting sleeve

7. sleeve with spacing ring 30. carriage plate
8. carriage bearing 32. plate of copying guage (31)

9. shaft with external teeth c. main electric motor
(zl6)

"10. internal drawbar
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All the components and mechanisms accomplishing the bore rifling process
itself are assembled on mount B. The machine mounts are iron castings of box
form, iuhich have sufficient rigidity (see Fig. 124). The guiding mounts are
the fundamental technological basis for checking the machine and installation of
the barrel on it. Besides this, during barrel rifling, the table of the mova-
ble carriage K together with shaft (6) and other obvious mechanisms move along
the guiding mounts, and therefore the composition of the latter influences ma-
chine accuracy (see Fig. 123, a).

,C e

Fig. 125. Lunette E with spacing mechanism of
the Afling machine shown in Fig. 123

SKey: 2. swivel with lugs for installation

and fastening of the rifled barrel
" 3. scale indicator
4. rifling head
5. spacing mechanism hand wheel .

The guiding mounts must above all be straight, horizontal, and parallel
to each other, with-their nonparallelness not exceeding 0.04 to 0.05 mm on a
length of 1500 mam. Deviation of the guiding mounts from the horizontal must
not exceed 0.04 =m on a length of 1000 mam. This is checked with a level and
straight edge. The-external lateral surfaces of the guides must also be
straight and parallel to eaoh other, with an allowable deviation no greater

• ~0.04 mm on a length of 1000 =a. The surfaces of the guiding mounts must be
machined to a smoothness ofV'Q9. The positions of the axes of rotation of
the guiding surfaces of carriage K, shaft (9), shaft (6), front bearing (22),
i~htermediate bearings, lunettes, and the running screw are checked relative to
the guiding mount (see Fig, 123, a). Deviations in the positions of these
responsible parts of the machine relative to the gui.ding mounts must not exceed
the tolerances established for them.
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Fig. 126. Rf2MiIg machine lunette E with worm-type
spacing mechanism (see Fig. 123)

Carriage K, assembled on the plate (30), is the tool support of the ma-
chine (see Fig. 123). The hollow shaft, gear (9), rotating freely on the bear-
ings (8) of the carriage, absorbs the composite force of cutting, acting in an
axial direction, and the twisting moment, created by the rotation of shaft (6).
Shaft (6) io connected to shaft (9) by sleeve (8). The drawbar (10) freely
moves inside shaft (9) and shaft (6). Steps on the uheeks and adjusting nuts
prevent axial displacement of shaft (9). The shaft has z16 = 27 teeth and
module m- 4. The rack (19), freely moving in a lateral direction in the guid-
ing table (30), is meshed with the teeth of shaft (9) (gear z1 6 ). In some ma-
chines, rack (19) consists of two parts, and slack in its engagement with the
gear -- shaft (9) -- can be eliminated by moving them relative to each other

, "If 38 12

7 i

S\ ,,, . , ... .1

Fig. 127. Carriage K of the rifling machine shown in

"Fig. 123

-' Key% 7. sleeve for fastening 19. copyin& guage rack

the shaft with shaft (9) 38. fastening plates of
9. shaft with rod gear (zl6) bearing (11)

12. hand wheel for the longi-
tudinal movement mecha-
nism of drawbar (10)
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The overall view of the described carriage of the rifling machine is
shown in Fig. 127. The bearing (11), which is a strong iron casting of box
form (see Fig. 123), is installed on the table of the carriage. The stop (25)
'is fitted on the exterior end of the drawbar'projecting from bearing (lj, and
it 'is fastened stationary on it by nut and stop nut (27). Gear (24), fastened
on stop (25) with an exterior band thread, may rotate on it, but may not move
in anaxial direction, being limited by the walls of the bearing and the parts
Sregulating its position.

With rotation of the hand wheel (12), the worm screw (28) and gear (24)
whicdn is engaged with it also begin to rotate. With this, as a result of rota-
tion of gear (24), stop (25) will be screwed on to or screwed off of it and
consequently, drawbar (10) will also be moved in a longitudinal direction rela-
tire to shaft (6) and the rifling head. This drive allows installation of the
rirfling, head cutters in the initial position and setting of the feed depending
on, the 'required thickness of shavings layer removed in each working pass.

Changing the amount of feed on thickness of layer removed can take place
manually or automatically, asing the principle of the longitudinal movement of
the drawbar (see Fig. 127),.

The tongue 0 of bearing (11) runs from a right-angle slot in plate (3)
to the outside and has a bronze nut-housing (14) on its end, which holds the
running screw (15) (see Fig. 123). The nut (14) has a free sector of about
150 to 1550, and holds the running screw through wn angle of 205 to 2100. ThiE
is necessary so that the running screw, having a larga length (over 7000 mm), .

can have intermediate support bearings (34) with a contact angle of close to
11400, and so that a clearance is maintained between the nut and the bearings
on both sides at an angle of close to 50 (see Fig. 124).

The tongue 0 must be sufficiently strong and rigid to accept the tensile
load of the running screw (15), transferred to plate (30) of the carriage K.
The right-angle slot in plate (30) of the carriage is somewhat larger in length
than the corresponding dimension of the tongue 0. Clearance e, which is the
d ifference between these dimensions of the slot and tongue 0, is recovered at
the initial moment of carriage movement or change of its direction from a
straight forward one to a backward one, due to which bearing (11) and drawbar
(10) are moved by the amount of clearance e relative to the carriage table and
shaft (6) of the machine. This movement of bearing (U1) and drawbar (10) auto.
matically causes withdrawal of the cutters into the rifling head body at the
initial moment of carriage free motion and extrusion of the cutters into their
original position at the initial moment of its working movement. In this way,
bearing (11) is not rigidly fastened on the table of the machine, but is in-
stalled on the surface of the table and fixed by guiding strips (38), and the
amount of clearance e is regulated with cow aeration for the peculiarities of
the rifling machine and head (4), faste; . the shaft (see Figs. 123, 127,
and 131).

Shaft (6) of the machine, a hollow tube, the running screw (15), and some
gears are manufactured of medium-hard steel (ab = 75 to 85 kg/mm2). The
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drawbar (10) has an internal canal, through which cooling and lubricating
"liquid is conducted to the cutters. This liquid is driven by a pump along
pipe (i3), as sho.n by arrow C, and its quantity is regulated by a valve, in-
stalled• on tube strut (13). The exterior surface of the shaft (6) is machined
to high accuracy by grinding so that its smoothness corresponds to v.vv 7.
Parallelness of the shaft relative to the guiding mounts and its possible ec-
centricity in the bearings are checked during machine adjustment so that non-
parallelness of the shaft in the mounts may not be greater than 0.05 rm.

The copying gauge (31) is assembled on plate (32) (see Fig. 123), in-
stalled on special brackets (33) (see Fig. 124). Fig. 124 shows the copying
guage (31), rack (19). and rack rollers (18).

The copying gauge may be installed at a variance from the longitudinal
axis of the machine at an angle oi! 0, corresponding to the rifling twist and
measured along scale (23) with consideration for the gear ratio of the rack

pair (19) -- z16 and the pitch of the running screw (15) (see Fig. 123).
Rigidity of copying gauge installation on plate (32) is achieved with regulat-
ing supports.

Straightness of the copying gauge during constant twist rifling is
checked by a straightedge. During progressive twist rifling, the copier
adjustment is applicable only for the given rate of twist.

The rack (19) is connected to the copying gauge (31) with two rollers

(18), which hold the copying rack from two sides, and the rollers are rigidly
fastened to the rack, but the distance between their axes may be regulated so
that they roll freely along the lateral surfaces of the gauge.

In order to eliminate the possibility of formation of clearance between
J the rollers and the gauge, on some machines, one of the rollers is not rigidly

fastened and a spiral spring is placed between the rollers as shown in Fig. 124,
which recovers the clearance between the rollers and the copier gauge.

During movement of carriage-K along the guiding imounts of the machine,
the rack (19) will move together with it, and simultaneously following along
the copier gauge, rack (19) will have a lateral movement in a direction of the
arrow (see Fig. 123). As the result of a simultaneous movement of the carriage
and rack, shaft (9) and shaft (6) with it will receive a progressive movement
along the mounts and a rotational motion around their axes, which is necessary
during zifling of the bore.

Fig. 128 shows the kinematic scheme of the moving connection mechanism
of rack (4) with the copier gauge (2). According to this scheme, the copier
gauge (2) is fastened rigidly on plate (1). The rack (4) has a right-angle
slot, in which slide (7) can freely move. The axle of roller (6) is fastened
in the body of this slide, and rotating freely on its axis, the roller and
slide are moved relative to the rack by screw (8). Screw (8) freely moves
through the axis of roller (5) and is screwed only into slide (7) of roller (6).-
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Mhe distance between the axles of rollers (5) and (6), fastened on the
rack ()., may be regulated with screw (8), and this usually eliminates clearance
between the rollers and copying gauge edges, providing free travel of the gauge
rollers along the copying gauge.

0. Avv•e-? no• AB

; q_1

-, 6---?

7 \7

Fig. 128. Copier roller regulating mechanism of
rifling machine (see Fig. 123)

Key: 1. copier gauge plate
2. copier gauge
3. toothed rack base
4. toothed rack

5 & 6. rollers
7. slide
8. screw, changing the position

of slide (7) and roller (6)
relative to the ra*k and
copier gauge

a. cut across AB

The installation schematic of a rigid copier is shown in Fig. 129. In
this copier, the gauge (2), having a dove-tail section, is installed on plate
(1) at the required angle S. The slide (4) moves along the guides of the
copier gauge, and clearance between the gauge and slide are regulated by wedge
(5) and adjusting screws. The rack (3) is connected with slide (4) as shown
in the schematic. This mechanism is simple in construction, but may not Le
used for progressive twist copiers in that large friction forces arise between
the slide and gauge.

The machine drive and its speed transmission (16) are assembled on the

* foundation plate, and the transmission body is fastened to the machine mount

(see Fig. 123). The shaft transmitting rotation to the running screw is con-
* nected with it by a sleeve (29).

Changing direction of running screw rotation from working movement to a
backward one is accomplished with lever (21), with the help of drawbar (20) ind
sleeve M, and changes in speed are accomplished by lever (17), which has three
positions.
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VFig. 129. Rigid copier of rifling machine

Key: 1. plate
2. copier gauge
3. toothed rack
4. slide, connected with rack

and copier gauge

5. adJusting wedge
6. rack base
a. plan view

Kinematic Schematic of the Rifling Machine

The rifling machine works in the following manner (see Fig. 123):

After adjustment of the machine, the process of barrel bore rifling be-
gins with the machine's free movement, during which shaft (6) and rifling head
(4) are sLmultaneously given a longitudinal movement along arrow H and a rota-
tional one.

When the rifling head traverses a path equal to the length of riflings,

and moves into the hollow of the barrel charge chamber, the machine is changed

into the working mode, either manually by lever (21), or automatically with
changing by sleeve M.

During the machine's working run, carriage K and shaft (46) and rifling
head (4) together with it, move in a backward direction. During this, the shaft
and cutting head perform a rotational movement according to the assigned twist
uf the riflihs.

"When the rifling head fully emerges from the barrel bore, movement of the
carriage is stopped manually with lever (21) or automatically by sleeve M.

The machine work cycle is later repeated, with the machine being changed
into its free motion only manually so that shavings can be removed from the
rifling head while the machine is stopped,

Machine stoppage is necessary for no more than 10 to 12 seconds.
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The shaft of the electric motor, which provides the primary movement of
the macbine, is connected by a sleeve to the primary shaft of the speed trans.;
mission (16), from which the rotational movement is transmitted to gear z1 and
then t6 gears 2, z ,. and z4. A block with thiee cylindrical gears z , z6 , and
Vz is locatedon a liding key on the third shaft of the speed Zr= ssion.
Three varying speeds of rotation can be transmitted to the fourth shaft of thespeed transmission and further to gear z-,2.by these gears, using lever (17).

Gear z1 2 fits freely on to the fifth shaft of the speed transmission, and

therefore it transmits a twisting moment to the shaft only during engagement of
the friction sleeve M., Sleeve (29) transmits motion from the fifth shaft of
the seed transmission to the running screw (15), whose rotation is transformed

into the progressive motion of carriage K along the mount guides by the nut

(housing). '
During progressive movement of carriage K, rack (19), being connected to

the copying gauge (31) by its rollers or slide, will receive lateral movement
in the direction of arrow F. The lateral progressive motion of rack (19)
through shaft (9), having teeth of the type of gear z1 6 , is transformed into
the rotational motion of shaft (6) along the assigned angle of twist of the
riflings.

The free pass of the machine is accomplished from gear z8 of the fourth
shaft of the speed transmission, and further through gears zl 3 and z. The
latter gear sits freely on its shaft, and• the shaft receives a rotational mo-
tion during engagement of the friction sle~eve M. Daring engagement of the
sleeve M for the free pass, gear z1 2 ;I, rotate idly.

-If 'sleeve- Mis located in the middle position, rotation is not transmitted
to the running screw, although all gears of the speed transmission will rotate.

Data on the machine gears are given in Table 40.

Speed v of longitudinal feed of the carriage K during the working pass
of the machine is determined according to the formula

V n mitx [rn/min] (59)
1000

where nM is the number of rotations of the electric motor (1440 rpm); i is the
transmission ratio of the speed transmission. This relationship may have three
different values, and tX is running screw pitch (32 m).

The transmission ratio of the speed transmission Zor working passes of
the machine according to data on its gears (see Table 40) is determined from
the fofloixg relationships:

z l23 z6 zll 24 28 34.36 o.,37;ii1 - = --.--.--.-- 0.37
z2 z4 zlO z12 60 67 29 54
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Table 40
Dijta on R g Machine Gears

e~p (See Fig.. 123)

I I6"3Ha- 'qa Muy I-06u3H3- 0 tMOAYJ I W"Pi.n'
iuup e 3y6UPo

WiecTCPeH~ z MM zueciepeuj z MitA M

z, 24 5 50 z9 38 6 60
z2 60 5 50 z10  29 6 60
z3 28 5 50 z11 36 6 60
Z4 67 5 50 Z12 54 6 70
ZS 27 6 70 Z13 30 6 55
6 34 6 70 Z14 25 6 55

Z, 25 6 70 Z15 eJkyx- 21War -
3axCI. 32 l.V

z8 46 6 55 Z16 27 1

Key: a. Gear designation
b. ,Number of teeth z
c. Module m mm
d. Gear width b mm
e. two-pass
f. pitch 32 mi

z1 z3 _ 0o.o83 6 ;
J- 2 z4 l zll 12 -

3 z z 3 Z? Zll
L... .Z = 0.0733.'3 z2 z4 z9 z12

Substituting the transmission ratio values received into formula (59),
we get: v1 = 6.5 m/mli, v2 = 3.9 m/min. and v3 = 3.4 m/rain.

The maximum transmisuion ratio of the speed transmission for the free
(reverse) pass of the machine

Z1 z3 z6 Z8 z13 24.38 34 46 30 0.36.
Sz 2 z4 zlO z1 3 z1 4 60 67 39 30 25

Suustituting this transmission ratio into the same formula (59), we get
the maximum speed of the reverse pass of the machine

"v4 =16.6 m/min.
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Cuttihg speed of the rifling head will be greater than speed of the pro-
gressive feed of carriage K in that the Cutters simultaneously perform -a pro-
gressive and rotational moti6h, rotating at the angle of twist of the riflings.
Cutting speed vp may be determined according to the formula

PI
:v [m/rinI, (60)Cos-p !

where v is-speed. of carriage progressive motion; and a is angle of twist of "'
barrel bore riflings. , \.

F~r instance, with a rifling twist angle a - 90 (cos a = 0.988), accorrilngto formula (60), cutting speed kor the first feed speed stage •

"=- 0 = 6.58 m/min.

Consequently, cutting speed with an angle a = 90 is larger than longitudinal
feed speed v, by 1.2%, and with a smaller rifling curvature, this increase will
-not exceed i 7. This increased cutting speed over feed speed may be ignored in

- calculations.

The angle of copying guage installation 1 is determined by the following
means. From what cas set forth above, we may write tt+,t

wheeh rd (61)

S -where Iis the longitudinal pass of the shaft or length of the rifled po'ttion
of the garrel in mm; h is length of groove course in mm; d is barrel bore di-
-raeter inA mm; and a is rifling twist angle.

For the described machinq, besides this, we have the following dependence:

H- (62)

where dH is the initial average diameter of the circumference od 3haft (9) with
gear z16, which is engaged with rack (19); and 0 is angle of installation of
copier guage.

For rifling machines which have, connected with the rack, a cylindrical
gear fitted stationary on a key on the shaft (see Fig. 131), d will be the
initial diameter of thd rack gear (1) which may be determined Prom the ex-
pres3ion " -

dH z = mz,

where t is the pitch of toothed engagement; z is the number of teeth of shaft
(9) (rack gear); and m is module of toothed engagement for the given machine
and this shaft (m =4, z16 = 27).
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"Setting the right sides of equations (61) and (62) equal, and solving
them relative to angle 8, we get

tg 8= tga L-

tg80 tg a M. (63)

The last expression is a calculated formula for adjustment arni checking
of the position of the copier gauge (31) on plate (32) of the machine (see
Fig. 123)

If progressive twist rfulings are being cut, angle a should be determined
for each of its sections, no more than 200 mm in length, and correspondingly
angle a should also be taken.

Forces Acting on the Machine and Tools During Barrel Bore Rifling

In the forces acting on the tools and machine, the process of barrel bore
rifling is analogous to the process of broaching curved grooves. The cutting
forces doing barrel bore rifling may be approximately determined according to
the formulalor broaching slo-tted holes, namely:

!¢ where Pz is the cutting force in kg; and cp is *the constant coefficient depend-

on the-properties of the machined material.

For steel Ob= 70 to 80 kg/mm2 ,c= 285, and for steel ob > 80 kg/mm2 ,
Cp = 320; a is feed for one working pass, or thickness'of shavings removed in
mm. During bore rifling s = 0.05 to 0.10 mm; n is number of simultaneously
working cutters of.the rifling head; and b is width of grooves in mm.

Formula (64) is for the case of determining cutting loads during straight-
line movement. During rifling weapon bores, the rifling head, besides the
progressive straight-line motion, also has a rotational motion, corresponding
to angle a of the rifling twist, and therefore the cutting load P during bore
rifling may be approximately determined by the relationship

P = 1.12Pz.

Pow6r % expended on the cutting process, is determined according to the
formula
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wnere v is cutting speed in in/min.

The power of the machine or power of its electric motor expended in the
cutting process will be equal to

Ne 11 [kit], (66)
* T1

where T is the coefficient of efficiency of the machine. For rifling machines,

Tn 0.7 to 0.75 is used.

The total feed force P during the working pass of the machine, absorbed
by the rifling machine runn3.lg screw stop, is determined according to the
formula

P : P + fQ. (67)

kie.e Q is the weight of the moving parts of the carriage (support), including
weight of the shaft, in kg; and f is the coefficient of friction in the machine
guides (usually f = 0.18 to 0.2).

In determining the amount of cutting feed during barrel bore rifling, it
is necessary to proceed from condition of the maximum cutting rate, the allowa-
ble stability of the running screw nut (housing), and the maximum number of
simultaneously working cutters.

Rifling Machine of the Nema Firm

The uverall layout of the machine is given in Fig. 130. The machine con-
sists of the right (19) and left (23) mourts, with the right mount longer than
the left. The rifled barrel (1) is installed in lunettes (2) and (3) on mount
(23), and fastened in them by lugs g. The freely rotating swivel (5) is as-
sembled on the body (4) of the front lunette. The swivel has screw-type lugs
a, with which the barrel is centered relative to the mount and to the shaft (8),
which has the rifling head on its end. The swivel (5) together with the
barrel (I)-a-a rotated to the required angle with hand wheel (22) of the spac-
ing mechanism, and fastened in th6 required position by stop d.

The movable carriage (10), kinematically tied to the machine running
screw, is installed on the guioes of mount (19). Vie carriage together with
shaft (8), the front bearing (9), and rear bearing (11) can move along the
mount. Layouit of this carriage (support) is shown in Fig. 131. Shaft (8) of
the machine rests in bearings (") and (9), and in some instances may also have
an intermediate movable bearing (see Fig. 130). The primary motion speed trans-
mission of the machine is located in the body (14)). The number of revolutions
of the machine running screw ic changed by lever (15), and the direction of its
rotation and, consequently, the di.'ection of carriage movement is changed with
lever (O.), drawbar (20), and lever (16),
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The electric motor (17), 7.5 kW in power with 945 rpm, is installed on
one plate-iith the speed transrission. Cooling liquid is conducted from the
pump along pipe (18) and then to the cutters along the internal hollow of the
shaft,

S23 8J.. •as A a 6 7 9 20 1g 189 i tZ 12U 147 i M 17

22 21

Fig. 130., Rifling machine of the German firm Nema

Key: I. rifled barrel 14. speed transmission
2 & 3. lunettes 15. lever changing the number

4. front lunette body of running screw revolu-
5. swivel tions
16. rivling head 16 & 21. levers for changing the

7 & 9. bearings sleeve from forward to
8. shaft reverse carriage travel

10. machine carriage 17. electric motor
I1. rear bearing 18. valve
12. indicator of the longi-19 & 23. mounts

tudinal movement mecha- 20. drawbar
nism of drawbar (13) 22. spacing mechanism hand

13. drawbar wheel

The machine carriage (support) consists of the following parts (see
Fig. 131): Table (22), installed on the mounit guide; front (4) and rear (17)

bearings; hollow shaft (10) with gear (9); rack (20) and mechanism with hand
wheel (14) for moving the internal drawbar (16) relative to the shaft (10) and
machine shaft (1).

Shaft (10) may freely rotate in the carriage bearings, without moving
longitudinally. Cylindrical gear (9) is fitted on it on a key, and is engaged
with rack (20). Machine shaft (.) is connect with shaft (10) by sleeve (6)
Cooling liquid is conducted along pipe (3) in thn hole in front bearing (4),
and then in the circular clearance between the shaft and drawbar (16).

The rear bearing (17) is freely installed with its base A on the plate
of the carriage table, and its tongue, protruding through the right-angle slot
of the table, projects from the carriage. The nut (housing) is installed in
the tongus, and is In kinematic connection with the running screw (19). The
length of the right-angle slot in the carriage table is larger than the di-
mension o' the tongue of bearing (17) by an amount of clearance e, whose di-
mension can be regulated.
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At the initial moment of rotation of the running screw (19), nut (18) and
bearing (17) together with stop (12), connected to sleeve (13) and drawbar (16),
move relative to the carriage table and machine shaft by an amount of clearance
e. After recovery of this clearance, the carriage and machine shaft begin to
move along the machine. This layout allows automatic movement of drawbar (16),
and- the consequent withdrawal of cutters into the body o~f the rifling head
during the nonworking run of the machine or, conversely, their projection into
the required position before the working ran. Cutter feed into the assigned
thicknes's of renoved layers is done by rotation of hand wheel (14). Sleeve (13)
is sciewed on to drawbar (16) and connected with stop (12) in such a way that
-it can, rotate inside it. Stcp (12), having a smooth internal camal, is con-
nected by key (U-) with shaft (10), relative to which it can move only longitu-
dinally, but may not turn. -and wheel (14) is rigidly fastened to the body of
stop (13), which has a scale with divisions for determination of the cutter
position in the head on its flange. When hand wheel (14) is turned, sleeve (13)
iwill rotate and move drawbar (16), with which the cutters will change their
position in the rifling head.

•I z
6~~~ 7/ 8/ toi 2131 522 R

S~~~ ~------! ....... ---
10 2' 20 1, 18

Fig. 131. Carriage of rifling machine of the
firm Nema (longitudinal cutaway)

Key: 1. machine shaft 12. stop
2 & 5. adjustable gland 13. sleeve

bushings 14. hand wheel
3. pipe, carrying 15. nut with stop-nut

cooling liquid 16. drawbar
4. front bearing 17. bearing
6. sleeve 18. running screw
7. spacing ring housing
8. carriage cover 19, running screw
9. rack gear (z = 40, 20. rack

m = 3.5 mm) 21. rack guide rail
10. carriage shaft 22. carriage plate
11. key (base)
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The kinematic scheme of the machine is shown in Fig. 132. In this scheme,

(2) and (4) are the lunettes, in which are installed the rifled barrel (3),
shaft (5), plate (6), copying guage (7), carriage (8), rack (9), speed trans-
mission (10), and electric motor (11). Rack (9) is engaged with a .gear having
40 teeth and a module of 3.5 mm. The electric motor transmits rotation to the
rurning screw through the speed transmission.

2 3 1 4 56 6 7 8

41 4

Fig. 132. Kinematic schematic of Nema rifling machine

Key: 1. mount 11. electric motor
2 & 4. lunettes N = 7.5 kW, n 945 rpm)

5. barrel 12 & 13. drawbar longitudinal
5. shaft movement mechanism
6. plate 14 & 15. bearings
7. copier gauge 16. ring with divisions

9. rack (m = 3.5 e m) 18. two-course running10. speed transmission screw

This motion is transformed into progressive motion of the carriage and
shaft in the directions shown by arrows a. Movement of the carriage causes
lateral progressive aovement of the rack (9) in the directions shown by arrows b,
vhich in turn are transformed into rotation of the shaft. As the result, the
machine shaft, having the rifling head on its end, has not only a progressive
movement along the mounts, but also rotation by angle ; corresponding to the
twist cf riflings. The remainder of the machine' ,kinemati5.s are sufficiently
clear from the schematic. The number of teeth of each gear is designated on
the schemat'ic by numbers, and the machine running screw is two-course with a
pitch of 31.42 mm.

Rifling Machine of the Nails Firm,

This rifling machine is intended for rifling bores of large weapon bar-

rels, having a length of tare rifled portion r'p to 10 m with an overall barrel
length of up to 14 m.
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The basic technical data of the machine:

Machine dimensions:
length.. .... ....... ... .. 32 mSwidth . . . . . ... . .. 8.18 m.
-heigkt ••. . . . . . . . 3.3 m

Height from shaft axis to mount . . ..... 762mm
Diameter of rifled barrel bore . ... . ... . . 200 to 400 mm,
Copier gauge length . . .. ... . . . .. . 11,500 mm
Range of copier gauge angle setting . .0. . . . 0 to 170
Lateral rack movement, up to ..... o.... 2800 mm
Rack engagement gear:

module .. ý o e o # * a * o * o * o o o . o 2.54 mm
number of teeth 999e 9999*....9 180

Running screw, three-course, with pitch . . . . 114.3 mm
Spacing mechanism allows rotation of the shaft

to an angle 0 to 3600 with accuracy of f0.10
shaft length .... ........... 14,500 mm

Longitudinal shaft feed speed range (speed
regulated byelectric motor) o o ..o. . . .o. 2.7 to 16.3 m/min

Machine primary motion electric motor:
power • .o ............. o .. 29.4kw
number of revolutions ...... ..... .200 to 1200 rpm

The rifled barrel C is installed in lunettes (4) and centered by the
rear stop (3) (Fig. 133). In the process of rifling, the barrel remains sta-
tionary. The lunettes (4) are fastened to the mounts of the machine by lugs
(5). The machine carriage K together with shaft (11), having the rifling head
on its end, accomplishes a progressive motion along the mount guides. The
shaft and rifling head, besides moving progressively, rotate by angle a of the
rifling twist. During the working run of the machine, the shaft works by the
method of compression, although if necessary, rifling may also take place by
the broaching method. The copier gauge is a flexible band (29), fastened on
the plate of the carriage by special stops. This layout of the copier gauge
allows its use for rifiings of both constant twist and progressive twist
(Fig. 134).

After• rifling ona group of grooves, the machine shaft is rotated to the
required angle with .he spacing mechanism by the electric motor M, 1.5 kW in
power, which is located in the front bearing. The rotational motion of electric
motor M is transmitted to the worm shaft (16), worm gear (17), and then to worm
shaft (18) and worm gear (19), which fit freely on the shaft (see Fig. 134).

Gear (19) is located in the body of the front bearing, and during rota-
tion of the spacing mechanism, it is connected beforehand to the shaft by a
ýaamping device. Accuracy of spacing mechanism rotation is 0.10, which does
not exceed the tolerance on the linear dimension of groove width.
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TDhrLng adjustment of the machine, carriage K may be move4 manually, using
lever B, whose rotation is transmitted through the cylindrical gears (9), (8),
and (7) to the running screw. The front bearing of the shaft is moved along the
mounts by worm screw (20), which is engaged with rack (23.) and the intermediate
bearing (23) is moved by the running screw.

Fig. 135 shows the schematic of installation and fastening of the copynag
gauge of the machine, which is a flexible steel band. A number of slide rails
(2) are installed on plate (1) and fastened to it by screws (3). With rotation
of screw (6), slide (5) moves along the guiding slide rails. The slide rails
have screw stops (7) and (8) for fastening the steel flexible rail -- the copier
gauge, which, with the help of the stops, can easily adapt a straight form for
constant twist riflings or a curved one for progressive twist riflings. The
kinematic tie between the lateral rack (15) and copying gauge (22) is usual,
with the roller device in Fig. 134.

it to 9 8 117,5 7 6

3 '-ntop, no9.7oj, 8

Fig. 135. Installation of schematic of copier flexible
band of the Nails rifling machine

Key: 1. plate
2. slide rails
3. slide rail fastening bolts
4. guiding slide rails
5. movable slide
6.. screw
7. stop screws
8. lugs
9. flexible band

10. rollers
11. rack

a. runner stops
b. flexible bandL Control of the machine is effected with the levers and button panel shown

in Fig. 133.

Data on gears, worm shafts, and screws of the machine are presented in
Table 41.
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Table 41

Basic Data on Gears, Wom Shafts, and Screws of the
Nails Firm Rifling Machine

(See Fig. 134) a

L'a" . cto D -\loav.1b [lihipi,,a O4,1.1 . MOIy.lb 1itu' i""a
,llime - 3y•'t11o [ mf.1 I ccTc- 0.. ncine 30 40 Al it-II wucre-

UTcr- w' . war I Id pell b mefte. - fliar I Pel bpen JI P °ell zgo Ic ..W mmd o.t- peui .|Z -~" pez AI~ .. IL / M"I -
1 19 7,26 127 12 22 6,35 64
2 71 7,26 127 13 18 6,35 64
3 20 12,7 165 14 180 2.54 158
4 45 12,7 165 1.5 - 2,54•

5 -rCThUpCx.- 114.3 - t(Pekila)e• P(lxOonoii ziaxo- , 16 Oioa- ,0I -laxo."l. 16

6 ]ier1pex- 114,3 630 03b1)i uaa)3 (rakia)-p•p3axo. ,F k 70 5,05 64
• • ;awil k , ,, 6 0.ll16 103a- 16,93

7 I 60 8.47 ' S2,5 ; xo1Iiii ,
8 12 8,47 ' 82,5 Hu 1 33aa)

9 50 6,35 60 1. 50 16,9 90

10 12 6,35 60 I! 20 tX,. 6,3.5 -

15 BIIIO 285 64 IIlr)i lilI I K " ' 1 T O) I H ITI,

Key: a. Gear designation
b. Number of teethlz
c. Module m or pitch t,' mm
d. Gear width-b, mm
e. (running screw)
f. four-course

g. (nut)
h. (screw)
i. (rack)
J. (worm shaft)
k. one-course
1. (worm screw)
m. two-course

Some rifling machines have gear-type copier arrangements so that shaft
rotation to the required angle of rifling twist is accomplished by changeable
gears of the spacing quadrant. This arrangement has smaller dimensions than
that described.
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#38. Rifling Heads

For rifling weapon bores, a special tool, the rifling head with special
cutters for it, is used.

The rifling head has a complex construction, which provides fastening of
the cutters, their centering and direction, exhaust of shavings before with-
drawal of the cutter from the barrel bore, and fastening of the head itself on
the machine shaft.

The quality of rifling depends on the construction of the rifling head
an4 the number -of simultaneously working cutters on it.

In designing a rifling head, it is necessary to consider the following
requirements:

1) The number of cutters must be as large as possible, and their
geometry the most rational;[• 12) the correc-t and reliable maintenance of direction in the

process of -the head's work relative to the barrel bore;
3) convenience and reliability of fastening the head on the

machine shaft;
4) convenient supply of lubricating and cooling liquid to

the cutters and exhaust of shavings from them;
5) simplicity in parts construction, increased accuracy of

their manufacture, and the least possible number of parts.

The number of cutters on a rifling head depends on the space for their
placement and is tied to the caliber of the rifled barrel bore. At the present
time, for weapon of caliber of from 75 to 105 mm, six- and eight-cutter heads
are used, and only in some cases for small calibers are four-cutter heads still
encountered. In rifling of weapon bores of caliber over 115 mm, there must be
no less than 10 to 12 cutters. For rifling weapon bores over 150 mm in caliber,
only heads with no less than 16 or 24 cutters should be used. In some in-
stances, it is possible to use a number of cutters which is equal to the number
of grooves.

- '-Construction of the rifling head and cutters depends on the method of
work of the cutting instrument during bore rifling. The method of drawing bore
rifling, during which the machine shaft works on tension and twist during the
working run, is used most ofiten. The other method, in which the head is pushed
throug'a the barrel bore during the working run (broaching method) ancý the ma-
chine shaft is subjejted to compression, is used very rarely and only during
rifling of bores of large calibers (over 180 mm) with sufficient shaft
rigidity.
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i Four-Cutter Rifling Head

the head body (5) 3 ! a hoUow body of hig' -strength steel with an accu-
rate1/ machined, cylindric.Q hole through it (Fig. 136). On the exterior conic
(deviation 10 26') -smurface ". i--' head body is fitted a .bronze skirt (C19),
having a length of 156 mm and four slots each 145 mm in length. The exterior
diameter of the guiding surface of the skirt (19) may be changed by the col-
lars (8) kad (9)"a- stop nuts (18).

There. must be. a clearance of no more than 0.1 mm between the exterior
siwface of the skirt (19) and the surface of the barrel bore. The exterior
surface of the skirt may be reground in case of wear.

PO3pE3 no AS

1" 40 5J2- 08

a)

047A .'
2M 5 E Z60

S "T-'I I I 04g "--- 4 ,---

Fig. 137. Rifling head parts

Key: a. wedge
b. ring
c. ssction across AB

d. remainder

In the middle portion of the head body (5), there are four cylindrical
holes for cutters (10). The holes, of diameter g, for the cutters are machined
to third class precision, and the exterior surface of the cutters are machined
to second class sliding fit precision. For exhaust of shavings in front of the
cutters, four longitudinal slots (11) are made in the head body and in the
bronze skirt, aad these are necessary for placement of shavings during the work-
ing run, each of them having a volime four times that of the sh vings removed
by the cutters.
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A hairbrush with dense bristled filling is fitted and fastened by a nut
behind the cutters on the head body. This brush, following the cutters, cleans
smaU shavings and burrs from the surface of the bore, and these are removed
froa the brush upon withdrawal of the head from the barrel bore.

The arbor (6), wedge (7), and bushing (2) are installed in the cylindrical
hole of the head body. The arbor is rigidly fastened to shaft (14) of the ma-
chine with a cc*:ac tail section, thrust ledges, and nut (13) The head body
together with the cutters can freely move lengthwise relative to the arbor
within the limits of circular clearance Y, and may not rotate due to key (16),
which is fastened on it by screws (17).

Wedge (7), on whose threaded part is screwod bushing (2), fits freely on
arbor (6). Ring (4) is fastened to the bushing by screw (3), and the bushing

is fastened on the arbor by nut (1) and a cotter key.

The surfaces of the assembled parts of the head along dimensions a, d,
b, and k are machined to second class sliding fit precision so that the parts

Swill be correctly centered and can move freely relative to each other with
minimal clearances. This condition is iiportant and assures normal work of the
head. Construction of wedge (7) and ring (4) are sufficiently clear from
Fig. 137. The bases of the head cutters fit into T-shaped conic slots in
wedge (7), in which they must ,e able to mc~v• freely. The slots have an in-
clination of 90 30'. The amount of feed oe Ihe cutters according to thickness
of s',avings removed is established by rotation of ring (4), together with which
bushing (2) also turns, and wedge (7) moves in a longitudinal direction (see
Fig. 136). As the result, the cutters, sliding along the conic T-shaped slots,
will move in a radial direction.

The amount of cutter feed in thickness of shavings removed is determined
according to the formula

x nstgc, (b8)

where x is the feed of each cutter on thickness of shavings removed in mm;
n is angle of rotation of ring (4) and bushing (2), measured in revolutions;
a is the angle of wedge inclination, a 90 301; tga = 0.1673; and S is thread
pitch of wedge (7) and bushing (2) (s = 3 mm).

From formula (68) it follows that for one revolution for ring (4), the
amount of feed

* x =1 i 3 0.1673 0.502 mm.

With rotation of ring (4) by one division of its scale, or by 0.01 revo-
lution, the amount of feed

= 0.01 • 3 • 0.1673 0.005 mm.
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The described construction of rifling head does not allow accomplishment
of automatic cutter feed.

Cooling liquid is conducted to the cutters along speuial pipe (151 which
is laid in the longitudinal slot of the shaft, and then along the internal canal
and inclined holes in the arbor and the head body.

Eight-Cutter Rifling Head

The eight-cutter rifling head is used for rifling barrel bores 85 to
150 mm in caliber. The steel head body (5) serves as the basis for assembly of
the part (Fig. 138). It is connected with shaft (11) of the machine by inter-
mediate bushing (10). Bushing (10) and the entire head are centered relative
to the shaft by smooth, accurately machined surfaces, and fastened with a
two-course right-angle thread and set screw (13).

The head is guided in the rifled bore of the barrel by bronze slide
rails (6), whose quantity corresponds to the number of ctters in the head.
The bronze slide rails (6) are installed in slots in the head body. With longi-
tudinal mov.ment of the guide rails by nut (9), the required dimension along
their external diameter may be set.

For maintenance of head body stability in the section where the holes for
cutters are located, slots along this section are made conic, and the lateral
edges of the slide rails on a length necessary for their longitudinal movement
are cut obliquely.

The slide rails, accurately fitted in the slots of thu head body, are set
at the ext-3-' left (according to the drawing) position, fastened by screws (7),
and then turred and ground from the outside to the required dimension.

The slide rails are usually twice as long as the guiding bronze skirt,
and therefore they are more conveniently located on the head body, have a large
interval if regulation in their diameters, and all these things better provide
guidance for the head in the barrel bore during its rifling.

Holes for the cutters in the head body are drilled and then reamed with
a special jig. The nngle between the two axes of the adjacent holes for the
cutters is equal to 450 *5' for the eight-cutter head. The tolerance on the
size of this angle should be assigned with consideration for the amount of tol-
erance on groove width, and namely the amount of tolerance on the angle in
linear dimension mist not exceed half the tolerance on the width of the groove.

Wedge (8) has T-shaped :,lots, in which the cutters are installed by their

bases. With longitudinal movement of the wedge, the cutters slide along its

inclined slots, moving in a radial direction. Bushing (4), which is rigidly
fastened to drawbar (12), is screwed on to the threaded part of wedge (8).
Ring (3) is fitted on to bushing (4) 2nd fastened to it by screw (16). On the

exterior surface of ring (3) is a scale, divided into 100 even parts. With
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rotation of ring (3) and bushing (4), wedge (8) will be screwed on and move
relative to the head body. The cutters are set in their initial positions

Swith rotation of ring (3).

The assembly surfaces of the head body (5), wedge (8), bushing (4), draw-
bar (12), and bushing (10) are fitted as accurately as possible so as to pro-
vide their best centering ared. free movement relative to each other with minimal
clearances.

;eed or radial movement of the cutters to the thickness of the layer re-
moved for each working run is done manually or autonratically with longitudinal
movement of drawbar (12). The mechanism moving the drawbar is the same as in

Sthe Krasnyi Proletarii rifling machine (see Fig. 123, positions (10) and (12))
or in i2,e rifling machine of the Nema firm (see Fig. 131, positions (14) andS~(16)).

Cooling liquid is supplied to the cutters along the circular clearance
between the shaft and drawbar, and further along the internal canals and in-
clined holes in the drawbar and the head body. Otherwise, layout of the head
is sufficiently clear from Fig. 138.

Sixteen-Cutter Rifling Head

The hc1low body of the sixteen-cutter rifling head (10) is manufactured
of alloyed steel, which has high strength and flexibility (Fig. 139). In the

7 body are located arbor (3) and a two-sided cone (4), which is fastened immova-
bly on the arbor with a support ring (2), and nut and stop nut (1). The in-

4 V• ternal surface of the head body and the exterior cylindrical surface of the
cone (4), which fit togeeer, are machined to high accuracy, anu the mandrel
together with the cone must move freely inside the 7-iody with a clearance be-
tween them of not more than 0.1 mm on the diameter. The exterior surface of
cone (4) must be ground and have a strictly maintained calculated angle of in-
clination.

The right-angle section cutters (7) are installed in holes in the head
body and may move freely in it in a radial direction, but are accurately fixed
in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the hedd. The assembly surfaces
of the cutters and holes for them in the head body are machined to second
class sliding fit, with fit for maintenance of clearance on the dimension
within the limits of 0.03 to 0.06 mm.

Elastic springs (5) serve ýo keep the faces of the cutters (7) tightly
pressed against the support service of cone (4), and can be easily tightened
by screw (6).

With this head constauction, cutt,ýr thicizness must be as small as possible,

and namely, within the limits of 1.3 to 1.4 times the width of the groove. This

allows placemeat of the required number of cutters in the head and maintenanct.
of sufficient live section of the head body around the cutter holes to assure
its required rigidity.
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Fig. 139. Sixteen-Cutter rifling head

Key: 1. nut and stop nut
2. support ring

3. arbor
4. two-sided cone
5. spring
6. tightening screw
7. cutters

8, 12, & 13. bronze guiding keys
9. drawbar

10. head body
11. screw

D. receptacle (pocket) for shavings
a. section across AGBF

The distance 1,etween the cutters on the exterior surface of the head body
must be 1.5 to 2.5 Aimes larger than the cutter opening w:dth, or the
cutter thickness. With this consideration, only 10 to 12 cutters can be placed
on a rifir, head 100 mm in diameter, while inst,-'llation conditions are met
much more simply for heads over 100 mm in diameter, and difficulties do not
arise.

The head is guided in the rifled bore of the barrel by bronze guides (8),
(12), and (13) which are located in slots in the head body and fastened in it
with screws. The bronze guides may be of various types according to their con-
struction, location, and the method of adjustirng their position. In the do-
scribed sixteon-cutter head, the front guides (8) are half the size of the re-
maining ones, and they have a greater width than guides (12) and (13). The
cutting head is connected to the machine shaft by its tail section and an
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intermediate sleeve. The receptacle in the machine shaft must be standard fir
possible use of various cutting heads. Rigidity of fastening and centering -.-
cutting head in the connecting sleeve of the shaft is usually attained throul'.
the use of threaded and smooth sections on the assembly surfaces, or the sawe
as in the boring and rifling heads described above.

The mandrel (3) is rigidly faatened to drawbar (9), which can freely
move inside the shaft and the main shaft of the machine cradle. Adjustmen"• .,f
cutter position for initial dimension and changing their positions for eac,-.
pass according to thickness of layer removed takes place from the carriag(
(support) side of the machine. Longitudinal movement of drawbar (9) toge.)r
with mandrel (3) and cone (4) changes the position of the cutterr in a -•o•a

"direction, i.e., increases or decreases the exterior diameter of the h%
along the cutting edges of the cutters.

Cooling liquid moves to the cutters along the passage in drawbar `)) and
then along radial holes in it, in t-i mandrel and cone and, finally, along the
inclined passages of the body.

During a working pass, shavings are accumulated in depressions D (pockets),
wlose volume must be five to six times larger than the volume of shavings re-
moved in one working pass. Arra:.-ement of the head is otherwise sufficiently
tnderstandable from Fig. 139.

Some Problems in Rifling Head Construction

A multi-cutter rifling head which works on the tension method is shown
in Fig. 140. The number of cutters in these heads is usually equal to half the
number of grooves in the barrel bore, and only in some instances is it equal to
the number of grooves. Multi-cutter heads are used for rifling weapon bores
over 180 mm in caliber. At some domestic and foreign plants, such heads work
on the method of pushing. Cutter construction, the method of their fastening
and adjusting in the heads working on the pushing method is the same as for

Z cutters in heads working on the tension method. Rifling heads working on the
£ method of pushing, however, must have sfficiently high rigidity, which is pos-

sible only on heads-for rifling bores greater than 180 mm in diameter. One of
the most complex problems in multi-cutter rifling head planning is the exhaust
of shavings and selection of the method of its accumulation in the process of
the machine's working run, especially in heads working on the method of pushnig.

In the construction of the rifling head shown in Fig. 139, the smooth
surface of the round section cone serves as the support surface for the cutters,
and the required accuracy of cutter position relative to the longidudinal axis
of the head is achieved through the use of cutters of right-angle section.
This head construction feature allows location of a larger number of cutters in
one plane. Together with this, the round support surface of the cone does not
provide sufficiently tight contact of the cutter bases to it.

Use of wedges with T-shaped slots (see Figs. 136 and 137) in the ritling
head provides more correct instal).ation and fixing of the cutters in it. The
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Fig. 140. Iblti-cutter rifling head

T-shaped slots and cutter construction corresponding to them allow provisions
for accurate fixing of the cutters in a radial direction, but in the sixteen-
cutter rifling head, this requirement is filled by elastic springs, which give
less satisfactory results and complicate construction.

The essential deficiency in a rifling head having a wedge with T-shapcd
slots consists of the fact that this construction does not allow use of a large
number of cutters in it because with it the live section of the wedge is weak-
ened and cutter location is made more difficult.

Rifling heads which are 75 to 105 mm in diameter and have wedges with
T-shaped slots carry no more than six or eight cuttirs. For rifling heads with
diameters over 120 mm, solution of the problem of locating a large number of
cutters on them is made more simple.

The method of fastening and centering the rifling head relative to the
machine shaft has a very importart meaning for it in that it must assure ac-
curacy of head direction in the rifled barrel bore, and this should be consid-
ered during planning of head and adjustment of the rifling operation.

#39. Rifling Head Cutters

Working Conditions and Cutter Geometry

Working conditions of rifling head cutters are similar to operating con-
ditions in broaching slotted holes. Rifling barrel bores is a fine operation,
differing from usual fine machining operations in the following:

1.) The length of continuous cutter operation without resharpening
is an average of four to Gight hours, and in some instances longer.
'When the cutters are resharpened. a very thin layer of metal is re-
mcveC. to renew the sharpness of the cutter edge, and vidth of the
cutter edge must not move outside the tolerance limit;
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2) feed in one working pass or thickness of shavings removed by
the cutters comprises 0.05 to 0.1 mm with a constant groove width;

3) the barrel bore rifling proceps must not be interrupted to
change cutters, and cutter exchange can be resorted to only in ex-
treme circumstances;

4) smoothness of groove surface after rifling must correspond
to the requirements of the drawing and approach a value of V8;

5) cutting speed is usually maintained within the limits of
I4.5 to 10 mrmin. This cutter speed assures the necessary accuracy
and smoothness in machining and is characteristic for many drawing

6) cutter breakage or chipping of its cutting edge are not al-
lowed in the process of rifling a barrel bore in that with these
an incorrectable flaw in the rifled weapon barrel occurs in the
majority of cases;

S7) vibration or movement of the cutters is not allowed in the•. barrel bore rifling process because these phenomena decrease ac-

curacy and smoothness of machining.

bore rifling process during planning of the rifling head cutters and during
setting of the cutting rate.

The shavings separated during barr:el bore rifling have the appearance of
thin, silky corrugated bands. These shavings are easily exhausted into special
pockets (depressions) located in front of the cutter on the rifling head, where
they are accumulated until the end of the working pass. Volume of the nockets
must be five to six times greater than the volume of shavings removed during
one working pass.

The lubricating and cooling liquid, which enhances the normal flow of the
cutting process and achievement of the required machining smoothness, has essen-
tial influence on the working conditions of the cutter. During recent years,
a mixture of mineral (85%) and vegetable (10%) oils and kerosene (5%) has been
used as the cooling liquid.

Cutters do not usually wear significantly during the rifling of one barrel
bore, and after rifling one or several barrels, they are trued with special
whetstones. Cutter durability is detei-mined according to the limit of their
allowable wear on cutting edge width (groove width), which must not exceed 0.35
to 0.5 mm. The amount of this wear allows the cutters to be resharpened and
repointed several times, understanding that this process means only thin dress-
ing to eliminate nicks in the cutter cutting edge. One group of rifling head
cutters allows rifling of 35 to 40 barrels, 85 to 100 rm in caliber, and up to
4000 mm in length. This cutter durability is economically expedient, and further
use of the cutters is possiblo only after their heads are formed while hot, they
are heat treated again, and resharpened to original dimensions.

Otherwise, the process of barrel bore rifling is similar to other types of
metal work by cutting according to its accompanying physical phenomenao
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Dhuring the process of rifle bore rifling, the rifling head cutters ac-
complish a motion alc.ng the spirals of the grooveas. The cutters' main cutting
edge AB must be located perpendicular to the direction of the groove OH and
lateral force moving the cutter to the side will not arise (Fig. 141).

If the main cutting edge of the cutter AB is located along line .Ii
perpendicular to the bore axis 0 , a lateral vector of the cutting force will
appear during bore rifling and will divert the cutter to the side. Under &ction
of this, the cutter will vibrate and cut into the lateral edges of the groove.

Therefore, the main cutting edge AB of the cutter should be positioned
relative to its front edge AIBI at angle 0, the angle of rifling twist, and the
width of this edge must be equal to groove width b.

The side surface of the cutter along the entire length of its head snould
be pointed so that angle 01 between cutter edges AB and GF and the lateral
edges of the groove subtend 4 to 50. Excessively increasing angles O, weakens
the cutting edge of the cutter near the top and conseQuently lowers cutter dura-
bility, and their excessive decrease increases tha force of friction on these
edges.

Lateral angles w must ba equal to 1.5 to 20 in all cutters.

latThe rear angle of the cutter al should be determined from conditions of
least wear of the rear cutteiý surface, and this angle is usually equal to 8 to
90. A band f, 0.2 mm in width, should be kept on the rear surface of the cutter.

The front surface of the cutter may be flat or curved in form, and with
a flat surface the front cutter angle y = 14 to 1 and with a curved surface
Y = 18 to 220. The remaining geometric parameters of the cutter are determined
from the relationship: n = 0.7r, and e = 0.4rI. The cutting edges of the
cutters must be dulled at a rdius of no greater than 0.03 mm to eliminated the
possibility of their chipping.

The radius nf cutter curvature near its tops R = 0.5t (t is the depthj of groove), and tne height of its head h = (3 to 5)t.

The cutter material must possess high strength and wear resistance. After
heat treatment, -he cutter heac must have a hardness of RC = 63 to 65. Fast-
cutting R18 or alloyed KhV5 steels satisfy these requirements best of all.
Smoothness of all cutter surfaces is no less than V9.

Cutter Construction

Cutters used for rifling barrel bores have a cutting portion or cutter
head, a body, and a base (Fig. 142).

The cutter may t.ve a round, right angle, or formed section, and be either
one piece or i.omposite
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Fig. 141. Rifling head cutter geometrw

Key: Ox. direction of bore axis
•j. direction of rifliný development

AB. cutter main cutting edge
ABFG. cutter head contour

AiBiF1f 1 . cutter body contour
a. angle of rifling twist
b. groove width
Bl. side angle
al. rear angle
y. front angle
6. cutting angle
S. sharpening angle
f. control band
R. radius at cutter top

R1. radius of front surface
c. section across 1M

Round section cutters are rarely used in that the round hole for them de-
creases the live section in the head body and this in itself decreases its
stability. Besides this, placement of these cutters in the head body causes
difficulties. as is seen from Fig. 138.

Cutters of right-angle section are more conveniently located in the
rifling head body, maintain tjeir direction relative tc the barrel bore axis
more accurately, and are more reliably fixed in the head body. Thickness of
the cutter body vrast not be more than double the width of the groove, which
allows placement of a larger number of cutters in the head body in a single
cross-sectional plane without weakening the stability of the head body.
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Fig. 142. Round section cutter

Ke;: a. v 9 all around

The cutting edge of the cutter must have the width of the groove and be

located perpendicular to the direction of the groove. Width of the main cut-

ting edge is determined with consideration for groove width, tolerance on

groove width, and the allowable norm for wear. The nominal dimension of cut-

ting edge width must exceed groove width by half its tolorance. In this way,

cutter service is increased and the possibility of performing thin resharpening

(servicing) of the cutter head is present.

Dimensions and tolerances on cutter cutting edge width and groove width

are given in Table 42.

Table 42

Nominal Dimensions and Tolerances on Wicth of Cutter Cutting Edges

11o0.mflia.,bnas % jlocK ua Iiltpia pen•y l iIHY
11,11pIlba - pe.hyUkel HpoM.I4
.. a 'appo . pet.1 peatta.A

5.5 ±0,2 5,65 -0,04
6,5 +0,3 6,75 -0,04
7,6 ±0,3 7.85 -0,04
9:15 ±0,4 9,40 --0,05

20 ±0,5 20,35 -0,05

Key: a. Nominal groove width, mm

Sb. Tolerance on groove width, mm
c. C-atter cutting edge width, mm
d. Tolerance on cutter cutting edge width, mm
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Tolerances on diamezers of roun: cutters or dimensions of cutters o:
right-angle section, and on cheek and collar dimensions of T-shaped cutters

I should be accepted according to second class sliding fit precision, and the
corresponding dimensions of the holes in the head body and the inclined slots

I in the wedge, according to second class precision of base dimensions, which,
according to their numerical value will be half again as large as the value ofthe tolerances for the cutters.

C. V9 kMGYf0t

S~Fig. 143. Cutter of right-angle section with flat

front surface

i"Key: c. V9 all around

• ~Fig. 144. Cut~t,• of right-angle section with cmaved

fýront surface

SKey: c. V9 all around
e.• i~cline 0,.038

20, *8'-e p
oO



Exemplary dimensions and tolerances on the dimensions presented for
cutters of various sections are shown in Figs. 142, 143, ar.n 144.

A composite cutter, whose head is manufactured of fast-cutting steel, and
whose ohoe (base) is manufactured ^f type U8 or U9 carbon tool steel is shown
in Fig. 145. This cutter construction allows its shoe to be kept after the
heac wears out. Composite cutters are more compl(,.x in manufacture and are
u•mu•lly used in large diameter rifling heads, when width and depth of groove
are sufficiently large.

003

Zý a -ocj
L-I

f _.
. a;

di

Fig. 145. Composite cutter

Key: a. cutter head
b. cutter base

The composite cutter must tightly and accurately fit along the assembly
surfaces of the head body, and therefore the follgw'Dg tolerances are given on
its dimensions: On shoe dimensions KC"01 ram, f•o ram, 6+0.01 mm, e+O,Ol mm;
on cutter head dimensions -- 0.01 mm. The remaining nominal tolerance dimen-
sions are shown in Fig. 145. Attention should be paid to the fact that the
main cutting edge of the composite cutter must have facets 0.02 or 0.03 mm in
width along the front surface, parallel to the base dimension line, and along
the rear surface the facets are champtered at an angle of 3 to 40. Cutter
stability is increased with this.

Besides the described constructions, cutters of other constructions are
encountered in production practice. The overall principles of cutter layout
are maintained in any constructions however.
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C40. The Technological Process of Rifling Weapon Bores

Bores of rifled weapons may bo rifled by various methods:

1) On rifling machines, by drawing or pushing rifling heads
along the barrel bore;

2) on special broaching or usual rifling machines with simul-
taneous broaching of all grooves by special broaches;

j. 3) by milling the grooves or rifling by the rolling method.

The method of broaching riflings with special broaches has special sig-
nificance for rifling bores of small and medium diameters (up to 85 to 100 mm).
Much experience in the use of this method in production condition at domestic
and foreign plants has given positive results. For instance, a third to a
fourth of the time is required for broaching bore riflings as is required for
their rifling with a deev-cutter rifling head, and the quality of machining
fully satisfies the requirements for rifling. Cost of the broach itself is,
however, much higher than for a rifling head with two sets of cutters. For
this reason, 'he broaching process of rifling is little used in production to
the present time.

The method of milling riflings, encountered only in foreign-source litera-
ture, is not used in production.

The technological process of weapon bore rifling largely depends on the
correct adjustment of the rifling head and tool, selection of cutting rate, and

Ž1circulation of cooling and lubricating liquid.

-' Adjustment of the Rifling Head

Before rifling the bore of a weapon barrel, it is necessary to adjust the
rifling machine and tools, and install the barrel on the machine. All these
preparatory tasks should be fulfilled in the following sequence:

1) Check all data and machine characteristics shown on the
rating plate;

2) check parallelness and horizontalness of the guiding mounts
of the machine, and then parallelness of its shaft relative to the
guiding mounts;

3) check the action of all mechanisms, the dividing scale,
stops, and the working and nonworking speeds of the machine-

4) install the barrel on the machine and adjust its position
relative to the guides and shaft of the machine;

5) prepare the rifling head and install it on the shaft, and
then check the position of the head relative to the shaft and
barrel;

6) check the correct installation of the rifling machine
copier;

7) adjust the cooling liquid feed and lubrication of the machine
mechanisms.
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Preparatory tasks are performed by shop technicians and the production
foremcen, who are responsible for machining and technical conztrol of gun barrels.
Parallelness of the shaft relative to the mount guides must be checked along
the entire length of the mounts, and for this, the shaft ,rxst accomplish a
longitudinal movement and rotation on an angle of 3600. Wobbling (eccentricity)
of the shaft, which is nonparallelness of its axis relative to the mount guides,
must not be more than 0.04 to 0.05 mim.

In some instances, shaft checking may be limited to checking it along the
front bearing and along the middle mount of the machine. For checking the shaft,
a plate of an indicator instrument is installed on the mount guide, and its
needle must touch the exterior surface of the shaft.

All parts, fastening sleeves, regulating slide rails, hand wheels, valves,
and bearings of the machine carriage must be in good condition and reliably
fastened. During performance of the preparatory tasks, it is also necessary to
regulate clearance e (see Figs. 123 and 131), which provides automatic with-
drawal of the cutters into the head body for the idle run of the carriage and
their projection into initial dimension before its working run.

The action of the pump, and pressure and flow of the cooling liquid should
then be checked. We will look at the rost responsible preparatory tasks in ma-
chine adjustment .and in installation of the barrel on it.

Checking the Copier

During checking the copier, the correct installaticn of its lateral rack
(19) (Fig. 123) is first checked along clearances between the rack and slide
rails, between the rack rollers and copier, for free play in the toothed en-
gagement of rack and gear (9), which must not be outside the limits of the al-
lowable norms.

The copier gauge is installed at an angle 8 along the angular sector scale
(23) and fastened on a plate, It is then necessary to check the straightness
of the copier gauge with a straight edge, moving the latter along the working
surface of the copier gauge.

Barrel bore rifling twist is not usually checked uider production condi-
tions, and only in very rare circumstances is it checked with the help of an
optical star wheel.

Checking of angle a of inclination of copier deviation on the machine is
simultaneous with checking the angle of barrel bore rifling twist. The rifling
machine is usually adjusted and checked for rifling a whole series of weapon
barrels.

The tolerance on the amount of angle 8 of the copier installation,, deter-
mined from fc vmula (63), must not e'.ceed ±5', or it must be equal to half the
tolerance on the angle of rifling twist. This angle in -cpier installation
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during reading of the amount of tolerance cn the sector scale (23) is fully
achievable in production. For instance, with a copier gauge length, or radius
of arc of scale ý23) of 2500 mm, arc length of a scale section corresponding
to a central angle of O0 5', will be equal to 3.64 mm, which fully provides the
required accuracy of copier gauge installation with the naked eye along the
sector scale (23).

Arc length on scale (23), corresponding to a central angle of one minute,
is determined according to the following formula:

K
S---(69)

360"60

where z is arc length in mm; and £K is copier guage length in Mm.

If the length of the copier gauge for a rifling machine of medium dimen-
sions k = 5000 mm, then the distance on the sector scale (23) between the large
graduation lines, equal to 5 mm, will correspond to a central angle of four
minutes, and the distance between the small and large graduation lines, equal
to 2.5 mm, will correspond to an angle of two minutes. To be seen well by the
naked eye, the graduation line need not be wider than 0.3 Mm.

More accurate rifling twist in a barrel bore is checked on the rifling
machine in the following manner.

Let us take, for instance, a barrel bore diameter across the lands
d = 203.2 mm, the bore rifled portion length £E - 3981.6 mm, rifling twist
angle c = 80 55' 37", with a tolerance of ±10', and initial diameter of the ma-
chine gear which is engaged with the rack, dH = 161.6 mm, number of teeth
z = 32, and module of engagement of the gear and rack m = 5.05 mm.

We put graduscie.' lines on the guiding mount of the machine through ever,
250 mm of length. We set the machine carriage in the extreme left position so
that readings of 4's movement during ijts working run may be conducted from the
first graduation 1Lne at the front bearing (22) (see Fig. 123). For determina-
ti•,n of rifling twist, we use formulae which we already know

H
(70)

H

The nominal value for length of rifling course with the give-i initial
data

L •rd = 3.14i203.2 = 4076.98 mm.tgc 0,1565
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The limiting value of the rifling twist angle with the given tolerance of ±10':

a= c + 10' = 9005?3711 and -- a - 10' = 8045'37".

The limiting values of rifling course length which correspond to the values
of rifling twist angles:

Lp.. d = 638.048 = 4000.3 -mm;tga1  0.1595

-L = = 631.048 = 4156.2 mm.

2g 0.1535

It is then easy to calculate the angle of rotation of the shaft and
rifling machine or the rotations corresponding to it with the given length of
the rifled portion of the bore tH; the nominal and limiting values of the
rifling twist angles a, c1, and q2; the nominal and limiting values of tha
length of rifling coursel, LI, and L2 , and then compare the results with the
actual angle of shaft rotation on the given length. The actual angle of shaft
rotation is determined on the scale of bronze ring (7), which is fastened to
the shaft near the carriage, and the length corresponding to it is calculated
along the mount guides (see Fig. 131).

For the received values of rifling course length and angle of their twist,
the angles of rotation in revolutions of the shaft and rifling head will have
the following values:

1) With the nominal angle of rifling twist a

=H= 3981.6
n- L 407698 0.9766 rev;

2) with an upper limit rifling twist angle a,

LH 3981.6nl = = = o3.995 rev;

3) with a lower limit rifling twist angle c2

n H 3981.6
1•Ln2  = 5 0.963 rev.

We now determiný the angle of rotation vf the shaft and rifling head
in degrees with the given length of bore rifled portion ZH, and the various
values of rifling twist received:
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1) For the nominal rifling twist angle

* = 360o, n = 360 • 0.9766 352948';

2) for the upper limit rifling twist angle a

41 = 3600, n, = 360 - 0.995 = 35804n";

3) for the lower limit rifling twist angle a2

€2 = 360', n2 = 360 • 0.963 = 346 040'48".

In this way, the angle of rotation of the shaft with the upper limit value
of rifling twist angle aI will be larger than its nominal value by an amount of

0'1 = 1 " = 358°12' 1 3520481 = 5°24t

and" with the lower limit value of the rifling twist angle %,2 it will be lower
than its nominal value by an amount

f I?, = ¢2 -- = 346°40148" - 352%o8' = -6007112".

The angle of shaft rotation ý, on a section of the rifled portion of the
bore of length £ = 500 mm, can be determined by analogy with formulae (70) ac-
cording to the following formula:

.r= _ *ci6 (71)

According to formula (71), the angle of rotation of the shaft will have
the following values:

t With a nominal rifling twist angle a

f2 = IO0 65*360 = 440091;
S0638.048

with an upper limit angle of rifling twist a,

* = 5_0 .1525Q6_ = 440o5953";
1 638.048

and with a lower limit angle of rifling twist c2

Oa2  63= 8 3o01486.
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As a result, the limiting deviations of rotation angles of the shaft
on a bore rifled section length I = 500 mm, will be equal to:

= - =+005053";

Aý2= 2 a2 - -= 0o49114".

Angles of shaft rotations on other length sections of the rifled portion
of the bore are similarly determined every 500 mm. The calculated values of
shaft rotation deviation received go into a table, with whose use the rifling
machine is also checked. The allowable maximum +At and minimum -_A devia-
tions in machine shaft rotation angle appear in the table for each 50u mm
long section of the rifled portion of the bore. Comparing the actual angles
of shaft rotation, read on the scale of ring (7) (see Fig. 123) with the calcu-
lated ones, quality of installation and adjustment of the machine copier is
judged.

Angle 8 of the copier guage installation, determined according to formula
(63), will have the following value in our example:

tg8 = 0.1565 • 161.6 = 0.124,
203.2

0 = 70081.

This angle may also be determined according to data on the kinematic
uJcheme of the machine by the following method.

The length of the lateral movement of the copier rack 9. for the time of
thn longitudinal movement of the machine shaft on the entire length of the
rifled portion of the bore 9H and with rotation of the shaft according to revo-
lutions on value n, is determined from the expression

1p = wdHn = 3.14 • 161.6 • 0.9766 = 492 mt.

Here

2. 492
g-- = 0.124,

IH 3981.6

8 70081, which is the same result received according to formula (6)).

The described brief calculations are a type methodical scheme for check-
ing the rifling machine, and are applicable to all types of rifling machines
and rifled bores having constant twist riflings.

With a progressively changing rifling twist, calculation and machine
checking are more complex, but the principal schematic of the calculation
remains the same.
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Checking Installation of the Barrel axd Rifling Head

The barrel, installed in the lunettes, must be centered relative to the
mount guides and machine shaft. The exterior surface of the barrel, along which
its position is checked relative to the mount guides, is the base for preliminary
checking of barrel installation on the machine, and the interior surface of the
barrel bore serves for final checking. The parallelness of the barrel relative
to the machine mount guides is first checked with an indicator, for which the
barrel is rotated 3600 around its axis, and the indicator needle is pressed
against the internal surface of the barrel bore. Depending on results of the
reading, the barrel is moved into the required position by the supports and
lunette lugs.

When the barrel is finally installed relative to the machine mount guides,
the coaxiality of its bore relative to the shaft and rifling head are then
checked.

The longitudinal axis of the shaft and the axis of the barrel bore must
coincide. Axis displacement or barrel oscillation must not ey.ceed 0.04 rm.

* In checking installation of the rifling head, it should be considered that
assembly of the head takes place by the method of selecting and fitting its
separate parts in place, and the finally-assembled head is ground along the
bronze guide rails so that their exterior surfaces are strictly concentric, and
the difference in external diameters in various lengthwise sections must not
exceed 0.03 to 0.02 mm.

The rifling head, installed on the shaft, is checked relative to the vount
guides and machine shaft. Deviation ip head installation along the exterior sur-
faces of the slides and along the cutting edges of the cutters must not exceed
0.04 to 0.03 mm. The exterior diameter of the head, along the bronze guides,
must correspond to the diameter of the barrel bore with a strictly determired
clearance on diameter between the bore surface and the head. The amount o1 this
clearance for weapon bores up to 100 mm in caliber must not exceed 0.05 mm, and
for weapon bores 200 mm in diameter, it must not exceed 0.10 mm.

The concentricity of the position of the cutting edges of the head cutters
should then be checked relative to the exterior surface of its bronze guiding
slides. This checking takes placr vIth a special ring and indicating instru-
ment (Fig. 146).

The ring has grooved channels, whose quantity is equal to ,he number of
cutters on the rifling head. Tio vidth of each channel is equal to the upper
limit groove width so tnat the cutter may miove freely in it. The internal di-
ameters of the ring correspond to the diameter of the barrel bore across the
lands d and the diameter across tho grooves dH with tolerance on these dimen-
sions no greater than 0.04 mm, whioh is a tolerance three times more accurate
than the tolerance on machining th) barrel bore. The ring is put on the rifling
head and centered along its bronze guiding slides. With the cutters moved out,
and using a feeler gauge, it is pssible to establish a uniform amount of
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clearance between the ring and the cutting edges of the cutters along diameter
dH. Some cutterL, projecting from the slots by a dimension larger than that
required by norms, fit against the ring. As the result, the cutters, in diame-
ter, will be set strictly concentrically. Cutter installation is additionally
checked with an indicator, turning the head on the machine's center, with the
indicator needle touching the cutting edges of the cutters. This checking is
necessary to assure uniform depth of all grooves in that during measuring of the
barrel bore, only the diameters across the lands and the fields are checked, and
groove depth is not measured.

Fig. 146. Ring for checking rifling head[ cutter installation

The Technological Process of Bore Rifling

The most widely used method of barrel bore rifling is that of drawing,
using a multi-cutter rifling head. The working run of the machine begins with
insertion of the rifling head into the bore chamber, and ends with its emergence
from the muzzle part of the bore.

If groove width does not exceed 10 to 12 mm, barrel bore rifling is con-
ducted with one group of cutters, having a width along the cutting edges equal
to the groove width.

With a groove width over 10 mm, the bore is grooved sequentially by two

rifling heads with different groups of cutters, namely, the bore is first
grooved with cutters having cutting edges of width bl = 7 to 10 mm, with a
groove depth A, leaving a margin along the groove width of 4 to 5 mm, or 2 to
2.5 mm on a side, and a margin on depth of up to 0.4 mm. A second group of
cutters then give the grooves their final form and. dimensions on width and
depth (Fig. 147).

In this way, the process of barrel bore rifling by two sets of cutters is
an operation which is similar to coarse and fine broaching. During proliminary
rifling of the barrel bore, the maximum cutting speed, no less than 10 m/min,
is allowed with a thickness of shavings removed of 0.10 to 0.12 mm for each
working pass, and during fine rifling, cutting speed is 6 to 9 m/min with a
thickness of shavings removed up to 0.06 to 0.08 mm, also on each working pass.
On the last three passes, giving the grooves their final form (cleaning),
thickness of shavings renoved must be greater than 0.05 an.
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Fig. 147. Scheme of sequential groove formation
(along groove width) by two sets of

cutters

Key: a. preliminary grooving
b. final grooving

b, & h. width and depth of grooving by
first group of cutters

b & t. width and depth of final grooving

It should be noted that rifling weapon bores with two sets of cutters is
used only with groove width greater than 10 mm and depth greater than 2.5 mm,
or in rifling weapon barrels of large caliber, which have riflings over 8 m in
length and a special groove.

Selection of Cutting Rates

The cutting rate for rifling weapon bores is characterized by the cutting
speed, width of shavings removed, or feed on each working pass, and width of
grooves, whose size remains constant during the rifling process.

The first one or two establishing working passes are accomplished with
small cutting rates, namely: With a cutting speed of 4 to 5 m/mmn and thickness
of shavings removed of 0.03 to 0.04 mm. During this, the working run of the
process, the exterior appearance of the shavings removed, the condition of the
cutter cutting edges, and fastening of the barrel and rifling head are carefully
checked.

Upon receipt of positive results in this checking, the normal rifling
process begins, with cutting speed being increased to 8 to 9 m/min and thickness
of shavings removed in each working run increased to MIS to 0.08 mm, and in
some instances up to 0.10 mm.

The last two or three working passes during bore rifling must be cleaning
ones to attain the required smoothness of machining. For these passes, thick-
ness of shavings removed must not exceed 0.04 to 0.05 mm.

Bore rifling is usually the last fine machining operation of r •rel bore.
If the barrel bore is polished after rifling, the aim of this operatik.. is other
than in the normal polishing of smooth bores, in which a previously left margin
is removed and the bore dimensions are changed. In polishing a barrel bore -ftei
rifling, only small burrs are removed and a previously left margin is not.
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This is why the cutting rate during barrel bore rifling must provide the
required accuracy and smoothness of machining of its surface without polishing.
During bore rifling, the cooling liquid must aid the normal flow of the cutting
process as much as possible, or ease separation of the shavings, lower the
cutting force, and decrease friction and cutter wear. The cooling properties
of the liquid during bore rifling are less important than their lubricating
properties, with which they form a firm, thin film on the surface of the metal,
and easily penetrate into the micropores at the sections of the metal's plastic
deformation. The cooling and lubricating properties of the liquid are active
factors of the cuttirg rate and enable attainment of the best smoothness of the
machined surface.

Vegetable oils have the best lubricating properties; however, for economic
considerations, the liquid, which is a mixture of 20 to 15% vegetable and 75 to
80% mineral oils, and 5 to 6% kerosene is used during rifling barrel bores.
This liquid must be clean and not have mechanical impurities.

Machine time during rifling barrel bores is an accumulation of the time
of the machine's v ,rking run, during which shavings are removed, and the time
of its idle (revw-se) run, whose speed is 50 to 100% greater than the speed of
the working run.

Machine time Tj1 is determined according to the following formulas
29H

TM xa (min), (72)
lO000Vcp k

where iHis the length of the rifling head run, which is equal to the rifled
porL!vn of the bore plus (2.5 to 4)d for entry and exit of the rifling head
from the rifled portion of the bore, in mm; V, is average cutting, which is
the averagc, arithmetic speed of the working an idle runs of the machine in
m/min; x is the number of double ru-ms (working and idle) for a group of simul-
taneously grooved riflings; n is tUe number of grooves in the barrel bore: and
k is the number of rifling he&d cutters.

Vie will determine, as an example, the machine time for rifling a barrel
bore vith the following data: d = 100 mm, £H = 4630 + 320 = 4950 mm, t = 1.5 mm,
b = 5.3 mm, n =40, and k= 8.

Wa will rifle the barrel bore on a Krasnyi Proletarii plant machine, and
for the first two runs we will take a working run speed for each group of eight
cutters v = 3.4 m/min, and for all other passes, Vp = 10 m/min. Speed of then

idle run of the machine Vx = 16.6 m/min. The number of rifling groups n = 5.
k

We will first determine the number of double runs for each group of riflings,
which depends on the thickness of the shavings removed (feed) in each working
pass. For the first two and last two passes, we will take a thickness of shav-
ings removed of 0.04 mm, and for all other passes, 0.0 m'm. In all, then,
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the working passes for each group of grooves x - 23, We will take average speed
as equal to * CP = 12.5 m/ain. Machine time will thon be equal to

2= 4950 . 23 . 5 = 91.1 mm.

tuxillai time during weapon bore rifling comprises a significant part of
the "chine time. During auxillary time, the following actions are performed:
Starting and stopping the machine, cleaning shavings from the cutting head,
setting feed for thickness of shavings removed, changing speed, rotating the
barrel with the spacing mechanism after grooving each group of riflings, and
cutter inspection. Preparatory, finishing, and adiitional increases in time
comprise a very small amount, usually no more than 5% of the machine time TM.

On the basis of work experience and under conditions of automatic setting
for each working pass, we take all additignal time as equal to 0.24T%.

Then the time per piece TWT for rifling one barrel bore will be

TwT = Tm + o.2 fTM = 91.1 + 21.84 = 1l5.94 min e 1 hr 56 min.

If we also count the time for installation and checking each barrel on the
machine, then in two work shifts, six gun barrel bores can be rifled. With a
twelve-cutter rifling head, during two shifts, up to nine barrels can be rifled
on the machine.

In the example reviewed, all head cutters on the rifling machine remove,
in one working pass, shavings of the following section:

F = s • b • k= 0.07 • 5.3 • 8= 2.968 mm2 .

The volume of shavings removed in one working pass

Q = 0.02968 • 463 = 13.742 cm3 ,

and its weight I's

q = 13.742 7.9 " 108.6 g.

During barrel bore rifling, cutting force is generated on the mac*'ine
shaft and, consequently, on the cutters, and it is determined according to for-
mula (64), with the following value:

ý?z = cpsO'85bk = 320 - 0.105 * 5.3 e 8 = 1424 kg.

Considering that the cutting process takes place alcng a spiral, the
total cutting force with consideration for head friction on the bore surface is

P 1.12Pz = 1600 kg.
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S* Using a twelve-cutter rifling head, the total cutting force is

P=320 * 0.105 5.3-12" 1.12= 2400 kg.

Feed force Ps, absorbed by the running screw nut, mVy be determined from
the expression

Ps = P + fQK = 2400 + 0.2 * 100U = 2600 kg,

where QK is weight of the moving parts of the carriage and shaft, which can be
taken as Q = 1000 kg for medium machines; and f is the coefficient of friction
of the machine guides (usually f = 0.2).

With this feed force, cutting speed of 10 m/min and coefficient of ef-
ficiency of the machine .n = 0.6, an electric motor for primary motion of the
rifling machine is required with pcwer

N 2600 7.1 kW.
6 0 4l 02n 60 oko* 0.6

On medium rifling machines, power of the primary motion electric motor
is usually 8 to 10 kW, and on large machines it reaches 30 kW.

After rifling and control measuring, gun barrel bores undergo polishing
and honing operations, which will be described Ln Chapter XII.

Defects Encountered During Rifling Weapon Bores

The following machining defects are encounter during rifling bores: Un-
evenness at the start of riflings, depressions and scratches in the surface,
groove distortion, cuts in the lateral edges of the grooves, and cuts in thi
lands. All these defects are results of improper adjustment of the machine and
rifling head and incorrect selection of cutting rate. We will look at the com-
position and reasons for appearance of these defects.

Unevenness at the start of riflings consists of the fact that the grooves
on the rifled slope of the charge chamber do not begin in the same cross-sectional
plane, but are displaced relative to each other (Fig. 148).

The reasons for this defect may be eccentricity relative to the geometric
axis of the bore or ovality of the rifled slope of the chamber, a large clear-
ance between the guiding slides or bronze skirt of the rifling head and the sur-
face of the bore, or increased circumference of some cutters relative to the
others. Unevenness of start of rifling within the limits of up to 3 mm in length
have no practical significance, but with :t larger value they have essential in-
fluence in that they enhance formation of cu.ts of the lands at the rifled slope,
speed the process of wear and pitting of the riflingo, and decrease the quality
and length of service of the barrel.
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i; Fig. 148. Unevenness of start of rfilings

S Key: A. group of riflings displaced
•- in length, to the breech part

•jB. group of riflings with
• normal location

Depressions and notches on the surface of the bore have the appearance

shown in Fig. 149. They are wavy surfaces with sharply cut impressions of the
cutting tool. These defects are received as a result of vibration of the
rifling head or cutters due to unevenness of cutting force on the cutters,
presence of large clea'-inces between the guide rails of the head and the bore
surface, or between the cutters and their centering surfaces. Shaking of the

i ~rifling head usually ar .ses with great guide wear.

! Another type of di, ressions and notches are left on the surface of the
grooves and lands by smill hard particles of shavings which adhere to the sur-

Sface of the bronze guides and on the cutting edges of the cutters.Thsde

.•- fects may be eliminated if the shavings are exhausted into the head pocket
•. properly du•ring the worilng run and are well cleaned from the pocket after
i•each working ran. These defects decrease the quality of bore cleanliness, which
•i speeds its wear and defornation of rust in it during use of the gun.

i }Fig. 149. Depressions and notches in

.•, grooves
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With an increased cutting rate (width of savings rer.oved over 0.1 nm and
cutting speed over 10 mfmin), a sharp increase in shaking of the rifling head
is observed. In each actual instance, the cutting rate must be the most favora-
ble. Llepressions and notches on the grooves and lands may be partially elim-
inated by polishing the bore after rifling.

Distortion of the rifling lands depends on the condition of the working
surface of the copier gauge. During barrel bore rifling, a force arises and
acts on the copier, attempting to displace or drive away the cepier gauge
If the copier gauge is insufficiently solid, rifling twist will change on some
sections of the rifled portion of the bore, which is in itself distortion of
the rilings. Small local distortions may also occur as the result of shavings
falling between the guiding surface of the copier and the rack roller. In this,
the roller, rolling across the shaving, changes the speed of the lateral move-
ment of the rack, as the result of which the angle of rotation of the shaft
changes by comparison with that adjusted, and makes a local, but sharp distor-
tion in the riflings.

Fig. 150. Riflings in a barrel bore

Cutting the lands, or decreasing land width on some section of the riflings
occurs as the result of movement of the gun barrel in the process of bore ri-
fling. During bore rifling, the composite forces of cutting act on the weapon
barrel in an axial direction, attempting to rotate the barrel around its axis.
If the barrel is fastened into the lunettes weakly or there is slack in the
fastening, the barrel may move, and as a result, cutting of the lands occurs.

The defects presented show that adjustment of the machine, the rifling
head, and the correct installation of the barrel are very important for receipt
of the required quality of bore rifling.

The overall view of riflings in a gun barrel bore is shown in Fig. 150.
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CFAIITER VX

Building Up and Tearing Down Gun Barrels

44l. Preparation of Barrel Tubes for Building Up

Increasing the strength of a single layer gun barrel (monobloc) is possi-
ble through increasing the limits of strength of the metal and increasing the
thickness of the gun barrel wall. During firing, however, the internal layer
of metal of the monobloc barrel experiences significantly greater stress than
does the exterior one, and therefore the high mechanical qualities of the metal
of the exterior layer are not fully used.

A built-up barrel consists of several tubes which are fitted one on the
other with stretch. With this building up of tubes, the internal tube experi-
ences the stress of compression, and the exterior tube, usually called the jac-
ket, experiences the stress of tension. Due to this, strength of the gun barrel
is increased during firing, and the internal and external layers of metal of the
barrel will experience more evenly distributed stresses. The built-up barrel
has sufficient barrel flexibility resistance during firing, even with lower
mechanical properties of the metal making up its tubes. These peculiarities of
a built-up barrel have important practical significance for production of espe-
cially large howitzer and cannon barrels.

Built-up barrels may be two-layer and three-layer, and in some cases also
fou.-layer (Figs. 151 and 152). With three- and four-layer barrels, their in-
termediate tubes (layers) usually consist of two parts in length, as shown in
Fig. 152. Long multi-layered barrels have intermediate tubes, consisting of
three parts, covered by a jacket. This in itself eases manufacture of barrels.

In a built-up barrel, the internal tube is under constant pressure, created
by the tension during fitting of one tube on to another. The amount of .tretch
is determined by a calculation and for small weapons (up to 76 mm) in caliber,
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does not practically exceed 0.20 to 0.10 mm, and for large weapons 250 to 305 mm
in caliber, 0.5 to 0.25 mm. Stretch is distributed evenly along the length, and
namely: In p1aces where more powder gas pressure is generated dnrg firing,
the tube has more stretch, and on sections closer to the muzzle part of the bore,
it bas less stretch.

r/q/ . SA(M-,-2 WamqZS

',,I,_ - ROO• ; .

Fig. 151. Two-layer built-up gun barrel

Key: 1. internal tube
2. jacket.
a. stretch

4 For instance, the two-layer field howit-xer gun barrel shown in Fig. 151
has a stretch of 0.35 mi on the section of length 1705 mm with diameter 370 Mm,
and on the other part of diameter 315 mm, has a st::etch of from 0.25 to 0.16 mm
with further decreases in the amount of stretch toward the muzzle part of the
barrel. A step at an angle of 450 is made on the assembly surfaces of both
barrels and is used to more conveniently provide fixing of the jacket position
on the internal tube. Duuring use of the barrel, the step prevents movement of
the inner tube relative to the jacket.

S1--- ,(q" ,5) -~----- -( -.0 z -O2 l

2i.e q* 0.2-418
"950 -- '

Fig. 152. Three-layer built-up gun barrel

Key: 1. inner tube 4. jacket
2. rear tube (sheath) q. stretch in mm
3. front tube (sheath) a. stretch
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Before building up, the exterior surface of the inner tube and the interior
surface of the jacket are final machined. In this, the exterior surfaze of the
tube is fitted &ccording to the actual dimensions of the internal surface of
the jacket, and this in itself provides the maximum accuracy of the assigned
value of the stretch. A margin remains along the bore of the internal tube for
final boring and machining the charge chamber, and along the exterior surface
of the jacket, a margin from 2.0 to 2.5 mm on the diameter remains for fine ma-
Chining after building up. A small margin also remains on tube length for fine
machin:ng. The exterior contour of the jackeL of a built-up barrel must be as
simple as possible in form, without sharp stops, depressions, or raised places
so as to provide evenness of the stretch force during building up of the tubes,
and more correctly distribute stresses in them during tube building up and dur-
ing firing.

Toleran-e on the amount of stretch during tube building up for the majority
of tubes is mAintained equal to ._0.04 mm, and only in rare circumstances is it
taken as ±0.06 mm. The achievement in production of such amounts of tolerances
with large dimensions, diameters, and weights of tubes is a very difficult prob-
lem. This problem is solved comparatively easily in production with individual
fitting of the exterior surface of the internal tube to the actual dimensions
of the previously machined internal surface of the jacket. With this, the nomi-
nal diameter of the assembly surface may vary within the limits of up to 1 mm,
but difference between the actual diameters of the tubes for a given assembly
must not exceed the amount of tolerance given for stretch.

For example, let us take a tube assembly which has a nominal diameter of
370 mm with a stretch of 0.35 mm on length of 1705 mm, and a tolerance on the
amount of stretch of *0.0f mm (see Fig. 151). The diameter of the previously
machined internal surface of the jacket is determined according to the formula

D = (DH + E) ±6, (73)

where DH is the nominal diameter of assembly (in the example examined,
DH = 370 mm), E is the allowable amount of deviation of the nominal diameter,
with which the calculated strength of the built-up barrel is not destroyed. In
production, E = 0.5 to 1.0 mm, with the lower limit used for DH , 180 mm, and
the upper limit for DH > 400 mm; and 6 is machining tolerance, whose amount must
not exceed the tolerance for stretch (in the example examined 6 = ± 0.05 mm).

In the example examined, we take E = 0.7 mm, so the nominal diameters
assemby for all gun barrels of the given type must not move outside the lim!.Zs
370 to 370.7 m. Consequently, any other tube in assembly hiving, for instance,
an actual diameter after final turning of 370.2 mm, will satisfy the require-
ments of formula (73), if its diameter on the determined length of assembly sur-
face does not move outqide the limits 370.2 t0.05 mm. Smoothness of correspond-

* ing surfaces of built-up tubes after their machining must correspond to v6.

The step (inclined or right ang,.e) in tube assembly is formed according
to the dra-ing, but there must not be cuts or curved surfaces on it.
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All remaining interior surfaces of the tubes (jackets and intermediate
sheaths) comprising the built-up barrel sh;'..Id be machined in the described
method.

After machining, the tube undergoes technical inspection of its interior
surfaces, and diameters are measured in two perpendicular directions on its
entire length on sections every 100 imm, and a mold is taken of the step, on
which its actual dimensions are determined. A pattern is made from the dimen-
slons received and from the mold, and is used to check the step on the exterior
surface of the internal tube or sheath.

If the dimension of the internal diameter of the jacket is measured at
370.24 nmm, then that is taken as the nominal assembly dimension of the built-up
elements, and is used to set the dimensions for machining the exterior surface
of the inner tube or sheathi, with consideration for the amount of stretch.

The dimension of the exterior diameter of the inner tube d1p w41l be de-
termined from the expression

p = (D + q) t. (74)

where D is the actual dimension of the internal diameter of the jacket (in the
examp'v examined = 370.24 mm); q is the calculated amount of stretch (q = 0.35 mmr);
(q = 0.35 mm); and 6 is the machining tolerance on the exterior surface of the
tube, which must be smaller than -r equal to the calculated amount oZ tolerance
on stretch (U = 0.05 m).

In practice, machining tolerance on the exterior surface of the inner tube
is taken at 0.01 mm smaller than the tolerance on machining the exterior sur-
face of the jacket or sheath. In the example of tube assembly examined, the
euxterior diameter of the inner tube must be equal to 370.59 mm with a tolerance
t3.05 mm, which is to say its actual dimensions must be within the limits of
370.54 to 370.54 amm.

This order of amount of tolerances in individual machining of tubes for
builv.up barrels should be maintained in all assemblies of their surfaces.

The high power three-layer built-up cannon barrel shown in Fig. 152 is
calculated according to strength at a powder gas pressure in the barrel bore
of Pmax = 3250 kg/cm2 . The inner tube (1) of this barrel, which is one piece
for the entire barrel length, is manufactured of high quality material, having
a limit of proportionality of a = 80 kg/mm2 , and in somo instances even higher
than this amount. A sheath or intermediate tube, consisting of two tubes,
rear (2) and front (3), in length, is put on the exterior surface of the inner
tubi with stretch. Both tube sheaths are fixed relative to the inner tube by
right-angle profile steps. The process of fastening them to the inner tube
takes place sequentially, namely: The surface of the tubes is first prepared
on a section 3650 mm long, having a stretch q = 0.28 mm. and diameters 290 and
270 mm, and the remaining surface sections of the iinner tube (1) and rear
part (2) of the intermediate tube are on!y preliminarily machined. Before its
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assembly with the intermediate tube, the bore surface of inner tube (1) is ma-
chined to a diameter of 175 mm, but sufficiently accurately-, as shown from
data in Fig. 152, and has a margin for fine boring of the bore and machining of
the charge chamber after assembly.

After assembly of the inner tube (1) with tube-sheath (2), technical in-
spection of the assembled elements occurs and surfaces of tube-sheath(3) and
tube (1) are prepared on the section of its length t3, 250 mm in diameter, to
be assembled with a stretch of q = 0.25 to 0.18. The amount of stretch in this
section is gradually decreased in the direction toward the muzzle part of the
barrel. The assembly of barrels consisting of separate tubes eases the process
of tube machining and the process of their assembly. The material of the inter-
mediate tube-sheaths of the second layer has an approximate limit of proportion-
ality ap = 65 kg/mm2 , which is significantly lower than for the material of the
inner tube.

Then, when internal tube (1) is assembled with tube-sheath (3), technical
inspection of the assembled elements takes place, as does preparation for as-
sembly of the internal surfaces of jacket (4) and the external surfaces of tube-
sheaths (2) and (3) on the section of length Z1, 400 mm in diameter, with
stretch q = 0.35 and z2, 375 mm in diameter, with stretch q = 0.20 to 0.25 mm.
The sequence of machining the surfaces of these assembled barrel elements ls
the same as described, i.e., turning of the exterior surfaces of rear (2) and
front (3) tube-sheaths of the second layer takes place according to the actual
internal dimensions of jacket (4), with observance of the amount of assigned
stretch.

Jacket ý4) is manufactured of a material having a limit of proportionality
Up = 55 kg/mm , or somewhat smaller than the material of the second layer.

#42. Building Up and Tearing Down Gun Barrel Tubes

The prccess of building up barrel tubes consists of the fact that a heated
sheath or jacket is mounted, while hot, in a vertical position on the cold inner
tube, which has the temperature of the surrounding medium of the shop.

There are two caissons in the form of deep pits in the part of the shop
where barrel tube assembly takes place. Heating of sheaths and jackets takes
place in one of these pits, and the process of tube assembly and consequent cool-
ing takes place in the other. The necessity for construction of the caissons in
the form of pits is caused by limits in the height a load can be raised by
cranes and a desire to decrease the overall height of the shop building where
tube assembly takes place. The overall height of the shop building depends on
the necessary height for raising the tubes out of the caissons and lowering them
into the caissons. In particular, for the barrel shown in Fig. 152, the height
nedessary to raise the tube with a crane must be 14 m and, consequently, overall
height of the shop building must reach 20 m, and in some cases significantly
more.
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The caisson for heating the tubes is usually a vertical electric resis-
tance oven, and only in rare cases is it an electric induction oven of more
complex construction. The tube is installed in a caisson in a strictly vertical
position, and during tube heating, the caisson is tightly closed with a cover.

Tube heating temperature doe6 not usually have to exceed 4000 C, and only
in some instances does it reach 4500 C. Tube heating to higher temperatures is
not desirable in that with this, the mechanical properties of the metal from
which it is manufactured can be lowered. Length of tube heating depends on its
dimensions and weight. For the tubes shown in Figs. 151 and 152, time for
heating them to 4000 C is 2.5 to 3.5 hr with a hold after heating to heat the
entire mass of the tube metal. Time of the hold is usually 1.5 to 2 hr. Before
heating, the inside s rface of the sheath or jacket is carefully cleaned of
lubrication and rubb: I dry.

During heating, tube temperature is checked with instruments every 15 min,
and the results are recorded in a special journal. After final heating and
holding, the caisson cover is removed, the tube is grasped with a crane and
somewhat raised, and the internal diameter of the tube is measured at its upper
face. The tube is then fully raised from the caisson, which is immediately
covor, and the tube internal diameter at its lower face is checked. For check-
ing, the measuring tool is previously adjusted to the minimum limit of the di-
mension allowable for tube assembly. This dimension must be larger than tne
external diameter of tho inner tube by 0-15 to 0-20 mm; and is set for each tube
by a calculation. With satisfactory measuring results, the jacket or tube-
sheath is mounted on the inner tube.

The entire operation of the assembly process, meaning opening the caisson
cover after heating, raising the tube-sheath, measuring its internal diameters
at the upper and lower faces, moving the tube-sheath to the second caisson and
lowering it for mounting on the inner tube, must occupy the least possible time.
Time for performance of all these operations must not exceed 3.0 to 4.5 min.

During heating of the jacket or tube-sheath, preparation of the inner tube
for assembly, includkng the following, takes place. The innc:r tube is installed
in the caisson on a special support, which has a cylindrical spindle for fixing
the tube in a strictly vertical position. This caisson has a cooling apparatus
in the form of sections, consisting of hollow rings, which surround the built-up
barrel. The sections (rings) are distributed along the height of the barrel at
a distance of approximately 0.8 m from each other. The hollow rings have a num-
ber of holes which are directed at the surface of the built-up barrel. Cooling
water is fed to these sections at a pressure of 1.3 to 1.5 atm, and streams of
it intensively wet down the surface of the barrel. During cooling of the bar-
rel, arn one of these sections or all. of them are turned on simultaneously.

The exterior surface of the inner tube is carefully rubbed dry, and then
lightly lubricated with mineral oil or a special graphite lubricant. Ihe lub-
ricant, in a very thin layer, eases the process of mounting the jacket or tube-
sheath on the inner tube.
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Too much lubricant and the appearance of moisture may make mounting of
• tube-sheath on the inner tube more difficu.t, and the tube-sheath may not

be fully mounted on the tube, consequently ruining the entire barrel.

Lovering the jacket or tube-sheath during ý.ts mounting on the inner tbbe
takes place without interruption over 2 to 3 sec, and for the last section,
300 to 400 umm in length, the jacket is lowered as quickly as possible so as to
best assure its seating on the tube step.

During cooling of the built-up barrel, the jacket (or tube-sheath) will
shrink, and conseqv'ently, its lengthwise movemen'. relative to the inner tube is
possible. As the result of this, a clearance up to 10 to 12 mm can form at the
steps or joints of the tubes, and should not be allowed. To eliminate this
clearance, cooling the built-up tes takes place according to a previously-
worked-out scheme. According to this scheme, intensive artificial cooling first
takes place on the section of the tubes at the steps or joint, to provide bond-

* ing (seizing) of these sections and attain a tight fit (touching) of the jacket
on the step of the inner tube. Cooling of the barrel surface is then increased,
writh its thin walls at the muzzle part being cooled last.

Artificial cooling of the barral takes approximately 15 to 20 min. Sharp
metallic cracks heard one or two minutes after the beginning of cooling, and
continuing throughout the entire cooling of the barrel, even after it is removed
from the caisson, are phenomena indicating that movement is occurring in the
bonded surfaces of the jacket or sheath relative to the tube. Instances of
movement of a barrel's tubes occur during firing, sometimes several years after
manufacture of the barrel. Preparation of tubes for assembly and the process
of their assembly are complex operations, requiring accurate performance of all
requirements of the technological process. In economic considerations, manu-
facture of built-up barrels is less profitable,in that more time is required
for tube machining and the assembly process. For this reason, the majority of
artillery weapon barrels are manufactured in the form of monoblocs.

With wear of the rifled portion of the bore of a built-up weapon barrel,
the inner tube is usually removed, or retubing takes place. Removal of tne
worn-out inner tube may take place by two methods: Unbonding or boring.

Boring the barrel bore, leading to gradual cutting of the inner tube and
converting it intc shavings, occupies much time. The more profitable method is
tearing down the barrel, which consists of first heating the built-up barrel to
a temperature of 4000 C in an oven, and then extracting the inner tube from it.
Tearing down a barrel takes place in the following manner.

After heating, the barrel is installed in a caisson for assembly on a
special guiding rod with the muzzle part doun, and is, solidly fastened to the
rod with a special attachment (drawbar). The barrel breech is first unscrewed.
The barrel bore is then covered from above with a solid plug. The barrel jac-
ket is then connected to the elevating crane with a collar and cable and pre-
pared for raising. A stream of cold water is directed under pressure into the
barrel bore from below and must energetically wet down the entire surface of
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the bore without falling on the jacket. Due to the inten•sity of cooling of the
internal tube, and the resultant decrease in its diameter, stretch between the-
exterior surface of the inner tube and the inside surface of the jacket (or
tube-sheath) is destroyed. The jacket (or tube-sheath) is then removed from
the inner tube.

A more reliable .and convenient method of removing the jacket (or tube-
sheath) from the inner tube is the use of a hydraulic or more simply constructed
screw press. In this case, barrel breakdown is done in a horizontal position.

During barrel breakdown, the accurate determination of the moment of
interference disruption between the tubes for their movement from each other
is a highly important factor. The breakdown rate must be as accurate as possi-
ble and correctly calculated theoretically, but in some instances production
experience of shops and certain foremen should be considered. This experience
has essential influence on the successful performance of the oparation.

In some instances, during preparation of tubes for assembly, their ex-
terior surfaces are machined with a very small conicity, formed as the result
of decreasing their exterior diameters by 0.06 to 0.12 mm in the direction of
the muzzle part of the barrel, which is achieved by corresponding regulation of
the amount of stretch. This method of barrel tube fastening is more complex in
production, but it assures a stronger tube fit and eases gun barrel breakdown.

3A
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CHAPTER XII

Finishing Operations in Tube Machining

#43. Broaching Deep Holes

Broaching is the highly productive technological process of machining
surfaces with a multi-bladed tool, the broach.

This process is used for machining flat exterior surfaces and forming
various channels and grooved slots in exterior, flat, and round surfaces. The
broaching process is more widely used during machining of smooth round hcles
and holes with grooves of square, multi-edged, or shaped s ,ction.

The broaching process is often the final fine operation providing high
accuracy in dimensions (to second arnd third classes of precision) and good sur-
face smoothness. Broaching takes place on horizontal and vertical broaching
machines.

During broaching, the primary working motion, determining cutting speed,
is performed by the cutting tool, or broach, while the machined part is fastened
stationary on the machine.

Broaching machines do not have a feed movement in that feed is accomplished
by construction of the broach itself, which has gradually raised cutting teeth.

Broaches are mu.Iti-bladed tools in the form of long bars or rods with a
section corresponding to the form of the machined hole.

Artillery production broaching, which are special technological processes
differing from broaching processes used in general machine construction, in-
elude the following: Broaching smooth cylindrical weapon bores up to 70d in
in length, broaching smooth c, iindrical holes in various cylinders and rods
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over 12d in length and broaching grooves in gun barrel bores of small and medium
calibcrs.

The special broaching processes also include broaching the flat surfaces
of the w'dge hole of the breech block, broaching the exterior flat surface of
the breech block wedge, and a number of other operations.

The special broaching operations listed are complex in construction and
large in dimensions, both of the machined parts and surfaces, and of the broaches
themselves. For one technological broaching process, it is often necessary to
have a group of several broaches.

We will look at the technological processes of broaching which are typical
for artillery production.

Broaching Smooth G•ylindrical Bores

For broaching smooth cylindrical bores, a complex of two, three, or four
assembled broaches is necessary. As already stated, during the described proc-
esses of boring cylindrical deep holes in gun tubes after heat treatment, coarse,
semi-fine, and fine boring take place. Broaching takes the place of fine boring
in gun tubes, and allows attainment of a cylindrical bore of the required pre-
cisi on on diameter and surface smcithness with less time being expended than on
fine boring.

wcFor use of broaching, the tube bore must be straight and not vary in wall
thickness, i.e., it must have undergone coarse and semi-fine boring, during which
which these defects may be eliminated.

For the brraching process, therefore, the tube bore must be prepared the
same as for fi-ie boring. The broaching process eliminates conicity and slight
bore curvatu:e and whole section ovality, and provides receipt of a cylindrical
bore with high accuracy of dimension and the required surface smoothness.

The amount of margin on the diameter for the broaching process is assigned
with consideration of the mechanical properties of the machined metal, and the
length and diameter of the tube. The diameter margin for tubes 55 to 105 mm in
diameter and up to 5000 mm in length is usually 0.8 to 1.5 mm with a group of
three broaches.

A broa-h for deep cylindrical holes has a hollow arbor (3) of high strengthj construction steel, and a tail which is connected to an adaptor of the drawing
machine (Fig. 153). Eight to ten blades are mounted on the arbor, whose exte-
rior surface is machined to second class precision. The blades are divided on
the arbor by steel rings (4) and pressed from both ends by guiding cylinders
(10) and (11). Four guiding keys (2) and (9) are fastened on each of these cyl-
inders. The external diameter of the arbor along the guiding surfaces of the
keys is fitted to the dimensions of the machined tube bore, namely: The exte-
rior diameter of the keys (2) of the frn~t cylinder must correspond to the
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internal diameter of the tube bore before its broaching, and the external di-
ameter of key (9) of the rear cylinder must correspond to the diameter of the
tube bore after its biroaching. Clearance on the diameter u.th these considera-
tions is usually 0.04 to 0.06 mm. With this clearance, the broach must not
wedge in the bore and a great deal of friction must not arise along the surfaces
of the guiding keys.

i •ZJ 5 6 47 8 9 f0

• • Fig. 153. Broach for deep cylindrical holes

SKey: I. set screw

•, 2. guiding key
•. 3. arbor4. ring

•'. 5 & 8. blades
6. hole, supplying liquid to blades

S! 7. machined tube
S•,9. guiding key

' '10 & Ii). front and rear cylinders
12. front tail

• a. sect~or A• Cooling .15qu.d is supplied to the blades along the internal hollow of the

arbor (3) and then through the radial hole (6) in the arbor and rings (4). The
• geometry of the cutting part of the blade is sufficiently clearly seen in

Fig. 153. The blades are the most responsible parts of the broach and are manu-
factured of fast-cutting R18 or R9 tool steel.

•R fter heat treatment and sharpening, the blades must have a hardness of
S63 to 64. The front angle of the blade point y 150, and its rear angle

Sa = 3 to 5°. The front and rear surfaces of the blade are grosuzd, and the
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smoothhess of these surfaces must be greater than that of the remaining surfaces
of the blade, which have a smoothness of v7. The first six or eight blades of
the broach are of varying diameter, and are the working ones in that they remove
the basic part of the margin, and the other two or three blades are of uniform
diameter, and are calibrating ones. All the calibrating blades together remove
a layer of metal nor more than 0.03 mm thick on a side.

The first working blade has the smallest diameter and removes shavings
within the limits of the margin of the preceding operation (0.02 to 0°04 mm)
while all the following working blades remove shavings which are thicker. In
broach machining steel tubes of high strength, thickness of shavings must not
exceed 0.07 om on a side. It should be noted that with a shaving thickness of
0.02 mm, scraping is observed, wear of the cutting parts of the blade is accel-
erated, and assignment of this shaving thickness for working blades is not recom-
mended. A very important factor in broaches is the volume of the cavity between
the blades (teeth), which is determined ".y tooth height h of the :;orking part
of the blade and pitch t, which is the distance between the blades (see Fig. 153).
The volume of this cavity must be four to six times greater than the volume of
shavings removed in that with this condition, normal conditions will be provided
for distribution of the shavings removed from the beginning to the end of the
working process of broaching the bore.

bdThere are eight or nine depressions on the exterior surface of the working

blades which are up to 0.5 mm in depth and up to 1 mm in width. These depres-
sions, which are .ataggered in arrangement, are intended to crush the shavings.
The rear surfacd of the calibrating blades are smooth.

Otherwise, construction of the blades is sufficiently clear in Fig. 153,
on which are giveni blade dimonsions h • 11.5 mm and t z 40 mm as an example for
a nominal bore diameter D = 100 to 110 mm.

The mandrel (3) is manufactured of 45Kh steel and heat treated to a hard-
ness of Rc = 40 to 45. The guiding cylinders (10) and (11), and ring (4) are
manufactured of medium-hard construction steel, and the guiding keys (2) and (9)
are manufactured of bronze or textolite.

When dull, the blades may be resharpened, with the exterior blade diameter
being decreased by 0.02 mm in each resharpening, and therefore they can only be
resharpened four times. Four spare blades are manufactured for each broach, and
have a smooth back surface and an exterior diamieter equal to the maximum diame-
ter of the calibrating blades.

When the blades are all worn out, the first working blade is removed from
the arbor, the remaining blades are moved forward, and one spare blade is in.
stalled as the last calibrating one. A seb of two broaches can machine up to
35 to 40 weapon barrel tubes without resharpening, and with resharpening and use
of the spare bladeq they can machine 5:;0 to 600 tubes.

The most labor-consuming part of the task is the process of manufacturing
the broach and adjusting the broach and machine operation.
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During broaching normal shallow holes, cutting speed is maintained withir,
the limits of 4 to 12 mrmin, and for deep holes, it is reduced to 3 to 8 m/min,
anO. depends on the dimensions and material of the machined tube, construction
of the broach, and other factors.

Cutting force during broaching smooth cylindrical holes can be determined
according to recommended experimental formulae, for instance of the following
type:

0p O.85Dzp ()

where P is the cutting force; c is the coefficient calculating the mechanical
properties of the machined mateiail (with ab = 70 to 80 kg/mm2 , c = 840; with

= 80 kg/m , CP = 890); sz is thickness of metal layer removed on each side
by one working blade in mm; D is the nominal broach diameter in mm; and Zp is
the numbes" nf working blades (teeth).

Production practice shows that in machining smooth cylindrical bores, the
broach is more productive and gives better deep-hole machining quality than
fine boring operations. With broaching, deep-hole machining timo, including
adjusting and starting the machine, decreases by one third to one fifth.

The total margin on hole diameter, 1 to 1.5 mm, is removed by two or
three broaches. There are eighteen working and nine calibrating blades in a
set of three broaches. Total broaching time for one barrel, including time for
adjustment and changing broaches, does not exceed 35 to 45 min. while fine
boring of the tube 100 mm in diameter and up to 5000 mm long takes up to 3.5 hr.

However, the complexity of manufacture of assembled large dimension
broaches, the high power requirements for the broaching machine, and the com-
plexity of adjustment of the operation all still limit the wide usage of them
for machining long tubes.

Broaching Riflings in Weapon Bores

Experience in broaching riflings in weapon bores has given good results
with barrels of calibers 76.2 Dm and 85 mm. Riflings for barrels of this cali-
ber are most often broached with a set of two broaches, and only in some in-
stances are three broaches used for rifling one barrel.

The broaches used were of assembled and one-piece construction, with the
one-piece broaches becoming unfit for further use after two or three resharpen-
ings. The assembled broaches are more profitable, especially for rifling
weapon bores over 50 mm in diameter.

Construction of the assembled broach for broaching riflings in the 85-mm
barrel of Table 39 is shown in Fig. 154. The broach consists of an arbor (1),
front guiding cylinder (2), bronze guiding slides (3), intermediate discs (4),
disc blades (5), rear guiding cylinder (6), bronze guiding slides (7), longitu-
dinal key (8), and other secondary parts.
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The mandrel (1) is a hollow cylinder, accurately machined along its exte-
rior surface, on which all parts of the broach are centered. The disc blades
(5) and intermediate discs (4) are fixed on the mandrel by the longitudinal
key (8), which assures the unchanged position of the cutting teeth along the
assigned spiral of the riflings. Position of the broach blade teeth must
strictly corX3spond to the required twist of riflings, which is assured by
pointing and grinding them on the assembled broach. The bronze guiding slides
(3) are fastened in conic slots of the body (2), and their fastening Slliws
regulation of the slide position in the slots corresponding to the diameter of
the bore. Cooling and lubricating liquid gets to the blades along the internal

4 hollow of the mandrel and along the radial holes in the broach body.

Fig. 154. Broach for broaching riflings in barrel
bore

Key: 1. mandrel
2 & 6. front and rear guiding cylinders
3 & 7. bronze guiding slides

4. intermediate disc
5. disc blade
6. longitudina. key

The disc blade is manufactu, - of R18 fast-cutting s teel (Fig. 155). The
blade is the most responsible part of the broach, and is machined with high
accuracy agreeing to its geometry on the drawing.

The number of teeth on the blade must be equal to the number of grooves
in the bore, and the width of each tooth is the width of the groove. Profile
of the blade teeth must be the same as groove profile, and depth of the depres-
sion be :ween teeth must be somewhat larger than groove depth.

Preliminary pointing and grinding of the front and rear surfaces is done
separately for each blade, and pointing and grinding of tooth profile is done
on the assembled broach so as to strictly maintain the form of the teeth on all
blades to correspond to the assigned rifling twist. Fine sharpening of the
blades to the required diameter also takes place on the assembled broach.
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Fig. 155. Broach disc blade for 85-mm barrel bore

Key: bore diameter along the grooves (dH
(dH = 86.7 mm)
D. external diameter of broach blade

(Dl = 85.06 mm)
*. central angle between teeth
a. angle of rifling twist,

deviation of broach teeth
b. V 7 all around
c. R18 steel

In some instances, the number of teeth on a blade may be equal to half
the number of grooves in a bore. In this case, the depressions between the
teeth are -ider, and equal to the width of a groove and double the width of a
land (b + 2c), and angle ý of the blade is doubled. With this construction,
one blade machines only half the number of grooves, while the blade following
"It machines the other half of the grooves.

Decreasing-the number of teeth on a blade to half the number of grooves
is caused by the necessity for distributing shavings between the blades when
broaching bores of great length. For machining bores with blades having a de-
creased number of teeth, there might be three or four broaches in one set, with
the total number of blades being doubled. Besides this, the total number of
blades on one broach and in the set of broaches depends also on the depth of
the weapon barrel bore riflings.

The exterior diameter 9f the broach along the first blade DI is usually
equal to the caliber of thearrel bore, or larger than it by only 0.03 mm, or

D= ( + 0.03) mu,
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and its exterior surface along the last blade DH must be 0.1 mm larger than the

nominal diameter of the bore along the lards, or

DH = (d1 + 0.1) •.

Thickness of shavings removed by each tooth of a blade, or the margin removea
from each side, must not exceed 0.08 mm. In production, increases in the diame-
ters of adjacent blades are allowed within the limits of 0.12 to 0.14 mm, but
the last calibrating blade hrs no increase.

If shavings greater than 0.08 mm thick ýre removed during broaching
riflings, the broach will begin to vibrate and streaks and depressions will ap-
pear on the surface of the grooves.

A cutting speed in the limits of 3 to 5 m/min may be allowed during
broaching riflings, and only in some instances can it reach 8 m/min.

It must be noted that in broach construction and rates for broaching
riflings, there is still not sufficient experience and future research on this
process is necessary. The overall length of the broach depends on the number
of blades on it and the length of its front and rear guiding slides. Length
of the front guiding slide must usually be equal to (1.0 to 1.3)d, with length
of the rear slides at (1.2 to 1.8)d, with the larger of these limits being used

t for bores under 50 mm in diameter. All dimensions in Figs. 1 5 4 and 155 relate
to a broach 85 mm in diameter with a total of eighteen blades and an overall
length of 1100 mm.

In production practice, broaches have from 15 to 22 blades, depending on
the actual conditions of their use, and a broach length of greater than 1250 mm
as not recommended in that with an excessively large length, the adjustment
operation and the process of rifling broaching are made more complicated.

Extremely high cutting force is needed for broaching riflings, just as in

broaching smooth cylindrical holes. The axial cutting force P may be deter-
mined sufficiently accurately for practical purposes according to the followingS • empirical formula:

P =is085 bnz (76)

where c is the coefficient calculating the mechanical properties of the machined
material (with ob = 70 to 80 kg/mm2, co = 285, and with ab > 80 kg/mm2 ,
cp = 320); s is the thickness of metal layer removed from each side by one
working blade in mm; b is groove width in mm; n is number of simultaneously
machined grooves; and zp is the number of working blades. When adjacent blades
machine different grooves, this number should be multiplied by coefficient 0.50.

During broaching of riflings in arn 85-mm tube with a set of two broaches,
the total cutting force for each broach may reach 51,000 kg. Working machine
time during broachihg riflings is very small; however, the time for adjustment
of the operation and servicing, which go into the per-piece time of each opera-
tion, are much larger than the machine time.
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The total per-piece time for broach:ýng fillings is .ne third to one fourth
the per-piece time for rifling a bore with an eight- or twelve-cutter rifling
head. In rifling machining accuracy and smoothness of machined surface, broach-
ing not only stays abreast of bore rifling with rifling heads, but often exceeds
it.

Construction-wise, broaches are more complex and somewhat more expensive
in manufacture than rifling heads.

V44. Honing the Barrel Bore

Honing is the mechanical process of final machining a surface with an
abrasive block, which is fastened to a special head or attachment. In essence,
it is a process of abrasive grinding of the machine surface.

Honing is most widely used during machining smooth cylindrical holes (cyl-
inders of motors, compressors, pumps, etc.). In artillery production, honing is
used for machining smooth gun barrel bores before their rifling, mortar tube
bores, antirecoil mechanism cylinders, cylinders of equilibratorý' and stabili-
zing mechanisms, and rifled bores after their rifling.

The honing head for cylindrical bores is shown in Fig. 156. The head body
(5) is a ,.low cylinder having two or three rows of longitudinal slots, in which
shoes with abrasive blocks (3) and (4) are located. From four to twelve abrasive
blocks, depending on the head diameter around its periphery, are located in each
row of longitudinal slots. The blocks in adjacent rows are displaced at an angle

% of 20 to 300 relative to each other. Inside the head body is a formed shaft (8)
with conic surfaces which serves as support for the shoes. The shoes with abra-
sive blocks are held on the exterior surface of the head body (5) by spiral
sprlngs (6), which hold them against the support surfaces of shaft (8). With
longitudinal movement of shaft (8) in the head body, the exterior diameter of the
head around the abrasive blocks increases or decreases, and this is how the
blocks are first set at their initial dimension and their position regulated
during the bore honing process. Guiding keys (2) and (7) are installed on both
ends of the head. The head body is connected to the machine shaft by its tail
(1). Horizontal honing machines are used for honing barrel bores.

In the honing process, the machined tube rotates with a speed of 4 to 7
m/min in one direction, and the honing head rotates in the opposite direction
with a speed of 20 to 40 m/mmn, and simultaneously moves back and forth along
the bore with a speed of 4 to 12 m/min. Usually, during preliminary honing,
speed of longitudinal head feed is 10 to 12 m/min, and during final finish hon-
ing, it is decreased to 4 to 6 m/min. Honing sometimes takes place with the
tube stationary and the head both r~t-ating and moving backward and forward. This
method of honing is used ornly for shallow holes with a vertical head position in
that honing deep holes with a horizontal tube position can form an ellipse as
the result of more development of the bottom surface of the tube under action of
the weight of the head.
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ag. 156. Head for honing cylindrical bores

Keyt 1. tail
2 & 7. guiding keys
3 & 4. abrasive blocks

S5• head body
6. spiral spring
8. formed shaft
o. section across CC

On some machines, the longitudinal feed of the honing head and dispersal
of the blocks into their required dimtension are accomplished by a hydraulic
instrument, which allows smoother regulation of the force pressing the blocks
against the machined surface of the tube.

Honing is conducted with an abundant supply of lubricating liquid, which
washes down the exterior surface of the •ntire head. The liquid must have a
high degree of lubricating propert ~os, with cooling properties to a lesser de-
gree, and together with this it must also not glaze the abrasive blocks and
decrease their cutting properties. A mixture of equal parts of kerosene and
mineral-spindle oil is most often used for the lubricating liquid. In produc-
tion practice, other lubricating liquids, among which are various oils, paraf-
fin, kerosene, and others, are also used.

The cutting tools in honing heads are abrasive corundum or carbirundum
blocks on ceramic bindings. The blocks used are of square section, 10x10,
2x12, or 15x15 mm. Length of the blocks may vary, and this depends on con-

struction and purpose of the head, namely, blocks 100 and 150 mm long are used
for cylindrical bores. Preliminary honing is done with medium-soft blocks of
grain size 80 to 120, semi-fine honing is done with blocks of grain size 180
to 230, and fine-finish honing is done with soft blocks of grain size 280 to
W4o0.

A margin from 0.05 to 0.30 mm is left on the diameter for honing. During
preliminary honing, the cutting process is more intensive, and a layer of metal
up to 0.004 to 0.001 mm is removed during one double run of the head.
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The honing process provides attainment of cylindrical holes with first to
second classes of accuracy and surface smoothness to V9 to VlO. The following
bore defects are eliminated during honing: Conicity remaining after fine boring,
hole ovality, and to some degree, bore curvature.

Honing rifled bores, as wrk experience has shown, is more productive in
that the treated surface is decreased by one half to two fifths, and the ser-
vice period of the abrasive bjQ;s is increased. After honing, the bored sur-
face along the lands turns out clean and smooth, and does not have grooves or
notches. Honing rifled bores may be used after their polishing.

In artillery production, as in general machine construction, honing is
also used for machining formed surfaces, for instance, charge chambers, whose
profiles are formed by honing heads.

During the honing process, the abrasive blocks wear out unevenly, as do
abrasive grinding wheels, and they therefore require periodic servicing. Ac-
cording to production experience data, abrasive block durability during honing
averages 3.5 to 6 hr of working machine time.

Working time during honing TM may be determined according to the following
formula:

2(L + 2e)n min, (77)sl000

where L is bore length of the honed hole in .•au; e is the coefficient calculat-
ing entry and exit of the head whose average can be taken as e = 50 to 75 mm;
n is the number of double passes accomplished by the head in the process of
full treatment of the bores; and s is the speed of the back and forth motion
of the head in m/min.

#45. Polishing the Barrel Bore

Polishing is a process of machining a surface with small-grained abrasive
powders or special pastes, which evenly cover a small polishing wheel, a special
head, or polishing attachment.

Polishing has the purpose of giving the surface a high degree of smooth-
ness, and in some instances also providing the required accuracy of dimensions.
Polishing after chroming, nickeling, and application of other coverings gives
the surface a beautiful decorative appearance.

Polishing tube bores under the liner, smooth gun tube bores before their
rifling, smooth barrel tube bores, antirecoil mechanism cylinders, and polish-
ing bores after rifling are special polishing operations in artillery production.

During polishing of smooth bores of various cylinders of gun tubes, the
machined part rotates in one direction, and the polishing head in the opposite
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direction, additionally performing a longitudinal forward and back movement.
In some instances, the polishing head may not rotate.

The polishing head body is made of birch, oak, maple, or elm. Construc-
tion of the head is shown in Fig. 157. The head has a thick portion of length
I = 60 to 100 mm, and a tail which is fastened to the machine shaft. The
length of arc A of the working part of the head surface is one fourth to one
sixth of the circumference, and the whole working surface is 0..5 to 0.3 of the
circumference. During polishing conic holes, length £ of the working part of
the head must not exceed 50 to 60 mm.

During preliminary (semi-fine) polishing, the working surface of the head
is covered with leather, and during fine and finish polishing, it is covered
with a two-layer cloth boot. The surface of the leather or cloth is then
covered with abrasive grinding powder, with their abundant lubrication with ma-
chine or spindle oil.

The polishing process is divided into preliminary, fine, and finish. Dur-
ing preliminary polishing, the major part of the margin, equal to 0.10 to
0.15 mm on a diameter is removed, and a surface smoothness V6 to V7 is
attained. Grinding powders for preliminary polishing have a grain size of 120
to 150. Fine and finish polishing are used for final treatment of the surface,
and surface smoothness corresponds to V8 to Vl0. The grinding powders forthese types of polishing have a grain size of 200 to 280. During fine and fin-
ish polishing, the margin of 0.1 to 0.005 mm on the diameter is removed.

Fig. 157. Polishing head for
bore polishing

In some instances, for attainment of surface smoothness to 12, micro-
powders M20, MIO, and M5 -;r special pastes are used in polishing.

A margin on the diameter within the limits of 0.05 to 0.15 mm is left for
polishing smooth bores of gun tubes and cylirners.

If the machined part and polishing head are rotated in opposite directions,
polishing speed is 40 to 100 m/min, and with a nonrotating shaft and head, it
is decreased to 15 to 40 m/ain.

The longitudinal feed of the head, which is the speed of the forward and
backward motion of the machine shaft is usually 4 to 10 m/ain.
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During polishing, it is necessary to periodicaJ.y renew the grinding pow-
ders and lubricants, and watch over the temperature of the machined tube. With
an increased polishing rate and force of pressure of the working surfaces of
the head against the bore, heating of the barrel sharply increases, which makes
the polishing process more difficult. Therefore, in case of increased barrel
temperature, the polishing speed should be decreased and the grinding powders
and lubricants renewed.

It should be noted that polishing is also used to eliminate some defects
I of the barrel bore boring process, for instance, ovalness in the bore hole on

part of its section, eccent-city of the charge chamber relative to the cylin-
drical part of the tube bore, and others. In this case, the machined tube does
not rotate during polishing, and the head accomplishes a rotational and forward
and backward motion.
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CHAPTER XIII

Technical Control of Manufacture and Assembly of Parts

#46. Organization of Technical Control

The overall task of the department of technical control (DTC) of a plant
is the technical checking of the quality of products put out by them and analy-
sis of the reasons for spoilage in production. In practice, the DTC has wider
functions, namely:

"Technical reception of materials, semi-finished parts and stocks,
delivered to the plant;

between-operation and between-shop control of semi-finished parts,
finished parts, and assemblies;

technical control of finished production and conduct of testing
in production;

technical preparation of control technology, which is the develop-
ment of the technical and bookkeeping documentation for technical
control;

calculation and analysis of reasons for production spoilage;
periodic checking of the control and measuring production means

in the central measuring laboratory, which is subordinated to DTC;
participation in development of general and specific operational

technical conditions for parts manufacture and assembly.

Control and measuring instruments, tools, and attachments used for check-
ing production quality may be divided into the following groups:

1) The checking control tool: Working limit gauges, templates,
and patterns;

2) mechanized and automated installations and attachments;
3) universal measuring tools and instraments;
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L4) the control tool for checking the technical condition of
working limit gavges and templates.

In time expenditure, the between-operation and between-shop control using
limit gauges and patterns are the most labor-consuming operations. The opera-
tions of DTC, totally duplicating similar operations by working and production
foremen in serial and heavy-serial production, may be totally eliminated. Work
experience in some shops and plants in this direction has given positive results.

The problems of rational organization and selection of means for technical
control and decreasing time spent on technical control continue to be real for
any production.

Besides the control operations which are typical for general machine con-
struction, artillery production has a number of special technical control opera-
tions which require use of universal measuring tools and instruments or special
ones. Among these technical control operations are checking cylindrical smooth
and rifled weapon bores, checking conic bores and charge chambers, determining
tube curvature and variations in v-0ll thickness, checking the control surface
on the breech and cross on the muzzle face, checking interchangeability of breech
blocks, barrels, and that of barrels among cradles, checking the work and testing
the mechanisms of the assembled artillery system, and some other control opera-
tions. All these operations are complex and specialized, requiring qualified
control masters of DTC.

J47. Checking of Cylindrical Bores

After fine boring, finish operations, and rifling, tube bores undergo the
following control operations: Inspection of the machined surfaces, measuring of
diameters, and removal of surface imprints with a stsnp.

45 3 4

II

SuJ 17o aciipende

Fig. 158. Instrument for inspecting bore surface

Key: 1. rod
2. mirror
3. electric lamp
4. electric wire
a. view along arrow A
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Inspection of the machined bore surface may be conducted with the mirrorinstrument whose layout is shown in Fig. 158.

The instrument consists of a mirror (2) and rod (1), which is of semi-
circular section, having a groove for placement of lamp (3) and electric

Optical tubes with electric illumination are used for more detailed bore
inspection. These tubes have two interchangeable objectives, or heads: General
inspection and secondary inspection. The optical tube with the general inspec-
tion head, which has little magnification, is intended for inspection of the
bore surface around the entire circumference to a length of up to 700 mm. This
head allows inspection of the entire bore surface and determination of location
of defects on it, and if necessary, can take photographs of them.

For more careful examination of the character of the defect and detzrmina-
tion of its dimensions, the secondary head, having a small field of view, is
used. This head allows the qualitative character of the defect revealed to be
learned sufficiently easily, as shown in Fig. 158i In this way, using the mir-
ror instrument and the optical tube, it is possible to inspect the entire sur-
face of the tube up to any length in detail and, if necessary, photograph the
defect revealed.

The interior diameter of smooth barrel bores and diameters of rifled bores
along the lands and along the grooves are measured with a star gauge. In pro-
duction, four types of star gauges are used: Mechanical, optic, automatic, and
electromechanical.

The draw-type mechanical star gauge consists of the following parts: The
head (1), shaft (9), and retainer (13), with a vernier (Fig. 159). The head is
a hollow cylinder, covered with cap (2). It has a body (3), two shoes (4),
two changeable measuring tips (5), which are threaded into shoes (4), and two
springs (6), fastening them into the head cylinder. The head body is rigidly
fastened to the hollow shaft (9), on whose end retainer (13) with the vernier
apparatus is fastened with bushing (11). The guiding cone (7) moves freely
insid3 the hollow head and is connected with a universal joint to drawbar (8),
which, together with the cone, can move freely along shaft (9) and head body
(3).

The overall view of the head with the tips projecting from it is shown
in Fig. 160.

The retainer (13) has a gauge (15) with divisions, which is moved in a
longitudinal direction relative to the retainer and shaft by the micrometer
screw (16), and is fastened by stop screw (17). The vernier gauge (12) is
fastened to the face side of the drawbar by two screws.

The shoes (4), together with the measuring tips (5) are pressed tightly
against the guiding surface of cone (7) by springs (6). When the drawbar is
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1 .9 
1?

Key -. 1. star gaqge body 10. threaded sleeve

2. cap 11. bushing
3. cone 12. vernier gauge
4. shoes 13. retainer
5. measuring tips 14. set screw
6. spring 15. retainer gauge
7. conic wedge 16. micrometer screw
8. drawibar 17. stop screw
9. shaft a. section across AA

Fig. 160. Mechanical star gauge
head (overall view)

moved to the right (on the d:-awing), distance between the ends of the tips (5)
will increase, and when it is moved to the left, the distance will be decreased

A = E (79)
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where 9 is linear movement of drawbar and cone in mm; k is inclination of cone(7) (k = 0.2); and A is linear chang- in dimension between ends of tips (5) in

vl The vernier mechanism of the mechanical star gauge, which is analogous to
* the same installation on other measuring instruments (for instance, on a slide

•au;Se), consists of the base gauge (15) and vernier gauge (12), which has divi-sions to the right and left of zero (0) up to 20 mm. Every 0 to 20 section onl the vernier gauge (12) has a length of 19 mm, and therefore the distance be-tween the adjacent graduations is equal to 1 to 0.05 mm, and between the extremegraduations on the section (1 to 0.05)20 = 19 mm. Therefore, the value of onedivision of the vernier is equal to 0.05 mm.

The dimension measuring accuracy of the mechanical star gauge with Itvalue of one vernier graduation of 0.05 mm and a conicity k = 0.2 is

106= k = 0.05 • 0.2 = 0.01 mm, (8O)

Optical and automatic star gauges have the same accuracy as mechanicalones. Some star gauges with inch scales are encountered, and these have a
measuring accuracy equal to 0.0254 mm. The star gauge shaft has the length ofthe measured tube, but it must not be shorter than 5000 mm. There are marksevery 50 mm of lensth on the exterior surface of the star gauge shaft, begin-ning from the tips. This allows fixing of the section in which tube diameterchanges at any length of the barrel from its muzzle face through each 50 or
100 mm section.

During measuring the diameters of the rifled bore, the measuring tips ofthe star gauge must follow along two opposite spiral grooves or along lands.For this, there is a bronze guide ring having several projections which followthe grooves, mounted in front of the measuring points on the exterior cylindri-cal surface of the head and fastened by a screw. The ring is final tightenedon the head after the guiding tips are set on their corresponding lands or
grooves.

The star gauge measures only deviation of the actual diameter of the tubebore from its nominal value, and the nominal diameter, or distance between theends of the measuring tips along the lands or along the grooves, is set with
a special bracket (Fig. 161).

The bracket has setting marks and diameter dimensions along the lands oralong the grooves, and this allows more accurate setting of the star gauge
measuring tips into their assigned dimension, with the vernier scale of thei• star gauge on 0.

C Tube bore diameters beginning from 35 mm, up to the largest dimensions,for instance, up to 500 mm in production practice, are measured with the stargauge. One star gauge with one set of measuring tips, however, .can measure di-ameters and differences between them of only 4 to 10 mm. With the presence of
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the corresponding set of measuring tips, guide rings, and setting brackets, a
star gauge may be used for measuring diameters from approximately 85 to 155 rmM.

1.

Fig. 161. Bracket for setting the
vernier gauge of a me-
chanical star gauge on 0

Key: a. across the lands

C B

fip lip

bb

ILU5 Lu

HE HEH

Fig. 162. Control measuring tool

Key: a. template for checking
width of grooves and
lands

b. pin gauge for checking
diameter along the
grooves

f. land tern.
g. groove tem.

During measuring of bore diameter along the grooves with a star gauge,
actual groove depth cannot be established. Groove depth t can only be
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approximately evaluated according to measuring information from the star gauge,
using the relationship

t dH-
-.d (81)

Actual groove depth is checked with special templates from the barrel
muzzle face, and their evenness is provided by checking tne setting of rifling
head cutters, as stated above.

Rifled bore diameters are measured in a vertical and horizontal plane
along the lands and along the grooves, and measurement begins from the barrel
muzzle face. In some cases, the nominal diameter can be set on star gauge tips
with a slide gauge or micrometer. Errors in star gauge measuring depend on the
accuracy of setting the nominal dimension on its measuring tips and on the
vernier scale, on the pressure of the measuring tips at the points of contact,
which in turn depends on the effort applied to the drawbar lever, ard on the
smoothness of the barrel bore surface. Sufficient measuring experience and
accuracy in using the instrument is necessary to decrease the amount of these
errors.

A pattern is used for checking width of grooves and lands of rifled
weapon bores, and two end gauges (one through, for the dimension lower limit,
and the other not through, for the dimension upper limit) are used to check
diameter along the grooves (Fig. 162). Dimension checking with these instru-ments is done from the muzzle part of the barrel bore.

Nominal diameter dimensions of the bore along the grooves dH, groove
width B, land width C, and tolerances on them for barrels of caliber 85 and
203.2 mm, and also the nominal dimensions of templates and pin gauges for these
barrels are given in Table 44.

#48. Checking Conic Bores and Charge Chambers

Surface quality of conic bores and charge chambers is checked with the
same optical instruments as are cylindrical bores.

Bore diameter in its various sections is measured with usual star gauges,
the special complex tool with a set of calibrated rings, smooth gauges with the
charge ch"wber conic hole profile, control sleeves having the limiting dimen-
sions of the chambers, and other special instruments.

Special complex instruments for measuring basic dimensions of conic bores
are planned according to the schematic depicted in Fig. 163. In this schematic,
ujing formula (30), we may write

d D D - kt, (82)
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Table 44

Nominal Rifling Dimensions for Barrel Bores Caliber 85 and 203.2 mm
and the Dimensions of the Corresponding Templates and Pin Gauges

for Checking the Riflings
(See Fig. 162)

D 'imensiondesignations Barrel caliber Barrel caliber
according to d85 mm d =203.2 mm

dH B C dH BC

Dimension
and size

in mm

Nominal dimension 86.7 7.6 3.62 207.2 6 3.97

Tolerance on nominal +0.15 +0.3 -- +0.2 +-.3 --
dimension

Nominal dimension of 86.73 7.60 3.62 207.22 6.02 3.97
template or through
pin gauge

Tolerance on nominal -0.02 -0.015 +0.015 -0.02 -0.015 ÷0.015
dimension of template
or through pin gauge

Nominal dimension of 86.84 7.85 3.37 207.38 6.25 3.72
template or not
through pin gauge

Tolerance on nominal +0.02 +_0.015 40.015 ±0.015 0.015 ±0.015
dimension of template
or not through pin
gauge

where d is the nominal diameter of the chamber or conic bore in mm, measured in
a given section; D is the maximum diameter of the conic bore in mm; z is the
distance from the tube breech face to the section in which bore diameter is de-
termined; and k is the conic rate of the given bore section.

We will determine the limiting dimensions of a calibrated ring of diameter
d and length of the section on which bore diameter can be measured with these
rings for a given section of a conic bore.
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Fig. 163. Schematic for checking
ofa conic bore

For solution of the problem presented, we use the charge chamber dimen-
sions presented in Figs. 20 and 21, namely: D = d2 = 124,6 + 0.2 amm,
d= d3  118.2 + 0.2 mm, : = q = 670 mm, base section conic rate k = 0.00955,
amoun, B = 80 mm, and width of calibratinZ disc e = 10 mm. With the given data,
distance to the first mark of the bar is

Ll= I + B= 670+ 80 = 750 mm

or will be equal to A + 0.5e (see Fig. 163). If the actual dimension of the
charge chamber accurately corresponds to its nominal dimensions, parts of the
complex instrument are manufactured with tolerances in the limits of * 0.02 mm,
and this error may be ignored, then during measuring, the first mark on the rod
will coincide with the zero mark on the instrument frame.

If the charge chamber is manufactured to the highest dimension limits
with a tolerance 6 = +0.2 mm, or its diameter d = 118.4 mm, during measuring,
the rod with the calibrating ring will project to a depth of

L2 = + B + At.

The value of At may be determined from the expression

At = = 0 = 20.94 mm
k 0.00955

We lay out length L, on the rod and set the second mark on it. The cali-
brating measuring ring is •,achined to an accuracy of 0.02 mm along dimension e,
and to 0.01 mm along dimension d,

A special instrument for checking conic bores of any length can be manu-
factured on the basis of the schematic reviewed.

A speclal instrument, whose schematic construction is shown in Fig. 164,

can be used for measuring tube conic bore diameters of great length, and in
some cases, measuring can also be Aone with a normal mechanical star gauge.

The instrument for measuring diameters of long conic bores consists of
two measuring tips (1) and (4), stand (2), spring (3), which presses against
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Fig. 164. Instrument for measuring d'ameters of
deep conic bores

Key: 1. stationary tip
2. stand
3. spring
4. movable tip
5. hinged connecting rod
6. eye
7. external tube
8. frame
9. internal drawbar
W. vernier scale
d. measured diameter dimension
a. slot

the base of movable tip (4), external tube (7), internal bar (9), and connec-
ting rod (5), which is a hinged connection between guiding rod (2) and rod (9)
with eye (6) (see Fig. 164). On the exterior surface of the tube are marks
with divisions and the frame (8). Before measuring, dimension d along the tip
is set somewhat higher than expected, and then the internal drawbar (9) is
moved to the left (on the drawing) and stand (2) with the tips is put into a
horizontal position. The instrument is inserted into the bore with stand (2)
in the horizontal position, and moved along it to the determined length, after
which rod (9) is moved to the right to the mark on the scale which indicates
that the tip is in a vertical position. At this time, tip (4) under action of
drawbar (5), moves relative to the stand and it takes a position in which the
distance between the tips is equal to the bore diameter at the given section.
Rod (9) is then moved to the left so that stand (2) again assumes a horizontal
position, and the instrument is then removed from the bore and the distance
between the points is taken with a micrometer. Accuracy of this measurement
is no greater than 0.05 myi.

For checking dimensions of conic holes which have complex profiles, simi-
lar, for instance, to charge chamber profiles, it is more convenient to use the
instrument whose construction is presented in Fig. 165 and corresponds to the
schematLc of Fig. lU3.
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This instrument consists of a set of calibrating measuring rings (1),
rod (2), movable frame (3), set screw (4), lever (5), which is fastened to tie
rod, and a nut and washer for fastening the calibrating ring to the rod. The

Squality of calibrating rings manufactured is such that quality of bores or
.= 4 charge chambers having conic sections can be judged with the least number of

measurements being taken.

Fig. 165. Instrument for measuring charge chamber
dimensions

Key: 1. calibrating ring
2. rod
3. frame
4. stop screw
5. drawbar handle

d2 , d3 , d4 , d5 . chamber diameters checked
(diameter d2 is seen in Fig. 21)

e. through
f. not through

For cartridge loaded charge chambers, measurements should be taken on a
basic cone on sections 0.5tl and ql along diameter d3 , and then on the sections
along diameters d4 and d5 (see Figs. 20 and 165). If necessary, the number of
measurements may be increased.

The exterior diameter of the calibrating ring (1) must be equal to the
nominal diameter of the chamber at the given section with a tolerance of 0.01 rai.

For each chamber section on uhich measurements are taken, there are two
marks on the rod indicated by letters HP [through] and HE [not through]. The
mai ,dicated by HP correspond to the length of the chamber section having
the rnal calculated diameter dimension, and must coincide with the 0 mark
on the instrument frame, or be somewhat displaced to the left of the mark.
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The other rod mark, indicated by letters HE and placed at a distance 69 from
the first mark HP, must not pass through the 0 mark on the instrument frame.

With this position of the UP and HE marks relative to the 0 mark on the
frame, the actual diameter dimensions and charge chamber length will not be
outside their limiting dimensions. Otherwise, layout of the instrument and
method of its use is sufficiently understandable from Fig. 165.

Besides dimensional. accuracy and surface smoothness, concentricity of
charge chamber conic sections are checked relative to the cylindrical rifled
portion of the barrel bore. This checking is very important in relation to the
base and connecting (rifled slope) cones which provide normal seating of the
cartridge during loading of the weapon.

•. • Z- 1050 :"

Fig. 166. Instrument for checking chamber
concentricity relative to bore

axis

The schematic df the instrument for checking concentricity of the charge
chamber relative to the bore axis is shown in Fig. 166. In this instrument,
there are two steel heat-treated discs, 60 to 65 mm in thickness, which are
rigidly connected by being welded onto a tube. To lighten them, the discs have
circular grooves on their faces. The internal holes in the discs, of diameter
a = 50 mm are machined to second class precision with a tolerance of +0.02 mm.
The external surfaces of the discs are machined into a precise arbor, observing
the conic rate and nominal dimensions of the charge chamber diameters shown in
Fig. 166 and Fig. 20.

The instrument has a control guide cylinder, whone nominal diameter and
length are eqaal to the barrel bore caliber, With a guiding cylinder length
smaller than the barrel bore caliber, its centering in the bcre would be insuf-
ficiently accurate, and if it were longer than the bore caliuer, handling the
instrument during measuring wouild become more difficult. The guiding cylinder
4.s rigidly fastened to the rod in a position so that its axis of symmetry strict-
ly coincides with the axis of the rod. For this, the exterior surfaces of the
rod and cylinder are ground after they are assenbled. When the instrument is
inserted in the charge chamber, it is first centered along the chamber wall
surfaces by the conic surfaces of the disco on a length of 670 mm, and then the

*1 rod is moved sthat its guidin cylinder enters the rifted cylindrical portion
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of the barrel bore to a length no less than two of its calibers. This guiding
cylinder position is determined by marks on the rod. The rod and guiding cylin-
der should then be withdrawn from the cylindrical sectio,, of the barrel bore,
rotated 1800, and again moved forward to the control mark. After this, the en-
tire conic disc instrument should be moved rearward, rotated 1800, and then the
entire operation should be repeated.

If the guiding cylinder of the instrument moves into the rifled cylindri-
cal portion of the barrel bore freely during all the described operations, the
base cone of the charge chamber is concentric relative to the rifled portion of
the bore. If defects are revealed, they may be eliminated by polishing separate
sections of the charge chamber surface. Concentricity of the connecting cone
(rifled slope) of the barrel bore may be checked by the same method with a com-
plex (special instrument).

#49. Checking Tube Curvature and Variations in Wall Thickness

With gun tube length increased to over 50 calibers, and increases in pro-
jectile initial velocity and powder gas pressure (3030 kg/cm2 and more), tube
curvature and variations in wall thickness acquire great importance in that the
influence of these defects on movement of the projectile along the bore and
b-rrel durability is increased. In production, these defects must not exceed
determined amounts, as already stated in Chapter III.

L~ ____

0 0 0

0 l 9-- - -•0 -0- 0
Fig. 167. Smooth control cylinder for

checking bore curvature

Barrel bore curvature is determined with a smooth control guage (cylinder)
or with an optical instrument. The smooth gauge is an accurately machined cylin-
der of length ZK = (3.5 to 5)d, which, for small and medium caliber guns, is
made solid with holes along the exterior surface, and for guns of bore diameter
over 100 mm, it is hollow, and also has holes along its exterior surface
(Fig. 167).

The nominal dimension of the exterior diameter of the smooth control cylin-
der must be smaller than the nominal dimension of the bore diameter (caliber) of
the barrel along the lands by one half the amount of tolerance for bore diameter
along the lands, and machining tolerance on the cylinder diameter must be from
0.01 to 0.04 mm (latter values for large diameters).
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Thus, for instance, the precise diameters for sdooth control cylinders
are:

For guns 76.2 ma, -K = 350 mm and dK = 76.15..0.o0 mm;
for guns 100 mm, IK = 450 mm and dK = 99.94o.02 mm;
for guns 152.4 mm, zK = 560 mm and dK = 152-33..o03 mm.

With these dimensions, the smooth cylinder must freely move in the barrel
bore of corresponding caliber after the barrel's final machining (bore rifling
and polishing). Before checking, the surfaces of the barrel bore and smooth
cylinder must be carefully cleaned and rubbed dry. If the cylinder passes
through the barrel bore with a small amount of effort applied to its shaft,
barrel bore curvature does not exceed allowable limits. Checking of bore curva-
ture with a smooth control cylinder does not, however, give the actual amount
of the barrel bore curvature.

V 4

Fig. 168. 93chemiatic of barrel installation on
control bed for checking tubr wall

thickness variations

Key: 1. gun tube
2. rod
3. optical tube
4. stand
5. supports

6, 7, 8. roller support prisms
9. disc

10. bed
ll. disc scale indicator
A. star guage head
B. tube eyepiece

Measuring the amount of barrel bore curvature both on its entire length
and on its separate sections, is done with an optical instrument. For
measuring bore curvature, the gun tube (1) is installed on the control bed (2)
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P on special roller prisms (6), (7) and (8), which allow regulation of the tube's
position according to height and direction (Fig. 168). The optical instrument
consists of a special optical star guage, which is fastened on rod (2), and
an optical tube (3), which has cross hairs in its field of view. Head A, which

SJ has an optical grid illuminated by an electric lamp on the rod, is fastened to
rod (2). There are cross-hairs across diameters, and solid and dotted circles
on the grid (see F:igs. 168 and 169).

Radial distance between a solid circle and its adjacent dotted circle is
equal to 0.5 mm, and this amount is the value of a grid division. The optical
tube may be installed on a special stand at the muzzle part of the tube being• checked, or on a specialoattacbment in its muzzle part B (see Fig. 169).

Before measuring curvature, the barrel is installed on the bed in a hori-

zontal position so that the center points of its bore axis at the breech and
muzzle faces are on the rame horizontal line. The optical star guage enters
the bore from the breech part of the tube in section A, and the optical tube is
installed in the muzzle part B of the barrel, and their centers must be located
on one line (se, Fig. 169).

Star guage head A is then pushed by the rod along the barrel bore to its
etermined sections, 500 mm in length, and in each section, the relative posi-

tion of grid and cross-hairs are deteruined by siting through the optical tube
(3). If the barrel bore is curved, cross-hairs of head A of the star guage
will be moved relative to the cross-hairs of optical tube B, which, remaining
stationary, will move relative to the cross-hairs of the star guage. The dis-
tance x between these cross-hairs will be the actual amount of curvature for
the g,;ven section, and the direction of curvature should be noted along the
radius between the cross-hairs (see Fig. 169). On Fig. 169, the amount of
curvature will eqial x = 3 mm, and the accuracy of reading may be written to
0.25 mm, which fully satisfies technical requirements.

Measurement of weapon tube bore curvature allows a tube to be discarded
if its curvature exceeds the limits of allowable norms, and allows exposure of
the reasons for appearance of the curvature.

Measuring Barrel Muzzle Curvature

For increasing ballistic properties of weapon barrels with allowable
bore curvature, barrel muzzle curvature attains special significance. Muzzle
curvature of a barrel is curvature of its bore at the section 2.5 to 3 calibers
in length from the muzzle face, or on the length occupied by the centering
thickness of the projectile at the moment of its flight from the bore, when
the front centering thickness approaches the muzzle face.

If barrel bore muzzle curvature iE uniform in numerical value and varied
in direction, it will affect deviation of the projectile during flight from
the bore in various ways. It is more expedient for all barrels to have an al-
lowable curvatur in any one direction (for instance, upward) to provide more
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Fig. 169. Schematic of measuring
gun tube bore curvature
and grid on field of view

of star gauge head

Key: d. direction of curvature

ballistic uniformity among weapons. For this reason, muzzle rmrvature of a
barrel should be checked before assembly of the inner tube with the breech.

S5 6

EE
6 5 7 75.

b£ig. 170. Barrel installation during muzzle
curvature measurement

Key: 1. bed
2 & 3. roller supports

Li4. barrel
5. quadrant
6. smooth cylinder of attachment
7. surface for quadrant ,ith level
a level installation in a lateral

directicn
b. level installation in a longitu-

dinal direction
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Muzzle curvature in a barrel is measured iy the folowing means (see
Fig. 170).

The gun tube (4) (barrel) is installed on roller regulating supports (2)
and (3) of the control bed (1) so that the axis of its bore is horizontal. A
smooth cylinder (6) of length £ = 2.5d, having a space (7) for installation of
the control level (quadrant)(5), is then inserted in the muzzle part of the
bore. The exterior surface of the cylinder is finely machined, and its diame-
ter is equal to the bore caliber.

First the quadrant (5) is installed laterally on space (7), with its
scale being set beforehand to the 00 mark. For this, cylinder (6) is turned,
moving the level bubble to the center (see Fig. 170, a). Then, not changing
the horizontal position of the space of the cylinder, the quadrant is set in
a longitudinal position on it (see Fig. 170, b), and the level bubble will move
from the middle position. Changing the position of the quadrant scale, the
level is moved to center and the reading is written in minutes. Then, rotating
the barrel around its longitudinal axis by 90, 180, 270, ,nd 3600, other read-
ings are taken in the same order.

Differences in the readings among the various barrel positions show the
amount of curvature of its bore and its direction. Barrel curvature is usually
directed upward by the following means, and indicated on its muzzle face by a
plus sign (+). During machining the slots for fastening keys between the tube
and breech, and slots for the extractors, direction of ihe barrel bore curva-
ture is considered so that after assembly it will be directed upward in all
barrels.

Checking Variations in Tube Wall Thickness

Variations in tube wall thickness during machining holes occur as the re-
sult of deviation of the cutting instrument and residual stresses in the metal.
For each tube section, variations in wall thickness e are determined according
to formula (Fig. 171).

e = D - (d + 2a), (83)

where D is the exterior tube diameter; d is the interior diameter of tube
hole; and a is the least dimension of tube wall thickness in given section.

The method of measuring variations in tube wall thickness is identical
with the method of measuring curvature of its bore. The disc (9), with cross-
hairs and marks every 450 (see Fig. 168) is fastened on the breech part of the
barrel. In a given section, variations in tube wall thickness are measured
every 900, and along the length every 500 to 1000 mm.

Star gauge A, whose construction is similar to the one for measuring bore
curvature, is inserted from the muzzle part of the tube. An optical tuoe with
cross-hairs in its field of view is installed from the muzzle to a distance
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of 100 mm from the muzzle face. The first installation of star gauge head A
in the bore is done to a distance of 100 mm from the breech face, where it is
centered along the surface of the bore hole of diameter d so that the star
gauge cross-hairs coincide with the center of the bore hole. The cross-hairs
of tube B are sited on the cross-hairs of the star gauge, and then the tube is
fastened stationary on stand (4).

After installation, the weapon tube (1) is rotated by an angle of 900 and
fixed in the new position along the marks of disc (9) relative to the stationary
indicator (11). Movement of the star gauge center to the left by an amount b
and upward by an amount a relative to the cross-hairs of the stationary tube B
confirms presence of a variation in tube wall thickness (see Fig. 171). The
actual variation in wall thickness for the given section will be equal to el
along section O. TIis variation in wall thickness is immediately read off on
the star gauge grid in Fig. 169. The gun tube is then rotated at angles of
180, 270, and 3600, and variation in tube wall thickness will be determined
through e2, e3 , and e4 and also counted off along the star gauge grid.

-d

//F'

- 4)

B

10

Fig. 11. Schematic for measuring variations in
wall thickness of gun tubes

Key: 0. center of inside circle
01. center of outside tube circumference

AB & GF. cross-hairs
e1 . amount of measured wall thickness

variation in section OE
a. first position
b. position after 900 rotation
c. position after 1800 rotation
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Measuring by the described method is done for every section, 500 or
000 mm. apart in length. The allowable amount of wall thickness variation must

be determined by calculation for each model of weapon barrel, emanating from
its construction and vork rate of the barrel during firing. It should be re-

A ~mem~bered that the actual decrease in tube -,roll thickness from its nominal value
iil be equal to half the amount of wal thickness variation determined by
measuring., as seen in Figs. 169 and 171.

The largest amount of wall thickness variation goes into the measuring
record with an indication of the distance from the breech face that it was dis-
covered. Wall thickness variations up to 0.5 mm are usually not noted in the
reporting documents.because wall thickness of this size has no practical sig-
nificance.
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